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PREFACE.

THIS book is intended to form a companion volume to my

edition of the treatise of Apollonius on Conic Sections

lately published. If it was worth while to attempt to make the

work of "the great geometer" accessible to the mathematician

of to-day who might not be able, in consequence of its length

and of its form, either to read it in the original Greek or in a

Latin translation, or, having read it, to master it and grasp the

whole scheme of the treatise, I feel that I owe even less of an

apology for offering to the public a reproduction, on the same

lines, of the extant works of perhaps the greatest mathematical

genius that the world has ever seen.

Michel Chasles has drawn an instructive distinction between

the predominant features of the geometry of Archimedes and

of the geometry which we find so highly developed in Apollo-

nius. Their works may be regarded, says Chasles, as the origin

and basis of two great inquiries which seem to share between

them the domain of geometry. Apollonius is concerned with

the Geometry of Forms and Situations, while in Archimedes

we find the Geometry of Measurements dealing with the quad-

rature of curvilinear plane figures and with the quadrature

and cubature of curved surfaces, investigations which '-'gave

birth to the calculus of the infinite conceived and brought

to perfection successively by Kepler, Cavalieri, Fermat, Leibniz,

and Newton." But whether Archimedes is viewed as the

man who, with the limited means at his disposal, nevertheless

succeeded in performing what are really integrations for the

purpose of finding the area of a parabolic segment and a

^
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spiral, the surface and volume of a sphere and a segment

of a sphere, and the volume of any segments of the solids

of revolution of the second degree, whether he is seen finding

the centre of gravity of a parabolic segment, calculating

arithmetical approximations to the value of tt, inventing a

system for expressing in words any number up to that which

we should write down with 1 followed by 80,000 billion

ciphers, or inventing the whole science of hydrostatics and at

the same time carrying it so far as to give a most complete

investigation of the positions of rest and stability of a right

segment of a paraboloid of revolution floating in a fluid, the

intelligent reader cannot fail to be struck by the remarkable

range of subjects and the mastery of treatment. And if these

are such as to create genuine enthusiasm in the student of

Archimedes, the style and method are no less irresistibly

attractive. One feature which will probably most impress the

mathematician accustomed to the rapidity and directness secured

by the generality of modern methods is the deliberation with

which Archimedes approaches the solution of any one of his

main problems. Yet this very characteristic, with its incidental

effects, is calculated to excite the more admiration because the

method suggests the tactics of some great strategist who

foresees everything, eliminates everything not immediately

conducive to the execution of his plan, masters every position

in its order, and then suddenly (when the very elaboration of

the scheme has almost obscured, in the mind of the spectator,

its ultimate object) strikes the final blow. Thus we read in

Archimedes proposition after proposition the bearing of which is

not immediately obvious but which Ave find infallibly used later

on ; and we are led on by such easy stages that the difficulty of

the original problem, as presented at the outset, is scarcely

appreciated. As Plutarch says, "it is not possible to find in

geometry more difficult and troublesome questions, or more

simple and lucid explanations." But it is decidedly a rhetorical

exaggeration when Plutarch goes on to say that we are deceived
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by the easiness of the successive steps into the belief that anyone

could have discovered them for himself. On the contrary, the

studied simplicity and the perfect finish of the treatises involve

at the same time an element of mystery. Though each step

depends upon the preceding ones, we are left in the dark as to

how they were suggested to Archimedes. There is, in fact,

much truth in a remark of Wallis to the effect that he seems

" as it were of set purpose to have covered up the traces of his

investigation as if he had grudged posterity the secret of his

method of inquiry while he wished to extort from them assent

to his results." Wallis adds with equal reason that not only

Archimedes but nearly all the ancients so hid away from

posterity their method of Analysis (though it is certain that

they had one) that more modern mathematicians found it easier

to invent a new Analysis than to seek out the old. This is no

doubt the reason why Archimedes and other Greek geometers

have received so little attention during the present century and

why Archimedes is for the most part only vaguely remembered

as the inventor of a screw, while even mathematicians scarcely

know him except as the discoverer of the principle in hydro-

statics which bears his name. It is only of recent years that

we have had a satisfactory edition of the Greek text, that of

Heiberg brought out in 1880-1, and I know of no complete

translation since the German one of Nizze, published in 1824,

which is now out of print and so rare that I had some difficulty

in procuring a copy.

The plan of this work is then the same as that which I

followed in editing the Conies of Apollonius. In this case,

however, there has been less need as well as less opportunity for

compression, and it has been possible to retain the numbering

of the propositions and to enunciate them in a manner more

nearly approaching the original without thereby making the

enunciations obscure. Moreover, the subject matter is not so

complicated as to necessitate absolute uniformity in the notation

used (which is the only means whereby Apollonius can be made
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even tolerably readable), though I have tried to secure as much

uniformity as was fairly possible. My main object has been to

present a perfectly faithful reproduction of the treatises as they

have come down to us, neither adding anything nor leaving out

anything essential or important. The notes are for the most

part intended to throw light on particular points in the text or

to supply proofs of propositions assumed by Archimedes as

known; sometimes I have thought it right to insert within

square brackets after certain propositions, and in the same type,

notes designed to bring out the exact significance of those

propositions, in cases where to place such notes in the Intro-

duction or at the bottom of the page might lead to their being

overlooked.

Much of the Introduction is, as will be seen, historical ; the

rest is devoted partly to giving a more general view of certam

methods employed by Archimedes and of their mathematical

significance than would be possible in notes to separate propo-

sitions, and partly to the discussion of certain questions arising

out of the subject matter upon which we have no positive

historical data to guide us. In these latter cases, where it is

necessary to put forward hypotheses for the purpose of explaining

obscure points, I have been careful to call attention to their

speculative character, though I have given the historical evidence

where such can be quoted in support of a particular hypothesis,

my object being to place side by side the authentic information

\vhich we possess and the inferences which have been or may

be drawn from it, in order that the reader may be in a position

to judge for himself how far he can accept the latter as probable.

Perhaps I may be thought to owe an apology for the length of

one chapter on the so-called vev(rei<i, or inclinationes, which goes

somewhat beyond what is necessary for the elucidation of

Archimedes ; but the subject is interesting, and I thought it

well to make my account of it as complete as possible in

order to round off, as it were, my studies in Apollonius and

Archimedes.
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I have had one disappointment in preparing this book for

the press. I was particularly anxious to place on or opposite

the title-page a portrait of Archimedes, and I was encouraged

in this idea by the fact that the title-page of Torelli's edition

bears a representation in medallion form on which are endorsed

the words Archimedis effigies marmorea in veteri anaglypho

Romae asservato. Caution was however suggested when I

found two more portraits wholly unlike this but still claiming to

represent Archimedes, one of them appearing at the beginning

of Peyrard's French translation of 1807, and the other in

Gronovius' Thesaurus Graecarum Antiquitatum ; and I thought

it well to inquire further into the matter. I am now informed

by Dr A. S. Murray of the British Museum that there does

not appear to be any authority for any one of the three, and

that writers on iconography apparently do not recognise an

Archimedes among existing portraits. I was, therefore, re-

luctantly obliged to give up my idea.

The proof sheets have, as on the former occasion, been read

over by my brother, Dr R. S. Heath, Principal of Mason College,

Birmingham ; and I desire to take this opportunity of thanking

him for undertaking what might well have seemed, to any one

less genuinely interested in Greek geometry, a thankless task.

T. L. HEATH.

March, 1897.
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INTEODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

ARCHIMEDES.

A LIFE of Archimedes was written by one Heracleides*, but

this biography has not survived, and such particulars as are known

have to be collected from many various sources f. According to

Tzetzes| he died at the age of 75, and, as he perished in the sack

of Syracuse (b.c. 212), it follows that he was probably born about

287 B.C. He was the son of Pheidias the asti^onomer§, and was

on intimate terms with, if not related to, king Hieron and his

* Eutocius mentions this work iu his commentary on Archimedes' Measure-

ment of the circle, ws (p-qaLv 'UpaKXeidrjs iv ry 'Apxi/J-vSovs jBlip. He alludes to jt

again in his commentary on Apollonius' Conies (ed. Heiberg, Vol. ii. p. 168),

where, however, the name is wrongly given as 'Hpd/cXetos. This Heracleides is

perhaps the same as the Heracleides mentioned by Archimedes himself in the

preface to his book On Spirals.

t An exhaustive collection of the materials is given in Heiberg's Quaestiones

Archimedeae (1879). The preface to Torelli's edition also gives the main points,

and the same work (pp. 363—370) quotes at length most of the original

references to the mechanical inventions of Archimedes. Further, the article

Archimedes (by Hultsch) in Pauly-Wissowa's Real-Encyclopddie der classischen

Altertumsiuissenschaften gives an entirely admirable summary of all the available

information. See also Susemihl's Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur in der

Alexandrinerzeit, i. pp. 723—733.

+ Tzetzes, Chiliad., u. 35, 105.

§ Pheidias is mentioned in the Sand-reckoner of Archimedes, twv irporipuv

d<TTpo\6ywv Ei;56^ou...<J>et5ta 5e tov afiov Trarpos (the last words being the correction

of Blass for rod 'AKoAwarpos, the reading of the text). Cf. Schol. Clark, in

Gregor. Nazianz. Or. 34, p. 355 a Morel, ^eidlas to fxev yevos tjv ZvpaKdaios

darpoKoyos 6 'ApxifM-qSovs Trarrip.
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son Gelon. It appears from a passage of Diodorus* that he spent

a considerable time at Alexandria, where it may be inferred that

he studied with the successors of Euclid. It may have been at

Alexandria that he made the acquaintance of Conon of Samos

(for whom he had the highest regard both as a mathematician

and as a personal friend) and of Eratosthenes. To the former

he was in the habit of communicating his discoveries before their

publication, and it is to the latter that the famous Cattle-problem

purports to have been sent. Another friend, to whom he dedicated

several of his works, was Dositheus of Pelusium, a pupil of Conon,

presumably at Alexandria though at a date subsequent to Archi-

medes' sojourn there.

After his return to Syracuse he lived a life entirely devoted

to mathematical research. Incidentally he made himself famous

by a variety of ingenious mechanical inventions. These things

were however merely the "diversions of geometry at play t," and

he attached no importance to them. In the words of Plutarch, " he

possessed so high a spirit, so profound a soul, and such treasures

of scientific knowledge that, though these inventions had obtained

for him the renown of more than human sagacity, he yet would

not deign to leave behind him any written work on such subjects,

but, regarding as ignoble and sordid the business of mechanics

and every sort of art which is directed to use and profit, he placed

his whole ambition in those speculations in whose beauty and

.subtlety there is no admixture of the common needs of life|." In

fact he wrote only one such mechanical book, On Sphere-making%

to which allusion will be made later.

Some of his mechanical inventions were used with great efiect

against the Romans during the siege of Syracuse. Thus he contrived

* Diodorus v. 37, 3, oi)s [tovs KoxXias] 'Apx'M^STjs 6 ^vpaKoa-ios evpev, ore

irap^^aXev els Aiyvirrov.

t Plutarch, Marcellus, 14.

X ibid. 17.

§ Pappus VIII. p. 1026 (ed. Hultsch). Kapiros 8e 7rov tprjaiv 6 'Avrioxevs

'Apx'M^^T? TOP 'SlvpaKocTi.ov iv novov ^i^Xlov avvTeTax^vai p.rjxai'iKbi' to Kara rrjv

ff<paipoirouav, tujv 8^ dXKwv ovS^v rj^iojK^vai auvrd^ai. kuItol ivapa. toIs iroXKoh eirl

/x7]xavLKy do^acrdels Kal fxeyaXotpv-qs rts yev6p.evos 6 davp-aarbs eKetvos, oicTTe 5Lap.iiva.i

vapa TrdffLv dvdpwirois virep^aWdPTCos vp-vov/xevos, tCiv re irporjyovfieviov y€Ufj.eTpiKrjs

Kal dpidfj.rjTi.K7is ^xo/Uf '''<''' deupl-o-s to, Ppax'JTaTa doKOvvTa elvai <nrov5aiws avviypatpev

6s (paiviTai Tas dpr)p.ivas enKTT'qp.as ovtujs dyairrjCTas ws /xrjd^v 'i^uidev VTrop.ivei.v

avTOLS iireicrdyeiv.
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catapults so ingeniously constructed as to be equally serviceable

at long or short ranges, machines for discharging showers of

missiles through holes made in the walls, and others consisting

of long moveable poles projecting beyond the walls which either

dropped heavy weights upon the enemy's ships, or grappled the

prows by means of an iron hand or a beak like that of a crane,

then lifted them into the air and let them fall again*. Marcellus

is said to have derided his own engineers and artificers with the

woi'ds, " Shall we not make an end of fighting against this geo-

metrical Briareus who, sitting at ease by the sea, plays pitch and

toss with our ships to our confusion, and by the multitude of

missiles that he hurls at us outdoes the hundred-handed giants of

mythology ? + "; but the exhortation had no effect, the Romans being

in such abject terror that "if they did but see a piece of rope

or wood projecting above the wall, they would cry ' there it is

again,' declaring that Archimedes was setting some engine in motion

against them, and would turn their backs and run away, insomuch

that Marcellus desisted from all conflicts and assaults, putting all

his hope in a long siege J."

If we are rightly informed, Archimedes died, as he had lived,

absorbed in mathematical contemplation. The accounts of the

exact circumstances of his death differ in some details. Thus

Livy says simply that, amid the scenes of confusion that followed

the capture of Syracuse, he was found intent on some figures which

he had drawn in the dust, and was killed by a soldier who did

not know who he was §. Plutarch gives more than one version in

the following passage. " Marcellus was most of all afflicted at

the death of Archimedes ; for, as fate would have it, he was intent

on working out some problem with a diagram and, having fixed

his mind and his eyes alike on his investigation, he never noticed

the incursion of the Romans nor the capture of the city. And
when a soldier came up to him suddenly and bade him follow to

* Polybius, Hist. vni. 7—8 ; Livy xxiv. 34; Plutarch, Marcellus, 15—17.

t Plutarch, Marcellus, 17.

X ibid.

§ Livy XXV. 31. Cum multa irae, multa auaritiae foeda exempla ederentur,

Archimedem memoriae proditum est in tanto tumultu, quantum pauor captae

urbis in discursu diripientium militum ciere poterat, intentum formis, quas in

puluere descripserat, ab ignaro milite quis esset interfectum ; aegre id Marcellum

tulisse sepulturaeque curam habitam, et propinquis etiam inquisitis honori

praesidioque nomen ac memoriam eius fuisse.

H. A. b
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Marcellus, he refused to do so until he had worked out his problem

to a demonstration ; whereat the soldier was so enraged that he

drew his sword and slew him. Others say that the Roman ran

up to him with a drawn sword offering to kill him ; and, when

Archimedes saw him, he begged him earnestly to wait a short time

in order that he might not leave his problem incomplete and

unsolved, but the other took no notice and killed him. Again

there is a third account to the effect that, as he was carrying to

Marcellus some of his mathematical instruments, sundials, spheres,

and angles adjusted to the apparent size of the sun to the sight, some

soldiers met him and, being under the impression that he carried

gold in the vessel, slew him*." The most picturesque version of the

story is perhaps that which represents him as saying to a Roman

soldier who came too close, " Stand away, fellow, from my diagram,"

whereat the man was so enraged that he killed him f. The addition

made to this story by Zonaras, representing him as saying Trapa

KiffiaXdv Kol jxrj Trapa ypafxfjidv, while it no doubt recalls the second

version given by Plutarch, is perhaps the most far-fetched of the

touches put to the picture by later hands.

Archimedes is said to have requested his friends and relatives

to place upon his tomb a representation of a cylinder circumsci'ibing

a sphere within it, together with an inscription giving the ratio

which the cylinder bears to the sphere J ; from which we may

infer that he himself regarded the discovery of this ratio [On the

Sphere and Cylinder, i. 33, 34] as his greatest achievement. Cicero,

when quaestor in Sicily, found the tomb in a neglected state and

restored it§.

Beyond the above particulars of the life of Archimedes, we

have nothing left except a number of stories, which, though perhaps

not literally accurate, yet help us to a conception of the personality

of the most original mathematician of antiquity which we would

not willingly have altered. Thus, in illustration of his entire

preoccupation by his abstract studies, we are told that he would

forget all about his food and such necessities of life, and would

be drawing geometrical figures in the ashes of the fire, or, when

* Plutarch, Marcellus, 19.

t Tzetzes, Chil. ii. 35, 135 ; Zonaras rx. 5.

X Plutarch, Marcellus, 17 ad Jin.

§ Cicero, Titsc. v. 64 sq.
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anointing himself, in the oil on his body*. Of the same kind is

the well-known story that, when he discovered in a bath the

solution of the question referred to him by Hieron as to whether

a certain crown supposed to have been made of gold did not in

reality contain a certain proportion of silver, he ran naked through

the street to his home shouting evprjKa, evprjKaf.

According to Pappus | it was in connexion with his discoVery

of the solution of the problem To move a given weight by a given

force that Archimedes uttered the famous saying, " Give me a

place to stand on, and I can move the earth (Sos /xot ttoC cttw kuI

KLVij) T-qv yyjv)." Plutarch represents him as declaring to Hieron

that any given weight could be moved by a given force, and

boasting, in reliance on the cogency of his demonstration, that, if

he were given another earth, he would cross over to it and move

this one. "And when Hieron was struck with amazement and asked

him to reduce the problem to practice and to give an illustration

of some great weight moved by a small force, he fixed upon a ship

of burden with three masts from the king's arsenal which had

only been drawn up with great labour and many men ; and loading

her witii many passengers and a full freight, sitting himself the

while far off, with no great endeavour but only holding the end

of a compound pulley (TroAuo-n-ao-To?) quietly in his hand and pulling

at it, he drew the ship along smoothly and safely as if she were

moving through the sea§." According to Proclus the ship was one

which Hieron had had made to send to king Ptolemy, and, when all

the Syracusans with their combined strength were unable to launch

it, Archimedes contrived a mechanical device which enabled Hieron

to move it by himself, insomuch that the latter declared that

"from that day forth Archimedes was to be believed in every-

thing that he might say||." While however it is thus established

that Archimedes invented some mechanical contrivance for moving

a large ship and thus gave a practical illustration of his thesis,

it is not certain whether the machine used was simply a compound

* Plutarch, Marcellus, 17.

t Vitruvius, Architect, ix. 3. For an explanation of the manner in which

Archimedes probably solved this problem, see the note following On floatinit

bodies, i. 7 (p. 259 sq.).

t Pappus VIII. p. 1060.

§ Plutarch, Marcellus, 14.

II
Proclus, Comm. on Eitcl. i., p. 63 (ed. Friedlein).

62
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pulley (7ro\vcnracrTo<;) as stated by Plutarch; for Athenaeus*, in

describing the same incident, says that a heli(r was used. This

term must be supposed to refer to a machine similar to the Kox^tas

described by Pappus, in which a cog-wheel with oblique teeth

moves on a cylindrical helix turned by a handle f. Pappus, how-

ever, describes it in connexion with the /3apov\K6<; of Heron, and,

while he distinctly refers to Heron as his authority, he gives no

hint that Archimedes invented either the (3apovXK6<; or the par-

ticular Ko;(Xtas ; on the other hand, the Tro\vcnraaTo<; is mentioned

by Galen I, and the Tpia-itaa-Tos (triple pulley) by Oribasius§, as one

of the inventions of Archimedes, the rptcrTrao-Tos being so called

either from its having three wheels (Vitruvius) or three ropes

(Oribasius). Nevertheless, it may well be that though the ship

could easily be kept in motion, when once started, by the rpt-

cnracTTos or TroXuo-TracTTos, Archimedes was obliged to use an appliance

similar to the KoxAtas to give the first impulse.

The name of yet another instrument appears in connexion with

the phrase about moving the earth. Tzetzes' version is, " Give

me a place to stand on {ira. /8w), and I will move the whole earth

with a ;(apio-TiW
II " ; but, as in another passageH he uses the word

Tpto-TracTTos, it may be assumed that the two words represented one

and the same thing**.

It will be convenient to mention in this place the other

mechanical inventions of Archimedes. The best known i's the

* Athenaeus v. 207 a-b, KaracrKevdaas yap eXiKa to tt/Klkovtov <tkA<Pos els ttjv

daXaaaav KaTTiyaye' -rrpwros d^ 'ApxifJ-V^V^ svpe rr]v rrjs ^\ikos KaraaKevrju. To the

same effect is the statement of Eustathius ad II. in. p. 114 (ed. Stallb.) X^7eTat

5e eXt^ Kai n /j.rjxo.vrjs elSos, 5 TrptDros ivpwv 6 'ApxtyUTjSTjs evdoKlfirjcre, (pacri, 5t avToO,

+ Pappus VIII. pp. 1066, 1108 sq.

X Galen, in Hippocr. De artic, iv, 47 (=:xviii. p. 747, ed. Kiihn).

§ Oribasius, Coll. med., xlix. 22 (iv. p. 407, ed. Bussemaker), 'ATreWldovs rj

' Apxi't^rjSovs Tpijiraarov, described in the same passage as having been invented

irpos Tots Tu)v ttXoiwj' KadoXKas.

II
Tzetzes, Chil. ii. IHO.

^y Ibid., III. 61, 6 yrjv dvaaTrwi' /xTjxo-vfi t^ TpiffiraaTi^ ^owv ova ^Q Kai craXevauj

ri]!' xdbva.

** Heiberg compares Simplicius, Comm. in Aristot. Phys. (ed. Diels, p. 1110,

1. 2), TavTTi 5^ TTj d;'aXo7ta rod kivovvtos Kai tou kivov/j.€vov Kai rov diaaTrjinaTOS

rb ffTaOfiKTTiKbv opyavov top Ka\ovfj.evov x'^P'^""'''-^'"^
crvaTT^aat 6 Apxt-fJ-vdTjs us

jj.iXP'' Tavris r^s dvaXoylas irpox'^povcrrjs iKo/nTraffev eKclvo to nd /3w Kai klvu> tclv

ydv.
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water-screw* (also called K:o;(A.ta?) which was apparently invented

by him in Egypt, for the purpose of irrigating fields. It was

also used for pumping water out of mines or from the hold of

ships.

Another invention was that of a sphere constructed so as to

imitate the motions of the sun, the moon, and the five planets

in the heavens. Cicero actually saw this contrivance and gives a

description of itf, stating that it represented the periods of the

moon and the apparent motion of the sun with such accuracy that

it would even (over a short period) show the eclipses of the sun

and moon. Hultsch conjectures that it was moved by water J.

We know, as above stated, from Pappus that Archimedes wrote

a book on the construction of such a sphere (Trept cr^atpoTrottas),

and Pappus speaks in one place of " those who understand the

making of spheres and produce a model of the heavens by means

of the regular circular motion of water." In any case it is certain

that Archimedes was much occupied with astronomy. Livy calls

him "unicus spectator caeli siderumque." Hipparchus says§,

" From these observations it is clear that the differences in the

years are altogether small, but, as to the solstices, I almost

think [ovK aTreXiTL^o}) that both I and Archimedes have erred to

the extent of a quarter of a day both in the observation and in the

deduction therefrom." It appears therefore that Archimedes had

considered the question of the length of the year, as Ammianus
also states

|| . Macrobius says that he discovered the distances of

the planets^. Archimedes himself describes in the Sand-reckoner

the apparatus by which he measured the apparent diameter of the

sun, or the angle subtended by it at the eye.

The story that he set the Roman ships on fire by an arrange-

ment of burning-glasses or concave mirrors is not found in any

* Diodorus i. 34, v. 37; Vitruvius x. 16 (11) ; Philo in. p. 330 (ed. Pfeiffer);

Strabo xvii. p. 807 ; Athenaeus v. 208 f.

t Cicero, De rep., i. 21-22; Tiisc, i. 63; De nat. deor., ii. 88. Cf. Ovid,

Fasti, VI. 277; Lactantius, Instit., ii. 5, 18; Martianus Capella, ii. 212, vi.

588 sq. ; Claudian, Epigr. 18 ; Sextus Empiricus, p. 416 (ed. Bekker).

X Zeitschrift f. Math. u. Physik (hist. lift. Abth.), xxii. (1877), 106 sq.

§ Ptolemy, o-wra^ts, i. p. 153.

II
Ammianus Marcell., xxvi. i. 8.

^ Macrobius, in Somn. Scip., ii. 3.
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authority earlier than Lucian*; and the so-called loculus Archi-

medius, which was a sort of puzzle made of 14 pieces of ivory of

different shapes cut out of a square, cannot be supposed to be his

invention, the explanation of the name being perhaps that it was

only a method of expressing that the puzzle was cleverly made,

in the same way as the 7rp6j3X7)/xa 'Ap^tfXTjSeLov came to be simply

a proverbial expression for something very difficult!.

* The same story is told of Proclus in Zouaras xiv. 3. For the other

references on the subject see Heiberg's Quaestiones Archimedeae, pp. 39-41.

t Cf. also Tzetzes, Chil. xii. 270, twu 'Apxi-M^ovs u-qxa-vui' xpe'cti' e'xw.



CHAPTER 11.

MANUSCRIPTS AXD PRINCIPAL EDITIONS—ORDER OF

COMPOSITION—DIALECT—LOST WORKS.

The sources of the text and versions are very fully described

by Heiberg in the Prolegomena to Vol. iii. of his edition of Archi-

medes, where the editor supplements and to some extent amends

what he had previously written on the same subject in his dis-

sertation entitled Quaestiones Archimedeae (1879). It will there-

fore suffice here to state briefly the main points of the discussion.

The MSS. of the best class all had a common origin in a MS.

which, so far as is known, is no longer extant. It is described

in one of the copies made from it (to be mentioned later and dating

from some time between a.d. 1499 and 1531) as 'most ancient'

(TraAatoTaTov), and all the evidence goes to show that it was written

as early as the 9th or 10th century. At one time it was in the

possession of George Valla, who taught at Venice between the

years 1486 and 1499; and many important inferences with regard

to its readings can be drawn from some translations of parts of

Archimedes and Eutocius made by Valla himself and published

in his book entitled de expetendis et fugiendis rebus (Venice, 1501).

It appears to have been carefully copied from an original belonging

to some one well versed in mathematics, and it contained figures

drawn for the most part with great care and accuracy, but there

was considerable confusion between the letters in the figures and

those in the text. This MS., after the death of Valla in 1499,

became the property of Albertus Pius Carpensis (Alberto Pio,

prince of Carpi).. Part of his library passed through various hands

and ultimately reached the Vatican ; but the fate of the Valla

MS. appears to have been different, for we hear of its being in

the possession of Cardinal Rodolphus Pius (Rodolfo Pio), a nephew

of Albertus, in 1544, after which it seems to have disappeared.
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The three most important MSS. extant are :

F (= Codex Florentinus bibliothecae Laurentianae Mediceae

plutei XXVIII. 4to.).

B (= Codex Parisinus 2360, olim Mediceus).

C (= Codex Parisinus 2361, Fonteblandensis).

Of these it is certain that B was copied from the Valla MS.

This is proved by a note on the copy itself, which states that the

archetype formerly belonged to George Valla and afterwards to

Albertus Pius. From this it may also be inferred that B was

written before the death of Albertus in 1531 ; for, if at the date

of B the Valla MS. had passed to Rodolphus Pius, the name of

the latter would presumably have been mentioned. The note re-

ferred to also gives a list of peculiar abbreviations used in the

archetype, which list is of importance for the purpose of com-

parison with F and other MSS.

From a note on C it appears that that MS. was written by

one Christophorus Auverus at Rome in 1544, at the expense of

Georgius Armagniacus (Geoi'ges dArmagnac), Bishop of Rodez,

then on a mission from King Francis I. to Pope Paul III. Further,

a certain Guilelmus Philander, in a letter to Francis I. published

in an edition of Vitruvius (1552), mentions that he was allowed,

by the kindness of Cardinal Rodolphus Pius, acting at the instance

of Georgius Armagniacus, to see and make extracts from a volume

of Archimedes which was destined to adorn the library founded

by Francis at Fontainebleau. He adds that the volume had been

the property of George Valla. We can therefore hardly doubt

that C was the copy which Georgius Armagniacus had made in

order to present it to the library at Fontainebleau.

Now F, B and C all contain the same works of Archimedes

and Eutocius, and in the same order, viz. (1) two Books de sjihaera

et cylindro, (2) de dimensio7ie circuli, (3) de conoidihus, (4) de

lineis spiralibus, (5) de planis aeque ponderantibus, (6) arenarius,

(7) quadratura jxirabolae, and the commentaries of Eutocius on

(1) (2) and (5). At the end of the quadratura parabolae both

F and B give the following lines

:

evTvxpirj'; Xeov yeoj/acrpa

TToXAous €ts A.i>/<a/3avTas i'ot? ttoXv cjaXraTe /xoucrais.

F and C also contain 7nensurae from Heron and two fragments

Trepl oTadfxojv and wepl /xeVpwv, the order being tlie same in both
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and the contents only differing in the one respect that the last

fragment Trept /xtVptov is slightly longer in F than in C.

A short preface to C states that the first page of the archetype

was so rubbed and worn with age that not even the name of

Archimedes could be read upon it, while there was no copy at

Rome by means of which the defect could be made good, and

further that the last page of Heron's de mensuris was similarly

obliterated. Now in F the first page was apparently left blank

at first and afterwards written in by a different hand with many

gaps, while in B there are similar deficiencies and a note attached

by the copyist is to the effect that the first page of the archetype

was indistinct. In another place (p. 4 of Vol. in., ed. Heiberg)

all three MSS. have the same lacuna, and the scribe of B notes

that one whole page or even two are missing.

Now C could not have been copied from F because the last

page of the fragment Trept jx^Tpwv is perfectly distinct in F ; and,

on the other hand, the archetype of F must have been illegil^le

at the end because there is no word reXos at the end of F, nor any

other of the signs by which copyists usually marked the completion

of their task. Again, Valla's translations show that his MS. had

certain readings corresponding to correct readings in B and C

instead of incorrect readings given by F. Hence F cannot ha^•e

been Valla's MS. itself.

The positive evidence about F is as follows. Valla's trans-

lations, with the exception of the few readings just referred to,

agree completely with the text of F. From a letter written at

Venice in 1491 by Angelus Politianus (Angelo Poliziano) to Lau-

rentius Mediceus (Lorenzo de' Medici), it appears that the former

had found a MS. at Venice containing works by Archimedes and

Heron and proposed to have it copied. As G. Valla then lived

at Venice, the MS. can hardly have been any other but his, and

no doubt F was actually copied from it in 1491 or soon after.

Confirmatory evidence for this origin of F is found in the fact

that the form of most of the letters in it is older than the 15th

century, and the abbreviations etc., while they all savour of an

ancient archetype, agree marvellously with the description which

the note to B above referred to gives of the abbreviations used

in Valla's MS. Further, it is remarkable that the corrupt passage

corresponding to the illegible first page of the archetype just takes

up one page of F, no more and no less.
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The natural inference from all the evidence is that F, B and

C all had their origin in the Valla MS. ; and of the three F is

the most trustworthy. For (1) the extreme care with which the

copyist of F kept to the original is illustrated by a number of

mistakes in it which correspond to Valla's readings but are cor-

rected in B and C, and (2) there is no doubt that the writer of

B was somewhat of an expert and made many alterations on his

own authority, not always with success.

Passing to other MSS., we know that Pope Nicholas V. had

a MS. of Archimedes which he caused to be translated into Latin.

The translation was made by Jacobus Cremonensis (Jacopo Cas-

siani*), and one copy of this was written out by Joannes Regio-

montanus (Johann Miiller of Kcinigsberg, near Hassfurt, in Fran-

conia), about 14G1, who not only noted in the margin a number

of corrections of the Latin but added also in many places Greek

readings from another MS. This copy by Eegiomontanus is pre-

served at Niirnberg and was the source of the Latin translation

given in the editio pt'inceps of Thomas Gechautf Venatorius (Basel,

1544); it is called N'' by Heiberg. (Another copy of the same

translation is alluded to by Regiomontanus, and this is doubtless

the Latin MS. 327 of 15th c. still extant at Venice.) From the

fact that the translation of Jacobus Cremonensis has the same

lacuna as that in F, B and C above referred to (Vol. iii., ed.

Heiberg, p. 4), it seems clear that the translator had before him

either the Valla MS. itself or (more likely) a copy of it, though

the order of the books in the translation differs in one respect

from that in our MSS., viz. that the arenarius comes after instead

of before the quadratura parabolae.

It is probable that the Greek MS. used by Regiomontanus was V
(= Codex Venetus Marcianus cccv, of the 15th c), which is still extant

and contains the same books of Archimedes and Eutocius with the

same fragment of Heron as F has, and in the same order. If the

above conclusion that F dates from 1491 or thereabouts is correct,

then, as V belonged to Cardinal Bessarione who died in 1472, it

cannot have been copied from F, and the simplest way of accounting

for its similarity to F is to suppose that it too was derived from

Valla's MS.

* Tiraboschi, Storia della Letteratura Italiana, Vol. vi. Pt. 1 (p. 358 of the

edition of 1807). Cantor {Vorlesnngen iib. Gesch. d. Math., ii. p. 192) gives the

full name and title as Jacopo da S. Cassiano Cremonese canonico regolare.
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Regiomontanus mentions, in a note inserted later than the

rest and in different ink, two other Greek MSS., one of which he

calls " exemplar vetiis apud magistrum Paulum." Probably the

monk Paulus (Albertini) of Venice is hei'e meant, whose date was

1430 to 1475; and it is possible that the "exemplar vetus" is

the MS. of Valla.

The two other inferior MSS., viz. A (= Codex Parisinus 2359,

olim Mediceus) and D (= Cod. Parisinus 2362, Fonteblandensis),

owe their origin to V.

It is next necessary to consider the probabilities as to the MSS.

used by Nicolas Tartaglia for his Latin translation of certain of

the works of Archimedes. The portion of this translation published

at Venice in 1543 contained the books de centris gravium vel de

aequerepentibus I-II, tetragonismits \_2^araboIae'\, dimensio c^rc^di

and de insidentibus aquae I; the rest, consisting of Book II de

insidentibus aq^iae, was published with Book I of the same treatise,

after Tartaglia's death in 1557, by Troianus Curtius (Venice, 1565).

Xow the last-named treatise is not extant in any Greek MS. and,

as Tartaglia adds it, without any hint of a separate origin, to the

rest of the books which he says he took from a mutilated and

almost illegible Greek MS., it might easily be inferred that the

Greek MS. contained that treatise also. But it is established, by

a letter written by Tartaglia himself eight years later (1551) that

he then had no Greek text of the Books de hisidentibus aquae, and

it would be strange if it had disappeared in so short a time without

leaving any trace. Further, Commandinus in the preface to his

edition of the same treatise (Bologna, 1565) shows that he had

never heard of a Greek text of it. Hence it is most natural to

suppose that it readied Tartaglia from some other source and in the

Latin translation only*.

The fact that Tartaglia speaks of the old MS. whicli he used

as "fracti et qui vix legi poterant libri," at practically the same

time as the writer of the preface to C was giving a similar de-

scription of Valla's MS., makes it probable that the two were

* The Greek fragment of Book i., irepl tCjv vdan icpiaTa/xevcji' ij irepl tQiv

oxovfjiivuv, edited by A. Mai from two Vatican MSS. {Classici auct. i. p. 426-30
;

Vol. II. of Heiberg's edition, pp. 356-8), seems to be of doubtful authenticity.

Except for the first proposition, it contains enunciations only and no proofs.

Heiberg is inclined to think that it represents an attempt at retranslation into

Greek made by some mediaeval scholar, and he compares the similar attemjit

made by Rivault.
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identical ; and this probability is confirmed by a considerable agree-

ment between the mistakes in Tartaglia and in Valla's versions.

But in the case of the q^iadratura paraholae and the dimensio

circuli Tartaglia adopted bodily, without alluding in any way to

the source of it, another Latin translation published by Lucas

Gauricus " luphanensis ex regno Neapolitano " (Luca Gaurico of

Gifuni) in 1503, and he copied it so faithfully as to reproduce most

obvious errors and perverse punctuation, ouly filling up a few

gaps and changing some figures and letters. This translation by

Gauricus is seen, by means of a comparison with Valla's readings

and with the translation of Jacobus Cremonensis, to have been

made from the same MS. as the latter, viz. that of Pope JSTicolas V.

Even where Tartaglia used the Valla MS. he does not seem

to have taken very great pains to decipher it when it was

not easily legible—it may be that he was unused to deciphering

MSS.—and in such cases he did not hesitate to draw from other

sources. In one place {de planor. equilib. ll. 9) he actually

gives as the Archimedean proof a paraphrase of Eutocius some-

what retouched and abridged, and in many other instances he

has inserted corrections and interpolations from another Greek

MS. which he once names. This MS. appears to have been a copy

made from F, with interpolations due to some one not unskilled

in the subject-matter ; and this interpolated copy of F was ap-

parently also the source of the Niirnberg MS. now to be mentioned.

N*^ (= Codex Norimbergensis) was written in the 16th century

and brought from Rome to Niirnberg by Wilibald Pirckheymer.

It contains the same works of Archimedes and Eutocius, and in

the same order, as F, but was evidently not copied from F direct,

while, on the other hand, it agrees so closely with Tartaglia's

version as to suggest a common origin. N^ was used by Vena-

torius in preparing the editio princeps, and Venatorius corrected

many mistakes in it with his own hand by notes in the margin

or on slips attached thereto ; he also made many alterations in

the body of it, erasing the original, and sometimes wrote on it

directions to the printer, so that it was probably actually used

to print from. The character of the MS. shows it to belong to

the same class as the others ; it agrees with them in the more

important errors and in having a similar lacuna at the beginning.

Some mistakes common to it and F alone show that its source was

F, though at second hand, as above indicated.
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It remains to enumerate the principal editions of the Greek

text and the published Latin versions which are based, wholly or

partially, upon direct collation of the MSS. These are as follows,

in addition to Gaurico's and Tartaglia's translations.

1. The editio princeps published at Basel in 1544 by Thomas

Gechauff Venatorius under the title Archimedis opiera quae quidem

exstant omnia nunc 2)'>'i'>num graece et latine in lucem edita. Adiecta

quoqne sunt Eutocii Asccdonitae commentaria item graece et latine

nunquam antea excusa. The Greek text and the Latin version in

this edition were taken from different sources, that of the Greek

text being N'\ while the translation was Joannes Regiomontanus'

revised copy (N'^) of the Latin version made by Jacobus Cremo-

nensis from the MS. of Pope Nicolas V. The revision by

Regiomontanus was effected by the aid of (1) another copy of

the same translation still extant, (2) other Greek MSS., one of

which was probably V, while another may have been Valla's MS.

itself.

2. A translation by F. Commandinus (containing the following

works, circuli dimensio, de livieis sjnralibus, quadratura paraholae,

de conoidihus et sphaeroidibus, de arenae numero) appeared at

Venice in 1558 under the title Archimedis opera nonnulla in

latinuvi conversa et commentariis illustrata. For this translation

several MSS. were used, among which was V, but none prefex'able

to those which we now possess.

3. D. Rivault's edition, Archiinedis opera quae exstant graece

et latine novis demonstr. et comment, illustr. (Paris, 1615), gives

only the propositions in Greek, while the proofs are in Latin and

somewhat retouched. Rivault followed the Basel editio prince2ys

with the assistance of B.

4. Torelli's edition (Oxford, 1792) entitled 'Ap;)^t/x7^'Soi;s ra crca-

^o/xiva /ACTct Twv EuTOKtou 'AcTKaXoiviTov vTTOfxvrjixdTwv, Archimedis

quae sup)ersunt omnia cum Eutocii Ascalonitae commentariis ex

recensione J. Torelli Veronensis cum nova versione latina. Acced-

unt lectiones variantes ex codd. Mediceo et Parisiensihus. Torelli

followed the Basel editio j^t'incejis in the main, but also collated

V. The book was brought out after Torelli's death by Abram

Robertson, who added the collation of five more MSS., F, A, B, C, D,

with the Basel edition. The collation however was not well done,

and the edition was not properly corrected when in the press.
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5. Last of all comes the definitive edition of Heiberg (Archi-

medis opera omnia cum coinmentariis Eutocii. E codice Florenti^w

recensuit, Latine uertit notisque illustrauit J. L. Heiberg. Leipzig,

1880—1).

The relation of all the MSS. and the above editions and trans-

lations is well shown by Heiberg in the following scheme (with

the omission, however, of his own edition) :

Codex Uallae saec. ix—

x

Cod. Nicolai V
c. 1453

F
1491

Tartalea

a. 1543
V

saec. XV
B C
1500 a. 1544

Cod. Tartaleae ii

N'' saec. xvi

I

Ed. Basil. 1544

Ed. Eiualti

a. 1615

A, D
saec. XVI

Commaudiniis
155S

Torellius 1792

Gauricus Cremouensis c. 1460

Cod. Uenet. 327 N^, c. 1461
saec. XV

The remaining editions which give portions of Archimedes in

Greek, and the rest of the translations of the complete works or

parts of them which appeared before Heiberg's edition, were not

based upon any fresh collation of the original sources, though some

excellent corrections of the text were made by some of the editors,

notably Wallis and Nizze. The following books may be mentioned.

Joh. Chr. Sturm, Des unvergleichlichen Archiniedis Eunstbiicher,

ubersetzt und erldutert (Niirnberg, 1670). This translation em-

braced all the works extant in Greek and followed three years

after the same author's separate translation of the Sand-reckoner.

It appears from Sturm's preface that he principally used the edition

of Rivault.

Is. Barrow, Opera Archiniedis, ApoUonii Peryaei conicorum libri,

Theodosii sphaerica inethodo novo illustrata et demonstrata (London,

1675).

Wallis, Archimedis arenarius et dimensio circuli, Eutocii in hanc

commentarii cum versione et notis (Oxford, 1678), also given

in Wallis' Opera, Vol. in. pp. 509—546.

Karl Friedr. Hauber, Archimeds zwei Biicher ilher Eugel und

Cylinder. Ebendesselben Ereismessung. Uehersetzt mit Aninerkiingen

u. s. w. begleitet (Tiibingen, 1798).
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F. Peyrard, CEuvres cVAixhiiaede, trcuhiites litteralement, avec

un commentaire, suivies d^un memoire du traducteur, sur un nouveau

miroir ardent, et d'lm autre 'memoire de M. Delanihre, sur I'arith-

metique des Grecs. (Second edition, Paris, 1808.)

Ernst Nizze, Archimedes von Syrakus vorhandene Werke, aus dem,

Griechischen iibersetzt und mit erlduternden und kritischen Anmer-

kungen hegleitet (Stralsund, 1824).

The MSS, give the several treatises in the following order.

1. Trept (T</)atpas koi KvXivhpov a /?', two Books On the S^ihere

and Cylinder.

2. kvkXov /xerpr^crts*, Measurement of a Circle.

3. Trept KwvoetSewv Kal cr^atpoetSeoji/, On Conoids and Spheroids.

4. 7r€pi iXiKwv, On Sj^irals.

5. cTTiTre'Swv LaoppoTTLwv a ^'f, two Books On the Equilibrium

of Planes.

6. i/'ap.p.tTTjs, The Sand-reckoner.

7. T€Tpaytoi/tcrp,os Trapa/SoXrj? (a name substituted later for that

given to the treatise by Archimedes himself, which must

undoubtedly have been rerpayajviCT/xos tt^s tov opOoywviov

KU)vov TOfxrj<i\), Quadrature of the Parabola.

To these should be added

8. Trept 6-)(ovixivwv%, tlie Greek title of the treatise On floating

bodies, only preserved in a Latin translation.

* Pappus alludes (i. p. 312, ed. Hultsch) to the kvkXov /uLerp-qcris in the words

ev TO) Trept ttjs tov kvk\ov Trepi(pepeia.s.

t Archimedes himself twice alludes to properties proved in Book i. as

demonstrated iv rols fx-qxavLKOLs (Quadrature of the Parabola, Props. 6, 10).

Pappus (viii. p. 1034) quotes to, ' Apxt-fx^Sovs irepi iffoppoTriQv. The beginning of

Book I. is also cited by Proclus in his Commentary on Eucl. i., p. 181, where the

reading should be tov d laoppowiuv, and not tQv dviaoppoTriuv (Hultsch).

J The name ' parabola' was first applied to the curve by Apollonius. Archi-

medes always used the old term ' section of a right-angled cone.' Cf. Eutocius

(Heiberg, vol. in., p. 342) dedeiKTat iv t<^ wepl ttjs tov opdoyuviov kwvov toutjs.

§ This title corresponds to the references to the book in Strabo i. p. 54

('Apxi-MS-r]s iv rots Trept tijJv dxovfiivoov) and Pappus viii. p. 1024 [us ' Apxi-fJ-V^V^

oxov/jLevois). The fragment edited by Mai has a longer title, Trept Tuiv vdaTi

i(picrTafi€vojv rj wepl tuv oxovfxevwv, where the first part corresponds to Tartaglia's

version, de insidentibus aquae, and to that of Commandinus, de iis quae vehun-

tur in aqua. But Archimedes intentionally used the more general word vyp6v

(fluid) instead of C5wp; and hence the shorter title Trepi 6xovfj.ivwv, de iis quae

in humido vehuntur (Torelli and Heiberg), seems the better.
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The books were not, however, written in the above order ; and

Archimedes himself, partly through his prefatory letters and partly

by the use in later works of properties proved in earlier treatises,

gives indications sufficient to enable the chronological sequence

to be stated approximately as follows :

1. On the equilibrium of planes^ I.

2. Quadrature of the Parabola.

3. On the equilibrium of planes, II.

4. On the Sphere and Cylinder, I, II.

5. On Spirals.

6. On Conoids and Spheroids.

7. On floating bodies, I, II.

S. Measurement of a circle.

9. The Sand-reckoner.

It should however be observed that, with regard to (7), no

more is certain than that it was written after (6), and with regard

to (8) no more than that it was later than (4) and before (9).

In addition to the above we have a collection of Lemmas (Liber

Assitmptorum) which has reached us through the Arabic. The

collection was first edited by 8. Foster, Miscellanea (London, 1659),

and next by Borelli in a book published at Florence, 1661, in

which the title is given as Liber assumjJtorum Archimedis interprets

Thebit beu Kora et exponetite doctore Almochtasso Abilhasan. The

Lemmas cannot, however, have been written by Archimedes in

their present form, because his name is quoted in them more than

once. The probability is that they were propositions collected by

some Greek writer* of a later date for the purpose of elucidating

some ancient work, though it is quite likely that some of the

propositions were of Archimedean origin, e.g. those concerning

the geometrical figures called respectively ap/^TyXost (literally

* It would seem that the compiler of the Liber Assumptorum must have

drawn, to a considerable extent, from the same sources as Pappus. The

number of propositions appearing substantially in the same form in both

collections is, I think, even greater than has yet been noticed. Tannery {La

Geometrie grecque, p. 162) mentions, as instances, Lemmas 1, 4, 5, 6 ; but it

will be seen from the notes in this work that there are several other coin-

cidences.

+ Pappus gives (p. 208) what he calls an ' ancient proposition ' {apxa-ia.

irpoTacns) about the same figure, which he describes as x'^P'o"" 3 Si) KoKovcnv

ap^riXov. Cf. the note to Prop. 6 (p. 308). The meaning of the word is gathered
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' shoemaker's knife ') and adXivov (probably a ' salt-cellar ' *), and

Prop. 8 which bears on the problem of trisecting an angle.

from the Scholia to Nicander, Theriaca^ 423 : ap^rjKoL Xiyovrai ra KVKXorepTJ

(Tidripia, oh oi (TKVTordfxoi Te/j.vovo'i Kai ^vov<rL ra dipfiara. Cf. Hesychius,

dvdpPjfKa, TCI, fxi] e^€(Tfiiva Mpfxara ' fip/37;Xot yap to. cr/J-L^ia.

* The best authorities appear to hold that in any case the name cdXipov was

not applied to the figure in question by Archimedes himself but by some later

writer. Subject to this remark, I believe adXivov to be simply a Graecised

form of the Latin word salinum. We know that a salt-cellar was an essential

part of the domestic apparatus in Italy from the early days of the Roman
Republic. "All who were raised above poverty had one of silver which

descended from father to son (Hor. , Carm. ii, 16, 13, Liv. xxvi. 86), and

was accompanied by a silver patella which was used together with the salt-

cellar in the domestic sacrifices (Pers. iii. 24, 25). These two articles of

silver were alone compatible with the simplicity of Roman manners in the

early times of the Republic (Plin., H. N. xxxiii. § 153, Val. Max. iv. 4, § 3),

...In shape the salinum was pi-obably in most cases a round shallow bowl"

[Diet, of Greek and Roman Antiquities, article salinum]. Further we have

in the early chapters of Mommsen's History of Rome abundant evidence

of similar transferences of Latin words to the Sicilian dialect of Greek. Thus

(Book I., ch. xiii. ) it is shown that, in consequence of Latino-Sicilian com-

merce, certain words denoting measures of weight, libra, triens, quadrans,

sextans, uncia, found their way into the common speech of Sicily in the third

century of the city under the forms Xlrpa, rptas, rerpas, efas, ovyKia. Similarly

Latin law-terms (ch. xi.) were transferred ; thus mutuum (a form of loan)

became /mo7tov, career (a prison) KapKapov. Lastly, the Latin word for lard,

arvina, became in Sicilian Greek dp^lvT], and patina (a dish) waTavr). The last

word is as close a parallel for the supposed transfer of salinum as could be

wished. Moreover the explanation of crdXivov as salinum has two obvious

advantages in that (1) it does not require any alteration in the word, and

(2) the resemblance of the lower curve to an ordinary type of salt-cellar is

evident. I should add, as confirmation of my hypothesis, that Dr A. S. Murray,

of the British Museum, expresses the opinion that we cannot be far wrong in

accepting as a salinum one of the small silver bowls in the Roman ministerium

H. A. C
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Archimedes is further credited with the authorship of the

Cattle-prohlem enunciated in the epigram edited by Lessing in

1773. According to the heading prefixed to the epigram it was

communicated by Archimedes to the mathematicians at Alexandria

in a letter to Eratosthenes*. There is also in the Scholia to Plato's

Charmides 165 E a reference to the problem "called by Archimedes

the Cattle-problem " (to KX-qBlv vir 'ApxtfJ-^Sovs ^oeiKov 7rp6/3\r]fjia).

The question whether Archimedes really propounded the problem,

or whether his name was only prefixed to it in order to mark the

extraordinary difiiculty of it, has been much debated. A complete

account of the arguments for and against is given in an article

by Krumbiegel in the Zeitschrift fur Mathematik und Physik

{Hist. litt. Ahtheilung) xxv. (1880), p. 121 sq., to which Amthor

added {ibid. p. 153 sq.) a discussion of the problem itself. The

general result of Krumbiegel's investigation is to show (1) that

at the Museum which was found at Chaourse (Aisne) in France and is of a

section sufficiently like the curve in the Salinon.

The other explanations of (toKlvov which have been suggested are as follows.

(1) Cantor connects it with aaXos, "das Schwanken des hohen Meeres,"

and would presumably translate it as wave-line. But the resemblance is

not altogether satisfactory, and the termination -lvov would need explanation.

(2) Heiberg says the word is "sine dubio ab Arabibus deprauatum," and

suggests that it should be (xi\i.vov, parsley ("ex similitudine frondis apii").

But, whatever may be thought of the resemblance, the theory that the word is

corrupted is certainly not supported by the analogy of dp^rjXos which is correctly

I'eproduced by the Arabs, as we know from the passage of Pappus referred to in

the last note.

(3) Dr Gow suggests that adXivov may be a ' sieve,' comparing crdXa^. But

this guess is not supported by any evidence.

* The heading is, IlpdjSXrjiJia o-rrtp 'Apxi-I^V^V^ ^V eTnypdfj.iJ.aatv evpuv roh ev

'AXe^avdpeia wepl ravra Trpay/xaTevo/xivoi^ tv"^^" dir^cTTeiKev iv ttj irpbs Eparodd^vTjv

Tov Kvpyivaiov eirtcrroK^. Heiberg translates this as "the problem which

Archimedes discovered and sent in an epigram... in a letter to Eratosthenes."

He admits however that the order of words is against this, as is also the use of

the plural iinypdixnadLv. It is clear that to take the two expressions iv

iiriypafifiaaiv and ev e-maToXrj as both following diricTTeikev is very awkward. In

fact there seems to be no alternative but to translate, as Krumbiegel does, in

accordance with the order of the words, "a problem which Archimedes found

among (some) epigrams and sent. ..in his letter to Eratosthenes "
; and this sense

is certainly unsatisfactory. Hultsch remarks that, though the mistake -n-pay-

fiaTovfj.ivois for Trpay/xaTevouivois and the composition of the heading as a whole

betray the hand of a writer who lived some centuries after Archimedes, yet he

must have had an earlier source of information, because he could hardly have

invented the story of the letter to Eratosthenes.
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the epigram can hardly have been written by Archimedes in its

present form, but (2) that it is possible, nay probable, that the

problem was in substance originated by Archimedes. Hultsch* has

an ingenious suggestion as to the occasion of it. It is known that

ApoUonius in his (aKVTOKLov had calculated a closer approximation to

the value of tt than that of Archimedes, and he must therefore have

worked out more difficult multiplications than those contained in

the Measureme7it of a circle. Also the other work of Apollonius

on the multiplication of large numbers, which is partly preserved

in Pappus, was inspired by the Sand-reckoner of Archimedes ; and,

though we need not exactly regard the treatise of Apollonius as

polemical, yet it did in fact constitute a criticism of the earlier

book. Accordingly, that Archimedes should then reply with a

problem which involved such a manipulation of immense numbers

as would be difficult even for Apollonius is not altogether outside

the bounds of possibility. And there is an unmistakable vein of

satire in the opening words of the epigram " Compute the number

of the oxen of the Sun, giving thy mind thereto, if thou hast a

share of wisdom," in the transition from the first part to the

second where it is said that ability to solve the first part would

entitle one to be regarded as " not unknowing nor unskilled in

numbers, but still not yet to be numbered among the wise," and

again in the last lines. Hultsch concludes that in any case the

problem is not much later than the time of Archimedes and dates

from the beginning of the 2nd century B.C. at the latest.

Of the extant books it is certain that in the 6th century a.d.

only three were generally known, viz. On the S^ohere and Cylinder,

the Measurement of a circle, and On the equilibrium ofplanes. Thus

Eutocius of Ascalon who wrote commentaries on these works only

knew the Quadrature of the Parabola by name and had never seen

it nor the book On Spirals. Where passages might have been

elucidated by references to the former book, Eutocius gives ex-

planations derived from Apollonius and other sources, and he

speaks vaguely of the discovery of a straight line equal to the

circumference of a given circle "by means of certain spirals,"

whereas, if he had known the treatise Oyi Spirals, he would have

quoted Prop. 18. There is reason to suppose that only the three

treatises on which Eutocius commented were contained in the

* Pauly-Wissowa's Rcal-EncyclofMie, ii. 1, pp. 534, 5.

c2
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ordinary editions of the time such as that of Isidorus of Miletus,

the teacher of Eutocius, to which the latter several times alludes.

In these circumstances the wonder is that so many more books

have surviA^ed to the present day. As it is, they have lost to a

considerable extent their original form. Archimedes wrote in the

Doric dialect*, but in the best known books (On the Sj)here and

Cylinder and the Measurement of a circle) practically all traces

of that dialect have disappeared, while a partial loss of Doric forms

has taken place in other books, of which however the Sand-

reckoner has suffered least. Moreover in all the books, except the

Sand-reckoner, alterations and additions were first of all made by

an interpolator who was acquainted with the Doric dialect, and

then, at a date subsequent to that of Eutocius, the book On the

Sphere and Cylinder and the Measurement of a circle were completely

recast.

Of the lost works of Archimedes the following can be identified.

1. Investigations relating to folyhedra are referred to by

Pappus who, after alluding (v. p. 352) to the five regular polyhedra,

gives a description of thirteen others discovered by Archimedes

which are semi-regular, being contained by polygons equilateral

and equiangular but not similar.

2. A book of arithmetical content, entitled o.pya.i Principles

and dedicated to Zeuxippus. We learn from Archimedes himself

that the book dealt with the naming of numbers (/caTovd/u-a^ts rwv

dpiOfiwv) t and expounded a system of expressing numbers higher

* Thus Eutocius in bis commentary on Prop. 4 of Book ii. On the Sphere

and Cylinder speaks of the fragment, which he found in an old book and which

appeared to him to be the missing supplement to the proposition referred to,

as "preserving in part Archimedes' favourite Doric dialect" {h fxipei de ttjv

'Apx'MTjSet (piXriv Auipida yXuxraav awiaw^ov). From the use of the expression iv

H^pei Heiberg concludes that the Doric forms had by the time of Eutocius

begun to disappear in the books which have come down to us no less than in

the fragment referred to.

+ Observing that in all the references to this work in the Sand-reckoner

Archimedes speaks of the naming of numbers or of numbers %ohich are named or have

their names {dpid/xol KaTwucfxacfievoi, to, ovbp-ara ixovres, rav Karopofia^iav ^x°'''''^^)t

Hultsch (Pauly-Wissowa's Real-Encyclopndie, ii. 1, p. 511) speaks of Karovo-

/xa^Ls Twv dpLdixuv as the name of the work ; and he explains the words rtj'aj tQv

if dpxou^ <dpi6fiCjv> tQv Karovofxa^lav ix^urwu as meaning "some of the

numbers mentioned at the beginning which have a special name," where "at

the beginning " refers to the passage in which Archimedes first mentions tu>v
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than those which could be expressed in the ordinary Greek no-

tation. This system embraced all numbers up to the enormous

figure which we should now represent by a 1 followed by 80,000

billion ciphers ; and, in setting out the same system in the Sand-

reckoner, Archimedes explains that he does so for the benefit of

those who had not had the opportunity of seeing the earlier work

addressed to Zeuxippus.

3. TTepl ^vywv, On balances or levers, in which Pappus says (vili.

p. 1068) that Archimedes proved that " greater circles overpower

(/caraKjoaTovort) lesser circles when they revolve about the same

centre." It was doubtless in this book that Archimedes proved

the theorem assumed by him in the Quadrature of the Parabola,

Prop. 6, viz. that, if a body hangs at rest from a point, the centre

of gravity of the body and the point of suspension are in the same

vertical line.

4. KiVTpofiapiKo., On centres ofgravity. This work is mentioned

by Simplicius on Aristot. de caelo ii. (Scholia in Arist. 508 a 30).

Archimedes may be referring to it when he says [On the equilibrium

of planes i. 4) that it has before been proved that the centre of

gravity of two bodies taken together lies on the line joining the

centres of gravity of the separate bodies. In the treatise On
floating bodies Archimedes assumes that the centre of gravity of a

segment of a paraboloid of revolution is on the axis of the segment

at a distance from the vertex equal to frds of its length. This

may perhaps have been proved in the Kcvrpo/SapiKa, if it was

not made the subject of a separate work.

Doubtless both the Trepl ^vytSv and the KevrpoftapLKd preceded

the extant treatise On the equilibrium of planes.

5. KaTOTTTpLKOL, an optlcal work, from which Theon (on Ptolemy,

Synt. I. p. 29, ed. Halma) quotes a remark about refraction.

Cf. Olympiodorus in Aristot. Meteor., ll. p. 94, ed. Ideler.

ixp' a/xdip KUTuvofMacrfxiuwi' apidfxQv Kal iudedo/jL^vwv ev rots irorl 7iev^i.Tnrov yeypafi-

liivois. But ev apxous seems a less natural expression for "at the beginning"

than ev dpxv or /car' dpxds would have been. Moreover, there being no
participial expression except Karovofia^lav ix^vruiv to be taken with ^v apxais in

this sense, the meaning would be unsatisfactory ; for the numbers are not

named at the beginning, but only referred to, and therefore some word like

elpij/jL^vuv should have been used. For these reasons I think that Heiberg,

Cantor and Susemihl are right in taking dpxai to be the name of the treatise.
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6. Trepl o-^atpoTTouas, On sjihere-viaking, a mechanical work on

the construction of a sphere representing the motions of the

heavenly bodies as already mentioned (p. xxi).

7. i(f)68Lov, a Method, noticed by Suidas, who says that Theo-

dosius wrote a commentary on it, but gives no further information

about it.

8. According to Hipparchus Archimedes must have written

on the Calendar or the length of the year (cf. p. xxi).

Some Arabian writers attribute to Archimedes works (1) On
a heptagon in a circle, (2) On circles touching one another, (3) On
parallel lines, (4) On triangles, (5) On the properties of right-

angled triangles, (6) a book of Data ; but there is no confirmatory

evidence of his having written such works. A book translated

into Latin from the Arabic by Gongava (Louvain, 1548) and en-

titled antiqui scriptoris de speculo comburente concavitatis parabolae

cannot be the work of Archimedes, since it quotes Apollonius.



CHAPTER III.

THE RELATION OF ARCHIMEDES TO HIS PREDECESSORS.

An extraordinarily large proportion of the subject matter of

the writings of Archimedes represents entirely new discoveries of

his own. Though his range of subjects was almost encyclopaedic,

embracing geometry (plane and solid), arithmetic, mechanics, hydro-

statics and astronomy, he was no compiler, no writer of text-

books ; and in this respect he differs even from his great successor

Apollonius, whose work, like that of Euclid before him, largely

consisted of systematising and generalising the methods used, and

the results obtained, in the isolated efforts of earlier geometers.

There is in Archimedes no mere working-up of existing materials

;

his objective is always some new thing, some definite addition to

the sum of knowledge, and his complete originality cannot fail

to strike any one who reads his works intelligently, without any

corroborative evidence such as is found in the introductory letters

prefixed to most of them. These introductions, however, are emi-

nently characteristic of the man and of his work ; their directness

and simplicity, the complete absence of egoism and of any effort

to magnify his own achievements by comparison with those of

others or by emphasising their failures where he himself succeeded :

all these things intensify the same impression. Thus his manner

is to state simply what particular discoveries made by his pre-

decessors had suggested to him the possibility of extending them

in new directions ; e.g. he says that, in connexion with the efforts

of earlier geometers to square the circle and other figures, it

occurred to him that no one had endeavoured to square a parabola,

and he accordingly attempted the problem and finally solved it.

In like manner, he speaks, in the preface of his treatise On the
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Sphere and Cylinder, of his discoveries with reference to those

solids as supplementing the theorems about the pyramid, the cone

and the cylinder proved by Eudoxus. He does not hesitate to

say that certain problems baffled him for a long time, and that

the solution of some took him many years to effect ; and in one

place (in the preface to the book On Spirals) he positively insists,

for the sake of pointing a moral, on specifying two propositions

which he had enunciated and which proved on further investigation

to be wrong. The same preface contains a generous eulogy of

Conon, declaring that, but for his untimely death, Conon would

have solved certain problems before him and would have enriched

geometry by many other discoveries in the meantime.

In some of his subjects Archimedes had no fore-runners, e.g.

in hydrostatics, where he invented the whole science, and (so

far as mathematical demonstration was concerned) in his me-

chanical investigations. In these cases therefore he had, in laying

the foundations of the subject, to adopt a form more closely re-

sembling that of an elementary textbook, but in the later parts

he at once applied himself to specialised investigations.

Thus the historian of mathematics, in dealing with Archimedes'

obligations to his predecessors, has a comparatively easy task before

him. But it is necessary, first, to give some description of the use

which Archimedes made of the general methods which had found

acceptance with the earlier geometers, and, secondly, to refer to

some particular results which he mentions as having been previously

discovered and as lying at the root of his own investigations, or

which he tacitly assumes as known.

§ 1. Use of traditional geometrical methods.

In my edition of the Conies of Apollonius*, I endeavoured,

following the lead given in Zeuthen's work, Die Lehre von den

Kegelschnitten im Altertum, to give some account of what has been

fitly called the geometrical algebra which played such an important

part in the works of the Greek geometers. The two main methods

included under the term were (1) the use of the theory of pro-

portions, and (2) the method of application of areas, and it was

shown that, while both methods are fully expounded in the Elements

of Euclid, the second was much the older of the two, being

attributed by the pupils of Eudemus (quoted by Proclus) to the

* Apollonius of Perga, pp. ci sqq.
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Pythagoreans. It was pointed out that the application of areas,

as set forth in the second Book of Euclid and extended in the

sixth, was made by Apollonius the means of expressing what he

takes as the fundamental properties of the conic sections, namely

the properties which we express by the Cartesian equations

y'^ = px,

1 -P 2y^ = px + - a;

,

referred to any diameter and the tangent at its extremity as axes

;

and the latter equation was compared with the results obtained in the

27th, 28th and 29th Props, of Euclid's Book vi, which are equivalent

to the solution, by geometrical means, of the quadratic equations

^ 2 nax+ - X = D.~ c

It was also shown that Archimedes does not, as a rule, connect his

description of the central conies with the method of application of

areas, as Apollonius does, but that Archimedes generally expresses

the fundamental property in the form of a proportion

2 '2

y ^ y_

and, in the case of the ellipse,

where x, x^ are the abscissae measured from the ends of the diameter

of reference.

It results from this that the application of areas is of much less

frequent occurrence in Archimedes than in Apollonius. It is

however used by the former in all but the most general form. The

simplest form of "applying a rectangle" to a given straight line

which shall be equal to a given area occurs e.g. in the proposition On

the equilibrium of Pla7ies ii. 1 ; and the same mode of expression

is used (as in Apollonius) for the property y^ = px in the parabola,

px being described in Archimedes' phrase as the rectangle " applied

to" (TrapaTTtTTTov irapa) a line equal to jp and "having at its width"

(TrAotTos i-xov) the abscissa {x). Then in Props. 2, 25, 26, 29 of the

book On Conoids and Spheroids we have the complete expression

which is the equivalent of solving the equation

ax + x^ — h^,

"let a rectangle be applied (to a certain straight line) exceeding by
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a square figure (TrapaTrcTTTtoKeTw y^iapiov v-rrepfSdWov eiSet TCTpaycovw)

and equal to (a certain rectangle)." Thus a rectangle of this sort

has to be made (in Prop. 25) equal to what we have above called

a; . cCj in the case of the hyperbola, which is the same thing as

x{a + x) or ax + x^, where a is the length of the transverse axis.

But, curiously enough, we do not find in Archimedes the application

of a rectangle '^falling short by a square figure," which we should

obtain in the case of the ellipse if we substituted x(a — x) for x .x^.

In the case of the ellipse the area x.x^^ is represented {On Conoids

and Spheroids, Prop. 29) as a gnomon which is the difference

between the rectangle h . h^ (where h, h^ are the abscissae of the

ordinate bounding a segment of an ellipse) and a rectangle applied

to Aj — h and exceeding by a square figure whose side is A - a; ; and

the rectangle h . h^ is simply constructed from the sides h, h^. Thus

Archimedes avoids* the application of a vect3iia.^e falling short by a

square, using for x . x^ the rather complicated form

h . h, - {{h, - h) (h -x) + {h - xY}.

It is easy to see that this last expression is equal to x.Xi, for it

reduces to

h . hi - {hi (h — x) — x{h — x)]

= x (hi + h) - x^,

— ax — sc^, since hi + h = a,

It will readily be understood that the transformation of rectangles

and squares in accordance with the methods of Euclid, Book ii, is

just as important to Archimedes as to other geometers, and there is

no need to enlarge on that form of geometrical algebra.

The theory of proportions, as expounded in the fifth and sixth

Books of Euclid, including the transformation of ratios (denoted by

the terms comjjonendo, dividendo, etc.) and the composition or

multiplication of ratios, made it possible for the ancient geometers

to deal with magnitudes in general and to work out relations

between them with an effectiveness not much inferior to that of

modern algebra. Thus the addition and subtraction of ratios could

be effected by procedure equivalent to what we should in algebra

* The object of Archimedes was no doubt to make the Lemma in Prop. 2

(dealing with the summation of a series of terms of the form a .rx-\-{rxY, where r

successively takes the values 1, 2, 3, ...) serve for the hyperboloid of revolution

and the spheroid as well.
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call bringing to a common denominator. Next, the composition or

multiplication of ratios could be indefinitely extended, and hence

the algebraical operations of multiplication and division found easy

and convenient expression in the geometrical algebra. As a par-

ticular case, suppose that there is a series of magnitudes in continued

proportion (i.e. in geometrical progression) as a^, %, a„, ... «„, so that

We have then, by multiplication,

«o

It is easy to understand how powerful such a method as that of

proportions would become in the hands of an Archimedes, and a few

instances are here appended in order to illustrate the mastery with

which he uses it.

1. A good example of a reduction in the order of a ratio after

the manner just shown is furnished by On the equilibrium of Planes

II. 10. Here Archimedes has a ratio which we will call a?jlf, where

a^jU^ = cjd ; and he reduces the ratio between cubes to a ratio

between straight lines by taking two lines x, y such that

c X d

X d y'

It follows from this that
cy c a^

x) ^d^^'
a c

or j = -;
x

,
,

a^ /c\^ c X d
and hence y^ = - =

b'^ \xj x' d' y y'

2. In the last example we have an instance of the use of

auxiliary fixed lines for the purpose of simplifying ratios and

thereby, as it were, economising power in order to grapple the more

successfully with a complicated problem. With the aid of such

auxiliary lines or (what is the same thing) auxiliary fixed points in

a figure, combined with the use of proportions, Archimedes is able to

effect some remarkable eliminations.

Thus in the proposition On the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 4 he obtains

three relations connecting three as yet undetermined points, and
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proceeds at once to eliminate two of the points, so that the problem

is then reduced to finding the remaining point by means of one

equation. Expressed in an algebraical form, the three original

relations amount to the three equations

Sa — x y

la— X X

a + X z

X 2a — x\

z n

and the result, after the elimination of y and z, is stated by

Archimedes in a form equivalent to

m + »i a + x ^a?

n ' a {2a — xY'

Again the proposition On the equilibrium of Planes ii. 9 proves

by the same method of proportions that, if a, b, c, d, x, y, are straight

lines satisfying the conditions

a b c \

T=-—-T, (a>o>c>a)
b c a ^

d X

a -d 4 (a - c)

'

, 2a + 46 + 6c + 3c? y
and

5a + 1 06 + 1 Oc + 5c? a — c

then x + y = |a.

The proposition is merely brought in as a subsidiary lemma to the

proposition following, and is not of any intrinsic importance ; but a

glance at the proof (which again introduces an auxiliary line) will

show that it is a really extraordinary instance of the manipulation

of proportions.

3. Yet another instance is worth giving here. It amounts to

the proof that, if

a^"^ 6^~ '

then
"^

.y^{a — x)+
'

.y'^{a + x) = iab'^.
a "t" X a — X

A, A' are the points of contact of two parallel tangent planes to a

spheroid ; the plane of the paper is the plane through AA' and the
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axis of the spheroid, and PP' is the intersection of this plane with

another plane at right angles to it (and therefore parallel to the

tangent planes), which latter plane divides the spheroid into two

segments whose axes are AN, A'N. Another plane is drawn through

the centre and parallel to the tangent plane, cutting the spheroid

into two halves. Lastly cones are drawn whose bases are the

sections of the spheroid by the parallel planes as shown in the

figure.

Archimedes' proposition takes the following form [On Conoids

and Spheroids, Props. 31, 32].

APP' being the smaller segment of the two whose common base

is the section through PP', and x, y being the coordinates of P,

he has proved in preceding propositions that

(volume of) segment APP' 2a + x

and

(volume of) cone APP'

half spheroid ABB'

a + x

= 2
cone ABB'

and he seeks to prove that

segment A'PP' 2a - x

(/3),

cone A'PP'
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Next, by hypothesis (a),

cone AFP' a + x

segmt. APP' 2a + x'

Therefore, ex aequali,

cone ABB' zi

segmt. APP' (a - x) {2a + x)

'

It follows from {(3) that

spheroid iza

segmt. APP' " {a-x){2a + x)
'

, segmt. A'PP' _ 42a — (a — x) (2a + x)

segmt. A PP' (a — cb) (2a + x)

_ z {2a - x) + i2a+ x){z - a — x)

{a — x) {2a + x)

Now we have to obtain the ratio of the segment A'PP' to the cone

A'PP', and the comparison between the segment APP' and the cone

A'PP' is made by combining two ratios ex aequali. Thus

segmt. APP' 2a-vx , , .

cone APP a + x -^ ^ ^'

, cone APP' a — x
and

T>-iyT>- = •

cone A PP a + x

Thus combining the last three proportions, ex aequali, we have

segmt. A'PP' z{2a -x) + {2a + x){z-a — x)

cone A'PP' a^ + 2ax + x^

_ z {2a — x) + {2a + x){z — a — x)

z{a-x) + (2a + x) x '

since a- = z{a — x), by (y).

[The object of the transformation of the numerator and denominator

of the last fraction, by which z (2a - x) and z {a — x) are made the

first terms, is now obvious, because is the fraction which
a — X

Archimedes wishes to arrive at, and, in order to prove that the

required ratio is equal to this, it is only necessary to show that

2a — a; z — {a — x) ,
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Now
2a-
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any given magnitude of those which are comparable with one another

{t<2v tt/dos aXXrjXa Xeyo/xevwv) ." We know that Hippocrates of Chios

proved the theorem that circles are to one another as the squares on

their diameters, but no clear conclusion can be established as to the

method which he used. On the other hand, Eudoxus (who is

mentioned in the preface to The Sphere and Cylinder as having

proved two theorems in solid geometry to be mentioned presently)

is generally credited with the invention of the method of exhaustion

by which Euclid proves the proposition in question in xii. 2. The

lemma stated by Archimedes to have been used in the original proof

is not however found in that form in Euclid and is not used in the

proof of XII. 2, where the lemma used is that proved by him in

X. 1, viz. that "Given two unequal magnitudes, if from the greater

[a part] be subtracted greater than the half, if from the remainder

[a part] greater than the half be subtracted, and so on continually,

there will be left some magnitude which will be less than the lesser

given magnitude." This last lemma is frequently assumed by

Archimedes, and the application of it to equilatei-al polygons in-

scribed in a circle or sector in the manner of xii. 2 is referred to as

having been handed down in the Elements*, by which it is clear

that only Euclid's Elements can be meant. The apparent difficulty

caused by the mention of two lemmas in connexion with the theorem

in question can, however, I think, be explained by reference to

the proof of x. 1 in Euclid. He there takes the lesser magnitude

and says that it is possible, by multiplying it, to make it some time

exceed the greater, and this statement he clearly bases on the 4th

definition of Book v. to the effect that " magnitudes are said to bear

a ratio to one another, which can, if multiplied, exceed one another."

Since then the smaller magnitude in x. 1 may be regarded as the

difference between some two unequal magnitudes, it is clear that the

lemma first quoted by Archimedes is in substance used to prove the

lemma in x. 1 which appears to play so much larger a part in the in-

vestigations in quadrature and cubature which have come down to us.

The two theorems which Archimedes attributes to Eudoxus

by namet are

(1) that any j^yramid is cue third part of the ])rism which has

the same base as the pyramid and equal height, and

* On the Sphere and Cylinder, i. 6.

t ibid. Preface.
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(2) that any cone is one third part of the cylinder which has

the same base as the cone and equal height.

The other theorems in solid geometry which Archimedes quotes

as having been proved by earlier geometers are*:

(3) Cones of equal height are in the ratio of their bases, and
conversely.

(4) If a cylinder be divided by a plane 2)arallel to the base,

cylinder is to cylinder as axis to axis.

(5) Cones which have the same bases as cylinders and equal

height with them are to one another as the cylinders.

(6) The bases of equal cones are reciprocally proportional to

their heights, and conversely,

(7) Cones the diameters of whose bases have the same ratio as

their axes are in the triplicate ratio of the diameters of their bases.

In the preface to the Quadrature of the Parabola he says

that earlier geometers had also proved that

(8) Spheres have to one another the triplicate ratio of their

diameters ; and he adds that this proposition and the first of those

which he attributes to Eudoxus, numbered (1) above, were proved

by means of the same lemma, viz. that the difference between

any two unequal magnitudes can be so multiplied as to exceed

any given magnitude, while (if the text of Heiberg is right) the

second of the propositions of Eudoxus, numbered (2), was proved

by means of "a lemma similar to that aforesaid." As a matter

of fact, all the propositions (1) to (8) are given in Euclid's twelfth

Book, except (5), which, however, is an easy deduction from (2)

;

and (1), (2), (3), and (7) all depend upon the same lemma [x. 1]

as that used in Eucl. xii. 2.

The proofs of the above seven propositions, excluding (5), as

given by Euclid are too long to quote here, but the following sketch

will show the line taken in the proofs and the order of the propo-

sitions. Suppose ABCD to be a pyramid with a triangular base,

and suppose it to be cut by two planes, one bisecting AB, AC,
AD in F, G, E respectively, and the other bisecting BC, BD, BA
in H, K, F respectively. These planes are then each parallel to

one face, and they cut off two pyramids each similar to the original

* Lemmas placed between Props. 16 and 17 of Book i. On the Sphere and
Cylinder.
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pyramid and equal to one another, while the remainder of the

pyramid is proved to form two equal prisms which, taken together.

are greater than one half of the oi^iginal pyramid [xii. 3]. It is

next proved [xii. 4] that, if there are two pyramids with triangular

bases and equal height, and if they are each divided in the

manner shown into two equal pyramids each similar to the whole

and two prisms, the sum of the prisms in one pyramid is to the

sum of the prisms in the other in the ratio of the bases of the

whole pyramids respectively. Thus, if we divide in the same

manner the two pyramids which remain in each, then all

the pyramids which remain, and so on continually, it follows

on the one hand, by x. 1, that we shall ultimately have

pyramids remaining which are together less than any assigned

solid, while on the other hand the sums of all the prisms

resulting from the successive subdivisions are in the ratio of

the bases of the original pyramids. Accordingly Euclid is able

to use the regular method of exhaustion exemplified in xii. 2,

and to establish the proposition [xii. 5] that pyramids with the

same height and with triangular bases are to one another as their

bases. The proposition is then extended [xii. 6] to pyramids with the

same height and with polygonal bases. Next [xii. 7] a prism with

a triangular base is divided into three pyramids which are shown

to be equal by means of xii. 5 ; and it follows, as a corollary, that

any pyramid is one third part of the prism which has the same

base and equal height. Again, two similar and similarly situated

pyramids are taken and the solid parallelepipeds are completed,

which are then seen to be six times as large as the pyramids

respectively ; and, since (by xi. 33) similar parallelepipeds are in

the triplicate ratio of corresponding sides, it follows that the same
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is true of the pyramids [xii. 8]. A corollary gives the obvious

extension to the case of similar pyramids with polygonal bases.

The proposition [xii, 9] that, in equal pyramids with triangular

bases, the bases are reciprocally proportional to the heights is

proved by the same method of completing the parallelepipeds and

using XI. 34 ; and similarly for the converse. It is next proved

[xii. 10] that, if in the circle which is the base of a cylinder a

square be described, and then polygons be successively described

by bisecting the arcs remaining in each case, and so doubling the

number of sides, and if prisms of the same height as the cylinder

be erected on the square and the polygons as bases respectively,

the prism with the square base will be greater than half the

cylinder, the next prism will add to it more than half of the

remainder, and so on. And each prism is triple of the pyramid with

the same base and altitude. Thus the same method of exhaustion

as that in xii. 2 pi'oves that any cone is one third part of the

cylinder with the same base and equal height. Exactly the same

method is used to prove [xii. 11] that cones and cylinders which

have the same height are to one another as their bases, and

[xii. 12] that similar cones and cylinders are to one another in

the triplicate ratio of the diameters of their bases (the latter

proposition depending of course on the similar proposition xii. 8

for pyramids). The next three propositions are proved without

fresh recourse to x. 1. Thus the criterion of equimultiples laid

down in Def. 5 of Book v. is used to prove [xii. 13] that, if a

cylinder be cut by a plane parallel to its bases, the resulting

cylinders are to one another as their axes. It is an easy deduction

[xii, 14] that cones and cylinders which have equal bases are

proportional to their heights, and [xii. 15] that in equal cones

and cylinders the bases are reciprocally proportional to the heights,

and, conversely, that cones or cylinders having this property are

equal. Lastly, to prove that spheres are to one another in the

triplicate ratio of their diameters [xii. 18], a new procedure is

adopted, involving two preliminary propositions. In the first of

these [xii. 16] it is proved, by an application of the usual lemma

X. 1, that, if two concentric circles are given (however nearly

equal), an equilateral polygon can be inscribed in the outer circle

whose sides do not touch the inner ; the second proposition [xii. 17]

uses the result of the first to prove that, given two concentric

spheres, it is possible to inscribe a certain polyhedron in the outer

d2
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SO that it does not anywhere touch the inner, and a corollary adds

tlie proof that, if a similar polyhedron be inscribed in a second

sphere, the volumes of the polyhedra are to one another in the

triplicate ratio of the diameters of the respective spheres. This

last property is then applied [xii. 18] to prove that spheres are

in the triplicate ratio of their diameters.

§ 3. Conic Sections.

In my edition of the Conies of Apollonius there is a complete

account of all the propositions in conies which are used by Archi-

medes, classified under three headings, (1) those propositions

which he expressly attributes to earlier writers, (2) those which

are assumed without any such reference, (3) those which appear to

represent new developments of the theory of conies due to Archi-

medes himself. As all these properties will appear in this

volume in their proper places, it will suffice hei'e to state only

such propositions as come under the first heading and a few under

the second which may safely be supposed to have been previously

known.

Archimedes says that the following propositions " are proved

in the elements of conies," i.e. in the earlier ti'eatises of Euclid

and Aristaeus.

1. In the jKirahola

(a) if FV be the diameter of a segment and QVq the

chord parallel to the tangent at P, then QV = Vq

;

(b) if the tangent at Q meet VP produced in T, then

PV=PT;

(c) if two chords QVq, Q'V'q' each parallel to the tangent

at P meet the diameter PF in V, V respectively,

PV:PV' = QV': Q'V'\

2. If straight lines drawn from the same point touch any

conic section whatever, and if two chords parallel to the respective

tangents intersect one another, then the rectangles under the

segments of the chords are to one another as the squares on the

parallel tangents respectively.

3. The following proposition is quoted as proved " in the conies."

If in a parabola />„ be the parameter of the principal ordinates,
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QQ ' any chord not perpendicular to the axis which is bisected in V

by the diameter PV, j) the parameter of the ordinates to PY, and

if QD be drawn perpendicular to PV, then

[On Conoids and Spheroids, Prop. 3, which see.]

The properties of a parabola, PN^^p^^. AN, and QV^^p .PV,

were already well known before the time of Archimedes. In fact

the former property was used by Menaechmus, the discoverer of

conic sections, in his duplication of the cube.

It may be taken as certain that the following properties of the

ellipse and hyperbola were proved in the Conies of Euclid.

1. For the ellipse

PN' -.AN.A'N-^P'N": AN' .A'N' = CB^ : CA^

and QV :PV.P'r=Q'r":Pr'.P'V'^GD': CP\

(Either proposition could in fact be derived from the proposition

about the rectangles under the segments of intersecting chords

above referred to.)

2. For the hyperbola

PN' :AN.A'N=P'N" lAN'.A'N'

and QV :Pr.P'V=Q'r'^ : PV'.P'V,

though in this case the absence of the conception of the double

hyperbola as one curve (first found in Apollonius) prevented Euclid,

and Archimedes also, from equating the respective ratios to those

of the squares on the parallel semidiameters.

3. In a hyperbola, if P be any point on the curve and PK,

PL be each drawn parallel to one asymptote and meeting the

other,

PK. PL = (const.)

This property, in the particular case of the rectangular hyperbola,

was known to Menaechmus.

It is probable also that the property of the subnormal of the

parabola {NG = ^pg) was known to Archimedes' predecessors. It

is tacitly assumed, On floating bodies, ii. 4, etc.

From the assumption that, in the hyperbola, AT < AN (where

N is the foot of the ordinate from P, and T the point in which the
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tangent at P meets the transverse axis) we may perhaps infer

that the harmonic property

TP : TP' = PV : P'V,

or at least the particular case of it,

TA : TA'^AN -.A'N,

was known befoi'e Archimedes' time.

Lastly, with reference to the genesis of conic sections from

cones and cylinders, Euclid had already stated in his Phaenomena

that, " if a cone or cylinder be cut by a plane not parallel to the

base, the resulting section is a section of an acute-angled cone

[an ellipse] which is similar to a 6vp(.6<s." Though it is not probable

that Euclid had in mind any other than a right cone, the statement

should be compared with On Conoids and Spheroids, Props. 7, 8, 9.

§ 4. Surfaces of the second degree.

Prop. 1 1 of the treatise On Conoids and Sjjheroids states without

proof the nature of certain plane sections of the conicoids of revo-

lution. Besides the obvious facts (1) that sections perpendicular

to the axis of revolution are circles, and (2) that sections through

the axis are the same as the generating conic, Archimedes asserts

the following.

1

.

In a paraboloid of revolution any plane section parallel to

the axis is a parabola equal to the generating parabola.

2. In a hyperboloid of revolution any plane section parallel

to the axis is a hyperbola similar to the generating hyperbola.

3. In a hyperboloid of revolution a plane section through the

vertex of the enveloping cone is a hyperbola which is not similar

to the generating hyperbola.

4. In any spheroid a plane section parallel to the axis is an

ellipse similar to the generating ellipse.

Archimedes adds that " the proofs of all these propositions

are manifest (^avcpat)." The proofs may in fact be supplied as

follows.

1. Section of a paraboloid of revolution by a plane parallel

to the axis.
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Suppose that the plane of the paper represents the plane section

through the axis ^i\^ which intersects the given plane section at right

angles, and let A'O be the line of intersection.

Let POP' be any double ordinate to ^iV in the

section through the axis, meeting A'O and A]!f

at right angles in 0, N respectively. Draw A'

M

perpendicular to AN.
Suppose a perpendicular drawn from to

A'O in the plane of the given section parallel to

the axis, and let y be the length intercepted by

the surface on this perpendicular.

Then, since the extremity of y is on the

circular section whose diameter is PP',

r PO.OP'.

If A'O = x, and if j^ is the principal parameter of the generating

parabola, we have then
y' = PN''-ON^

= PN'-A'M'

=p{AN-AM)

so that the section is a parabola equal to the generating parabola.

2. Section of a hyperboloid of revolution by a plane parallel to

the axis.

Take, as before, the plane section through the axis which intersects
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PAP' in the plane of the paper represent the plane section through

the axis, and let G be the centre (or the vertex of the enveloping

cone). Draw CC perpendicular to CA, and produce OA' to meet it

in C". Let the rest of the construction be as before.

Suppose that

CA = a, C'A' = a', C"0 = x,

and let y have the same meaning as before.

Then y'- = PO . OP' =PW - A'IP.

And, by the property of the original hyperbola,

PJV' : CJV' - CA- = A'i¥- : 6M/^ - CA- (which is constant).

Thus A'3P : CM' - CA' = PN^ : CN"- - CA""

= PN'" -A'M' : CN' - CM-

= 2/^ : x^ — a'-,

whence it appears that the section is a hyperbola similar to the

original one.

3. Section of a hyperholoid of revolution by a plane passing

through the centre (or the vertex of the enveloping co7ie).

I think there can be no doubt that Archimedes would have proved

his proposition about this section by means of the same general

property of conies which he uses to prove Props. 3 and 12—14 of

the same treatise, and which he enunciates at the beginning of

Prop. 3 as a known theorem proved in the "elements of conies," viz.

that the rectangles under the segments of intersecting chords are as

the squares of the parallel tangents.

Let the plane of the paper represent the plane section through

the axis which intersects the given plane passing through the

centre at right angles. Let CA'O be the line of intersection, G
being the centre, and A' being the point where CA'O meets the

surface. Suppose GAMN to be the axis of the hyperboloid, and

POp, P'O'p' two double ordinates to it in the plane section through

the axis, meeting CA'O in 0, 0' respectively; similarly let A'M be

the ordinate from A'. Draw the tangents at A and A' to the

section through the axis meeting in T, and let QOq, Q'O'q' be the

two double ordinates in the same section which are parallel to the

tangent at A' and pass through 0, 0' respectively.

Suppose, as before, that y, y' are the lengths cut off by the
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surface fi'om the perpendiculars at and 0' to OC in the plane of

the given section through CA'O, and that

CO^x, CO' = x', CA = «, CA' = a'.

C A
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Therefore PO . Oj} :C0-- CA'''<PU . Up -.CU''- C'A'%

and it follows that the hyperbolas are not similar*.

4. Section of a spheroid hy a plane parallel to the axis.

That this is an ellipse similar to the generating ellipse can of

course be proved in exactly the same way as theorem (2) above

for the hyperboloid.

* I think Archimedes is more likely to have used this proof than one on the

lines suggested by Zeuthen (p. 421). The latter uses the equation of the

hyperbola simply and isroceeds thus. If y have the same meaning as above,

and if the coordinates of P referred to CA, CC as axes be z, x, while those of

referred to the same axes are z, x', we have, for the point P,

x^=K {z^-a^),

where k is constant.

Also, since the angle A'CA is given, x'— az, where a is constant.

Thus ij'-= x^-x'-={K-a')z'^ - KOr.

CO
Now z is proportional to CO, being in fact equal to /

^
, and the equation

becomes

y'=1^l.co-^-Ka^ (1),

which is clearly a hyperbola, since a- < k.

Now, though tbe Greeks could have worked out the proof in a geometrical

form equivalent to the above, I think that it is alien from the manner in which

Archimedes regarded the equations to central conies. These he always expressed

in the form of a proportion

y^

t'^~(
= -^ in the case of the ellipse ,

and never in the form of an equation between areas like that used by

Apollonius, viz.

Moreover the occurrence of the two different constants and the necessity

of expressing them geometrically as ratios between areas and lines respectively

would have made the proof very long and complicated ; and, as a matter of fact,

Archimedes never does express the ratio 2/-/(.c- - a-) in the case of the hyperbola

in the form of a ratio between constant areas like b^/a^. Lastly, when the

equation of the given section through CA'O was found in the form (1), assuming

that the Greeks had actually found the geometrical equivalent, it would still

have been held necessary, I think, to verify that

before it was finally pronounced that the hyperbola represented by the equation

and the section made by the plane were one and the same thing.
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We are now in a position to consider the meaning of Archimedes'

remark that " the proofs of all these properties are manifest." In

the first place, it is not likely that "manifest" means "known" as

having been proved by earlier geometers ; for Archimedes' habit is

to be precise in stating the fact whenever he uses important

propositions due to his immediate predecessors, as witness his

references to Eudoxus, to the Elements [of Euclid], and to the

"elements of conies." "When we consider the remark with reference

to the cases of the sections parallel to the axes of the surfaces

respectively, a natural interpretation of it is to suppose that

Archimedes meant simply that the theorems are such as can easily

be deduced from the fundamental properties of the three conies now

expressed by their equations, coupled with the consideration that

the sections by planes perpendicular to the axes are circles. But I

think that this particular explanation of the "manifest" character

of the proofs is not so applicable to the third of the theorems

stating that any plane section of a hyperboloid of revolution

through the vertex of the enveloping cone but not through the axis

is a hyperbola. This fact is indeed no more "manifest" in the

ordinary sense of the term than is the like theorem about the

spheroid, viz. that any section through the centre but not through

the axis is an ellipse. But this latter theorem is not given along

with the other in Prop. 11 as being "manifest"; the proof of it is

included in the more general proposition (14) that any section of a

spheroid not perpendicular to the axis is an ellipse, and that parallel

sections are similar. Nor, seeing that the propositions are essen-

tially similar in character, can I think it possible that Archimedes

wished it to be understood, as Zeuthen suggests, that the proposition

about the hyperboloid alone, and not the other, should be proved

directly by means of the geometrical equivalent of the Cartesian

equation of the conic, and not by means of the property of the

rectangles under the segments of intersecting chords, used earlier

[Prop. 3] with reference to the parabola and later for the case of

the spheroid and the elliptic sections of the conoids and spheroids

generally. This is the more unlikely, I think, because the proof

by means of the equation of the conic alone would present much

more difficulty to the Greek, and therefore could hardly be called

" manifest."

It seems necessary therefore to seek for another explanation,

and I think it is the following. The theorems, numbered 1, 2, and
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4 above, about sections of conoids and spheroids parallel to the axis

are used afterwards in Props. 15—17 relating to tangent planes;

whereas the theorem (3) about the section of the hyperboloid by a

plane through the centre but not through the axis is not used in

connexion with tangent planes, but only for formally proving that a

straight line drawn from any point on a hyperboloid parallel to any

transverse diameter of the hyperboloid falls, on the convex side of

the surface, without it, and on the concave side within it. Hence

it does not seem so probable that the four theorems were collected

in Prop. 1 1 on account of the use made of them later, as that they

were inserted in the particular place with special reference to the

three propositions (12—14) immediately following and treating of the

elliptic sections of the three surfaces. The main object of the whole

treatise was the determination of the volumes of segments of the

three solids cut off by planes, and hence it was first necessary to

determine all the sections which were ellipses or circles and therefore

could form the bases of the segments. Thus in Props. 12-14

Archimedes addresses himself to finding the elliptic sections, but,

before he does this, he gives the theorems grouped in Prop. 11 by

way of clearing the ground, so as to enable the propositions about

elliptic sections to be enunciated with the utmost precision. Prop.

11 contains, in fact, explanations directed to defining the scope of

the three following propositions ratlier than theorems definitely

enunciated for their own sake ; Archimedes thinks it necessary to

explain, before passing to elliptic sections, that sections perpen-

dicular to the axis of each surface are not ellipses but circles, and

tliat some sections of each of the two conoids are neither ellipses nor

circles, but parabolas and hyperbolas respectively. It is as if he had

said, " My object being to find the volumes of segments of the three

solids cut off by circular or elliptic sections, I proceed to consider

the various elliptic sections ; but I should first explain that sections

at right angles to the axis are not ellipses but circles, while sections

of the conoids by planes drawn in a certain manner are neither

ellipses nor circles, but parabolas and hyperbolas respectively. With

these last sections I am not concerned in the next propositions, and

I need not therefore cumber my book with the proofs ; but, as some

of them can be easily supplied by the help of the ordinary properties

of conies, and others by means of the methods illustrated in the

propositions now about to be given, I leave them as an exercise for

the reader." This will, I think, completely explain the assumption
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of all the tlieorems except that concerning the sections of a spheroid

parallel to the axis ; and I think this is mentioned along with the

others for symmetry, and because it can be proved in the same way
as the corresponding one for the hyperboloid, whereas, if mention of

it had been postponed till Prop. 14 about the elliptic sections of a

spheroid generally, it would still require a proposition for itself, since

the axes of the sections dealt with in Prop. 14 make an angle with

the axis of the spheroid and are not parallel to it.

At the same time the fact that Archimedes omits the proofs of

the theorems about sections of conoids and spheroids parallel to the

axis as " manifest " is in itself sufficient to raise the presumption

that contemporary geometers were familiar with the idea of three

dimensions and knew how to apply it in practice. This is no matter

for surprise, seeing that we find Archytas, in his solution of the

problem of the two mean proportionals, using the intersection of a

certain cone with a curve of double curvature traced on a right

circular cylinder*. But, when we look for other instances of early

investigations in geometry of three dimensions, we find practically

nothing except a few vague indications as to the contents of a lost

treatise of Euclid's consisting of two Books entitled Surface-loci

(tottol Trpos €7ri<^ai/eta) t. This treatise is mentioned by Pappus

among other works by Aristaeus, Euclid and Apollonius grouped

as forming the so-called to'ttos avaXiioyu,evos+. As the other works in

the list which were on plane subjects dealt only with straight lines,

circles and conic sections, it is a p7-iori likely that the surface-loci of

* Cf. Eutocius on Archimedes (Vol. in. pp. 98—102), or Apollonius of Perga,

pp. xxii.—xxiii.

t By this term we conclude that the Greeks meant "loci which are surfaces"

as distinct from loci which are lines. Cf. Proclus' definition of a locus as

"a position of a line or a surface involving one and the same property"

(ypafifiTis rj iiTKpavelas 6eais woiovcra iu Kal ravrdv (TufiTrTUfia,), p. 394. Pappus

(pi3. 660—2) gives, quoting from the Plane Loci of Apollonius, a classification of

loci according to their order in relation to that of which they are the loci. Thus,

he says, loci are (1) i<peKTiKol, i.e. fixed, e.g. in this sense the locus of a point is

a point, of a line a line, and so on; (2) 5te|o5t/coi or moving along, a line being in

this sense the locus of a point, a surface of a line, and a solid of a surface

;

(3) dvaarpocpLKoi, turning backwards, i.e., presumably, moving backwards and

forwards, a surface being in this sense the locus of a point, and a solid of a line.

Thus a surface-locus might apparently be either the locus of a point or the

locus of a line moving in space.

::: Pappus, pp. 634, 636.
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Euclid included at least such loci as were cones, cylinders and

spheres. Beyond this, all is conjecture based upon two lemmas

given by Pappus in connexion with the treatise.

First lemma to the Surface-loci of Euclid*.

The text of this lemma and the attached figure are not satisfac-

tory as they stand, but they have been explained by Tannery in a

way which requires a change in the figure, but only the very slightest

alteration in the text, as follows f.

"If AJj be a straight line and CD be parallel to a straight line

given in position, and if the ratio A I) . DB : DC^ be [given], the

point G lies on a conic section.

If now ^5 be no longer given in

position and A, B be no longer

given but lie on straight lines

AE, EB given in position i, the

point C raised above [the plane

containing AE, EB] is on a

surface given in position. And
this was proved."

According to this interpretation, it is asserted that, if AB moves

with one extremity on each of the lines AE, EB which are fixed,

while DC is in a fixed direction and AD . DB -.DC" is constant,

then C lies on a certain surface. So far as the first sentence is

concerned, AB remains of constant length, but it is not made

precisely clear whether, when AB \& no longer given in position, its

length may also vary§. If however AB remains of constant length

for all positions which it assumes, the surface which is the locus of

C would be a complicated one which we cannot suppose that Euclid

could have profitably investigated. It may, therefore, be that

Pappus purposely left the enunciation somewhat vague in order to

make it appear to cover several surface-loci which, though belonging

to the same type, were separately discussed by Euclid as involving

* Pappus, p. 1004.

t Bulletin des sciences math., 2" S6rie, vi. 149.

X The words of the Greek text are y^vrjraL 8e wpbs diaei evdeia rah AE, EB,

and the above translation only requires evdeiais instead of e.vde?a. The figure in

the text is so drawn that ADB, AEB are represented as two parallel lines, and

CD is represented as perpendicular to ADB and meeting AEB in E.

§ The words are simply " if AB he deprived of its position (arepTjOri ttjs

Oiffeus) and the points ^, i> be deprived of their [character of] being given"

{(XTeprjdy rod doOevros ehai).
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in each case somewhat different sets of conditions limiting the

generality of the theorem.

It is at least open to conjecture, as Zeuthen has pointed out*,

that two cases of the type were considered by Euclid, namely, (1)

that in which AB remains of constant length while the two fixed

straight lines on which A, B respectively move are parallel instead

of meeting in a point, and (2) that in which the two fixed straight

lines meet in a point while AB moves always parallel to itself

and varies in length accordingly.

(1) In the first case, where the length of AB is constant and

the two fixed lines parallel, we should have a surface described by a

conic moving bodily f. This surface would be a cylindrical surface,

though it would only have been called a " cylinder " by the ancients

in the case where the moving conic was an ellijose, since the essence

of a " cylinder " was that it could be bounded between two parallel

circular sections. If then the moving conic was an ellipse, it would

not be difficult to find the circular sections of the cylinder ; this

could be done by first taking a section at right angles to the axis,

after which it could be proved, after the manner of Archimedes,

On Conoids and Spheroids, Prop. 9, first that the section is an ellipse

or a circle, and then, in the former case, that a section made by

a plane drawn at a certain inclination to the ellipse and passing

through, or parallel to, the major axis is a circle. There was

nothing to prevent Euclid from investigating the surface similarly

generated by a moving hyperbola or parabola ; but there would

be no circular sections, and hence the surfaces might perhaps not

have been considered as of very great importance.

(2) In the second case, where AE, BE meet at a point and

AB moves always parallel to itself, the surface generated is of

course a cone. Some particular cases of this sort may easily have

been discussed by Euclid, but he could hardly have dealt with the

general case, where DC has any direction whatever, up to the

point of showing that the surface was really a cone in the sense

in which the Greeks understood the term, or (in other words)

of finding the circular sections. To do this it would have been

necessary to determine the principal planes, or to solve the dis-

* Zeuthen, Die Lehre von den Kegelschnitten, pp. 425 sqq.

t This would give a surface generated by a moving line, 5tefo5i/c6s ypa/xfjiiis

as Pappus has it.
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criminating cubic, which we cannot suppose Euclid to have done.

Moreover, if Euclid had found the circular sections in the most

general case, Archimedes would simply have referred to the fact

instead of setting himself to do the same thing in the particular

case where the plane of symmetry is given. These remarks apply

to the case where the conic which is the locus of C is an ellipse
;

there is still less ground for supposing that Euclid could have

proved the existence of circular sections where the conic was a

hyperbola, for there is no evidence that Euclid even knew that

hyperbolas and parabolas could be obtained by cutting an oblique

circular cone.

Second lemma to the Surface-loci.

In this Pappus states, and gives a complete proof of the propo-

sition, that the locus of a point whose distance from a given point

is in a given ratio to its distance from a fixed line is a conic

section, which is an ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola according

as the given ratio is less than, equal to, or greater tluxn unity*.

Two conjectures are possible as to the application of this theorem

by Euclid in the treatise referred to.

(1) Consider a plane and a straight line meeting it at any angle.

Im9,gine any plane drawn at right angles to the straight line and

meeting the first plane in another straight line which we will call

X. If then the given straight line meets the plane at right angles

to it in the point S, a conic can be described in that plane with

S for focus and X for directrix ; and, as the perpendicular on X
from any point on the conic is in a constant ratio to the per-

pendicular from the same point on the original plane, all points

on the conic have the property that their distances from S are in

a given ratio to their distances from the given plane respectively.

Similarly, by taking planes cutting the given straight line at right

angles in any number of other points besides S, we see that the locus

of a j)oint whose distance from a given straight line is in a given

ratio to its distance from a given plane is a cone whose vertex is

the point in which the given line meets the given plane, while the

plane of symmetry jjasses thro^lgh the given line and is at right

ayigles to the given plane. If the given ratio was such that the

guiding conic was an ellipse, the circular sections of the surface

* See Pappus, pp. 1006—1014, and Hultsch's Appendix, pp. 1270—1273 ; or

cf. Apollonius of Perga, pp. xxxvi.—xxxviii.
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could, in that case at least, be found by the same method as

that used by Archimedes (On Conoids and S2}heroids, Prop. 8) in

the rather more general case where the perpendicular from the

vertex of the cone on the plane of the given elliptic section does

not necessarily pass through the focus.

(2) Another natural conjecture would be to suppose that, by

means of the proposition given by Pappus, Euclid found the locus

of a point wliose distance frorn a given 2^oint is in a given ratio

to its distance from a fixed plane. This would have given surfaces

identical with the conoids and spheroids discussed by Archimedes

excluding the spheroid generated by the revolution of an ellipse

about the minor axis. We are thus brought to the same point as

Chasles who conjectured that the Surface-loci of Euclid dealt with

surfaces of revolution of the second degree and sections of the

same*. Recent writers have generally regarded this theory as

improbable. Thus Heiberg says that the conoids and spheroids

were without any doubt discovered by Archimedes himself ; other-

wise he would not have held it necessary to give exact definitions

of them in his introductory letter to Dositheus ; hence they could

not have been the subject of Euclid's treatise f. I confess I think

that the argument of Heiberg, so far from being conclusive against

the probability of Chasles' conjecture, is not of any great weight.

To suppose that Euclid found, by means of the theorem enunciated

and proved by Pappus, the locus of a point whose distance from

a given point is in a given ratio to its distance from a fixed plane

does not oblige us to assume either that he gave a name to the

loci or that he investigated them further than to show that sections

through the perpendicular from tlie given point on the given plane

were conies, while sections at right angles to the same perpendicular

were circles ; and of course these facts would readily suggest them-

selves. Seeing however that the object of Archimedes was to

find the volumes of segments of each surface, it is not surprising

that he should have preferred to give a definition of them which

would indicate their form more directly than a description of them

as loci would have done ; and we have a parallel case in the dis-

tinction drawn between conies as such and conies regarded as loci,

which is illustrated by the different titles of Euclid's Conies and

the Solid Loci of Aristaeus, and also by the fact that Apollonius,

* Aperqu historique, pp. 273, 4.

t Litterargeschichtliche Studien iiber Euklid, p. 79.

H. A. e
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though he speaks in his preface of some of the theorems in his

Conies as useful for the synthesis of ' solid loci ' and goes on to

mention the ' locus with respect to three or four lines,' yet enun-

ciates no proposition stating that the locus of such and such a point

is a conic. There was a further special reason for defining the

conoids and spheroids as surfaces described by the revolution of

a conic about its axis, namely that this definition enabled Archi-

medes to include the spheroid which he calls ' flat ' {(.irnrXaTv

o-^aipo€i8es), i.e. the spheroid described by the revolution of an

ellipse about its minor axis, which is not one of the loci which

the hypothesis assumes Euclid to have discovered. Archimedes'

new definition had the incidental effect of making the nature of

the sections through and perpendicular to the axis of revolution

even more obvious than it would be from Euclid's supposed way

of treating the surfaces ; and this would account for Archimedes'

omission to state that the two classes of sections had been known

before, for there would have been no point in attributing to Euclid

the proof of propositions which, with the new definition of the

surfaces, became self-evident. The further definitions given by

Archimedes may be explained on the same principle. Thus the

axis, as defined by him, has special reference to his definition of

the surfaces, since it means the axis of revolution, whereas the

axis of a conic is for Archimedes a diameter. The enveloping cone

of the hyperboloid, which is generated by the revolution of the

asymptotes about the axis, and the centre regarded as the point

of intersection of the asymptotes were useful to Archimedes' dis-

cussion of the surfaces, l)ut need not have been brought into

Euclid's description of the surfaces as loci. Similarly with the

axis and vertex of a segment of each surface. And, generally, it

seems to me that all the definitions given by Archimedes can be

explained in like manner without prejudice to the supposed dis-

covery of three of the surfaces by Euclid.

I think, then, that we may still regard it as possible that

Euclid's Surface-loci was concerned, not only with cones, cylinders

and (probably) spheres, but also (to a limited extent) with three

other surfaces of revolution of the second degree, viz. the paraboloid,

the hyperboloid and the prolate spheroid. Unfortunately however

we are confined to the statement of possibilities ; and certainty

can hardly be attained unless as the result of the discovery of

fresh documents.
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§ 5. Two mean proportionals in continued proportion.

Archimedes assumes the construction of two mean proportionals

in two propositions {On the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 1, 5). Perhaps

he was content to use the constructions given by Archytas,

Menaechmus*, and Eudoxus. It is worth noting, however, that

Archimedes does not introduce the two geometric means where

they are merely convenient but not necessary ; thus, when (On the-

Sphere and Cylinder i. 34) he has to substitute for a ratio (-)
,

where y8 > y, a ratio between lines, and it is sufficient for his

purpose that the required ratio cannot be greater than ( -
j

but

may be less, he takes two arithmetic means between ^, y, as 8, e,

and then assumes f as a known result that

S' y'

* The constructions of Archytas and Menaechmus are given by Eutocius

[Archimedes, Vol. in. pp. 92—102] ; or see Apolloiiius of Perga, pp. xix—xxiii.

+ The proposition is proved by Eutocius ; see the note to On the Sphere

and Cylinder i. 34 (p. 42).

e2



CHAPTER IV.

AlftTHMETIC IN ARCHIMEDES.

Two of the treatises, the Measurement of a circle and the

Sand-reckoner, are mostly arithmetical in content. Of the Sand-

reckoner nothing need be said here, because the system for expressing

numbers of any magnitude which it unfolds and applies cannot be

better described than in the book itself ; in the Measurement of a

circle, however, which involves a great deal of manipulation of

numbers of considerable size though expressible by means of the

ordinary Greek notation for numerals, Archimedes merely gives the

results of the various arithmetical operations, multiplication, extrac-

tion of the square root, etc., without setting out any of the operations

themselves. Various interesting questions are accordingly involved,

and, for the convenience of the reader, I shall first give a short

account of the Greek system of numerals and of the methods by

which other Greek mathematicians usually performed the various

operations included under the general term XoyLo-TLKrj (the art of

calculating), in order to lead up to an explanation (1) of the way in

which Archimedes worked out approximations to tlie square roots of

large numbers, (2) of his method of arriving at the two approximate

values of \/3 which he simply sets down without any hint as to how

they were obtained*.

* In writing this chapter I have been under particular obligations to Hultsch's

articles Arithmetica and Archimedes in Pauly-Wissowa's Reul-Encyclopiidie, ii.

1, as well as to the same scholar's articles (1) Die Nciherungswerthe irrationaler

Qiiadrativurzeln hei Archimedes in the Nachrichten von der kgl. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften zu Gottingen (189.S), pp. 3(57 sqq., and (2) Zur Kreismessung des

Archimedes in the Zeitschrift fiir Math. u. Physik (Hist. Hit. Abtheilung) xxxix.

(1894), pp. 121 sqq. and 161 sqq. I have also made use, in the earlier part

of the chapter, of Nesselmann's work Die Algebra der Griechen and the histories

of Cantor and Gow.
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§ 1. Greek numeral system.

It is well known that the Greeks expressed all numbers from 1

to 999 by means of the letters of the alphabet reinforced by the

addition of three other signs, according to the following scheme, in

which however the accent on each letter might be replaced by a

short horizontal stroke above it, as a.

a',
fi',

y', 8', c', r', t,', -q, 6' are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 respectively.

t', K, A', /, v, i', o', it', q' „ 10, 20, 30, 90 „

p', a', t', v', </>', x', f, w', ^'„ 100, 200, 300, 900

Intermediate numbers were expressed by simple juxtaposition

(representing in this case addition), the largest number being placed

on the left, the next largest following it, and so on in order. Thus

the number 153 would be expressed by pvy or pvy. There was no

sign for zero, and therefore 780 was i/^tt', and 306 tS'' simply.

Thousands (xtXtaScs) were taken as units of a higher order, and

1,000, 2,000, ... up to 9,000 (spoken of as ^(iXioi, StcrxtAiot, k.t.X.) were

represented by the same letters as the first nine natural numbers

but with a small dash in front and below the line ; thus e.g. h' was

4,000, and, on the same principle of juxtaposition as before, 1,823 was

expressed by awKy or awKy, 1,007 by at,', and so on.

Above 9,999 came a myriad (/^vptas), and 10,000 and higher

numbers were expressed by using the ordinary numerals with the

substantive /ADptaSes taken as a new denomination (though the words

fjLvpLOL, Sto-fjivpioi, Tpiarp-vpLOL, K.T.X. are also found, following the

analogy of x'^^'-^h StcrxiA-iot and so on). Various abbreviations were

used for the word p.vpLo.'i, the most common being M or Mv ; and,

where this was used, the number of myriads, or the multiple of

10,000, was generally written over the abbreviation, though some-
A5

times before it and even after it. Thus 349,450 was MOvv*.

Fractions (XeTrra) were written in a variety of ways. The most

usual was to express the denominator by the ordinary numeral with

two accents affixed. When the numerator was unity, and it was

therefore simply a question of a symbol for a single word such as

* Diophantus denoted myriads followed by thousands by the ordinary signs

for numbers of units, only separating them by a dot from the thousands. Thus

for 3,069,000 he writes t^.O, and \y . a^po^ for 331,776. Sometimes myriads

were represented by the ordinary letters with two dots above, as p = 100 myriads

(1,000,000), and myriads of myriads with two pairs of dots, as t for 10 myriad-

myriads (1,000,000,000).
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TpLTov, ^, there was no need to express the numerator, and the

symbol was y" ; similarly r" = ^, ie" = ~, and so on. When the

numerator was not unity and a certain number of fourths, fifths,

etc., had to be expressed, the ordinary numeral was used for the

numerator ; thus 6' ta" = ^j, t oa" = l^. In Heron's Geometry the

denominator was written twice in the latter class of fractions ; thus

i (hvo TreyLtTTTtt) was fi'e'i", ^^ (AeTTTo. TptaKOCTTOTptTa Ky' or (.IKOaLTpia

TpiaKocTTOTpLTo) was Ky' A.y" Xy ". The sign for |^, TJ/xLcrv, is in

Archimedes, Diophantus and Eutocius L", in Heron C or a sign

similar to a capital S*.

A favourite way of expressing fractions with numerators greater

than unity was to separate them into component fractions with

numerator unity, when juxtaposition as usual meant addition. Thus

f was written L"S" = 1 + 1 j ^ was C 8"r]"is-" = i + i + § + tV ^

Eutocius writes L"iS" or | + Jj for ff, and so on. Sometimes the

same fraction was separated into several different sums ; thus in

Heron (p. 119, ed. Hultsch) i||^ is variously expressed as

(a) h + ^ + ^ + Th-^^T,
(^) i + l + xV + aV + Tio,

and (c) l+i + ^ij. + 3-1^ + ^1^.

Sexagesimal fractions. This system has to be mentioned because

the only instances of the working out of some arithmetical operations

which have been handed down to us are calculations expressed in

terms of such fractions ; and moreover they are of special interest

as having much in common with the modern system of decimal

fractions, with the difi^erence of course that the submultiple is 60

instead of 10. The scheme of sexagesimal fractions was used by the

Greeks in astronomical calculations and appears fully developed in

the o-wra^ts of Ptolemy. The circumference of a circle, and along

with it the four right angles subtended by it at the centre, are

divided into 360 parts (T/xTy/xara or ixolpat) or as we should say degrees,

each ixdipa into 60 parts called [first) sixtieths, (TrptGra) i^rjKoa-To.,

or minutes (AeTrra), each of these again into Sevrepa l^rjKoaTa. (seco7ids),

and so on. A similar division of the radius of the circle into 60

* Diophantus has a general method of expressing fractions which is the

exact reverse of modern practice ; the denominator is written above the

numerator, thus e = 5/3, /ca = 21/25, and /3*ff. 0^7; = 1,270,568/10,816. Some-
times he writes down the numerator and then introduces the denominator

with if /xoplai or ixopiov, e.g. rs- . fxop . \y. ai/'os- = 3,069,000/331,776.
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parts (Tjxriixara.) was also made, and these were each subdivided into

sixtieths, and so on. Thus a convenient fractional system was

available for general arithmetical calculations, expressed in units of

any magnitude or character, so many of the fractions which we

should represent by -^q, so many of those which we should write

(/o)'' (^0)^ ^^*^ ^^ ^"^ ^^ ^^y extent. It is therefore not surprising

that Ptolemy should say in one place " In general we shall use the

method of numbers according to the sexagesimal manner because of

the inconvenience of the [ordinary] fractions." For it is clear that

the successive submultiples by 60 formed a sort of frame with fixed

compartments into which any fractions whatever could be located,

and it is easy to see that e.g. in additions and subtractions the

sexagesimal fractions were almost as easy to work with as decimals

are now, 60 units of one denomination being equal to one unit of

the next higlier denomination, and "carrying" and "borrowing"

being no less simple than it is when the number of units of one

denomination necessary to make one of the next higher is 10 instead

of 60. In expressing the units of the circumference, degrees, [xoipai

or the symbol jl was generally used along with the ordinary numeral

which had a stroke above it ; minutes, seconds, etc. were expressed

by one, two, etc. accents afl&xed to the numerals. Thus y5.^ = 2°,

/jiOLpwv jJiKfJ-P' H-" = 47° 42' 40". Also where there was no unit in any

particular denomination O was used, signifying ouSe^ta fx-otpa, ovSev

e^rjKoaTov and the like ; thus O a /3" 0"' = 0° 1' 2" 0'". Similarly, for

the units representing the divisions of the radius the word r/xTy/xara

or some equivalent was used, and the fractions were represented as

before ; thus T/x7/jU,aTwv $t, 8' ve" = 67 (units) 4' 55".

§ 2. Addition and Subtraction.

There is no doubt that, in writing down numbers for these

purposes, the several powers of 10 were kept separate in a manner

corresponding practically to our system of numerals, and the

hundreds, thousands, etc., were written in separate vertical rows.

The following would therefore be a typical form of a sum in addition
;

av K 8' = 1424

p y' 103

M/Jo-Tra' 12281

M X.' 30030

MjwX 7,' 43838
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and the mental part of the work would be the same for the Greek as

for us.

Similarly a subtraction would be represented as follows

:

e

M^yX^r'= 93636

M^yi; 6' 23409

M (tkC 70227

§ 3. Multiplication.

A number of instances are given in Eutocius' commentary on

the Measurement of a circle, and the similarity to our procedure is

just as marked as in the above cases of addition and subtraction.

The multiplicand is written first, and below it the multiplier preceded

by €7rt (= "into"). Then the highest power of 10 in the multiplier

is taken and multiplied into the terras containing the separate

multiples of the successive powers of 10, beginning with the highest

and descending to the lowest ; after which the next highest power

of 10 in the multiplier is multiplied into the various denominations

in the multiplicand in the same order. The same procedure is

followed where either or both of the numbers to be multiplied

contain fractions. Two instances from Eutocius are appended from

which the whole procedure will be understood.

(1) i/^tt' 780

€7rt i//7r' X 780
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One instance of a similar multiplication of numbers involving

fractions may be given from Heron (pp. 80, 81). It is only one of

many, and, for brevity, the Greek notation will be omitted. Heron

has to find the product of 4|f and 7ff, and proceeds as follows :

4.7 = 28,

A 62 _ 248
^ • 6 4 ~ 6 4'
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An actual case of long division where the dividend and divisor

contain sexagesimal fractions is described by Theon. The problem

is to divide 1515 20' 15" by 25 12' 10", and Theon's account of the

process comes to this.

Divisor

25 12' 10"

Dividend

1515 20'

25.60 = 1500

15"

Quotient

First term 60

Remainder
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such and such a number of units and of the separate powers of 10.

Thus there would be so many units, so many tens, so many hundreds,

etc., and it would have to be borne in mind that the squares of

numbers from 1 to 9 would lie between 1 and 99, the squares of

numbers from 10 to 90 between 100 and 9900, and so on. Then the

first term of the square root would be some number of tens or

hundreds or thousands, and so on, and would have to be found in

much the same way as the first term of a quotient in a " long

division," by trial if necessary. If A is the number whose square

root is required, while a represents the first term or denomination of

the square root and x the next term or denomination still to be

found, it would be necessary to use the identity (a + x)- = a- + lax + x^

and to find x so that '2ax + or might be somewhat less than the

remainder A — ctr. Thus by trial the highest possible value of x

satisfying the condition would be easily found. If that value were

h, the further quantity 2ab + 6^ would have to be subtracted from

the first remainder A — a?, and from the second remainder thus left

a third term or denomination of the square root would have to be

derived, and so on. That this was the actual procedure adopted is

clear from a simple case given by Theon in his commentary on the

o-wra^ts. Here the square root of 144 is in question, and it is

obtained by means of Eucl. ii. 4. The highest possible denomina-

tion (i.e. power of 10) in the square root is 10 ;
10" subtracted from

144 leaves 44, and this must contain not only twice the product of

10 and the next term of the square root but also the square of that

next term itself. Now, since 2 . 10 itself produces 20, the division

of 44 by 20 suggests 2 as the next term of the square root ; and

this turns out to be the exact figure required, since

2. 20 + 2' = 44.

The same procedure is illustrated by Theon's explanation of

Ptolemy's method of extracting square roots according to the

sexagesimal system of fractions. The problem is to find approxi-

mately the square root of 4500 jxotpai or degrees, and a geometrical

figure is used which makes clear the essentiall}' Euclidean basis of

the whole method. Nesselmann gives a complete reproduction of

the passage of Theon, but the following purely arithmetical represen-

tation of its purport will probably be found clearer, when looked at

side by side with the figure,

Ptolemy has first found the integral part of \/4500 to be 67.
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Now 67- = 4489, so that the remainder is 11. Suppose now that

the rest of the square root is expressed by means of the usual

sexagesimal fractions, and that we may therefore put

2.67a;

60

11^0
2 .

67'

x/4500= n/67^+ 11 = 67 +^ + ^,,

where x, y are yet to be found. Thus x must be such that

is somewhat less than 11, or ,t must be somewhat less than

330
or -;rzr , which is at the same time greater than 4. On trial, it

67 ®

turns out that 4 will satisfy the conditions of the problem, namely

that (67 + ^) must be less than 4500, so that a remainder will

be left by means of which y may be found.

670

4489
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Therefore y is approximately equal to 55. We have then to

subtract

^(^„ 4\55 /55\' 442640 3025
^ (^^ -^

60J 60^' ^ \W) '
""' -^W^ + W-'

7424
from the remainder —w^^- above found.

bO'

, , ,. ^ 442640 ^ 7424 . 2800 46 40
The subtraction of ~qqs- fro™ "^ gives -^, or

g^ , + gQ-3

;

3025
but Theon does not go further and subtract the remaining

,

55
instead of which he merely remarks that the square of .—

bO"

46 40
approximates to ^r?^ + ;r?c^. As a matter of fact, if we deduct the

oO bO

3025 ^ 2800 , . , . , . .-7—— from ^^„ , so as to obtain the correct remainder, it is
60-* 60''

164975
found to be ^ ,, .

60^

To show the power of this method of extracting square roots by

means of sexagesimal fractions, it is only necessary to mention that

. 103 55 23 . . . /T 1 •
1ftolemy gives -_ _ + -ttt;, + 777-^ as an approximation to v o, which

bO bO" bO

approximation is equivalent to 1*7320509 in the ordinary decimal

notation and is therefore correct to 6 places.

But it is now time to pass to the question how Archimedes

obtained the two approximations to the value of \/3 which he

assumes in the Measurement of a circle. In dealing with this

subject I shall follow the historical method of explanation adopted

by Hultsch, in preference to any of the mostly a jyrioi'i theories

which the ingenuity of a multitude of writers has devised at

difierent times.

§ 6. Early investigations of surds or incommensurables.

From a passage in Proclus' commentary on Eucl. i.* we learn

that it was Pythagoras who discovered the theory of irrationals

(tj Twv dXoywv irpayixaTeia). Further Plato says (Theaetetus 147 d),

" On square roots this Theodorus [of Cyrene] wrote a work in

* p. 60 (ed. Friedlein).
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which he proved to us, with reference to those of 3 or 5 [square] feet

that they are incommensurable in length with the side of one square

foot, and proceeded similarly to select, one by one, each [of the other

incommensui^able roots] as far as the root of 17 square feet, beyond

which for some reason he did not go." The reason why \/2 is not

mentioned as an incommensurable square root must be, as Cantor

says, that it was before known to be such. We may therefore

conclude that it was the square root of "2 which was geometrically

constructed by Pythagoras and proved to be incommensurable with

the side of a square in which it represented the diagonal. A clue

to the method by which Pythagoras investigated the value of v/2

is found by Cantor and Hultsch in the famous passage of Plato

[Rep. VIII. 546 b, c) about the 'geometrical' or 'nuptial' number.

Thus, when Plato contrasts the p-q-rrj and apprjTo<; Siajaerpos rrjs

7r€/x7ra8os, he is referring to the diagonal of a square whose side

contains five units of length ; the apprjTo<; Sta/Aerpos, or the irrational

diagonal, is then JbO itself, and tlie nearest rational number is

ij50— 1, which is the p-qrrj Sta^ieTpo?. We have herein the

explanation of the way in which Pythagoras must have made the

first and most readily comprehensible approximation to \/2 ; he

must have taken, instead of 2, an improper fraction equal to it but

such that the denominator was a square in any case, while the

numerator was as near as possible to a complete square. Thus

50 /-
Pythagoras chose ^ , and the first approximation to \/2 was

accordingly ^, it being moreover obvious that J'2>-. Again,

Pythagoras cannot have been unaware of the truth of the

proposition, proved in Eucl. ii. 4, that {a + by =^a^ + 2ab + b^, where

a, b are any two straight lines, for this proposition depends solely

upon propositions in Book i. which precede the Pythagorean

proposition i. 47 and which, as the basis of i. 47, must necessarily

have been in substance known to its author. A slightly different

geometrical proof would give the formula (a-b)' = a' — '2ab + b^,

which must have been equally well known to Pythagoras. It could

not therefore have escaped the discoverer of the first approximation

v/50 — 1 for J50 that the use of the formula with the positive sign

would give a much nearer approximation, viz. 7 + 3— » which is only
14
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greater than J50 to the extent of
( rr ) • Thus we may properly

assign to Pythagoras the discovery of the fact represented by

„ 1

7 r— > VSO > 7.
14:

The consequential result that ^2 > ^ J50 — 1 is used by

Aristarchus of Samos in the 7th proposition of his work On the

size and distances of the sun and vioon*.

With reference to the investigations of the values of \/3, Jb,

\/6, ij\l by Theodoras, it is pretty certain that J?> was

geometrically represented by him, in the same way as it appears

* Part of the proof of this proposition was a sort of foretaste of the first part

of Prop. 3 of Archimedes' Measurement of a

circle, and the substance of it is accordingly

appended as reproduced by Hultsch.

ABEK is a square, KB a diagonal, / HBE
= ^ Z KBE, L FBE - 3°, and ^ C is perpendicu-

lar to BF so that the triangles ACB, BEF are

similar.

Aristarchus seeks to prove that

AB : BC > 18: 1.

If R denote a right angle, the angles KBE,
HBE, FBE are respectively %^R, i%R, j.\R.

Then HE : FE > l HBE : L FBE.

[This is assumed as a known lemma by Aristarchus as well as Archimedes.]

Therefore

Now, by construction,

Also [Eucl. VI. 3]

whence

And, since

HE : FE > \h : 2 (o).

BK-=1BFr.

BK:BE =KH -.HE;

KH^sl2HE.

\/2

KH : HE > 7 : 5,

so that KE: EH > 12 -.5

From (a) and (/3), ex aequali,

KE : FE > 18 :1.

BF > BE (or KE),

BF : FE > 18 : 1,

Therefore, since

so that, by similar triangles,

AB : BC > 18 : 1.
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afterwards in Archimedes, as the perpendicular from an angular

point of an equilateral triangle on the opposite side. It would

thus be readily comparable with the side of the " 1 square foot

"

mentioned by Plato. The fact also that it is the side of three

sqasive feet (rptVoDs SuVajats) which was proved to be incommensurable

suggests that there was some special reason in Theodoras' proof for

specifying feet, instead of units of length simply ; and the ex-

planation is probably that Theodorus subdivided the sides of his

triangles in the same way as the Greek foot was divided into

halves, fourths, eighths and sixteenths. Presumably therefore,

exactly as Pythagoras had approximated to s/2 by putting ^^

48
for 2, Theodorus started from the identity 3 = -—

. It would then
lb

be clear that

V3<y 48 + 1 . 7
-16- '

''
4

To investigate \/48 further, Theodorus would put it in the form

x/49— 1, as Pythagoras put JdO into the form Jid + l, and the

result would be

V48(=V49^1)<7-j^.

We know of no further investigations into incommensurable

square roots until we come to Archimedes.

§ 7. Archimedes' approximations to */3.

Seeing that Aristarchus of Samos was still content to use the

first and very rough approximation to \/2 discovered by Pythagoras,

it is all the more astounding that Aristarchus' younger contemporary

Archimedes should all at once, without a word of explanation, give

out that

1351 ,^ 265

TSO'^^'^^TSS'

as he does in the 3Ieasu.reinent of a circle.

In order to lead up to the explanation of the probable steps by

which Archimedes obtained these approximations, Hultsch adopts

the same method of analysis as was used by the Greek geometers in

solving problems, tlie method, that is, of supposing the problem

solved and following out the necessary consequences. To compare
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265 1351
the two fractions ^ ' and , we first divide both denominators

into their smallest factors, and we obtain

780 = 2.2.3.5.13,

153 = 3.3.17.

We observe also that 2 . 2 . 13 == 52, while 3.17 = 51, and we may
therefore show the relations between the numbers thus,

780 = 3.5.52,

153 = 3.51.

For convenience of comparison we multiply the numerator and

265
denominator of j^ ^Y ^ j t.he two original fractions are then

1351 , 1325
and

15.52 15.51'

so that we can put Archimedes' assumption in the form

13">15v/3
''''

52
"

51 '

and this is seen to be equivalent to

26-i.>15V3>26-^.
o2 51

Now 26 — ^ = . / 26^— 1 + (— j , and the latter expression

is an approximation to \/ 26^—1.

We have then 26-^>^26'-l.
52 ^

As 26 — ^^ was compared with 15 JS, and we want an ap-

proximation to J3 itself, we divide by 15 and so obtain

But ^-/26^1 =
v/-^'^s'=yi| = -^3, and it follows

that _L(26-^2)>V3.

The lower limit for \/3 was given by

H. A. /
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and a glance at this suggests that it may have been arrived at by

simply substituting (52— 1) for 52.

Now as a matter of fact the following proposition is true. If
a^ ±_h is a wliole number tohich is not a square, while a^ is the nearest

square number (above or below the first mimber, as the case may be),

then

^ /^—r . ^
« + ^r— > v« ±0 > a ±

2a
- -2a±l'

Hultsch proves this pair of inequalities in a series of propositions

formulated after the Greek manner, and there can be little doubt

that Archimedes had discovered and proved the same results in

substance, if not in the same form. The following circumstances

confirm the probability of this assumption.

(1) Certain approximations given by Heron show that he

knew and frequently used the formula

sja' + 0(S) a±-^ ,

2a

(where the sign c\j denotes "is approximately equal to ").

Thus he gives VSO co 7 + y^

,

\/63 cNi
_ 1

11
-^16-

(2) The formula 's/a^+booa + 7: ^ is used by the Arabian
^ ' 2a + I

Alkarkhl (11th century) who drew fi'om Greek sources (Cantor,

p. 719 sq.).

It can therefore hardly be accidental that the formula

6 f-^—l b

-2a - -2a + l

gives us what we want in order to obtain the two Archimedean

approximations to \/3, and that in direct connexion with one

another*.

* Most of the a priori theories as to the origin of the approximations are

open to the serious objection that, as a rule, they give series of approximate

values in which the two now in question do not follow consecutively, but are

separated by others which do not appear in Archimedes. Hultsch's explanation

is much preferable as being free from this objection. But it is fair to say that

the actual formula used by Hultsch appears in Hunrath's solution of the puzzle
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We are now in a position to work out the synthesis as follows.

From the geometrical representation of J3 as the perpendicular

from an angle of an equilateral triangle on the opposite side we

obtain s/'I^ — 1 = -JS and, as a first approximation,

4

Usine our formula we can transform this at once into

V3>2-jl-j,or 2-i.

/ 1\ 5
Archimedes would then square ( 2 — k), or ^, and would obtain

25 . 27 .—
, which he would compare with 3, or — ; i.e. he would put

y/'3 = ./ "—Q-^ and would obtain

l(54)>V3.i.e.?|>V3.

To obtain a still nearer approximation, he would proceed in the

/26y 676 . 675 ,

same manner and compare
( ri ) » or ^^~ , with 6, or ^^ , whence it

would appear that J3 =^ - f,^^

,

and therefore that ^^(26 — — j> J3,

, .
1351 /o

that IS, rror^ > V o.
' 780

The application of the formula would then give the result

1V3>jl(26
52-1

,, . . /- 1326-1 265
that IS,

'^^>-15T5r'°^ 1T3-

The complete result would therefore be

1351 /- 265

T80"^^^^T53-
{Die Berechnung irrationaler Quadratiourzeln vor der Herrschaft der Decimal-

brilche, Kiel, 1884, p. 21 ; cf. Ueber das Ausziehen der Quadratwurzel bei

Griechen mid Indern, Hadersleben, 1883), and the same formula is implicitly

used in one of the solutions suggested by Tannery (Sur la mesure du cercle

d'Archimede in Blernoires de la societe des sciences physiques et naturelles de

Bordeaux, 2^ sMe, iv. (1882), p. 313-337).

/2
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Thus Archimedes probably passed from the first approximation

- to s , from ^ to ^, and from ^i-= directly to _„^ , the closest
4 3 3 15 15

-^ 780

approximation of all, from which again he derived the less close

265
approximation . The reason why he did not proceed to a still

1 Oo
1351

nearer approximation than —r- is probably that the squaring of

this fraction would have brought in numbers much too large to be

conveniently used in the rest of his calculations. A similar reason

5 . 7 .

will account for his having started from -^ instead of -r ; if he had° 3 4

used the latter, he would first have obtained, by the same method,

sJS =A/ —f^— > 3-nd thence —~~ > JS, or ^ > V3 ; the squaring

of -ZTT, would have given Js = ^^ , and the corresponding
56 ° 56 jT o

approximation would have given -^—r^r-. , where again the numbers

are inconveniently large for his purpose.

§ 8. Approximations to the square roots of large

numbers.

Archimedes gives in the Measurement of a circle the following

approximate values

:

(1) 3013f>N/9082321,

(2) 1838Ta^>v/3380929,

(3) 1009i^>N/l018405,

(4) 2017|>n/4069284^,

(5) 591i<n/349450,

(6) 11721 <N/l373943|f,

(7) 23391 < jM72rS2^\.

There is no doubt that in obtaining the integral portion

of the square root of these numbers Archimedes used the method
based on the Euclidean theorem (a + bf = a' + 2ab + h^ which has
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already been exemplified in the instance given above from Theon,

where an approximation to \/4500 is found in sexagesimal fractions.

The method does not substantially differ from that now followed ; but

whereas, to take the first case, \/9082321, we can at once see what

will be the number of digits in the square root by marking off pairs

of digits in the given number, beginning from the end, the absence

of a sign for in Greek made the number of digits in the square

root less easy to ascertain because, as written in Greek, the number
^''

,M /3TKa' only contains six signs representing digits instead of seven.

Even in the Greek notation however it would not be difficult to see

that, of the denominations, units, tens, hundreds, etc. in the square

root, the units would correspond to xa' in the original number, the

tens to ,^T, the hundi-eds to M, and the thousands to M. Thus it

would be clear that the square root of 9082321 must be of the form

1000.x- +100?/+10^ + w,

where x, y, z, lo can only have one or other of the values 0, 1, 2, ...9.

Supposing then that x is found, the remainder iV- (lOOOx)', where

N is the given number, must next contain 2 . lOOOic. lOOy and

(100^/)^ then 2 (lOOCx- + 100^/) . 10^ and (lO^)", after which the

remainder must contain two more numbers similarly formed.

In the particular case (1) clearly x = 3. The subtraction of

(3000)' leaves 82321, which must contain 2 . 3000 . lOOy. But, even

if y is as small as 1, this product would be 600,000, which is greater

than 82321. Hence there is no digit representing hundreds in the

square root. To find z, we know that 82321 must contain

2.3000.l0z + {\0zy,

and z has to be obtained by dividing 82321 by 60,000. Therefore

s= 1. Again, to find w, we know that the remainder

(82321-2.3000.10-102),

or 22221, must contain 2 . 3010t<; + ?^^-, and dividing 22221 by

2.3010 we see that ia = 3. Thus 3013 is the integral portion of

the square root, and the remainder is 22221 -(2 . 3010 . 3 + 3-), or

4152.

The conditions of the proposition now require that the approxi-

mate value to be taken for the square root must not be less than
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the real value, and therefore the fractional part to be added to 3013

must be if anything too great. Now it is easy to see that the

less than the remainder 4152. Suppose then that the number

P
required (which is nearer to 3014 than to 3013) is 3014—-,

P
and - has to be if anything too small.

Now (3014)^ = (3013)' + 2 . 3013 + 1 = (3013)' + 6027

= 9082321-4152 + 6027,

whence 9082321 = (3014)' - 1875.

By applying Archimedes' formula va*±b<a±— , we obtain

The required value - has therefore to be not greater than „,^^„ •

q 6028

p 1
It remains to be explained why Archimedes put for - the value j

which is equal to . In the first place, he evidently preferred

fractions with unity for numerator and some power of 2 for

denominator because they contributed to ease in working, e.g. when

two such fractions, being equal to each other, had to be added.

9 1
(The exceptions, the fractions ^y and ^, are to be explained by

exceptional circumstances presently to be mentioned.) Further, in

the particular case, it must be remembered that in the subsequent

Pwork 2911 had to be added to 3014 — - and the sum divided by 780,

or 2. 2 . 3 . 5. 13. It would obviously lead to simplification if a

factor could be divided out, e.g. the best for the purpose, 13. Now,

dividing 2911 +3014, or 5925, by 13, we obtain the quotient 455,

J)

and a remainder 10, so that 10-- remains to be divided by 13.

q
P

Therefore - has to be so chosen that lOq — p is divisible by 13, while

p 1875
- approximates to, but is not greater than, -^ „ . The solution

jo = l, 5' = 4 would therefore be natural and easy.
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(2) v/3380929.

The usual process for extraction of the square root gave as the

integral part of it 1838, and as the remainder 2685. As before, it

was easy to see that the exact root was nearer to 1839 than to 1838,

and that

n/3380929 = 1838' + 2685 = 1839'' - 2 . 1838 - 1 + 2685

= 1839^-992.

The Archimedean formula then gave

992
1839- 2-^^39 >v/3380929.

It could not have escaped Archimedes that - was a near approxima-
•i

^. ^ 992 1984 . 1 1839 ,1 , , . ^. . ,

tion to w^fi-r, or ,i-o^ J
since j = 70^ '> ^^" 7 would have satisned

the necessary condition that the fraction to be taken must be less

2
than the real value. Thus it is clear that, in taking yy as the

approximate value of the fraction, Archimedes had in view the

simplification of the subsequent work by the elimination of a factor.

p p
If the fraction be denoted by -, the sum of 1839 — - and 1823, or

3662 --^
, had to be divided by 240, i.e. by 6 . 40. Division of 3662

by 40 gave 22 as remainder, and then f^ q had to be so chosen that

p . p
22 — - was conveniently divisible by 40, while - was less than but

992
approximately equal to ^^^r^ • The solution p = 2, 5- = 1 1 was easily

seen to satisfy the conditions.

(3) n/1018405.

The usual procedure gave 1018405 = 1009" + 324 and the ap-

proximation

1009^ > V1018405.

324
It was here necessary that the fraction to replace ^KTh should be

greater but approximately equal to it, and ^ satisfied the conditions,

while the subsequent work did not require any change in it.
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(4) J4:0692M^.

The usual process gave 40692843V = 2017' + 995^; it followed

that

^^^^^36: 2-20^7"^*^^^^^*^'

and 201 7f was an obvious value to take as an approximation

somewhat greater than the left side of the inequality.

(5) V349450.

In the case of this and the two following roots an approximation

had to be obtained which was less, instead of greater, than the true

value. Thus Archimedes had to use the second part of the formula

b , ,—

,

b

2a ^ 2a + 1

In the particular case of ^349450 the integral part of the root is

591, and the remainder is 169. This gave the result

1 flc, 1 aq

and since 169 = 13', while 2.591 + 1=7.13', it resulted without

further calculation that

7349450 > 59U.

Why then did Archimedes take, instead of this approximation,

another which was not so close, viz. 591^? The answer which the

subsequent working and the other approximations in the first part of

the proof suggest is that he preferred, for convenience of calculation,

to use for his approximations fractions of the form ^^ only. But he

could not have failed to see that to take the nearest fraction of this

form, -, instead of = might conceivably affect his final result and
o 7

make it less near the truth than it need be. As a matter of fact,

as Hultsch shows, it does not affect the result to take 5914 and to

work onwards from that figure. Hence we must suppose that

Archimedes had satisfied himself, by taking 5914- and proceeding on

that basis for some distance, that he would not be introducing any

appreciable error in taking the more convenient though less accurate

approximation 59 1^.
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• (6) Vr373943||.

In this case the integral portion of the root is 1172, and the

remainder 359|f . Thus, if R denote the root,

359^
R>\\12 +

2.1172 + 1

^ ^ ^^^ * 27TT72TT '
^ /^^^*^***-

359
Now 2,1172 + 1 = 2345; the fraction accordingly becomes ooT^j

1 / 359 \
and T= { — ^^rm I satisfies the necessary conditions, viz. that it must

7 \ 2ol3y ^ '

be approximately equal to, but not greater than, the given fraction.

Here again Archimedes would have taken 1172i as the approximate

value but that, for the same reason as in the last case, 11721 was

more convenient.

(7) ^/5472I32^^V

The integral portion of the root is here 2339, and the remainder

1211^, so that, if R is the exact root,

1211-1-
^"^ ^"^"^^^2.

2339 + 1

> 2339^, a fortiori.

A few words may be added concerning Archimedes' ultimate

reduction of the inequalities

„ 6671 2841
^^ 46731"""^^ 20lfi

to the simpler result 3 - > tt > 3 — .

As a matter of fact - = j^^^ > ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^h© fii"st fraction it was

only necessary to make the small change of diminishing the de-

nominator by 1 in order to obtain the simple 3 -

.

9811 1 1 37
As regards the lower limit for tt, we see that ^f^, =

oncc^'y ^^^
201 / ^ 8069

Hultsch ingeniously suggests the method of trying the effect of

increasing the denominator of the latter fraction by 1. This
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1137 379
produces or ^^ ; and, if we divide 2690 by 379, the quotient

is between 7 and 8, so that

1 379^ 1

7 ^ 2690
""

8
•

Now it is a known proposition (proved in Pappus vil. p. 689)

tnat, II 7-> -T5 then ^ > , ,.
d b h +d

Similarly it may be proved that

a + c c

h +d d'

It follows in the above case that

379 379 + 1 1

2690 2690 + 8 8'

which exactly gives ^ > -

,

^ 10 • u . 379 ^, 1 .

and -f^ IS very much nearer to ^:^7^777^ than -, is.
71 -^ 2690 8

Note on alternative hypotheses with regard to the

approximations to \/3.

For a description and examination of all the various theories put

forward, up to the year 1882, for the purpose of explaining Archimedes'

approximations to \/Z the reader is referred to the exhaustive paper by

Dr Siegmund Gunther, entitled Die quadratischen Irrationalitaten der Alien

und deren Entwickelungsmethoden (Leipzig, 1882). The same author gives

further references in his Abriss der Geschichte der Mathematik und der Natur-

uissenschaften ini Alterttim forming an Appendix to Vol. v. Pt. 1 of Iwan von

Miiller's Handlnich der klassischen Alterttcms-^vissenschaft (Miinchen, 1894).

Gunther groups the diflfereut hypotheses under three general heads :

(1) those which amount to a more or less disguised use of the

method of continued fractions and under which are included the solutions

of De Lagny, Mollweide, Hauber, Buzengeiger, Zeuthen, P. Tannery (first

solution), Heilermann

;

(2) those which give the approximations in the form of a series

of fractions such as a H 1 1 h . . . ; under this class come the

solutions of Radicke, v. Pessl, Rodet (with reference to the ^ulvasutras),

Tannery (second solution)

;
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(3) those which locate the incommensurable surd between a greater

and lesser limit and then proceed to draw the limits closer and closer.

This class includes the solutions of Oppermann, Alexejeff, Schonborn,

Huurath, though the first two are also connected by Gunther with the

method of continued fractions.

Of the methods so distinguished by Giinther only those need be here

referred to which can, more or less, claim to rest on a historical basis

in the sense of representing applications or extensions of principles laid

down in the works of Greek mathematicians other than Archimedes which

have come down to us. Most of these quasi-historical solutions connect

themselves with the system of side- and diagonal-numbers {rikevpiKoX and

biaiierpiKol apiByioi) explained by Theon of Smyrna (c. 130 A.D.) in a work
which was intended to give so much of the principles of mathematics as

was necessary for the study of the works of Plato.

The side- and diagonal-members are formed as follows. We start with

two units, and (a) from the sum of them, (6) from the sum of twice

the first unit and once the second, we form two new numbers ; thus

1.1 + 1 = 2, 2.1 + 1 = 3.

Of these numbers the first is a side- and the second a diagonal-nnmher

respectively, or (as we may say)

«2=2, do= 3.

In the same way as these numbers were formed from ai=l, c^i= l, suc-

cessive pairs of numbers are formed from a^, d.2, and so on, in accordance

with the formula

whence we have
itn + l

— ^^n'^nj ^n + 1— ^^^n'^^ny

«,= !. 2 + 3= 5, (^3= 2. 2 + 3= 7,

a4= l. 5 + 7= 12, c?4= 2. 5 + 7 = 17,

and so on.

Theon states, with reference to these numbers, the general proposition

which we should express by the equation

c42= 2a„2±l.

The proof (no doubt omitted because it was well-known) is simple. For

we have
dj - 2a„2= (2a„ _^+ d„_,y-2 («„ _ ^ +c/„ _ ^Y

= 2a„_,2-c;„_,2

= -«-i2-2a„_i2)

= + (<^n-2^ ~ 2a„_22), and so on,

while di^— 2ai^= - 1 ; whence the proposition is established.

Cantor has pointed out that any one familiar with the truth of this

proposition could not have failed to observe that, as the numbers were

successively formed, the value of d^ja^ would approach more and more

nearly to 2, and consequently the successive fractions c?„/a„ would give
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nearer and nearer approximations to the value of \/2, or in other words that

1 3 7 17 41

T' 2' 5' 12' 29'

are successive approximations to V^. It is to be observed that the third

7
of these approximations, -, is the Pythagorean approximation which

appears to be hinted at by Plato, while the above scheme of Theon,

amounting to a method of finding all the solutions in positive integers of

the indeterminate equation
2.r2-y2=±l,

and given in a work designedly introductory to the study of Plato,

distinctly suggests, as Tannery has pointed out, the probability that even

in Plato's lifetime the systematic investigation of the said equation had

already begun in the Academy. In this connexion Proclus' commentary

on Eucl. I. 47 is interesting. It is there explained that in isosceles

right-angled triangles "it is not possible to find numbers corresponding to

the sides ; for there is no square number which is double of a square

except in the sense of approximately double, e.g. 7^ is double of 5'^ less 1."

When it is remembered that Theon's process has for its object the finding

of any number of sqviares differing only by unity from double the squares

of another series of numbers respectively, and that the sides of the two

sets of squares are called diagonal- and sic^e-numbers respectively, the

conclusion becomes almost irresistible that Plato had such a system in

mind when he si)oke of pijr^ Sta/xerpoj {rational diagonal) as compared

with apprjros Siafierpos {irrational diagonal) r^s nfunddos (cf. p. Ixxviii above).

One supposition then is that, following a similar line to that by which

successive approximations to \/2 could be obtained from the successive

solutions, in rational numbers, of the indeterminate equations 2.r2 -y2= + 1 ^

Archimedes set himself the task of finding all the solutions, in rational

numbers, of the two indeterminate equations bearing a similar relation

to \/3, viz.

Zeuthen appears to have been the first to connect, eo nomine, the ancient

approximations to \/Z with the solution of these equations, which are also

made by Tannery the basis of his first method. But, in substance, the

same method had been used as early as 1723 by De Lagny, whose

hypothesis will be, for purposes of comparison, described after Tannery's

which it so exactly anticipated.

Zeuthen's solution.

After recalling the fact that, even before Euclid's time, the solution

of the indeterminate equation x'^-\-'if= z^ by means of the substitutions

m- — rfi n-fi+ n^
x = mn, y= -^— , z=—^^

—
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was well known, Zeuthen concludes that there could have been no

difficulty in deducing from Eucl. li. 5 the identity

„, ,, /wi2-3?i2\2 /m2+ 3%2\2

from which, by multiplying up, it was easy to obtain the formula

3 (2mn)2+ {m^ - 37i2)2= (,^2+ 3,^2)2.

If therefore one solution m^-Zn'^= \ was known, a second could at once

be found by putting
x=iii?+ Zn?,, y= 2mn.

Now obviously the equation

m^ — 3^2=1

is satisfied by the values m = 2, n=l ; hence the next solution of the

equation
a-2-3?/2=l

is .t'i
= 22+ 3.1 = 7, yi= 2.2.1=4;

and, proceeding in like manner, we have any number of solutions as

.^2= 72+ 3. 42= 97, 3/2
= 2.7.4= 56,

0,3= 972 + 3 . 562=18817, 2/3
= 2 . 97 . 56= 10864,

and so on.

Next, addressing himself to the other equation

.'p2_3y2= _2,
Zeuthen uses the identity

(m+ 3n)2- 3 (m + )i)^= - 2 (wi2 - 3;i2).

Thus, if we know one solution of the equation m'^ — 3n^=l, we can proceed

to substitute

x=m-\-dn, y= m+ n.

Suppose 7n = 2, ?2 = 1, as before ; we then have

If we put .^•2=
.^'l + 33/l

= 14, ]/>,
= ^\+yi = ^) we obtain

^_ 14_7
3/2
~ 8 " 4

(and m= 7, Ji= 4 is seen to be a solution of w2-3?i2= i).

Starting again from .^2, 3/2? '^^ have

*3=38, 3/3
= 22,

and -^ =—
^3 11

(m= 19, ?i= ll being a solution of the equation m2-3?i2= -2);

.^4=104, 3/,= 60,

whence — = —
^4 15
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(and m=26, n=l5 satisfies m^-3n^= l),

^5=284, 3/5= 164,

•^5 71

Similarly ^ = -— , -^ = —— , and so on.
^

3/6 56' y; 153'

This method gives all the successive approximations to ^/s, taking

account as it does of both the equations

Tannery's first solution.

Tannery asks himself the question how Diophantus would have set

about solving the two indeterminate equations. He takes the first equation

in the generalised form

and then, assuming one solution (^, q) of the equation to be known, he

supposes

p^= ')nx-p, qi=^x+q.

Then p-^ — aq^= m?x^ — 'impx +p'^ — ax^—2aqx— aq^= 1

,

whence, since jo^—a^'^^i^ \)y hypothesis,

^,^^ mpjHiq
m^ - a '

so that
{m^^+a)p+ 2amq 2.»g+ (mH«)g

^^ m^— a ^'- m^— a
and pi^-aqj^=l.

The values of p^, q^ so found are rational but not necessarily integral;

if integral solutions are wanted, we have only to put

Pi= {"^^ + <^'^^)p+ 2au vq, q^ = 2puv+ {u^+ av^) q,

where {u, v) is another integral solution of x'^ - ay^— 1.

Generally, if
(
jo, q) be a known solution of the equation

x'^—ay^=r,

suppose jOi = ajo+/3g', q\=YP-\-hq, and "il suffit pour determiner a, ^, y, h de

connattre les trois groupes de solutions les plus simples et de resoudre

deux couples d'^quations du premier degrd k deux inconnues." Thus

(1) for the equation

x'^-Zf'= \,

the first three solutions are

(jo= l, ^= 0), (p= 2, g= l), (^= 7, ?= 4),

whence
^ \ and . . , .K
l=yj 4= 2y+ 8j

so that a = 2, /3= 3, 7= 1, 8= 2,
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and it follows that the fourth solution is given by

p= 2. 7 + 3. 4 = 26,

^= 1.7 + 2.4=15;

(2) for the equation x^ - 3j/2= - 2,

the first three solutions being (1, 1), (5, 3), (19, 11), we have

5= a+/3l , 19 = 5a + 3/3)

3=y+ Sj ll = 5y+ 3Sj'

whence a = 2, ^= 3, y=l,S= 2, and the nest solution is given by

jo = 2. 19 + 3. 11 = 71,

^= 1.19 + 2.11 = 41,

and so on.

Therefore, by using the two indeterminate equations and proceeding as

shown, all the successive approximations to v 3 can be found.

Of the two methods of dealing with the equations it will be seen that

Tannery's has the advantage, as compared with Zeuthen's, that it can be

applied to the solution of any equation of the form x^ — ay'^=r.

De Lagny^s method.

The argument is this. If v^3 could be exactly expressed by an im-

proper fraction, that fraction would fall between 1 and 2, and the square of

its numerator would be three times the square of its denominator. Since

this is impossible, two numbers have to be sought such that the square of

the greater differs as little as possible from 3 times the square of the

smaller, though it may be either greater or less. De Lagny then evolved

the following successive relations,

22=3.12+1, 52= 3.32-2, 72= 3.42+ 1, 192= 3.112-2,

262= 3.152+ 1, 712= 3.412-2, etc.

From these relations were derived a series of fractions greater than Vs,

2 7 26
viz.

Y , J , Y^
, etc., and another series of fractions less than s!z, viz.

5 19 71
s , Yt" > JT ' ®^^" "^^^ ^^^ ^^ formation was found in each case to be that, if

- was one fraction in the series and —, the next, then
q q

p' ^2p+ ^q
q' p+ 2q

'

This led to the results

2 7 26 97 362 1351 ^-
1^4-^15^56-^209^ 780

'••'^^'

, 5 19 71 265 989 3691 /-
^^^ 3<n<4T<153<5^71<2T31-<^=^ =
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while the law of formation of the successive approximations in each series

is precisely that obtained by Tannery as the result of treating the two

indeterminate equations by the Diophantine method.

Heilermann^s method.

This method needs to be mentioned because it also depends upon a

generalisation of the system of side- and diagonal-xmxahers, given by Theon

of Smyrna.

Theon's rule of formation was

and Heilermann simply substitutes for 2 in the second relation any

arbitrary number a, developing the following scheme,

>S'i= >S'o+2>o, Di= a>%+ Do,

3^= 8^+ D.^, Ds= aSo+J)^,

It follows that

By subtraction, Z),,^ - aS^^= (1 - a) {Dn-i^ - aSn-i)

= {l-af {Dn-.^~aSn--^\ similarly,

= {l-aY{D,^-aS,^).

This corresponds to the most general form of the " Pellian" equation

x^ — ay^= (const.).

If now we put Z>q= >S'q=1, we have

A;-'_ (l -a)"^i

from which it appears that, where the fraction on the right-hand side

approaches zero as n increases, -^ is an approximate value for v a.

Clearly in the case where a= 3, Dt^=% S^=\ we have

^_2 A_5 A_1^_Z A_19 -04^52^26
,So~l' *S'i~3' Ab'a" 8 ~4'

/S3
~ 11

' S\~ Z<d 15'

A_71 I\_\^JdJ_ ^^265
/S's
~ 41 ' .Sg

"
112 ~ 56 ' S^ 153

'

and so on.
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But the method is, as shown by Heilermann, more rapid if it is used to

find, not \Ja, but b\/a, where h is so chosen as to make h-a (which takes

27
the place of a) somewhat near to unity. Thus suppose a =— , so that

— 3 —
Va=c V3, and we then have (putting D^— Sq= \)

D

52 , /:; 5 26 26
^j = 2, D,=-, and V3~- or

25' * 3'25' 15'

„ 102 ^ 54+52 106 , /^ 5 106 265
'^-25- ^-^^=25-' '-^"^ ^'^-3-102' ^^ 153'

208 102.27 106 _ 5404
'^3-

25 '
^~ 25 . 25 ^ 25 ~ 25 . 25 '

,- 5404 5 1351
^^^ ^^~2T:208-3'^^780-

This is one of the very few instances of success in bringing out the two

Archimedean approximations in immediate sequence without any foreign

values intervening. No other methods appear to connect the two values

in this direct way except those of Hunrath and Hultsch depending on the

formula

2a 2a ±1

We now pass to the second class of solutions which develops the

approximations in the form of the sum of a series of fractions, and under

this head comes

Tannery's second method.

This may be exhibited by means of its application (1) to the case of the

square root of a large number, e.g. \/349450 or \/57r-'+ 23409, the first of

the kind appearing in Archimedes, (2) to the case of \/3-

(1) Using the formula

'^a- + bc<ia +—
,

we try the effect of putting for V57P+ 23409 the expression

23409
571 +

1142

It turns out that this gives correctly the integral part of the root, and we
now suppose the root to be

571 + 20 + i.

Squaring and regarding —^ as negligible, we have

1142 40
5712+ 400+ 22840 +--+—= 5712+ 23409,m m

H. A.
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whence = 169,m
1 169 1

m 1182 7

so that V349450 > 59 1 ^

.

(2) Bearing in mind that

/- / 2
we have \/'S= \/ 1^+ 2 col+——

-

2 5
cv.l+3,or -.

Assuming then that \/3 =
(
5 "I— ) > squaring and neglecting -r, , we obtain

9 ^3m~'*'

whence m= l5, and we get as the second approximation

5 1 26

3 + 15' "^I5-

We have now 26^ - 3 . 152= 1,

and can proceed to find other approximations by means of Tannery's first

method.

1 X /, 2 1 ly .,Or we can also put (l+Q + rK + ~j ='^»

and, neglecting —^ , we get

262 52 _
152"^15/i~ '

whence 71= — 15 . 52= — 780, and

's/Soof
2 I 1__1351\
3 + 15 780~ 780/'

1351
It is however to be observed that this method only connects —-^ with

7oU
Qfi 265— and not with the intermediate approximation „ , to obtain which
lo lOo

Tannery implicitly uses a particular case of the formula of Hunrath and

Hultsch.

Rodet's method was apparently invented to explain the approximation

in the ^ulvasutras*

^^"^^+^+.3^-3:t:34'

* See Cantor, Vorlesungen ilber Gesch. d. Math. p. GOO sq.
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4
but, given the approximation ^ , tlie other two successive approximations

indicated by the formula can be obtained by the method of squaring just

described* without such elaborate work as that of Rodet, which, when

applied to \/3, only gives the same results as the simpler method.

Lastly, with reference to the third class of solutions, it may be

mentioned

(1) that Oppermann used the formula

a+ b ,-r 2ab

2 /- 3
which gave successively ->\S>-,

I>V3>y.

but only led to one of the Archimedean approximations, and that by

combining the last two ratios, thus

97 + 168 _ 265

56+ 97 ~153'

(2) that Schonborn came somewhat near to the formula successfully used

by Hunrath and Hultsch when he proved t that

h ' h
a±—>'\/a^±b>a-\ j^.

2a - 2a±\/b

* Cantor had already pointed this out in his first edition of 1880.

+ Zeitschrift fur Math. ii. PMjsik {Hist. Utt. Ahtheilung) xxviii. (1883),

p. 169 sq.

^2



CHAPTER V.

ON THE PROBLEMS KNOWN AS NET2EIS.

The word vcCo-ts, commonly inclinatio in Latin, is difficult to

translate satisfactorily, but its meaning will be gathered from some

general remarks by Pappus having reference to the two Books of

Apollonius entitled vevcreis (now lost). Pappus says*, "A line is

said to verge (veveLv) towards a point if, being produced, it reach the

point," and he gives, among particular cases of the general form of

the problem, the following.

"Two lines being given in position, to place between them a

straight line given in length and verging towards a given point."

"If there be given in position (1) a semicircle and a straight

line at right angles to the base, or (2) two semicircles with their

bases in a straight line, to place between the two lines a straight

line given in length and verging towards a corner (ywvtav) of a

semicircle."

Thus a straight line has to be laid across two lines or curves so

that it passes through a given point and the intercept on it between

the lines or curves is equal to a given length t.

§ 1. The following allusions to particular veucrets ax'e found in

Archimedes. The proofs of Props. 5, 6, 7 of the book On Sjnrals

use respectively three particular cases of the genei'al theorem that,

* Pappias (ed. Hultsch) vii. p. 670.

t In the German translation of Zeuthen's work, Die Lehre von den

Kegelschnitten im Altertum, vevcris is translated by " Einschiebuug," or as we

might say " insertion," but this fails to express the condition that the required

line must pass through a given point, just as inclinatio (and for that matter the

Greek term itself) fails to express the other requirement that the intercept on

the line must be of given length.
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if A he any j)oint on a circle and BC any diameter, it is possible to

draw through A a straight line, meeting the circle again in P and

BC frodiiced in R, such that the intercept PR is equal to any given

length. In each particular case the fact is merely stated as true

without any explanation or proof, and

(1) Prop. 5 assumes the case where the tangent at A is parallel

to^C,

(2) Prop. 6 the case where the points A, P in the figure are

interchanged,

(3) Prop. 7 the case where A, P are in the relative positions

shown in the figure.

Again, (4) Props. 8 and 9 each assume (as before, without proof,

and without giving any solution of the

implied problem) that, if AE, BC he tivo

chords of a circle intersecting at right

angles in a pioint D siich that BD > DC,
then it is j^ossible to draw through A
another line ARP, meeting BC in R and

the circle again in P, such that PR = DE.
Lastly, with the assumptions in Props.

5, 6, 7 should be compared Prop. 8 of the

Liber Assump>torum, which may well be

due to Archimedes, whatever may be said of the composition of the

whole book. This proposition proves that, if in the first figitre

APR is so drawn that PR is equal to the radius OP, tKen the arc

AB is three times the arc PC. In other words, if an arc AB of a

circle be taken subtending any angle at the centre 0, an arc equal

to one-third of the given arc can be found, i.e. the given angle can be

trisected, if only APR can he drawn through A in such a manner
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that the hitercept PB between the circle and BO jjrodticed is equal to

the radius of the cii'cle. Thus the trisection of an angle is reduced to

a veuo-ts exactly similar to those assumed as possible in Props. 6, 7

of the book On S-pirals.

The v€vo-€is so referred to by Archimedes are not, in general,

capable of solution by means of the straight line and circle alone,

as may be easily shown. Suppose in the first figure that x

represents the unknown length OR, where is the middle point

of BG, and that k is the given length to which PR is to be equal

;

also let OD = a, AD = h, BC = 2c. Then, whether BC be a diameter

or (more generally) any chord of the circle, we have

AR.EP = BR.RC,

and therefore k sfb" + {x — of = x^ - c".

The resulting equation, after rationalisation, is an equation of the

fourth degree in x; or, if we denote the length of .4^ by y, we have,

for the determination of x and y, the two equations

y' = (x~ay + b']

ky — 'y? — (^ J

In other words, if we have a rectangular system of coordinate

axes, the values of x and y satisfying the conditions of the problem

can be determined as the coordinates of the points of intersection of

a certain rectangular hyperbola and a certain parabola.

In one particular case, that namely in which D coincides with

the middle point of BC, or in which A is one extremity of the

diameter bisecting BC at right angles, a = 0, and the equations

reduce to the single equation

y" -ky-b-^ c',

which is a quadratic and can be geometrically solved by the

traditional method of application of areas ; for, if u be substituted

for y — k, so that ?t = AP, the equation becomes

u (k + u) = b^ + c^

and we have simply " to apply to a straight line of length k a

rectangle exceeding by a square figure and equal to a given

area (b"' + c%"

The other vevo-is referred to in Props. 8 and 9 can be solved in

the more general form where k, the given length to which PR
is to be equal, has any value within a certain maximum and is not
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necessarily equal to DE, in exactly the same manner ; and the two

equations corresponding to (a) will be for the second figure

C:?:^'^'"}
:

<^>-

Here, again, the problem can be solved by the ordinary method

of application of areas in the particular case where il^ is the

diameter bisecting BC at right angles ; and it is interesting to note

that this particular case appears to be assumed in a fragment

of Hippocrates' Quadrature of lunes preserved in a quotation

by Simplicius* fi'om Eudemus' History of Geometry, while Hippo-

crates flourished probably as early as 450 B.C.

Accordingly we find that Pappus distinguishes different classes

of j/cvcrcts corresponding to his classification of geometrical problems

in general. According to him, the Greeks distinguished three kinds

of problems, some being plane, others solid, and others linear. He
proceeds thusf : "Those which can be solved by means of a straight

line and a circumference of a circle may properly be called jylane

(eTTiTreSa) ; for the lines by means of which such problems are

solved have their origin in a plane. Those however which are

solved by using for their discovery (eupco-tj/) one or more of the

sections of the cone have been called solid (o-repca) ; for the

construction requires the use of surfaces of solid figures, namely,

those of cones. There remains a third kind of problem, that

which is called linear (ypa/x/itKov) ; for other lines [curves] besides

those mentioned are assumed for the construction whose origin

is more complicated and less natural, as they are generated from

more irregular surfaces and intricate movements." Among other

instances of the linear class of curves Pappus mentions spirals, the

curves known as quadratrices, conchoids and cissoids. He adds

that " it seems to be a grave error which geometers fall into

whenever any one discovers the solution of a plane problem by

means of conies or linear curves, or generally solves it by means of

a foreign kind, as is the case, for example, (1) with the problem in

the fifth Book of the Conies of Apollonius relating to the parabola i,

* Simplicius, Comment, in Aristot. Phys. pp. 61—68 (ed. Diels). The whole

quotation is reproduced by Bretschneider, Die Geometrie und die Geometer vor

Euklides, pp. 109—121. As regards the assumed construction see particularly

p. 64 and p. xxiv of Diels' edition; cf. Bretschneider, pp. 114, 115, and Zeuthen,

Die Lehre von den Kegelsclinitten ivi Altertum, pp. 269, 270.

+ Pappus IV. pp. 270—272.

t Cf. Apollonius of Perga, pp. cxxviii. cxxix.
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and (2) when Archimedes assumes in his work on the spiral a

veSo-ts of a solid character with reference to a circle ; for it is

possible without calling in the aid of anything solid to find the

[proof of the] theorem given by the latter [Archimedes], that is, to

prove that the circumference of the circle ari-ived at in the first

revolution is equal to the straight line drawn at right angles to the

initial line to meet the tangent to the spiral."

The " solid vcvo-is " referred to in this passage is that assumed to

be possible in Props. 8 and 9 of the book O71 Spirals, and is mentioned

again by Pappus in another place where he shows how to solve the

problem by means of conies*. This solution will be given later, but,

when Pappus objects to the procedure of Archimedes as unorthodox,

the objection appears strained if we consider what precisely it is that

Archimedes assumes. It is not the actual solution which is assumed,

but only its possibility ; and its possibility can be perceived without

any use of conies. For in the particular case it is only necessary,

as a condition of possibility, that DE in the second figure above

should not be the maximum length which the intercept PR could

have as APR revolves about A from the position ADK in the

direction of the centre of the circle ; and that DE is not the

maximum length which PR can have is almost self-evident. In

fact, if P, instead of moving along the circle, moved along the

straight line through E parallel to BC, and if ARP moved from the

position ADE in the direction of the centre, the length of PR would

continually increase, and a fortiori, so long as P is on the arc of the

circle cut off by the parallel through E to BC, PR must be greater

in length than DE ; and on the other hand, as ARP moves further

in the direction of B, it must sometime intercept a length PR
equal to DE before P reaches B, when PR vanishes. Since, then,

Archimedes' method merely depends upon the theoretical possibility

of a solution of the vcrcns, and this possibility could be inferred

from quite elementary considerations, he had no occasion to use

conic sections for the purpose immediately in view, and he cannot

fairly be said to have solved a plane problem by the use of conies.

At the same time we may safely assume that Archimedes

was in possession of a solution of the j/eCcris referred to. But there

is no evidence to show how he solved it, whether by means of conies,

or otherwise. That he would have been able to effect the solution,

* Pappus IV. p. 298 sq.
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as Pappus does, by the use of conies cannot be doubted. A precedent

for the introduction of conies where a " solid problem " had to be

solved was at hand in the determination of two mean proportionals

between two unequal straight lines by Menaechmus, the inventor of

the conic sections, who used for the purpose the intersections of a

parabola and a rectangular hyperbola. The solution of the cubic

equation on which the proposition On the Sjyhere and Cylinder ii. 4

depends is also effected by means of the intersections of a parabola

with a rectangular hyperbola in the fragment given by Eutocius

and by him assumed to be the work of Archimedes himself*.

Whenever a problem did not admit of solution by means of the

straight line and circle, its solution, where possible, by means of

conies was of the greatest theoretical importance. First, the

possibility of such a solution enabled the problem to be classified

as a "solid problem"; hence the importance attached by Pappus

to solution by means of conies. But, secondly, the method had

other great advantages, particularly in view of the requirement that

the solution of a problem should be accompanied by a Stopto-yuo's

giving the criterion for the possibility of a real solution. Often too

the 8to/3i(r/i,o9 involved (as frequently in Apollonius) the determination

of the iiumber of solutions as well as the limits for their possibility.

Thus, in any case where the solution of a problem depended on the

intersections of two conies, the theory of conies afforded an effective

means of investigating StopLo-fioi.

§ 2. But though the solution of " solid problems " by means of

conies had such advantages, it was not the only method open to

Archimedes. An alternative would be the use of some mechanical

construction such as was often used by the Greek geometers and is

recognised by Pappus himself as a legitimate substitute for conies,

which are not easy to draw in a plane f. Thus in Apollonius'

solution of the problem of the two mean proportionals as given by
Eutocius a ruler is supposed to be moved about a point until the

points at which the ruler crosses two given straight lines at right

angles are equidistant from a certain other fixed point; and the

same construction is also given under Heron's name. Another
version of Apollonius' solution is that given by loannes Philoponus,

which assumes that, given a circle with diameter OC and two

* See note to On the Sphere and Cylinder, ii. 4.

t Pappus III. p. 54.
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straight lines OD, OE through and at right angles to one

another, a line can be drawn through C, meeting the circle again

in F and the two lines in D, E respectively, such that the in-

tercepts CD, FE are equal. This solution was no doubt discovered

by means of the intersection of the circle with a rectangular hyper-

bola drawn with OD, OE as asymptotes and passing through C

;

and this supposition accords with Pappus' statement that Apollonius

solved the problem by means of the sections of the cone*. The

equivalent mechanical construction is given by Eutocius as that

of Philo Byzantinus, who turns a ruler about C until CD, FE are

equal f.

Now clearly a similar method could be used for the purpose of

effecting a v€vcris. We have only to suppose a ruler (or any object

with a straight edge) with two marks made on it at a distance

equal to the given length which the problem requires to be

intercepted between two curves by a line passing through the

fixed point ; then, if the ruler be so moved that it always passes

through the fixed point, while one of the marked points on it follows

the course of one of the curves, it is only necessary to move the

ruler until the second marked point falls on the other curve. Some

such operation as this may have led Nicomedes to the discovery of

his curve, the conchoid, which he introduced (according to Pappus)

into his doubling of the cube, and by which he also trisected an

angle (according to the same authority). From the fact that

Nicomedes is said to have spoken disrespectfully of Eratosthenes'

mechanical solution of the duplication problem, and therefore must

have lived later than Eratosthenes, it is concluded that his date

must have been subsequent to 200 B.C., while on the other hand

he must have written earlier than 70 B.C., since Geminus knew the

name of the curve about that date ; Tannery places him between

Archimedes and Apollonius i. While therefore there appears to

be no evidence of the use, before the time of Nicomedes, of such

a mechanical method of solving a vewts, the interval between

Archimedes and the discovery of the conchoid can hardly have

been very long. As a matter of fact, the conchoid of Nicomedes

can be used to solve not only all the v(.v<tu<; mentioned in Aixhimedes

but any case of such a problem where one of the curves is a straight

* Pappus III. p. 56.

+ For fuller details see Apollonius of Perga, pp. cxxv—cxxvii.

X Bulletin des Sciences MatMmatiqnes, 2« s6rie vii. p. 284.
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line. Both Pappus and Eutocius attribute to Nicomedes the inven-

tion of a machine for drawing his conchoid. AB is supposed to be

a ruler with a slot in it parallel to its length, FS a second ruler at

right angles to the first with a fixed peg in it, C. This peg moves

in a slot made in a third ruler parallel to its length, while this

ruler has a fixed peg on it, D, in a straight line with the slot in

which C moves ; and the peg D can move along the slot in AB. If

then the ruler PD moves so that the peg D describes the length of

the slot in AB on each side of F, the extremity of the ruler, P,

describes the curve which is called a conchoid. Nicomedes called

the straight line AB the ruler (Kavwv), the fixed point C the pole

(tto'Xos), and the length PD the distance {hiaa-T-qfjia) ; and the

fundamental property of the curve, which in polar coordinates

would now be denoted by the equation r = a + 6 sec 6, is that, if

any radius vector be drawn from C to the curve, as CP, the length

intercepted on the radius vector between the curve and the straight

line AB {?, constant. Thus any veOo-ts in which one of the two

given lines is a straight line can be solved by means of the

intersection of the other line with a certain conchoid whose pole

is the fixed point to which the required straight line must verge

(vevciv). In practice Pappus tells us that the conchoid was not

always actually drawn, but that "some," for greater convenience,

moved the ruler about the fixed point until by trial the intercept

was made equal to the given length*.

§ 3. The following is the way in which Pappus applies

conic sections to the solution of the veSo-ts referred to in Props. 8, 9

of the book On Spirals. He begins with two lemmas.

* Pappus IV. p. 246.
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(1) If from a given point A any straight line be drawn meeting

a straight line BC given in position in B, and if RQ be drawn

perpendicular to BC and bearing a given ratio to AH, the locus of

^ is a hy2)erbola.

For draw AD perpendicular to BC, and on AD produced take A'

such that

QR : RA=A'D : DA - (the given ratio).

Measure DA" along DA equal to DA'.

Then, if QJV be perpendicular to A N",

{AR^ - AD^) : {QR' - A'D") = (const.),

or QN' : A']^. A"N^ (const.)

(2) If BC be given in length, and if RQ, a straight line drawn
at right angles to BC from any point R on it, be such that

BR . RC = k . RQ,

where k is a straight line of given length, then the locus of ^ is a

parabola.

Let be the middle point of BC, and let OK be drawn at right

angles to it and of such length that

OC' = k. KO.

Draw QN' perpendicular to OK.

Then QW^ = OR' = OC - BR . RC
= k . (KO - RQ), by hypothesis,

= k . KiY'.
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In the particular case referred to by Archimedes (with the slight

generalisation that the given length k to which PR is to be equal is

not necessarily equal to DE) we have

(1) the given ratio RQ : AR is unity, or RQ = AR, whence A"
coincides with A, and, by the first lemma,

QN^- = AN . A'A'',

so that Q lies on a rectangular hyperbola.

(2) BR . RC = AR. RP^k. AR = k. RQ, and, by the second

lemma, Q lies on a certain 2>«''>'(^bola.

If now we take as origin, OC as axis of x and OK as axis of y,

and if we put OD = «, AD = b, BC = 2c, the hyperbola and parabola

determining the position of Q are respectively denoted by the

equations

{a — xf = y" — b',

(? — 9? = ky,

which correspond exactly to the equations (/3) above obtained by
purely algebraical methods.

Pappus says nothing of the Stopto-/>ios which is necessary to the

complete solution of the generalised problem, the Siopicrfios namely

which determines the maximum value of k for which the solution is

possible. This maximum value would of course correspond to the

case in which the rectangular hyperbola and the parabola touch one

another. Zeuthen has shown* that the corresponding value of k can

be determined by means of the intersection of two other hj-perbolas or

of a hyperbola and a parabola, and there is no doubt that Apollonius,

with his knowledge of conies, and in accordance with his avowed
object in giving the properties useful and necessary for Siopto-ynot,

would have been able to work out this particular 8ioptcr/x.os by means
of conies ; but there is no evidence to show that Archimedes investi-

gated it by the aid of conies, or indeed at all, it being clear, as shown
above, that it was not necessary for his immediate purpose.

This chapter may fitly conclude with a description of (1) some

important applications of vevVets given by Pappus, and (2) certain

particular cases of the same class of problems which are plane, that

is, can be solved by the aid of the straight line and circle only, and
which were (according to Pappus) shown by the Greek geometers to

be of that character.

* Zeuthen, Die Lehre von den Kegelschnitten im Altertum, pp. 273 5.
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§ 4. One of the two important applications of 'solid' vcucrcts was

discovered by Nicomedes, the inventor of the conchoid, who intro-

duced that curve for solving a vero-ts to which he reduced the problem

of doubling the cube* or (what amounts to the same thing) t\iQ finding

of two mean proportionals between two given unequal straight lines.

Let the given unequal straight lines be placed at right angles as

CL, LA. Complete the parallelogram ABCL, and bisect AB at D,

and BC at E. Join LD and produce it to meet CB produced in H.

From E draw EF at right angles to BC, and take a point F on EF
such that CF is equal to AD. Join HF, and through C draw CG
parallel to HF. If we produce BC to A', the straight lines CG, CK

A

D,
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and, since AB = 2AD, and BC = \HC,

MA :AD = HC'. CK
= FG : GK, by parallels,

whence, comjjofiendo,

MD :AD = FK: GK.

But GK=AD', therefore MD = FK, and MD^ = FK\
Again, MD' = 5if . MA + ilZ>^

and /'/i ' =BK . KG + CF\ from above,

while Jfi) ' = FK\ And AD"- = CF'

;

therefore BM . MA^BK . KG.

Hence CK :MA = BM:BK

~=Lc • ck]' ^y P^'^^ll^lS'

that is, LC : CK=CK : MA = MA : AL.

§ 5. The second important problem which can be reduced to

a ' solid ' v€v(rt9 is the trisection of any angle. One method of

reducing it to a vcOcris has been mentioned above as following from

Prop. 8 of the Liber Assumptoricm. This method is not mentioned

by Pappus, who describes (iv. p. 272 sq.) another way of effecting

the reduction, introducing it with the words, "The earlier

geometers, when they sought to solve the afoi-esaid problem about

the [trisection of the] angle, a problem by nature ' solid,' by

' plane ' methods, were unable to discover the solution ; for they

were not yet accustomed to the use of the sections of the cone,

and were for that reason at a loss. Later, however, they trisected

an angle by means of conies, having used for the discovery of it

the following vevcri?."

The vcCo-is is thus enunciated : Given a rectangle ABGD, let it

be required to draw through A a straight line AQR, meeting GD in

Q and BG produced in R, such that the intercept QR is equal to a

given length, k suppose.

Suppose the problem solved, QR being equal to k. Draw DP
parallel to QR and RP parallel to GD, meeting in P. Then, in the

parallelogram DR, DP = QR = k.

Hence P lies on a circle with centre D and radius k.

Again, by Eucl. i. 43 relating to the complements of the

parallelograms about the diagonal of the complete parallelogram,

BG . GD=BR . QD
^PR.RB;
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and, since BC . CD is given, it follows that P lies on a rectangular

hyferhola with BR, BA as asymptotes and passing through D.

Therefore, to effect the construction, we have only to draw this

rectangular hyperbola and the circle with centre Z> and radius equal

to k. The intersection of the two curves gives the point P, and B
is determined by drawing PE parallel to DC. Thus AQE is found.

[Though Pappus makes ABCD a rectangle, the construction

applies equally if ABCD is any parallelogram.]

Now suppose ABC to be any acute angle which it is required to

trisect. Let ^C be perpendicular to BC. Complete the parallelo-

gram ADBC, and produce DA.

Suppose tlie problem solved, and let the angle CBE be one-third

of the angle ABC. Let BE meet AC in E and DA produced in F.

Bisect EF in H, and join AH.
Then, since the angle ABE is equal to twice the angle EBC and,

by parallels, the angles EBC, EFA are equal,

_ ABE=2l AFH=lAHB.
Therefore AB = AH^HF,

and EF= 1HF
= 2AB.

Hence, in order to trisect the angle ABC, we have only to solve

the following veva-Ls : Giveri the rectangle ADBC whose diagonal
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is AB, to draiv through B a straight line BEF, meeting AC in E and

DA produced in F, such that EF may he equal to twice AB ; and this

v€uo-ts is solved in the manner just shown.

These methods of doubling the cube and trisecting any acute

angle are seen to depend upon the application of one and the same

viv(rL<;, which may be stated in its most general form thus. Given

any tioo straight lines forming an angle and any fixed jwint

which is not on either line, it is required to draw through the

fixed point a straight line such that the portion of it intercepted

between the fixed lines is equal to a given leyigth. If AE, AC be

the fixed lines and B the fixed point, let the parallelogram ACBD
be completed, and suppose that BQR, meeting CA in Q and .^jE" in

R, satisfies the conditions of the problem, so that QR is equal to

the given length. If then the parallelogram CQRP is completed,

"we may regard P as an auxiliary point to be determined in order

that the problem may be solved ; and we have seen that P can be

found as one of the points of intersection of (1) a circle with centre

C and radius equal to k, the given length, and (2) the hyperbola

which passes through C and has DE, DB for its asymptotes.

It remains only to consider some particular cases of the problem

which do not require conies for their solution, but are ' plane

'

problems requiring only the use of the straight line and circle.

§ 6. We know from Pappus that Apollonius occupied him-

self, in his two Books of veuo-et?, with problems of that type

which were capable of solution by ^ plane ^ methods. As a matter

of fact, the above vevcrts reduces to a ' plane ' problem in the

particular case where B lies on one of the bisectors of the angle

between the two given straight lines, or (in other words) where the

parallelogram ACBD is a rhombus or a square. Accordingly we
find Pappus enunciating, as one of the 'plane' cases which had

H. A. h
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been singled out for proof on account of their greater utility for

many purposes, the following*: Given a rhombus with one side

produced, to fit into the exterior angle a straight line given in

length and verging to the opposite angle ; and he gives later on, in

his lemmas to Apollonius' work, a theorem bearing on the problem

with regard to the rhombus, and (after a preliminary lemma)

a solution of the veSo-ts with reference to a square.

The question therefore arises, how did the Greek geometers

discover these and other particular cases, where a problem which

is in general 'solid,' and therefore requires the use of conies (or a

mechanical equivalent), becomes 'plane'? Zeuthen is of opinion that

they were probably discovered as the result of a study of the general

solution by means of conies f. I do not feel convinced of this, for

the following reasons.

(1) The authenticated instances appear to be very rare in

which we should be justified in assuming that the Greeks used

the properties of conies, in the same way as we should combine

and transform two Cartesian equations of the second degree, for

the purpose of proving that the intersections of two conies also

lie on certain circles or straight lines. It is true that we may
reasonably infer that Apollonius discovered by a method of this sort

his solution of the problem of doubling the cube where, in place

of the parabola and rectangular hyperbola used by Menaechmus,

he employs the same hyperbola along with the circle which passes

through the points common to the hyperbola and parabola J ; but

in the only propositions contained in his conies which offer an

opportunity for making a similar reduction §, Apollonius does not

make it, and is blamed by Pappus for not doing so. In the pro-

positions referred to the feet of the normals to a parabola drawn

from a given point are determined as the intersections of the

parabola with a certain rectangular hyperbola, and Pappus objects

* Pappus vii, p. 670.

t " Mit dieser selben Aufgabe ist namlich ein wichtiges Beispiel daf iir

verkniipft, dass man bemiiht war solche Falle zu entdecken, in denen Aufgaben,

zu deren Losung im allgemeinen Kegelschnitte erforderlich sind, sich mittels

Zirkel und Lineal losen lassen. Da nun das Studium der allgemeinen Losung

durch Kegelschnitte das beste Mittel gewahrt solche Falle zu entdecken, so ist

es ziemlich wahrscheinlich, dass man wirklich diesen Weg eingeschlagen hat."

Zeuthen, op. cit. p. 280.

X Apollonius of Perga, p. cxxv, cxxvi.

§ Ibid. p. cxxviii and pp. 182, 186 (Conies, v, 58, 62
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to this method as an instance of discovering the solution of a

'plane' problem by means of conies*, the objection having reference

to the use of a hyperbola where the same points could be obtained

as the intersections of the parabola with a certain circle. Now the

proof of this latter fact would present no difficulty to Apollonius,

and Pappus must have been aware that it would not ; if therefore

he objects in the circumstances to the use of the hyperbola, it is at

least arguable that he would equally have objected had Apollonius

brought in the hyperbola and used its properties for the purpose

of proving the problem to be ' plane ' in the particular case.

(2) The solution of the general problem by means of conies

brings in the auxiliary point P and the straight line CP. We
should therefore naturally expect to find some trace of these in the

particular solutions of the vcOats for a rhombus and square ; but

they do not appear in the corresponding demonstrations and figures

given by Pappus.

Zeuthen considers that the veneris with reference to a square was

probably shown to be 'plane' by means of the same investigation

which showed that the more general case of the rhombus was also

capable of solution with the help of the straight line and circle

only, i.e. by a systematic study of the general solution by means of

conies. This supposition seems to him more probable than the view

that the discovery of the plane construction for the square may have

been accidental ; for (he says) if the same problem is treated solely

by the aid of elementary geometrical expedients, the discovery that

it is 'plane' is by no means a simple matter f. Here, again, I am
not convinced by Zeuthen's argument, as it seems to me that a

simpler explanation is possible of the way in which the Greeks were

led to the discovery that the particular veuo-ets were plane. They

knew in the first place that the trisection of a right angle was a

'plane' problem, and therefore that half a right angle could be

trisected by means of the straight line and circle. It followed

* Pappus IV. p. 270. Cf. p. ciii above.

t " Die Ausfiihrbarkeit kann dann auf die zuerst angedeutete Weise gefunden

sein, die den allgemeinen Fall, wo der Winkel zwischen den gegebenen Geraden

beliebig ist, in sich begreift. Dies scheint mir viel wahrscheinlicher als die

Annahme, dass die Entdeckung dieser ebenen Konstruction zufallig sein sollte
;

denn wenn man dieselbe Aufgabe nur mittels rein elementar-geometrischer

Hiilfsmittel behandelt, so liegt die Entdeckung, dass sie eben ist, ziemlich fern."

Zeuthen, op. cit. p. 282.

h2
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therefore that the corresponding vcvo-ts, i.e. that for a square, was

a 'plane' problem in the particular case where the given length

to which the required intercept was to be equal was double of

the diagonal of the square. This fact would naturally suggest

the question whether the problem was still plane if k had

any other value ; and, when once this question was thoroughly

investigated, the proof that the problem was ' plane,' and the

solution of it, could hardly have evaded for long the pursuit of

geometers so ingenious as the Greeks. This will, I think, be

clear when the solution given by Pappus and reproduced below

is examined. Again, after it had been proved that the veiJcris with

reference to a square was 'plane,' what more natural than the further

inquiry as to whether the intermediate case between that of the

square and parallelogram, that of the rhombus, might perhaps be a

* plane ' problem 1

As regards the actual solution of the plane vevcreis with respect

to the I'hombus and square, i.e. the cases in general where the fixed

point B lies on one of the bisectors of the angles between the two

given straight lines, Zeuthen says that only in one of the cases have

we a positive statement that the Greeks solved the veScrts by means

of the circle and ruler, the case, namely, where ACBD is a square*.

This appears to be a misapprehension, for not only does Pappus

mention the case of the rhombus as one of the plane vewcts which

the Greeks had solved, but it is clear, from a proposition given by

him later, how it was actually solved. The proposition is stated

by Pappus to be " involved " (TrapaOeoypovfxcvov, meaning presumably

"the subject of concuri'ent investigation") in the 8th problem of

Apollonius' first Book of veweis, and is enunciated in the following

form f . Given a rhombus AD with diameter BC produced to E, if EF
he a mean proportional hetweeyi BE, EC, and if a circle he described

with centre E and radius EF ciUting CD in K and A C produced in

H, BKH shall be a straight line. The proof is as follows.

Let the circle cut AC in L, and join HE, KE, LE. Let LK
meet BC in M.

• "Indessen besitzen wir doch nur in einem einzelnen hierher gehorigen

Falle eine positive Angabe dariiber, dass die Griechen die Einschiebung mittels

Zirkel und Lineal ausgefiihrt haben, wenn namlich die gegebenen Geraden
zugleich rechte Winkel bilden, AIBC also ein Quadrat wird." Zeuthen, op. cit.

p. 281.

+ Pappus VII. p. 778.
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Since, from the property of the rhombus, the angles LCM, KCM
are equal, and therefore CL, CK make equal angles with the diameter

FG of the circle, it follows that CL = CK.

Also EK = EL, and CE is common to the triangles ECK, ECL.
Therefore the said triangles are equal in all respects, and

I CKE = _ CLE = L. CHE.

Now, by hypothesis,

EB : EF=EF :EC,

or EB: EK = EK : EC (since EF = EK),

and the angle CEK is common to the triangles BEK, KEC ; there-

fore the triangles BEK, KEC are similar, and

^CBK^lCKE
= L CHE, from above.

A gain, ^ HCE = lACB = ^BCK.

Thus in the triangles CBK, CHE two angles are equal re-

spectively
;

therefore ^ CEH = i. CKB.

But, since _ CKE = l CHE, from above, the points K, C, E, H
are concyclic.

Hence _ CEH -t- :_ CKH = (two right angles).

Accordingly, since l. CEH = _ CKB,

L CKH + _ CKB = (two right angles),

and BKH is a straight line.
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Now the form of the proposition at once suggests that, in the

8th problem referred to, Apollonius had simply given a construction

involving the drawing of a circle cutting CD and AC produced in

the points K, H respectively, and Pappus' proof that BKH is a

straight line is intended to prove that HK verges towards B, or (in

other words) to verify that the construction given by Apollonius

solves a certain vcrcris requiring BKH to be drawn so that KH is

equal to cr. given length.

The analysis leading to the construction must have been worked

out somewhat as follows.

Suppose BKH drawn so that KH is equal to the given length Tc.

Bisect KH at N, and draw NE at right angles to KH meeting BC
produced in E.

Draw KM perpendicular to BC and produce it to meet CA in L.

Then, from the property of the rhombus, the triangles KCM, LCM
are equal in all respects.

Therefore KM = ML ; and accordingly, if MN be joined, MN,
LH are parallel.

Now, since the angles at M, N are right, a circle can be described

about EMKN.

Therefore z. CEK = l MNK, in the same segment,

= L CHK, by parallels.

Hence a circle can be described about CEHK. It follows that

I. BCD = _ CEK + L GKE

= lCHK+lCHE
^lEHK=lEKH.

Therefore the triangles EKH, DEC are similar.

Lastly, i. CKN - l CBK + i. BCK

;

and, subtracting from these equals the equal angles EKN, BCK
respectively, we have

L EKC = L. EBK.

Hence the triangles EBK, EKC are similar, and

BE:EK-=EK.EC,

or BE . EC = EK\

But, by similar triangles, EK : KH ^ DC : CB,

and the ratio DC : CB is given, while KH is also given (= k).
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Therefore EK is given, and, in order to find E, we have only, in

the Greek phrase, to "apply to BC a rectangle exceeding by a square

figure and equal to the given area EK"^."

Thus the construction given by Apollonius was clearly the

following*.

Ifkbe the given length, take a straight line j) such that

p:k = AB: BC.

Applg to BC a rectangle exceeding by a square figure and equal to

the area p^. Let BE . EC he this rectangle, and with E as centre and

radius equal to p describe a circle cutting AG produced in H and

CD in K.

HK is then equal to k, and verges towards B, as proved by

Pappus ; the problem is therefore solved.

The construction used by Apollonius for the ' plane ' vero-i? with

reference to the rhombus having been thus restored by means of the

theorem given by Pappus, we are enabled to understand the purpose

* This construction was suggested to me by a careful examination of

Pappus' proposition without other aid ; but it is no new discoveiy.

Samuel Horsley gives the same construction in his restoration of Apollonii

Pergaei Inclinationum libri duo (Oxford, 1770); he explains, however, that

he went astray in consequence of a mistake in the figure given in the mss.,

and was unable to deduce the construction from Pappus's proposition until he

was recalled to the right track by a solution of the same problem by Hugo
d'Omerique. This solution appears in a work entitled. Analysis geometrica, sive

nova et vera methodus resolvendi tarn problemata geometrica quam arithmeticas

quaestiones, published at Cadiz in 1698. D'Omerique's construction, which is

practically identical with that of Apollonius, appears to have been evolved by

means of an independent analysis of his own, since he makes no reference to

Pappus, as he does in other cases where Pappus is drawn upon (e.g. when giving

the construction for the case of the square attributed by Pappus to one

Heraclitus). The construction differs from that given above only in the fact

that the circle is merely used to determine the point K, after which iJ^is joined

and produced to meet ^C in if. Of other solutions of the same problem two

may here be mentioned. (1) The solution contained in Marino Ghetaldi's

posthumous work De Resolutione et Gompositione Blathematica Libri quinque

(Rome, 1630), and included among the solutions of other problems all purporting

to be solved "methodo qua antiqui utebantur," is, though geometrical, entirely

different from that above given, being effected by means of a reduction of the

problem to a simpler plane veucns of the same character as that assumed by

Hippocrates in his Quadrature of lunes. (2) Christian Huygens (De circuli

magnitudine inventa; accedunt problematum quorundam illustrium constructiones,

Lugduni Batavorum, 1654) gave a rather complicated solution, which may be

described as a generalisation of Heraclitus' solution in the case of a square.
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for which Pappus, while still on the subject of the " 8th problem "

of Apollonius, adds a solution for the particular case of the square

(which he calls a "problem after Heraclitus") with an introductory

lemma. It seems clear that Apollonius did not treat the case of the

square separately from the rhombus because the solution for the

rhombus was equally applicable to the square, and this supposition

is confirmed by the fact that, in setting out the main problems

discussed in the I'cwei?, Pappus only mentions the rhombus and not

the square. Being however acquainted with a solution by one

Heraclitus of the vcuo-ts relating to a square which was not on the

same lines as that of Apollonius, while it was not applicable to the

case of the rhombus, Pappus adds it as an alternative method for

the square which is worth noting*. This is no doubt the explanation

of the heading to the lemma pr-efixed to Heraclitus' problem which

Hultsch found so much difficulty in explaining and put in brackets

as an interpolation by a writer who misunderstood the figure

and the object of the theorem. The words mean " Lemma useful

for the [problem] with reference to squares taking the place

of the rhombus" (literally "having the same property as the

rhombus"), i.e. a lemma useful for Heraclitus' solution of the

* This view of the mattex- receives strong support from the following

facts. In Pappus' summary (p. 670) of the contents of the vei^trets of Apollonius

"two cases" of the veuai^ with reference to the rhombus are mentioned last

among the particular problems given in the first of the two Books. As we have

seen, one case (that given above) was the subject of the "8th problem" of

Apollonius, and it is equally clear that the other case was dealt with in the

" 9th problem." The other case is clearly that in which

the line to be drawn through B, instead of crossing the

exterior angle of the rhombus at C, lies across the angle

C itself, i.e. meets CA, CD both produced. In the former

case the solution of the problem is always possible what-

ever be the length of k; but in the second case clearly

the problem is not capable of solution if k, the given

length, is less than a certain minimum. Hence the

problem requires a Siopia-fio^ to determine the minimum
length of k. Accordingly we find Pappus giving, after

the interposition of the case of the square, a "lemma useful for the diopifffios of

the 9th problem," which proves that, if CH=CK and B be the middle point of

HK, then HK is the least straight line which can be drawn through B to meet

CH, CK. Pappus adds that the Siopifffios for the rhombus is then evident ; if

HK be the line drawn through B perpendicular to CB and meeting CA, CD
produced in H, K, then, in order that the problem may admit of solution, the

given length k must be not less than HK.
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vev(n<s in the particular case of a square*. The lemma is as

follows.

ABCD being a square, suppose BHE drawn so as to meet CD in

H and AD produced in E, and let EF be drawn perpendicular to BE
meeting BC produced in F. To prove that

CF' = BC- + HE\
Suppose EG drawn parallel to DC meeting CF in G. Then

since BEF is a right angle, the angles HBC, FEG are equal.

Therefore the triangles BCH, EGF are equal in all respects, and

EF=^ BH.

Now BF' ^ BE^ + EF-,

or BC . BF+BF . FC = BH . BE ^ BE.EH+EF\
But, the angles HCF, HEF being right, the points C, H, E, F

are concyclic, and therefore

BC .BF^Bll .BE.

Subtracting these equals, we have

BF.FC -=BE .EH+EF'
^ BE . EH + BH-

= BH .HE+ EH' + BH'
= EB.BH-^ EH'
= FB.BC + EH\

Hultscli translates the words X^/it^a xP'h'^'-l^'^'" ^'^ to kirl Terpayibvuv woioijvtuv

TO. avTo. T(J5 pofx^ip (p. 780) thus, " Lemma utile ad prohlema de quadratis quorum
summa rhombo aequalis est," and has a note in his Appendix (p. 1260) explaining

what he supposes to be meant. The 'squares' he takes to be the given square

and the square on the given length of the intercept, and the rhombus to be one

for which he indicates a construction but which is not shown in Pappus' figure.

Thus he is obliged to translate t<^ po^/^v ^^ " « rhombus," which is one objec-

tion to his interpretation, while "whose squares are equal" scarcely seems a

possible rendering of iroioivrtav to. avrd.
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Take away the common part BC . CF, and

GF^ = BC + EH\

Heraclitus' analysis and construction are now as follows.

Suppose that we have drawn BHE so that HE has a given

length k.

Since CF' = BC + EH% or BC + k\

and BC and k are both given,

CF is given, and therefore BF is given.

Thus the semicircle on BF as diameter is given, and therefore

also E, its intersection with the given line ADE ; hence BE is

given.

To effect the construction, we first find a square equal to the

sum of the given square and the square on k. We then produce

BC to F so that CF is equal to the side of the square so found. If

a semicircle be now described on BF as diameter, it will pass above

D (since CF> CD, and therefore BC . CF> CD% and will therefore

meet AD produced in some point E.

Join BE meeting CD in H.

Then HE = k, and the problem is solved.



CHAPTER VI.

CUBIC EQUATIONS.

It has often been explained how the Greek geometers were able

to solve geometrically all forms of the quadratic equation which give

positive roots ; while they could take no account of others because

the conception of a negative quantity was unknown to them. The

quadratic equation was regarded as a simple equation connecting

areas, and its geometrical expression was facilitated by the methods

which they possessed of transforming any rectilineal areas whatever

into parallelograms, rectangles, and ultimately squares, of equal

area ; its solution then depended on the principle of aj)j)lication of

areas, the discovery of which is attributed to the Pythagoreans.

Thus any plane problem which could be reduced to the geometrical

equivalent of a quadratic equation with a positive root was at once

solved. A particular form of the equation was the j)w>'6 quadratic,

which meant for the Greeks the problem of finding a square equal

to a given rectilineal area. This area could be transformed into a

rectangle, and the general form of the equation thus became x" — ah,

so that it was only necessary to find a mean proportional between a

and h. In the particular case where the area was given as the

sum of two or more squares, or as the difference of two squares,

an alternative method depended on the Pythagorean theorem of

Eucl. I. 47 (applied, if necessary, any number of times successively).

The connexion between the two methods is seen by comparing

Eucl. VI. 13, where the mean proportional between a and h is

found, and Eucl. ii. 14, where the same problem is solved without

the use of proportions by means of i. 47, and where in fact the

formula used is

, fa + bV fa-hy-
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The choice between the two methods was equally patent when the

equation to be solved was x- = par, where 2^ is any integer ; hence

the ' t)iuUiplicatio7i' of squares was seen to be dependent on the

finding of a mean proportional. The equation x' ~ 2a" was the

simplest equation of the kind, and the discovery of a geometrical

construction for the side of a square equal to twice a given square

was specially important, as it was the beginning of the theory of

incommensurables or ' irrationals ' (dAo'ywi' irpay/xaTeLa) which was

invented by Pythagoras. There is every reason to believe that this

successful doubling of the square was what suggested the question

whether a construction could not be found for the doubling of the

cube, and the stories of the tomb erected by Minos for his son and

of the oracle bidding the Delians to double a cubical altar were no

doubt intended to invest the pui'ely mathematical problem with an

element of romance. It may then have been the connexion between

the doubling of the square and the finding of one mean proportional

which suggested the reduction of the doubling of the cube to the

problem of finding two mean propo^-tionals between two unequal

straight lines. This reduction, attributed to Hippocrates of Chios,

showed at the same time the possibility of multiplying the cube

by any ratio. Thus, if x, y are two mean proportionals between

«, b, we have

a : X = X : y = y : b,

and we derive at once

a : b = a^ : x^,

whence a cube (x^) is obtained which bears to a^ the ratio b : a,

while any fraction - can be transformed into a ratio between lines

of which one (the consequent) is equal to the side a of the given

cube. Thus the finding of two mean proportionals' gives the solution

of any pure cubic equation, or the equivalent of extracting the cube

root, just as the single mean proportional is equivalent to extracting

the square root. For suppose the given equation to be x^ = bed.

We have then only to find a mean proportional a between c and d,

and the equation becomes x^ = a- .b = a^ . - which is exactly the

multiplication of a cube by a ratio between lines which the two

mean proportionals enable us to effect.

As a matter of fact, we do not find that the great geometers

were in the habit of reducing problems to tlie multiplication of the
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cube eo nomine, but to the equivalent problem of the two mean

proportionals ; and the cubic equation x^ = a% is not usually stated

in that form but as a proportion. Thus in the two propositions On
the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 1, 5, where Archimedes uses the two

mean proportionals, it is required to find x where

ct? : X' = x : h
;

he does not speak of finding the side of a cube equal to a certain

parallelepiped, as the analogy of finding a square equal to a given

rectangle might have suggested. So far therefoi'e we do not find

any evidence of a general system of adding and subti'acting solids

by transforming parallelepipeds into cubes and cubes into parallel-

epipeds which we should have expected to see in operation if the

Greeks had systematically investigated the solution of the general

form of the cubic equation by a method analogous to that of the

cqyplication of areas employed in dealing with quadratic equations.

The question then arises, did the Greek geometers deal thus

generally with the cubic equation

x^ ± ax' ±Bx±V-(),

which, on the supposition that it was regarded as an independent

problem in solid geometry, would be for them a simple equation

between solid figures, x and a both representing linear magnitudes,

B an area (a rectangle), and V a volume (a parallelepiped) 1 And
was the reduction of a problem of an order higher than that which

could be solved by means of a quadratic equation to the solution of

a cubic equation in the form shown above a regular and recognised

method of dealing with such a problem 1 The only direct evidence

pointing to such a supposition is found in Archimedes, who reduces

the problem of dividing a sphere by a plane into two segments

whose volumes are in a given i-atio {On the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 4)

to the solution of a cubic equation which he states in a form

equivalent to

4a^ : x^ = (3a- x) : a (1),
^ ' m + 71

^

where a is the radius of the sphere, m : 7i the given ratio (being a

ratio between straight lines of which 7?i > n), and x the height of the

greater of the required segments. Archimedes explains that this is

a particular case of a more general problem, to divide a straight

line (a) into two parts (x, a — x) such that one part (a — x) is to an-

other given straight line (c) as a given area (which for convenience'
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sake we suppose transformed into a square, b') is to the square on

the other part (x^), i.e. so that

(a — x) : c = b'' : X-. (2).

He further explains that the equation (2) stated thus generally

requires a Stoptcrjitos, i.e. that the limits for the possibility of a real

solution, etc., require to be investigated, but that the particular case

(with the conditions obtaining in the particular proposition) requires

no Stopto-jLio's, i.e. the equation (1) will always give a real solution.

He adds that " the analysis and synthesis of both these problems

will be given at the end." That is, he promises to give separately a

complete investigation of the equation (2), which is equivalent to the

cubic equation
a:' (a-x)=b'c (3)

and to apply it to the particular case (1).

Wherever the solution was given, it was temporarily lost, having

apparently disappeared even before the time of Dionysodorus and

Diodes (the latter of whom lived, according to Cantor, not later

than about 100 B.C.) ; but Eutocius describes how he found an

old fragment which appeared to contain the original solution of

Archimedes, and gives it in full. It will be seen on reference to

Eutocius' note (which I have reproduced immediately after the

proposition to which it relates. On the Sphere and Cylinder li. 4)

that the solution (the genuineness of which there seems to be no

reason to doubt) was effected by means of the intersection of a

parabola and a rectangular hyperbola whose equations may re-

spectively be written thus,

x^=^y,

(a — x) y — ac.

The 8iopt(r/xos takes the form of investigating the maximum
possible value of x^ (a — x), and it is proved that this maximum

2
value for a I'eal solution is that corresponding to the value x = -a.

4
This is established by showing that, if b'c — -^ a", the curves touch

2 4
at the point for which x = :^a. If on the other hand b^c < ^ a^, it

is proved that there are two real solutions. In the particular case

(1) it is clear that the condition for a real solution is satisfied, for
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m
the expression in (1) corresponding to 6'c in (2) is 4a^ and it

is only necessary that

-^^4a^:|>^(3a)^or4a^
tn + n n

which is obviously true.

Hence it is clear that not only did Archimedes solve the cubic

equation (3) by means of the intersections of two conies, but he also

discussed completely the conditions under which there are 0, 1 or 2

roots lying between and a. It is to be noted further that the

8iopto-/u,os is similar in character to that by which Apollonius

investigates the number of possible normals that can be drawn

to a conic from a given point*. Lastly, Archimedes' method is

seen to be an extension of that used by Menaechmus for the solution

of the pure cubic equation. This can be put in the form

c(? : c(? = a : b,

which can again be put in Archimedes' form thus,

a"^ : X' — X : b,

and the conies used by Menaechmus ax-e respectively

of — ay, xy = ab,

which were of course suggested by the two mean proportionals

satisfying the equations

a : x — x : y = y : b.

The case above described is not the only one where we may

assume Archimedes to have solved a problem by first reducing it

to a cubic equation and then solving that. At the end of the

preface to the book On Conoids and Spheroids he says that the

results therein obtained may be used for discovering many theorems

and problems, and, as instances of the latter, he mentions the

following, "from a given spheroidal figure or conoid to cut ofif,

by a plane drawn parallel to a given plane, a segment which shall

be equal to a given cone or cylinder, or to a given sphere." Though

Archimedes does not give the solutions, the following considerations

may satisfy us as to his method.

(1) The case of the 'right-angled conoid' (the paraboloid of

revolution) is a ' plane ' problem and therefore does not concern us

here.

* Of. Apollonius of Perga, p. 168 sqq.
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(2) In the case of the spheroid, the volume of the whole

spheroid could be easily ascertained, and, by means of that, the

ratio between the requii-ed segment and the remaining segment

;

after which the problem could be solved in exactly the same way

as the similar one in the case of the sphere above described,

since the results in On Conoids and Spheroids, Props. 29—32,

correspond to those of On the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 2. Or

Archimedes may have proceeded in this case by a more direct

method, which we may represent thus. Let a plane be drawn

through the axis of the spheroid perpendicular to the given

plane (and therefore to the base of the required segment). This

plane will cut the elliptical base of the segment in one of its

axes, which we will call 2y. Let x be the length of the axis

of the segment (or the length intercepted within the segment

of the diameter of the spheroid passing through the centre of the

base of the segment). Then the area of the base of the segment will

vary as y' (since all sections of the sphei'oid parallel to the given

plane must be similar), and therefore the volume of the cone which

has the same vertex and base as the i-equired segment will vary as

y'x. And the ratio of the volume of the segment to that of the

cone is {On Conoids and Spheroids, Props. 29—32) the ratio

(3« - x) : (2« — x), where 2a is the length of the diameter of the

spheroid which passes through the vertex of the segment. There-

fore

•^ 2a -X

where C is a known volume. Further, since x, y are the coordinates

of a point on the elliptical section of the spheroid made by the plane

through the axis perpendicular to the cutting plane, referred to a

diameter of that ellipse and the tangent at the extremity of the

diameter, the ratio y'^:x('2a — x) is given. Hence the equation

can be put in the form
ar (3a — x) = b\

and this again is the same equation as that solved in the fragment

given by Eutocius. A Stopio-)u.os is formally necessary in this case,

though it only requires the constants to be such that the volume

to which the segment is to be equal must be less than that of the

whole spheroid.

(3) For the ' obtuse-angled conoid ' (hyperboloid of revolution)

it would be necessary to use the direct method just described for
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the spheroid, and, if the notation be the same, the corresponding

equations will be found, with the help of On Conoids and Spheroids,

Props. 25, 26, to be

^ '2a + x

and, since the ratio ij^ : x {2a + x) is constant,

x^ (3a + £c) = h^c.

If this equation is written in the form of a proportion like the

similar one above, it becomes

h' : x^ — (3a + x) : c.

There can be no doubt that Archimedes solved this equation as

well as the similar one with a negative sign, i.e. he solved the two

equations

x^ + ax' + }fc = 0,

obtaining all their positive real roots. In other words, he solved

completely, so far as the real roots are concerned, a cubic equation

in which the term in x is absent, although the determination of the

positive and negative roots of one and the same equation meant for

him two separate problems. And it is clear that all cubic equations

can be easily reduced to the type which Archimedes solved.

We possess one other solution of the cubic equation to which

the division of a sphere into segments bearing a given ratio to one

another is reduced by Archimedes. This solution is by Dionysodorus,

and is given in the same note of Eutocius*. Dionysodorus does not

generalise the equation, however, as is done in the fragment quoted

above ; he merely addresses himself to the particular case,

4a^ : x^ = (3a — x) : a,m + n

thereby avoiding the necessity for a StopKr/^d?. The curves which he

uses are the parabola

a(6a — x) = ym + n ^
'

and the rectangular hyperbola

*^ O 2
2a^ = xy.m + n

When we turn to Apollonius, we find him emphasising in his

* On the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 4 (note at end).
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preface to Book iv. of the Conies* the usefulness of investigations

of the possible number of points in which conies may intersect one

another or circles, because "they at all events afford a more ready

means of observing some things, e.g. that several solutions are

possible, or that they are so many in number, and again that no

solution is possible " ; and he shows his mastery of this method

of investigation in Book v., where he determines the number of

normals that can be drawn to a conic through any given point, the

condition that two normals through it coincide, or (in other words)

that the point lies on the evolute of the conic, and so on. For these

purposes he uses the points of intersection of a certain rectangular

hyperbola with the conic in question, and among the cases we find

(v. 51, 58, 62) some which can be reduced to cubic equations, those

namely in which the conic is a parabola and the axis of the parabola

is parallel to one of the asymptotes of the hyperbola. Apollonius

however does not bring in the cubic equation , he addresses himself

to the direct geometrical solution of the problem in hand without

reducing it to another. This is after all only natural, because the

solution necessitated the drawing of the rectangular hyperbola in

the actual figure containing the conic in question ; thus, e.g. in the

case of the problem leading to a cubic equation, Apollonius can, so

to speak, compress two steps into one, and the introduction of the

cubic as such would be mere surplusage. The case was different

with Archimedes, when he had no conic in his original figure ; and

the fact that he set himself to solve a cubic somewhat more general

than that actually involved in the pi-oblem made separate treatment

with a number of new figures necessary. Moreover Apollonius was

at the same time dealing, in other propositions, with cases which did

not reduce to cubics, but would, if put in an algebraical form, lead

to biquadratic equations, and these, expressed as such, would have

had no meaning for the Greeks ; there was therefore the less reason

in the simpler case to introduce a subsidiary problem.

As already indicated, the cubic equation, as a subject of syste-

matic and independent study, appears to have been lost sight of

within a century or so after the death of Archimedes. Thus Diodes,

the discoverer of the cissoid, speaks of the problem of the division of

the sphere into segments in a given ratio as having been reduced

by Archimedes " to another problem, which he does not solve in

his work on the sphere and cylinder"; and he then proceeds to

* Apollonius of Perga, f).
Ixxiii.
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solve the original problem directly, without in any way bringing

in the cubic. This circumstance does not argue any want of

geometrical ability in Diodes ; on the contrary, his solution of the

original problem is a remarkable instance of dexterity in the use of

conies for the solution of a somewhat complicated problem, and it

proceeds on independent lines in that it depends on the intersection

of an ellipse and a rectangular hyperbola, whereas the solutions of

the cubic equation have accustomed us to the use of the parabola

and the rectangular hyperbola. I have reproduced Diodes' solution

in its proper place as part of the note of Eutocius on Archimedes'

proposition ; but it will, I think, be convenient to give here its

equivalent in the ordinary notation of analytical geometry, in

accordance with the plan of this chapter. Archimedes had proved

\0n the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 2] that, if k be the height of a

segment cut off by a plane from a sphere of radius a, and if h be

the height of the cone standing on the same base as that of the

segment and equal in volume to the segment, then

{^a-k) : {2a-k) = h : k.

Also, if h' be the height of the cone similarly related to the

remaining segment of the sphere,

(a + k) : k=-h' : (2a

-

k).

From these equations we derive

{h — k) : k = a : (2a — k),

and (h' —2a + k) : (2a - k) - a : k.

Slightly generalising these equations by substituting for a in the

third term of each proportion another length b, and adding the

condition that the segments (and therefore the cones) are to bear to

each other the ratio m : n, Diodes sets himself to solve the three

equations

(h-k) .k = b : (2a~k)\

(h'-2a + k):(2a-k) = b:k I (A).

and h : li —m\n
J

Suppose m>n, so that k>a. The problem then is to divide a

straight line of length 2a into two parts k and (2a — k) of which k is

the greater, and which are such that the three given equations are

all simultaneously satisfied.

Imagine two coordinate axes such that the origin is the middle

point of the given straight line, the axis of y is at right angles to it,

i2
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and X is positive when measured along that half of the given straight

line which is to contain the required point of division. Then the

conies drawn by Diodes are

(1) the ellipse represented by the equation

(2/ + a-.xf = £{(a + 6)^-ar},

and (2) the rectangular hyperbola

(x + a) (y -t b) = 2ab.

One intersection between these conies gives a value of x between

and a, and leads to the solution required. Treating the equations

algebraically, and eliminating y by means of the second equation

which gi^es

a — x ,

V — • b,

we obtain from the first equation

(a-xf(\ + -^\ =-\(a^hY-a^\,
\ a + xj m ' '

that is, (a + x)- (a + b — x) = — (a — xf (a + b + x) (B).

In other words Diodes' method is the equivalent of solving a

complete cubic equation containing all the three powers of x and a

constant, though no mention is made of such an equation.

To verify the correctness of the result we have only to remember

that, X being the distance of the point of division from the middle

point of the given straight line,

k = a + X, 2a — k = a - X.

Thus, from the first two of the given equations (A) we obtain

respectively

,
a + X

J

,'i = a + x-i . 0,
a — x

It a — x
Jh =a-x-\ . 6,

a-¥x

whence, by means of the third equation, we derive

{a + xY{a + b-x) = — {a- xy {a + b + x),

which is the same equation as that found by elimination above (B).
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I have purposely postponed, until the evidence respecting the

Greek treatment of the cubic equation was complete, any allusion

to an interesting hypothesis of Zeuthen's* which, if it could be

accepted as proved, would explain some difficulties involved in

Pappus' account of the orthodox classification of problems and loci.

I have already quoted the passage in which Pappus distinguishes

the problems which are platie (eTrtVeSa), those which are solid (o-repca)

and those which are linear (ypafXfjiLKa) f. Parallel to this division of

problems into three orders or classes is the distinction between three

classes of lociX. The first class consists of plane loci (tottoi eTrtTreSoi)

which are exclusively straight lines and circles, the second of solid

loci (tottoi (TTcpeoi) which are conic sections §, and the third of

linear loci (tottoi ypa/xfiiKOL). It is at the same time clearly implied

by Pappus that problems were originally called plane, solid or linear

respectively for the specific reason that they required for their

solution the geometrical loci which bore the corresponding names.

But there are some logical defects in the classification both as

regards the problems and the loci.

(1) Pappus speaks of its being a serious error on the part of

geometers to solve a plane problem by means of conies (i.e. ' solid

loci ') or ' linear ' curves, and generally to solve a problem " by means

of a foreign kind " (e^ avoiKeiov yeVovs). If this principle were

applied strictly, the objection would surely apply equally to the

solution of a ' solid ' problem by means of a ' linear ' curve. Yet,

though e.g. Pappus mentions the conchoid and the cissoid as being

'linear' curves, he does not object to their employment in the

solution of the problem of the two mean proportionals, which is a

' solid ' problem.

(2) The application of the term ' solid loci ' to the three conic

sections must have reference simply to the definitio7i of the curves

as sections of a solid figure, viz. the cone, and it was no doubt in

contrast to the ' solid locus ' that the ' plane locus ' was so called.

This agrees with the statement of Pappus that ' plane ' problems may

* Die Lehre von den Kegelschnitten, p. 226 sqq.

t p. ciii.

X Pappus VII. pp. 652, 662.

§ It is true that Proclus (p. 394, ed. Friedlein) gives a wider definition of

" solid lines" as those which arise " from some section of a solid figure, as the

cylindrical helix and the conic curves"; but the reference to the cylindrical

helix would seem to be due to some confusion.
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properly be so called because the lines by means of which they are

solved "have their origin in a plane." But, though this may be

regarded as a satisfactory distinction when ' plane ' and ' solid ' loci

are merely considered in relation to one another, it becomes at once

logically defective when the third or ' linear ' class is also brought

in. For, on the one hand, Pappus shows how the ' quadratrix ' (a

' linear ' curve) can be produced by a construction in three

dimensions (" by means of surface-loci," 8ta tSv tt/oos cTrt^avetais

TOTTCdv) ; and, on the other hand, other ' linear ' loci, the conchoid

and cissoid, have their origin in a plane. If then Pappus' account

of the origin of the terms ' plane ' and ' solid' as applied to problems

and loci is literally correct, it would seem necessary to assume that

the third name of ' linear ' problems and loci was not invented until

a period when the terms ' plane ' and ' solid loci ' had been so long

recognised and used that their origin was forgotten.

To get rid of these difficulties, Zeuthen suggests that the terms
' plane ' and ' solid ' were first applied to jjrohlems, and that they

came afterwards to be applied to the geometrical loci which were

used for the purpose of solving them. On this interpretation, when
problems which could be solved by means of the straight line and

circle were called 'plane,' the term is supposed to have had reference,

not to any particular property of the straight line or circle, but to

the fact that the problems were such as depend on an equation of a

degree not higher than the second. The solution of a quadratic

equation took the geometrical form of application of areas, and the

term ' plane ' became a natural one to apply to the class of problems

so soon as the Greeks found themselves confronted with a new class

of problems to which, in contrast, the term ' solid ' could be applied.

This would happen when the operations by which problems were

reduced to applications of areas were tried upon problems which

depend on the solution of a cubic equation. Zeuthen, then,

supposes that the Greeks sought to give this equation a similar

shape to that which the reduced ' plane ' problem took, that is, to

form a simple equation between solids corresponding to the cubic

equation

x^ + ax^ + Bx + V = ;

the term ' solid ' or ' plane ' being then applied according as it had

been reduced, in the manner indicated, to the geometrical equivalent

of a cubic or a quadratic equation.

Zeuthen further explains the term ' linear problem ' as having
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been invented afterwards to describe the cases which, being

equivalent to algebraical equations of an order higher than the

third, would not admit of reduction to a simple relation between

lengths, areas and volumes, and either could not be reduced to an

equation at all or could only be represented as such by the use of

compound ratios. The term 'linear' may perhaps have been applied

because, in such cases, recourse was had to new classes of curves,

directly and without any intermediate step in the shape of an

equation. Or, possibly, the term may not have been used at all

until a time when the original source of the names ' plane ' and
* solid ' problems had been forgotten.

On these assumptions, it would still be necessary to explain how

Pappus came to give a more extended meaning to the term ' solid

problem,' which according to him equally includes those problems

which, though solved by the same method of conies as was used to

solve the equivalent of cubics, do not reduce to cubic equations but

to biquadratics. This is explained by the supposition that, the

cubic equation having by the time of Apollonius been obscured

from view owing to the attention given to the method of solution

by means of conies and the discovery that the latter method was

one admitting of wider application, the possibility of solution by
means of conies came itself to be regarded as the criterion deter-

mining the class of problem, and the name ' solid problem ' came

to be used in the sense given to it by Pappus through a natural

misapprehension. A similar supposition would account, in Zeuthen's

view, for a circumstance which would otherwise seem strange, viz.

that Apollonius does not use the expression ' solid problem,' though

it might have been looked for in the preface to the fourth Book

of the Conies. The term may have been avoided by Apollonius

because it then had the more restricted meaning attributed to it by

Zeuthen and therefore would not have been applicable to all the

problems which Apollonius had in view.

It must be admitted that Zeuthen's hypothesis is in several

respects attractive. I cannot however feel satisfied that the

positive evidence in favour of it is sufficiently strong to outweigh

the authority of Pappus where his statements tell the other way.

To make the position clear, we have to remember that Menaechmus,

the discoverer of the conic sections, was a pupil of Eudoxus who
flourished about 365 b,c.

;
probably therefore we may place the

discovery of conies at about 350 B.C. Now Aristaeus 'the elder'
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wrote a book on solid loci (a-Tepeol roVot) the date of which Cantor

concludes to liave been about 320 B.C. Thus, on Zeuthen's hypo-

thesis, the ' solid problems ' the solution of which by means of conies

caused the latter to be called ' solid loci ' must have been such as

had been already investigated and recognised as solid problems

before 320 B.C., while the definite appropriation, so to speak, of the

newly discovered curves to the service of the class of problems must

have come about in the short period between their discovery and

the date of Aristaeus' work. It is therefore important to consider

what particular problems leading to cubic equations appear to have

been the subject of speculation before 320 B.C. We have certainly

no ground for assuming that the cubic equation used by Archimedes

(On the Sphere and Cylinder ii. 4) was one of these problems ; for

the problem of cutting a sphere into segments bearing a given ratio

to one another could not have been investigated by geometers who
had not succeeded in finding the volume of a sphere and a segment

of a sphere, and we know that Archimedes was the first to discover

this. On the other hand there was the duplication of the cube, or

the solution of a pure cubic equation, which was a problem dating

from very early times. Also it is certain that the trisection of an

angle had long exercised the minds of the Greek geometers. Pappus

says that " the ancient geometers " considered this problem and first

tried to solve it, though it was by nature a solid problem (Trpo^X-qiia

TTJ (j>va-u arepeov vTrdp)(ov), by means of plane considerations (8ia twv

cTTiTreScav) but failed ; and we know that Hippias of Elis invented,

about 420 B.C., a transcendental curve which was capable of being

used for two purposes, the trisection of an angle, and the quadrature

of a circle*. This curve came to be called the Quadratrixt, but, as

Deinostratus, a brother of Menaechmus, was apparently the first to

apply the curve to the quadrature of the circle ;{;, we may no doubt,

conclude that it was originally intended for the purpose of trisecting

* Proclus (ed. Friedlein), p. 272.

t The character of the curve may be described as follows. Suppose there

are two rectangular axes Oy, Ox and that a straight line OP of a certain length

(a) revolves uniformly from a position along Oy to a position along Ox, while a

straight line remaining always parallel to Ox and passing through P in its

original position also moves uniformly and reaches Ox in the same time as the

moving radius OP. The point of intersection of this line and OP describes the

Quadratrix, which may therefore be represented by the equation

yla= 29lTr.

X Pappus IV. pp. 250—2.
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an angle. Seeing therefore that the Greek geometers had used their

best efforts to solve this problem before the invention of conies, it

may easily be that they had succeeded in reducing it to the geo-

metrical equivalent of a cubic equation. They would not have been

unequal to effecting this reduction by means of the figure of the

veucris given above on p. cxii. with a few lines added. The proof

would of course be the equivalent of eliminating x between the two

equations

xy ~ ah

{x-aY+(7j-bf--^4:{cr + b')j
^''•

where x=DF, y = FP = EC, « = DA, h = DB.

The second equation gives

(.r + a) {x - 3a) -- [y + b) (Sb — y).

From the first equation it is easily seen that

{x + a) : {y + b) = a : y,

and that {x — da) y — a{b ~ 3y) ;

we have therefore a- (6 - 3y) = y" {Sh — y) (/3)

[or y'^ — 3by- - 3a^y + a^b — 0].

If then the trisection of an angle had been reduced to the geo-

metrical equivalent of this cubic equation, it would be natural for

the Greeks to speak of it as a solid problem. In this respect it

would be seen to be similar in character to the simpler problem of

the duplication of the cube or the equivalent of a pure cubic

equation ; and it would be natural to see whether the transformation

of volumes would enable the mixed cubic to be reduced to the form

of the pure cubic, in the same way as the transformation of areas

enabled the mixed quadratic to be reduced to the pure quadratic.

The reduction to the pure cubic would soon be seen to be impossible,

and the stereometric line of investigation would prove unfruitful

and be abandoned accordingly.

The two problems of the duplication of the cube and the

trisection of an angle, leading in one case to a pure cubic equation

and in the other to a mixed cubic, are then the only problems

leading to cubic equations which we can be certain that the Greeks

had occupied themselves with up to the time of the discovery of the

conic sections. Menaechmus, who discovered these, showed that

they could be successfully used for finding the two mean propor-

tionals and therefore for solving the pure cubic equation, and the
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next question is whether it had been proved before the date of

Aristaeus' Solid Loci that the trisection of an angle could be

effected by means of the same conies, either in the form of the

vevo•^s above described directly and without the reduction to a cubic

equation, or in the form of the subsidiary cubic (/?). Now (1) the

solution of the cubic would be somewhat difficult in the days when

conies were still a new thing. The solution of the equation ()8) as

such would involve the drawing of the conies which we should

represent by the equations

xy = a^

hx = 3a^ + ^hy — y',

and the construction would be decidedly more difficult than that

used by Archimedes in connexion with his cubic, which only requires

the construction of the conies

x=-y,

(a — x) y — ac;

hence we can hardly assume that the trisection of an angle in the

form of the subsidiary cubic eqtiation was solved by means of conies

before 320 B.C. (2) The angle may have been trisected by means

of conies in the sense that the veuo-ts referred to was effected by

drawing the curves (a), i.e. a rectangular hyperbola and a circle.

This could easily have been done before the date of Aristaeus ; but

if the assignment of the name 'solid loci' to conies had in view their

applicability to the direct solution of the pi"oblem in this manner

without any reference to the cubic equation, or simply because

the problem had been before proved to be ' solid ' by means of the

reduction to that cubic, then there does not appear to be any

reason why the Quadratrix, which had been used for the same-

purpose, should not at the time have been also regarded as a ' solid

locus,' in which case Aristaeus could hardly have appropriated the

latter term, in his work, to conies alone. (3) The only remaining

alternative consistent with Zeuthen's view of the origin of the

name ' solid locus ' appears to be to suppose that conies were so

called simply because they gave a means of solving one ' solid

problem,' viz. the doubling of the cube, and not a problem of the

more general character corresponding to a mixed cubic equation, in

which case the justification for the general name 'solid locus' could

only be admitted on the assumption that it was adopted at a time
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when the Greeks were still hoping to be able to reduce the general

cubic equation to the pure form. I think however that the

traditional explanation of the term is more natural than this

would be. Conies were the first curves of general interest for

the description of which recourse to solid figures was necessary as

distinct from the ordinary construction of plane figures in a plane*;

hence the use of the term 'solid locus' for conies on the mere ground

of their solid origin would be a natural way of describing the new

class of curves in the first instance, and the term would be likely

to remain in use, even when the solid origin was no longer thought

of, just as the individual conies continued to be called " sections of

a right-angled, obtuse-angled, and acute-angled" cone respectively.

While therefore, as I have said, the two problems mentioned

might naturally have been called ' solid problems ' before the dis-

covery of ' solid loci,' I do not think there is sufiicient evidence

to show that ' solid problem ' was then or later a technical tei'tn

for a problem capable of reduction to a cubic equation in the sense

of implying that the geometi'ical equivalent of the general cubic

equation was investigated for its own sake, independently of its

applications, and that it ever occupied such a recognised position

in Greek geometry that a problem would be considered solved so

soon as it was reduced to a cubic equation. If this had been so,

and if the technical term for such a cubic was 'solid problem,' I

find it hard to see how Archimedes could have failed to imply some-

thing of the kind when arriving at his cubic equation. Instead of

this, his words rather suggest that he had attacked it as res integra.

Again, if the general cubic had been regarded over any length of

time as a problem of independent interest which was solved by

means of the intersections of conies, the fact could hardly have been

unknown to Nicoteles who is mentioned in the preface to Book iv.

of the Conies of Apollonius as having had a controversy with Conon

respecting the investigations in which the latter discussed the maxi-

mum number of points of intersection between two conies. Now
Nicoteles is stated by Apollonius to have maintained that no use

* It is true that Archytas' solution of the problem of the two mean propor-

tionals used a curve of double curvature drawn on a cylinder ; but this was not

such a curve as was likely to be investigated for itself or even to be regarded as

a locus, strictly speaking; hence the solid origin of this isolated curve would

not be likely to suggest objections to the appropriation of the term 'solid locus'

to conies.
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could be made of the discoveries of Conon for 8topio-/xot ; but it seems

incredible that Nicoteles could have made such a statement, even for

controversial purposes, if cubic equations then formed a recognised

class of problems for the discussion of which the intersections of

conies were necessarily all-important.

I think therefore that the positive evidence available will not

justify us in accepting the conclusions of Zeuthen except to the

following extent.

1. Pappus' explanation of the meaning of the term 'plane

problem ' (eTrtVeSov Trpo/SXrjfxa) as used by the ancients can hardly

be right. Pappus says, namely, that "problems which can be

solved by means of the straight line and circle may properly be

called plane (Xcyotr' av cikotws eTrtVeSa) ; for the lines by means of

which such problems are solved have their origin in a plane." The

words " may properly be called " suggest that, so far as plane

problems were concerned, Pappus was not giving the ancient

definition of them, but his own inference as to why they were

called 'plane.' The true significance of the term is no doubt, as

Zeuthen says, not that straight lines and circles have their origin

in a plane (which would be equally true of some other curves), but

that the problems in question admitted of solution by the ordinary

plane methods of transformation of areas, manipulation of simple

equations between areas, and in particular the application of areas.

In other words, plane problems were those which, if expressed

algebraically, depend on equations of a degree not higher than the

second.

2. When further problems were attacked which proved to be

beyond the scope of the plane methods referred to, it would be

found that some of such problems, in particular the duplication

of the cube and the trisection of an angle, were reducible to simple

equations between volumes instead of equations between areas ; and

it is quite possible that, following the analogy of the distinction

existing in nature between plane figures and solid figures (an analogy

which was also followed in the distinction between numbers as 'plane'

and 'solid' expressly drawn by Euclid), the Greeks applied the term

' solid problem ' to such a problem as they could reduce to an

equation between volumes, as distinct from a ' plane problem

'

reducible to a simple equation between areas.

3. The first ' solid problem ' in this sense which they succeeded
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in solving was the multiplication of the cube, corresponding to the

solution of a pure cubic equation in algebra, and it was found that

this could be effected by means of curves obtained by making plane

sections of a solid figure, namely the cone. Thus curves having a

solid origin were found to solve one particular solid problem, which

could not but seem an appropriate result ; and hence the conic, as

being the simplest curve so connected with a solid problem, was

considered to be properly termed a ' solid locus,' whether because of

its application or (more probably) because of its origin.

4. Further investigation showed that the general cubic equation

could not be reduced, by means of stereometric methods, to the

simpler form, the pure cubic ; and it was found necessary to try

the method of conies directly either (1) upon the derivative cubic

equation or (2) upon the original problem which led to it. In

practice, as e.g. in the case of the trisection of an angle, it was

found that the cubic was often more diflBcult to solve in that

manner than the original problem was. Hence the reduction of

it to a cubic was dropped as an unnecessary complication, and

the geometrical equivalent of a cubic equation stated as an in-

dependent problem never obtained a permanent footing as the

' solid problem ' par excellence.

5. It followed that solution by conies came to be regarded as

the criterion for distinguishing a certain class of problem, and, as

conies had retained their old name of ' solid loci,' the corresponding

term ' solid problem ' came to be used in the wider sense in which

Pappus interprets it, according to which it includes a problem

depending on a biquadratic as well as a problem reducible to a

cubic equation.

6. The terms ' linear problem ' and ' linear locus ' were then

invented on the analogy of the other terms to describe respectively

a problem which could not be solved by means of straight lines,

circles, or conies, and a curve which could be used for sohing such

a problem, as explained by Pappus.



CHAPTER VII.

ANTICIPATIONS BY ARCHIMEDES OF THE INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

It has been often remarked that, though the method of exhaustion

exemplified in Euclid xii. 2 really brought the Greek geometers face

to face with the infinitely great and the infinitely small, they

never allowed themselves to use such conceptions. It is true that

Antiphon, a sophist who is said to have often had disputes with

Socrates, had stated* that, if one insci'ibed any regular polygon,

say a square, in a circle, then inscribed an octagon by constructing

isosceles triangles in the four segments, then inscribed isosceles

triangles in the remaining eight segments, and so on, "until the

whole area of the circle was by this means exhausted, a polygon

would thus be inscribed whose sides, in consequence of their small-

ness, would coincide with the circumference of the circle." But as

against this Simplicius remai'ks, and quotes Eudemus to the same

effect, that the inscribed polygon will never coincide with the

circumference of the circle, even though it be possible to carry

the division of the ai^ea to infinity, and to suppose that it would

is to set aside a geometrical principle which lays down that magni-

tudes are divisible ad infinitum,^ . The time had, in fact, not come

for the acceptance of Antiphon's idea, and, perhaps as the result of

the dialectic disputes to which the notion of the infinite gave rise,

the Greek geometers shrank from the use of such expressions as

infinitely great and infinitely small and substituted the idea of things

greater or less than any assigned 7aagnitude. Thus, as Hankel says +,

they never said that a circle is a polygon with an infinite number of

* Bretscbneider, p. 101.

t Bretschneider, p. 102.

X Hankel, Zur Geschichte der Mathematik im Alterthum und Mittelalter,

p. 123.
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infinitely small sides ; they always stood still before the abyss of the

infinite and never ventured to overstep the bounds of clear con-

ceptions. They never spoke of an infinitely close approximation or

a limiting value of the sum of a series extending to an infinite

number of terms. Yet they must have arrived practically at such

a conception, e.g., in the case of the proposition that circles are to

one another as the squares on their diameters, they must have been

in the first instance led to infer the truth of the proposition by the

idea that the circle could be regarded as the limit of an inscribed

regular polygon with an indefinitely increased number of corre-

spondingly small sides. They did not, however, rest satisfied with

such an inference ; they strove after an irrefragable proof, and this,

from the nature of the case, could only be an indirect one. Ac-

cordingly we always find, in proofs by the method of exhaustion,

a demonstration that an impossibility is involved by any other

assumption than that which the proposition maintains. Moreover

this stringent verification, by means of a double reductio ad ah-

surdum, is repeated in every individual instance of the use of the

method of exhaustion ; there is no attempt to establish, in lieu of

this part of the proof, any general propositions which could be

simply quoted in any particular case.

The above general characteristics of the Greek method of

exhaustion are equally present in the extensions of the method

found in Archimedes. To illustrate this, it will be convenient,

before passing to the cases where he performs genuine integrations,

to mention his geometrical proof of the property that the area of a

parabolic segment is four-thirds of the triangle with the same base

and vertex. Here Archimedes exhausts the parabola by continually

drawing, in each segment left over, a triangle with the same base

and vertex as the segment. If A be the area of the triangle so

inscribed in the original segment, the process gives a series of areas

A, lA, {ifA, ...

and the area of the segment is really the sum of the infinite series

But Archimedes does not express it in this way. He first proves

that, if Ai, A2,...A,^ be any number of terms of such a series, so that

Ji = 4:A^, A„ = 4^3, ... , then

or ^ {1 + i

+

(If +...+ ar' + mr-'} = i^-
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Having obtained this result, we should nowadays suppose n to

increase indefinitely and should infer at once that (x)""-'
becomes

indefinitely small, and that the limit of the sum on the left-hand side

is the area of the parabolic segment, which must therefore be equal

to |-J. Archimedes does not avow that he inferred the result in

this way ; he merely states that the area of the segment is equal

to ^A, and then verifies it in the orthodox manner by proving that

it cannot be either greater or less than ~A.

I pass now to the extensions by Archimedes of the method

of exhaustion which are the immediate subject of this chapter. It

will be noticed, as an essential feature of all of them, that

Archimedes takes both an inscribed figure and a circumscribed

figure in relation to the curve or surface of which he is investigating

the area or the solid content, and then, as it were, compresses the

two figures into one so that they coincide with one another and

with the curvilinear figure to be measured ; but again it must

be understood that he does not describe his method in this way or

say at any time that tlie given curve or surface is the limiting form

of the circumscribed or inscribed figure. I will take the cases

in the order in which they come in the text of this book.

1. Surface of a sphere or spherical segvient.

The first step is to prove {On the Sphere and Cylinder i. 21, 22)

that, if in a circle or a segment of a circle there be inscribed

polygons, whose sides AB, BC, CD, ... are all equal, as shown

in the respective figures, then

(a) for the circle

{BB' + CC'+...) :AA'=A'B : BA,

(b) for the segment

(BB' + CC'+ ...+ KK' + LM) : AM = A'B : BA.

Next it is proved that, if the polygons revolve about the

diameter A A', the surface described by the equal sides of the

polygon in a complete revolution is [i. 24, 35]

(«) equal to a circle with radius JAB [BB' + CC + ... + YY')

or (h) equal to a circle with radius JaB (BB' + CC + ... + LM).

Therefore, by means of the above proportions, the surfaces

described by the equal sides are seen to be equal to
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(a) a circle with radius JaA' . A'B,

and (b) a circle with radius JAM . A'B
;

they are therefore respectively [i. 25, 37] less than

(a) a circle with radius A A',

(b) a circle with radius AL.

Archimedes now proceeds to take polygons circumscribed to the

circle or segment of a circle (supposed in this case to be less than a

semicircle) so that their sides are parallel to those of the inscribed

polygons before mentioned (cf. the figures on pp. 38, 51); and he

proves by like steps [i. 30, 40] that, if the polygons revolve about the

diameter as before, the surfaces described by the equal sides during

a complete revolution are greater than the same circles respectively.

Lastly, having proved these results for the inscribed and

circumscribed figures respectively, Archimedes concludes and proves

[i. 33, 42, 43] that the surface of the sphere or the segment of the

sphere is equal to the first or the second of the circles respectively.

In order to see the effect of the successive steps, let us express

the several results by means of trigonometry. If, in the figures on

pp. 33, 47 respectively, we suppose 4» to be the number of sides in

the polygon inscribed in the circle and 2?i the number of the equal

sides in the polygon inscribed in the segment, while in the latter

case the angle AOL is denoted by a, the proportions given above

are respectively equivalent to the formulae *

+ sin ^^—^ ... + sin (29^— 1) .r- = cot
47i'

of-" ^^ • / i\ °-l2 \ sm - + sin 1- ... + sni (n — I) -} -\- sm a
, y 71 n n) a

and
,

= cot -- .

1 — cos a 'In

Thus the two proportions give in fact a summation of the series

sin ^ + sin 2^ + . . . + sin {n—\)0

both generally where n9 is equal to any angle a less than tt, and in

the particular case where n is even and 6 = ttJu.

Again, the areas of the circles which are equal to the surfaces

described by the revolution of the equal sides of the inscribed

* These formulae are taken, with a shght modification, from Loria, II periodo

aiireo della geometria greca, p. 108.

H. A. k
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polygons are respectively (if a be the radius of the great circle

of the sphere)

. „ . TT ( . TT .277 /c ix'^l A 2
'"'

4:ira- sm -r— i siii -— + sin -— + ... + sm (2n -1)7^}, or 47ra cos -—

,

4:71 [ 2n 2n ^ ' 2n} 4n

^ . a r ( . a . 2a . n s
o-") . ~

2 sm -:—
\

'2 { sm - + sm h ... + sin {« — 1 ) - V + sm a ,

2n L I ''*' '>^ ^ ' n) J

and

TTOJ

or Tza^ . 2 cos ^r- (1 — cos a).
2h

The areas of the circles which are equal to the surfaces described

by the equal sides of the circutnsci'ibed polygons are obtained from

the areas of the circles just given by dividing them by cos'7r/4?i and

cos^a/2n respectively.

Thus the results obtained by Archimedes are the same as would

be obtained by taking the limiting value of the above trigonometri-

cal expressions when n is indefinitely increased, and when therefore

cosTTJin and cos a/2n are both unity.

But the first expressions for the areas of the circles are (when n

is indefinitely increased) exactly what we represent by the

integrals

iira' . h I sin 6 dO, or 47ra',
" Jo

and TTCt^ .
I

2 sin 6 dd, or 27ra' (1 — cos a).

Thus Archimedes' procedure is the equi"\'alent of a genuine

integration in each case.

2. Volume of a sjjliere or a sector of a sphere.

The method does not need to be separately set out in detail here,

because it depends directly on the preceding case. The investiga-

tion proceeds concurrently with that of the surface of a sphere or a

segment of a sphere. The same inscribed and circumscribed figures

are used, the sector of a sphere being of course compared with the

solid jBgure made up of the figure inscribed or circumscribed to the

segment and of the cone which has tlie same base as that figure and

has its vertex at the centre of the sphere. It is then proved,

(1) for the figure inscribed or circumscribed to the sphere, that its

volume is equal to that of a cone with base equal to the surface of

the figure and height equal to the perpendicular from the centre of

the sphere on any one of the equal sides of the revolving polygon,

(2) for the figure inscribed or circumscribed to the sector, that the
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volume is equal to that of a cone with base equal to the surface of

the portion of the figure which is inscribed or circumscribed to the

segment of the sphere included in the sector and whose height is the

perpendicular from the centre on one of the equal sides of the

polygon.

Thus, when the inscribed and circumscribed figures are, so

to speak, compressed into one, the taking of the limit is practically

the same thing in this case as in the case of the surfaces, the

resulting volumes being simply the before-mentioned surfaces

multiplied in each case by \a.

3. Area of an ellijyse.

This case again is not strictly in point here, because it does

not exhibit any of the peculiarities of Archimedes' extensions of

the method of exhaustion. That method is, in fact, applied in

the same manner, mutatis rautandis, as in Eucl. xii. 2. There

is no simultaneous use of inscribed and circumscribed figures, but

only the simple exhaustion of the ellipse and auxiliary circle by

increasing to any desired extent the number of sides in polygons

inscribed to each {On Conoids and Spheroids, Prop. 4).

4. Volume of a segment of a paraboloid of revolution.

Archimedes first states, as a Lemma, a result proved incidentally

in a proposition of another treatise {On Sjnrals, Prop. 11), viz. that,

if there be n terms of an arithmetical progression h, '2h, 3h, ..., then

h + 2h+ oh+ ... + nh > hn'h\
.{a).

and A + 2A + 3A + . . . + {n -\)h < ^n"h)

Next he inscribes and circumscribes to the segment of the

paraboloid figures made up of small cylinders (as shown in the figure

of On Conoids and Spheroids, Props. 21, 22) whose axes lie along

the axis of the segment and divide it into any number of equal

parts. If c is the length of the axis AD oi the segment, and if

there are n cylinders in the circumscribed figure and their axes are

each of length h, so that G = nh, Archimedes proves that

, cylinder CE _ nVi

^ ' inscribed fig.
~ A + 2/i + 3A + . . . + (7^ - 1) 7i

> 2, by the Lemma,

, , cylinder CE nVi

' circumscribed fig. h + 2A + 3A + . .. + nh

^2
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Meantime it has been proved [Props. 19, 20] that, by increasing

n sufficiently, the inscribed and circumscribed figure can be made

to difier by less than any assignable volume. It is accordingly

concluded and proved by the usual rigorous method that

(cylinder CE) = 2 (segment),

so that (segment ABC) = # (cone ABC).

The proof is therefore equivalent to the assertion, that if h is

indefinitely diminished and ?4 indefinitely increased, while nh remains

equal to c,

limit of h {h + 2/i + 3A + . . . + (?^ - 1) h] = |c^

;

that is, in our notation,

Thus the method is essentially the same as ours when we

express the volume of the segment of the paraboloid in the form

In

where k is a constant, which does not appear in Archimedes' result

for the reason that he does not give the actual content of the

segment of the paraboloid but only the ratio which it bears to the

circvimscribed cylinder.

5. Volume of a segment of a hyjierholoid of revolution.

The first step in this case is to prove \0n Conoids and Spheroids^

Prop. 2] that, if there be a series of n terms,

ah + /r, rt . 2/i + (2A)-, a . 3/i + (3A)-, ... a . nh + {nh)",

and if {ah + /r) + \a . 2h + (2A)^j + ... + {«. nh + {nhf] - S,^,

then 71 {a . nh + {nh)"\/S,^ < {a + nh) I { (. + -5-
) |

'^^ "^^
(13).

and n {a . nh + {nhY}jS-,^_i > {a + nh) ( ^ + -5-
) j

Next [Props. 25, 26] Archimedes draws inscribed and circum-

scribed figures made up of cylinders as before (figure on p. 137), and
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proves that, ii AD is divided into n equal parts of length h, so that

nh = AD, and if AA' = a, then

cylinder IJB' n {a . nh + (nKf]

inscribed tigure
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Suppose that, in the case of a segment less than half the spheroid

(figure on p. 142), A A' = a, CD = ic, AD = h; and let AD be divided

into n equal parts of length h.

The gnomons mentioned in Props. 29, 30 are then the difierences

between the rectangle ch + Jr and the successive rectangles

ch + h% c.2h + {2hy, ... c.{u-l)h+{{n-l)h}%

and in this case we have the conclusions that (if S,i be the sum of

71 terms of the series repi'esenting the latter rectangles)

cylinder UB' n{cb + h')

inscribed figure n (ch + b^) — iS^

I
(c 26

and
cylinder A'^' n{ch + ¥)

circumscribed tig. n {ch + If) — S,i_-i

<(o..)/(M).

1- .1 1- -^ cylinder ii'5'
. ,,//c 2b\

and m the limit -*^ , . pp. = (^ + o)/ k + ^ •

segment ADB ^
/ \2 3 /

Accordingly we have the limit taken of the expression

7i{cb + b-)-S„
^^ ^

S'„

n{cb + b')
'

n{cb + ¥y

and the integration performed is the same as that in the case of the

hyperboloid above, with c substituted for a.

Archimedes discusses, as a separate ease, the volume of half a

spheroid [Props. 27, 28]. It differs from that just given in that c

vanishes and b = |a, so that it is necessary to find the limit of

h' + {2hf + {?,hy+...+{nh)\
n {nhf

'

and this is done by means of a corollary to the lemma given on

pp. 107—9 [On Sjnrals, Prop. 10] which proves that

h- + {2hy + ... + (nhy > ^n {nhf,

and h' + {2Jif + . . . + {(w - 1 ) h^ < J>i {nh)\

The limit of course corresponds to the integral

b

L
x^dx = yf.
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7. Area of a spiral.

(1) Archimedes finds the area bounded by the first complete

turn of a spiral and the initial line by means of the proposition just

quoted, viz.

/r + {2hY + . . . + (nh)' > |?t {nh/\

h? + (2A)- + . .. + {{n - \)hf < In {nhf.

He proves [Props. 21, 22, 23] that a figure consisting of similar

sectors of circles can be circumscribed about any arc of a spiral such

that the area of the circumscribed figure exceeds that of the spiral

by less than any assigned area, and also that a figure of the same

kind can be inscribed such that the area of the spiral exceeds that

of the inscribed figure by less than any assigned area. Then, lastly,

he circumscribes and inscribes figures of this kind [Prop. 24] ; thus

e.g. in the circumscribed figure, if there are w similar sectors, the

radii will be n lines forming an arithmetical progression, as A, 2/4,

2th, ... nh, and nh will be equal to a, where a is the length inter-

cepted on the initial line by the spiral at the end of the first turn.

Since, then, similar sectors are to one another as the square of their

radii, and n times the sector of radius nh or a is equal to the circle

with the same radius, the first of the above formulae proves that

(circumscribed fig.) > Wa".

A similar procedure for the inscribed figure leads, by the use of the

second formula, to the result that

(inscribed fig.) < ^-n-a^.

The conclusion, arrived at in the usual manner, is that

(area of spiral) = ^irar
;

and the proof is equivalent to taking the limit of

n
[h~ + (2hr- + ... + [{n-l)hf]

or of - [A2 + ( -Jhf + ... + {{n-\) h\%

which last limit we should express as

—
j x" dx = ^ira"
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[It is clear that this method of proof equally gives the area

bounded by the spiral and any radius vector of length h not being

greater than a ; for we have only to substitute 7rb/a for tt, and to

remember that in this case 7ih = h. We thus obtain for the area

h

x^dx, or \Trh^la.\

(2) To find the area bounded by an arc on any turn of the

spiral (not being greater tlian a complete turn) and the radii

vectores to its extremities, of lengths h and c say, where oh,
Archimedes uses the proposition that, if there be an arithmetic

progression consisting of the terms

h, b + h, b + 2h, ... h + {n-\) A,

and if S,, = 6- + (6 + hf +{b + 2hf + ... + [h + (n-l) h]-,

then
{n-\){b+ {n-l )hy

^
{b + (n-l)hY

and

S„-b' {b + (n-l)h}b + ^{{n-l)hY'

{
n-l){b+{n-l)h

Y-
{b + (7i- l)h}'

^„_i
"^

{b+ {n- Ipp^ff(w^iyA}-

[On Spirals, Prop. 11 and note.]

Then in Prop. 26 he circumscribes and inscribes figures consisting

of similar sectors of circles, as before. There are u—1 sectors in

each figure and therefore 7i radii altogether, including both b and c,

so that we can take them to be the terms of the arithmetic progres-

sion given above, where {b + (n — l)h} = c. It is thus proved, by

means of the above inequalities, that

sector OB'C \b + (n - 1) h\- sector 0£'C
_

circumscribed fig. {b + {7i-l)h\b + ^{{n-l)/iy- inscr. fig. '

and it is concluded after the usual manner that

sector OB'C {b + (n-l)h\-

spiral 0£C "
{b + {n-l)h\b + ^{{n-\ )1p

c6 + ^ (c — by-

'

Remembering that w - 1 = (c — b)/h, we see that the result is the
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same thing as proving that, in the limit, when n becomes indefinitely

great and h indefinitely small, while h + {n — \)h = c,

limit of h [b' + {b + hY+ ... + {b + {n-2) h}']

^(c-b){cb + ^{c-by-}

that is, with our notation,

r x-'dx

=

J (c^ - ¥).

(3) Archimedes works out sepai'ately [Prop. 25], by exactly

the same method, the particular case where the area is that described

in any one complete turn of the spiral beginning from the initial

line. This is equivalent to substituting (n— l)a for b and 7ia for c,

where a is the radius vector to the end of the first complete turn of

the spiral.

It will be observed that Archimedes does not use the result

corresponding to

I x^dx—
I

x'dx—
I

01? dx.
Jo Jb Jo

8. A^^ea of a parabolic segment.

Of the two solutions which Archimedes gives of the problem of

squaring a parabolic segment, it is the mechanical solution which

gives the equivalent of a genuine integration. In Props. 14, 15 of

the Quadrature of the Parabola it is proved that, of two figures

inscribed and circumscribed to the segment and consisting in each

case of trapezia whose parallel sides are diameters of the parabola,

the inscribed figure is less, and the circumscribed figure greater,

than one-third of a certain triangle {EqQ in the figure on p. 242).

Then in Prop. 16 we have the usual process which is equivalent to

taking the limit when the trapezia become infinite in number and

their breadth infinitely small, and it is proved that

(area of segment) = J A EqQ.

The result is the equivalent of using the equation of the parabola

referred to Qq as axis of x and the diameter through Q as axis of

y, viz.

2)y = X (2a — x),

which can, as shown on p. 236, be obtained from Prop. 4, and finding

r2u,

ydx,
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where y has the value in terms of x given by the equation ; and of

course

-
I

{lax — X ) ax= „ .

P Jo 3p

The equivalence of the method to an integration can also be

seen thus. It is proved in Prop. 16 (see figure on p. 244) that, if

qU be divided into n equal parts and the construction of the

proposition be made, Qq is divided at 0^, O2, • into the same

number of equal parts. The area of the circumscribed figure is then

easily seen to be the sum of the areas of the triangles

QqF, QR,F„ QR,F,, ...

that is, of the areas of the triangles

QqF, QO,R„ QO,D„ ...

Suppose now that the area of the triangle QqF is denoted by A, and

it follows that

(circumscribed hg.) = A -^ 1 + ^ ~—^ + ^^ —^ + ... + —V
[ n- n- n-)

= -, -, . A {A- + 2-A- + . . . + n-A-J.

Similarly we obtain

(inscribed fig.) = —7—, . A (A" + 2-A- + . . . + (?i — 1)- A"}.

Taking the limit we have, if A denote the area of the triangle EqQ,

so that A = 9iA,

1 M
(area of segment) = — I A-c/A

A^ Jo

= IA.

If the conclusion be regarded in this manner, the integration is

the same as that which corresponds to Archimedes' squax'ing of the

spiral.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE TERMINOLOGY OF ARCHIMEDES.

So far as the language of Archimedes is that of Greek geometry

in general, it must necessarily have much in common with that of

Euclid and Apollonius, and it is therefore inevitable that the

present chapter should repeat many of the explanations of terms of

general application which I have already given in the corresponding

chapter of my edition of Apollonius' Conies*. But I think it will

be best to make this chapter so far as possible complete and self-

contained, even at the cost of some slight repetition, which will

however be relieved (1) by the fact that all the particular phrases

quoted by way of illustration will be taken from the text of

Archimedes instead of Apollonius, and (2) by the addition of a large

amount of entirely different matter corresponding to the great

variety of subjects dealt with by Archimedes as compared with the

limitation of the work of Apollonius to the one subject of conies.

One element of difficulty in the present case arises out of the

circumstance that, whereas Archimedes wrote in the Doric dialect,

the original language has been in some books completely, and in others

partially, transformed into the ordinary dialect of Greek. Uni-

formity of dialect cannot therefore be preserved in the quotations

about to be made ; but I have thought it best, when explaining

single words, to use the ordinary form, and, when illustrating their

use by quoting phrases or sentences, to give the latter as they appear

in Heiberg's text, whether in Doric or Attic in the particular case.

Lest the casual reader should imagine the pai'oxytone words evOeiai,

SiafxeTpoi, Trecretrat, ireaovvTai, ecrcretVat, Swavrai, aiTTirai, KaXetaOai,

Ki.icr6ai and the like to be misprints, I add that the quotations in

Doric from Heiberg's text have the unfamiliar Doric accents.

I shall again follow the plan of grouping the various technical

* Apollonius of Perga, pp. clvii—clxx.
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terms under certain general headings, which will enable the Greek

term corresponding to each expression in the ordinary mathematical

phraseology of the present day to be readily traced wherever such

a Greek equivalent exists.

Points and lines.

A 2)oi7it is crr]fX€iov, the 2>oint B to B a-rjixetov or to B simply ; a

point on (a line or curve) a-rjix^lov ItrC (with gen.) or Iv ; a point

raised above (a plane) crrjfjieiov jxereoypov ; any two j^oints whatever

being taken hvo arjixcioiv Aa/x^ai'o/xeVwi' ottolwvovv.

At a, point (e.g. of an angle) Trpos (with dat.), having its vertex at

the centre of the sphere KOpv<f>r]v c^^wv vrpos tw Kevrpto tiJs a<^aipas ; of

lines meeting in a point, touching or dividing at a point, etc., Kara.

(with ace), thus AE is bisected at Z is a AE 8t';^a Tep-veraL Kajd to Z
;

of a point falling 07i or being placed on another ctti or Kara, (with

ace), thus Z icill fall on V, to /xev Z ctti to F Treo-eiTai, so that E lies

on A, waTC TO p.ev E KaTa to A KCicrOaL.

Particular points are extremity Trepas, vertex Kopvcfiyj, centre

KivTpov, point of division Statpeo-ts, point of meeting o-uVTrTtuo-ts, point

of section ropi], point of bisection 8t;^oTo/xta, the middle point to

jxeaov 3 the jjoints of division H, I, K, to. twv Staipeo-twv uap.^la ra H,

I, K; let B be its middle jyoint picrov 8e avTas co-toj to B ; tlie jyoint of

section in ichich {a circle) cuts a To/xa, Ka^' av Tep.v€i.

A line is ypap.p.-r], a curved line Kap.TTvX.ri ypapp.-^, a straight line

evOeta with or without ypapip.r]. The straight line 0IKA, a 0IKA
evOela ; but sometimes the older expression is used, the straight line

on which (cVt with gen. or dat. of the pronoun) are placed certain

letter's, thus let it be the straight line M, eo-Tco e<^' a to M, otJier

straight lines K, A, aXXai ypapLp.a[, iffy" av to, K, A. The straight

lines between the points at p.€Ta^ t<Sv a-rjp.it.oiv evOelai, of the lines

which have the same extremities the straight line is the least t<3v to.

avTo. TTcpaTtt i)(pvaiov ypap.p.uiv iXa^iaTrjv civat t^v evOeiav, straight lines

cutting one another evduai Tep-vovaai d\\d\a<;.

For points in relation to lines we have such expressions as the

following : the pioints V, ®, M are on a straight line iir ev^etas iarl

TO. r, ©, M crapeLa, the point of bisection of the straight line coiitaining

the centres of the middle magnitudes d hi-^oTopia tSs ev^etas tSs

i.)(ov(Ta<i TO, K€VTpa twv p-eawv p-iyeOewv. A very characteristic phrase

for at a 2^oint which divides the straight line in such a 2}roportio7i

that..- is tVt Ttts ev^etas Staipc^etcras tiio-Tc...; similarly iirl rds XE
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Tfiadeia-as ovtw?, ware. A certain poiyit ivill he on the straight line...

dividing it so that... co-o-etVat cttI ras ev9e.ia<i...hiaipiov ovtw<; tolv

elp-qixevav evOelav, ware—
The middle point of a line is often elegantly denoted by an

adjective in agreement ; thus at the middle point of the segment lirl

jxiaov Tov TiJ.d[MaTO';, (a line) dratvn from V to the middle p)oint of

EB, ttTTo rov V IttI fjL€(rav rav EB a)^delaa, drawn to the middle point of

the base iirl /xe'trav rav fSdaLV dyofxei'a.

A straight line produced is the {straight line) in the same straight

line tvith it 77 i-Tr evOdas avrrj. In the same straight line with the

axis €771 ras auras evOeias tw a^ovt. Of a straight line failing 07i

another line Kara (with gen.) is used, e.g. TriTTTOvaL /car' avrrjs ; l-n-i

(with ace.) is also used of a straight line p)laced on another, thus if

EH he placed on BA, nOelo-a? ras EH ctti rdv BA.

For lines passing through points we find the following ex-

pressions : will jiciss through N, y)^(.i 8ta rov N ; will j^ass through the

centre 8ia -vov Kevrpov Tropeva^TaL, tvill fall tJtrough ® Trto-etVat 8ia tov

©, verging towards B ve.vov(Ta ctti to B, pass through the same j^oint

iirl TO avTo craftetov ipxovTat ; the diagonals of the jxorallelograyyi fall

(i.e. meet) at 0, Kara Se to at Sta^aeVpot tov TrapaWrjXoypdfxfjiov

TTiTTTovTi ] EZ (i^asses) through the points bisecting AB, TA, IttI 8e rav

^LypTopiiav tuv AB, FA d EZ. The verb ci/ai is also used of passing

through, thus iacreLTat 8y] aura 8ia rou ©.

For lines in relation to other lines we have jyerpendicular to

KdO€To<; €7rt (with ace), parallel to TrapdXXrjXo'; with dat. or Trapa

(with ace); let KA be (drawn) f-om K parallel to FA, dirb tov K
Trapa rav FA eorro) d KA.

Lines meeting one another cru/ATrtTrroucrat dXAr/Xats ; the point in

which ZH, MN produced meet one another and AF, to a-qp-eiov, /ca^' o

avp-ISdWovdiv e/c^aXXo'/Acvat ai ZH, MN dWy]\ai<; re Kal tyj AF ; so as

to meet the tangent (ucrre e^Treo-eiv ra iTrn(/avova-a, let straight lines he

drawn parallel to AF to meet the section of the cone d^Ofnv evOcML

irapd rdv AF taTe ttoti rdv tou kmvov TOjxdv, to draw a straight line to

meet its circumference ttoti rdv ir^pL^ipcLav avTov iroTi^aX^lv e.v9eiav,

the line drawn to meet a TroTnrea-ovcra, let AE, AA be drawn from the

p>oint A to meet the spiral and produced to meet the circumference of

the circle iroTnmrTovTOiv d-Trb roC A aap-cLov ttotI rdv eXiKa at AE, AA
Kat eKTTtTrrovrwv ttoti rav tov kvkXov 7repicJ3epeiav ; until it rtieets ©A in

O, ecrre ko. a-vixvear] to. ©A Kara to O (of a circle).
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{The straight line) ivill fall outside {i.e. will extend heyond) P,

€KTos Tov P TrecretTat ; will fall within the section of the figure eVros

TrecrowTtti tSs tov arxfj/xaTos TOfia.'i.

The (perpendicular) distance between {two parallel lines) AZ, BH,

TO SLacTTrffxa rav AZ, BH. Othei' ways of expressing distances are the

following : the 'magnitudes equidistant from the middle one to. taov

aTrey^ovTa airb tov fxecrov fj.eye6ea, are at equal distances from one

another to-a Att' aXXaXcDv SteWaKcv ; the segments {lengths) on AH
equal to N, to. ev ra AH r/xa/Aara la-o/jieyWea to. N

;
greater by one

segment kv\ T/xa/xari /Act^wv.

The word ev6a.a itself is also often used in the sense of distance

;

cf. the terms tt/dwtt; evOeM etc. in the book On Sjnrals, also d evdela

a fj.€Ta$v TOV Kevrpov tov dXtou Kal tov KevTpov ras yas the distance

between the centre of the sun and the centre of the earth.

The word for join is iTn^evyvvoi or i-n-i^evywixL ; the straight liiie

joining the points of contact a ras de^as iTrLt,evyvvovaa evOela, BA when

joined d BA eTri^evxO^lo-a ; let EZ join the 2^oints of bisection of AA,

Br, d Se EZ €7rt^ei;yvu€T(jD rd? 8t;^oTo/Atas rdv AA, BP. In one case

the word seems to be used in the sense of draioing simply, et Ka

ivd^ia lTTLt,^V)(9fi ypafxixd iu eTriTrcSw.

Angles.

An angle is ywvt'a, the three kinds of angles are right opOrj, acute

o^eia, obtuse d/x/SXeia ; riglU-angled etc. op^oywvios, o^uyojvios, dfxfiXv-

yojvtos ; equiangular icroyojvtos ; ?fi7/i a7i even number of angles

dprioytovos or dpTtoywvio?.

.4^ ri^/i^ angles to opBos Trpd? (with ace.) or vrpos opOds (with dat.

following); thus if a line be erected at right angles to the plane ypa/x/xSs

aveo-raxoucras 6p0d<; ttoti to eTrtVcSoi', ^Ae planes are at right angles to

one another 6p6d ttot dkXaXd Ivti to. eTriVcSa, being at right angles

to ABP, irpos op^ds wv Tw ABP ; KP, HA are at right angles to one

another ttot opOds Ivti dXXdXaL? al KP, HA, to cut at right angles

Tepv€Lv Trpos 6pdd<;. The expression making right angles vnth is also

used, e.g. 6p6d<; TroLovca ycovtas ttoti Tav AB.

The complete expression for the angle contained by the lines AH,

AP is d ycuvta d n-epie^op.iva vtto tSi/ AH, AP ; but there are a great

variety of shorter expressions, ywvta itself being often understood

;

thus the angles A, E, A, B, ai A, E, A, B ywvt'at ; the angle at ©, d ttoti

Tw 0; the angle contained by AA, AZ, d ywia'a d -iitto tSv AA, AZ ; the

angle AHP, i] vtto t(2v AHP ycuvta, 17 vtto AHP (with or without ywn'a).
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Making the angle K equal to the angle ©, yoyviav Tvotovaa rav K
Lo-av TO. © ; the angle into which the sun Jits and tvhich has its vertex

at the eye ywvt'a, eis av 6 aA.tos evap/xd^ei rai' Kopv<fiai' e)(ov(rav ttotl to.

6ij/ei ; of the sides subtending the right angle (hypotenuses) rav vtto

Totv opOav yoiviav viroTetvovcrav, tltey subtend the same angle Ivt\ vtto

TO,]/ avray ywvtav.

If a line through an angular point of a polygon divides it

exactly symmetrically, the opjwsite angles of the polygon, aX aTrevavTiov

ywvtaL tot) iroXvyijivov, are those answering to each other on each side

of the bisecting line.

Planes and plane figures.

A plane cTrtTreSot/ ; tJte plane through BA, to eTriVcSov to Kara

T7]v BA, or TO 8ta T^s BA, plane of the base iirLTreSov t^s (Sdcrew?, jdane

(i.e. base) of the cylinder eViVeSov tov KvXlvBpov ; cutting plane eiri-

TTcSov Tefjivov, tangent plane eVtTreSov iirnj/avov ; the intersection of

planes is their common section kolvt} rofxr'].

In the same plane as the circle iv t<2 uvtw iTTLirebo) tw ku/cXw.

Let a j)lane bs erected on HZ at right angles to the 2>l(^ne in which

AB, FA are aTrb tSs HZ eTrtVeSov dveo-TaKCTw opOov tvotI to iTTLireSov to,

iv o) ivTL at AB, FA.

The plarie surface rj cTrtTreSos (eTrtt^avcta), a jjlane segment eTrtTreSoi'

TfJirjfjia, a plane figure a")(fjp.a I-klttSov.

A rectilineal figure ev6vypaiJ.fji.ov (o-x^/u-a), a side irXevpoi, jyerimeter

q Trepi/ACTpos, similar ofjioio^, siinilarly situated 6fJiOL(a<; Kelfxevos-

To coincide with (when one figure is applied to another),

icj)apfjL6t,eiv followed by the dative or Ittl (with ace.) ; 07ie part

coincides with the other e^ap/^o^et to erepov fx.ipo'i iirl to eVepoi/ ; the

plaiie through NZ coincides witli the plane throtigh Ar, to eTrtVeSoj/ to

KaTo. Tav NZ e</)app,d^et to) e7rt7re8a) tw kuto. tojv AF. The passive is

also used ; if equal and similar plane figures coincide with one another

Twv Icroiv KoX 6/Aotcov (T)(r]jxa.Twv eTrtTreooJv icjiapjj.o^oixev(iiv evr aXXaXa.

Triangles.

A triangle is TpLywvov, the triangles boimded by (their three

sides) TO, TTcptexd/Aeva Tptyojva viro twv— A right-angled triangle

TpCywvov opOoywvLov, one of the sides abo^it the right angle /^ti'a twv Trepi

TTjv opOrjv. The triangle through the axis (of a cone) to Sm tov a|ovos

Tpiywvov.
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Quadrilaterals.

A quadrilateral is a four-sided figure (rcTpaTrXcvpov) as dis-

tinguished from a four-angled figure, rcTpdywrov, which means a

square. A trajyezium, TpaTriliov, is in one place more precisely-

described as a trajyezium having its two sides 2}(''rallel rpaTri^tov ras

hvo irXevpas e'x^" ivapaXXdXov'; aXXaXat?.

A 2^"''>^(''^^eiogra'm irapaXXiqXoypap.ixov ; for a parallelogram on a

straight line as base iiri (with gen.) is used, thus the parallelograms

on them are of equal height ecrriv la-ovij/r] ra 7rapaXXr]X6ypafx.fx.a to. i-rr

aiiTw. A diagonal of a parallelogram is Sta/Acrpos, the opposite sides

of the parallelogram al Kar ivavrlov tuv 7rapaXXrjXoypafx,[jiov TrXevpat.

Rectangles.

The word generally used for a rectangle is x'^p'^^^ {space or area)

without any further description. As in the case of angles, the

rectangles contained hy straight lines are generally expressed more

shortly than by the plirase to, ireptcxo/Aeva x'^pia vtto ; either x^^piov

may be omitted or both ^wpiov and Trepiexo/xevov, thus the rectangle

AT, TE may be any of the following, to vtto twi/ AT, TE, to vtto

AT, TE, TO VTTO ATE, and the rectangle under 0K, AH is to vtto t^s

€)K KOI T^s AH. Rectangles 0, I, K, A, yu>pLa iv oh to. (or e^' wv

€Ka(TTOV Ttov) ©, I, K, A.

To apply a rectangle to a straight line (in the technical sense) is

7rapa/3aXA.eu', and irapaTriTTTOi is generally used in place of the passive;

the participle -rrapaKUfjievoq is also used in the sense of apjMed to. In

each case applying to a straight line is expressed by irapd (with ace).

Examples are, areas which we can apply to a given straight line (i.e.

which we can transform into a rectangle of the same area) x^P^°'-' ^

SvvdfjieOa trapd tolv SoOelaav evOelav Trapa/SaXelv, let a rectangle he

applied to each of them 7rapa7re7rTWK€Tw Trap eKacTTav avrdv ^wptov
;

if there be apjylied to each of them a rectangle exceeding by a square

^figure, and the sides of the excesses exceed each other by an equal

amount (i.e. form an arithmetical progression) ct Ka Trap' eKaa-rav

avTuv irapaTrio-fj tl ^^coptov virepfSaXXov eiSet TCTpaywi/o), eoiVTi Se at

TrXevpai twv VTrepfSXrjixdTWV tcu tcro) dXXdXav virfpexovaaL.

The rectangle applied is Trapd/SXrjfxa.

Squares.

A square is TeTpa'ywvov, a square on a straight line is a square

(erected) y'ro??t it (ciTro). The square on FH, to aTro tS? FH T^Tpdywvov,
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is shortened into to aTro tSs TH, or to aTro r3 simply. The square

next in order to it (when there are a number of squares in a row) is

TO Trap' avT(S Terpaywvov or to i^o/xcvov Terpaywyov.

With reference to squares, a most important part is played by

the word 8vvafii<s and the various parts of the verb 8wa/i,ai. Swa/At?

expresses a square (literally a power) ; thus in Diophantus it is used

throughout as the technical term for the square of the unknown

quantity in an algebraical equation, i.e. for x^. In geometrical

language it is the dative singular 8vva/xet which is mostly used

;

thus a straight line is said to be potentially eqical, Swayu,6i icra, to a

certain rectangle whei^e the meaning is that the square on the straight

line is equal to the rectangle; similarly for the square on BA is less

than double the square on AK we have -q BA cXacrcrwv eo-Ttv 17 SiTrXacrtojv

ZvvajxcL rrj<; AK. The verb hvvaaOai (with or without Icrov) has the

sense of being Svvdixei to-a, and, when SvvaaOaL is used alone, it is

followed by the accusative ; thus the square (on a straight line) is

equal to the rectangle contained by... is (eti^eta) torov hvvaraL tw

7repu)(pixiv(a viro...; let the square on the radius be equal to the

rectangle BA, AZ, rj Ik tou Kevrpov SwacrOu) to vtto twv BAZ, (the

difference) by which the sqitare on ZV is greater than the square on

half the other diameter w {xett,ov SvvaraL d ZV tSs 7//xio-eias tSs cTepa?

Sta/ACT/DOV.

A gnomon is yvw/x.wv, and its breadth (TrXciTo?) is the breadth of

each end ; a gnomon of breadth equal to BI, yvujfiwv ttXcitos e^^^v icrov

TO. BI, (a gnomon) whose breadth is greater by one segment than the

breadth of the gnomon last taken aivay ov ttAcitos Ivl rfxafxaTL fxeLt,ov

Tov 7rA.aT£09 Tov vrpb avTov d(jiaipovixevov yv(o//,ovos.

Polygons.

A polygon is TroXvyoivov, an equilateral polygon is la-oirXevpov,

a polygon of an even number of sides or angles dpTLoirXevpov or

dpTLoyuivov ; a polygoia vnth all its sides equal except BA, AA, to-as

l^ov Tois TrAcupas x^P'5 tojv BAA ; a polygon with its sides, excluding

the base, equal and even in number Tas TrXeupas t^^ov x^P'-^ '''V'^
/?ao-€cus

icras KOi dpTiov; ;
a7i equilateral polygon the member of whose sides is

measured by four -n-oXvyuivov laoTrXevpov, ov at irXevpai vtto TCTpaSos

fierpovvTai, let the number of its sides be measured by four to ttXyjOos

Twv TrXevpwv [xeTpetaOo} vtto TCTpaSos. A chiliagon ;^tAtaywvoi'.

The straight lines subtending two sides of the j)olygon (i.e. joining-

angles next but one to each other) at vtto hvo TrAeupas tov TroXvyiavov

H. A. I
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vTTOTeLvovcrai, the straight line subtending one less than half the

number of the sides tj vTroretvovo-a ra? jata eA-dcro-ovas twv qiximwv.

Circles.

A circle is /<i;kXos, the circle ^ is 6 ^ kvkXos or 6 kvkXos ev <S to ^,

Ze< the given circle he that drawn heloru earo} 6 So^eis kvkAos o

{iTTOKei'/Aevos.

The centre is Kevrpov, the circumference Trepic^e'peta, the former

word having doubtless been suggested by something si^tcA; in and

the latter by something, e.g. a cord stretched tight, carried round

the centre as a fixed point and describing a circle with its other

extremity. Accordingly Trept^epeta is used for a circular arc as well

as for the whole circumference ; thus the arc BA is 17 BA 7rept<^ep€ia,

the (part of the) circumference of the circle cut off by the same

{straight line) 7} tov kvkXov TrcpK^e'pcta 17 viro -7-179 auTTys aTrore/xvofievr].

Though the circumference of a circle is also sometimes called its

perimeter {^ TrepifjieTpo?) in the treatises On the Sphere and Cylinder

and on the Measureme^it of a Circle, the word does not seem to have

been used by Archimedes himself in this sense ; he speaks, however,

in the Sand-reckoner of the ^jerM?ie<er of the earth (-TrepiixeTpo'; ras yas).

The radius is •>? ck tov KivTpov simply, and this expression

without the article is used as a predicate as if it were one word

;

thus the circle whose radius is ©E is o kv'kXos ot Ik tov KevTpov a

&E; BE is a radius of the circle -q 8e BE Ik tov KivTpov 1(tt\ tov kvkXov.

A diameter is Sta'^erpo?, the circle on AE as diameter 6 -n-epl

Bid/xiTpov Trjv AE kvkXos.

For drawing a chord of a circle there is no special technical

term, but we find such phrases as the following : idv els tov kvkXov

evOela ypajxfxrj e/xTrecrr/ if in a circle a straight line be placed, and the

chord is then the straight line so placed ?; i/xTrea-ova-a, or quite

commonly 77 iv tw kvkXio [evOfio.) simply. For the chord subtending

one QbGth jjart of the circumference of a circle we have the following

interesting phrase, d uTroTCtvovcra eV Tp,a/x.a htaipSucras ras tov ABF
kvkXov 7rept</)€pe6as es X''^'*

A segment of a circle is Tfxrjixa kvkXov ; sometimes, to distinguish

it from a segment of a sphere, it is called a jjlane segment

Tixrjfia imiTiBov. A semicircle is 77/xtKVKXtov ; a segment less than a

semicircle cut off by AB, Tp-rjixa eXaaaov tjixikvkXlov o d-rroTefJivei.

q AB. The segments on AE, EB {as bases) are rd irrl twv

AE, EB T/iTfjfJiaTa; but the semicircle on ZH as diameter is to
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t]fJ.LKVK\lOV TO Trepi 8ta/X€TjOOV TaV ZH or TO TffXLKVKXlOV TO TTept Tav ZH
simply. The expression tlce angle of the semicircle, d tov r^fxiKVKXLov

(ywvta), is used of the (right) angle contained by the diameter and

the arc (or tangent) at one extremity of it.

A sector of a circle is To/xeus or, when it is necessary to

distinguish it from what Archimedes calls a ' solid sector,' eTrtTreSo?

To/A€i)s kvkXov a ^:)^a«e sector of a circle. The sector including the

right angle (at the centre) is 6 TOfxev<; 6 rdv opOdv ywvtav TrepLe^^oiv.

Either of the radii bounding a sector is called a side of it, TrXevpd

;

each of the sectors (is) equal to the sector which has a side common

{tvith it) cKao-Tos tcov to/x.cwi' lo-os tw KOLvav £;(0VTt irXevpav TO/xel ; a

sector is sometimes regarded as described on one of the bounding

radii as a side, thus similar sectors have been described on all {the

straight lines) dvayeypacjidTat aVo Tracrdv o/xolol TO,u.ees.

Of polygons inscribed in or circumscribed about a circle eyypac^etv

eis or cv and irepiypdcfieLv ircpi (with ace.) are used ; we also find

Treptyeypa/XjaeVos used with the simple dative, thus to Treptye-

ypajxjxivov crxvH-o. tw TO/xet is the figiore circumscribed to the sector.

A polygon is said to be inscribed in a segment of a circle when

the base of the segment is one side and the other sides subtend

arcs making up the circumference ; thus let a polygon be inscribed

on Ar in the seginent ABF, kirX t^s KV TroXuywvov eyy€ypd(j)6(a

eis TO ABF Tfirffxa. A regular polygon is said to be inscribed in

a sector when the two radii are two of the sides and the other sides

are all equal to one another, and a similar polygon is said to be

circumscribed about a sector when the equal sides are formed by the

tangents to the arc which are respectively parallel to the equal

sides of the inscribed polygon and the remaining two sides are the

bounding radii produced to meet the adjacent tangents. Of a

circle circumscribed to a polygon TrepiA-a/A^avetv is also used ; thus

TToXvytavov KVKXo<i TTeptycypa/Xjuevos TrepiXa/A/JaveVw Trept to avro KevTpov

ytj/OjU.evos, as we might say let a circumscribed circle be drawn with

the same centre going round the jyolygon. Similarly the circle ABFA
containing the jjolygon 6 ABFA kvkXo<s ep^wv to TroXvyuivov.

When a polygon is inscribed in a circle, the segments left over

between the sides of the polygon and the subtended arcs are

TTcptXetTTo/xcva Tfji7]fx.aTa ; when a polygon is circumscribed to the

circle, the spaces between the two are variously called to, Trept-

XetTTOfieva T^s 7r€piypa(^r/s rp.rip.ara, rd 7reptXet7ro'/xeva o-x^y/^ara, to,

7repLXiip.p.ara or tci a7roAe1p.yu.aTa.

12
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Spheres, etc.

In connexion with a sphere {cr^alpa) a number of terms ai'e

used on the analogy of the older and similar terms connected with

the circle. Thus the centre is Kevrpov, the radius 77 Ik tov Kevrpov,

the diameter iq Sta/Aerpos. Two segments, r/xT^'/iara cr^atpas or

TfiTjixara o-f^aipiKa, are formed when a sphere is cut b}' a plane

;

a liemisphere is rjfxi(T<fiCLipLov ; the segment of the sphere at F, to Kara to

r Tfjif/fjia Trjs o-<^atpas ; the segment on the side of ABF, to aVo ABF
Tfjt.rj[xa; the segtnent including the circiomference BAA, to Kara ryv BAA
TTcpK^epctav Tfxijfxa. The curved surface of a sphere or segment

is eTTi^aVeta ; thus of spherical segments hounded by equal surfaces the

hemisphere is greatest is twv ttj icrry tTrit^aveta ir€pu)(oiJi.ivuiv acftaipiKwv

TfjiyjfidTwv ixe'Lt,6v icm to T/'/xtcre^aiptov. The terms base (^atrts), vertex

(KopvffiT]) and height (vij/os) are also used with reference to a segment

of a sphere.

Another term borrowed from the geometry of the circle is the

word sector (Top,€i;s) qualified with the adjective o-Tepeo'? (solid).

A solid sector (rofxevs arepeos) is defined by Archimedes as the

figure bounded by a cone which has its vertex at the centre of

a sphere and the part of the surface of the sphere within the cone.

The segment of the sphere included in the sector is to Tfxrjfxa t^s

(T^aipa? TO iv t<3 TOfiei or to Kara tov TO/xea.

A great circle of a sjyhere is 6 p,eytaTos kvk\o<; twf Iv rfj a-f^aipa.

and often 6 /te-yio-Tos kvk\o<; alone.

Let a sphere be cut by a ^:>/ane not through the centre reTfX7]o-6(a

a-cfiolpa fxr] 8ia tov KiVTpov eTriTreSo) ; a sphere cut by a plane through

the centre hi the circle EZH0, o-^atpa iTrnriSca TeTfxrjixevr] Slo. tov

KevTpov KaTo. TOV EZH0 kvkXov.

Prisms and pyramids.

A prism is Trpio-zxa, a 2}yramid Trvpa/xtV. As usual, dvaypd(f>€Lv utto

is used of describing a prism or pyramid on a rectilineal figure

as base ; thus let a prism be described on the rectilineal figure

{as base) avaycypa</)^w diro TOV evOvypdfXfjiov irplafxa, on the polygon

circumscribed about the circle A let a 2)yra7md be set up diro tot) Trcpi

TOV A kvkXov Treptycypaja/Aevou TroXvywvov Trvpafxi? avecTTaTtn avayeypa/x-

fx€vr]. A 2Jy'>~ci'fnid with an equilatei-al base ABF is 7rupap.ts lo-oTrAeupov

^)(0V(ra ^dcTLV to ABF.

The surface is, as usual, eTrt^aVcta and, when any particular face

or a base is excluded, some qualifying phrase has to be used.
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Thus the surface of the 2J'^ism consisting of the parallelograms

(i.e. excluding the bases) -q €7ri<^aveta tov Trptcr/xaros rj « twv

TrapaXXr]Xoypdixfj.oiv o-vyKUfjievr] ; the surface (of a jjyramid) excluding

the base or the triangle AEF, -q eTrt^aVeta x^P'^ tt7S /Sdactos or tov

AEF rptywvou.

The triangles bounding the j^l/'i'tt'i^^id to, Trepte'xovTa rpiywva Tr;V

TTvpafjiLSa (as distinct from the base, which may be polygonal).

Cones and solid rhombi.

The Elements o£ Euclid only introduce right cones, which are

simply called cojies without the qualifying adjective. A cone is

there defined as the surface described by the revolution of a right-

angled triangle about one of the sides containing the right angle.

Archimedes does not define a cone, but generally describes a right

cone as an isosceles cone (kwvos to-oo-KcXiys), though once he calls it

right (op^ds). J. H. T. Miiller rightly observes that the term

isosceles applied to a cone was suggested by the analogy of the

isosceles triangle, but I doubt whether such a cone was thought of

(as he supposes) as one which could be described by making an

isosceles triangle revolve about the perpendicular from the vertex

on the base ; it seems more natural to connect it with the use of

the word side {TrXevpd) by which Archimedes designates a generator

of the cone, a right cone being thus directly regarded as a cone having

all its legs equal. The latter supposition would also accoi'd better

with the term scalene cone (kwvos a-KaX-qvoi:) by which Apollonius

denotes an oblique circular cone ; such a cone could not of course

be described by the revolution of a scalene triangle. An oblique

circular cone is simply a cone for Archimedes, and he does not

define it ; but, while he speaks of finding a cone with a given

vertex and passing through every point on a given ' section of an

acute-angled cone ' [ellipse], he regards the finding of the cone as

being equivalent to finding the circular sections, and we may

therefore conclude that he would have defined the cone in

practically the same way as Apollonius does, namely as the surface

described b}' a straight line always passing through a fixed point

and moving round the circumference of any circle not in the same

plane with the point.

The vertex of a cone is, as usual, Kopv(p-)], the base /3acrts, the axis

d$wv and the height vi/^os ; the copies are of the same height fXcrlv ol

KwvQi vTTo TO ttiiTo ili/'os. A gcuerator is called a side {TrXivpd) ; if a
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cone be cut by a plane meeting all the generators of the cone ei ko.

KWVOS eTTtTTcSo) TlXaOfj aVfJiTTLTTTOVTi TTttCTatS TtttS TOV K(OV0V TrXiVpois.

The surface of the cone excluding the base rj £7rt<^av€ia tov kcovov

^wpis TT7S ftdcreu)^ ; the conical surface between {ttvo generators) AA, AB,

KWVLKT] €7ri<^av€ia 7) jxera^v T(jiJ^' AAB.

There is no special name for what we call a frustum of a cone

or the portion intercepted between two planes parallel to the base

;

the surface of such a frustum is simply the surface of the cone

bettveen the 2^^''''^''^^^^ planes rj cTrt^aveta tot) kwvov [xeraiv tw
irapakXyjXwv eTriTreSwv.

A curious term is segment of a cone (d7rdr/Aa/Aa kwvov), which is

used of the portion of any circular cone, right or oblique, cut off

towards the vertex by any plane which makes an elliptic and not a

circular section. With reference to a segment of a cone the axis

(a^wv) is defined as the straight line drawn from the vertex of the

cone to the centre of the elliptic base.

As usual, avaypdcf>eLv otTro is used of describing a cone on a circle

as base. Similarly, a very common phrase is ctTro tov kvkXov kwvos

cVto) let there be a cone on the circle (as base).

A solid rhombus (po/A/3os o-repeo's) is the figure made up of two

cones having their base common, their vertices on opposite sides of

it, and their axes in one straight line. A rhombu,s made up of

isosceles cones pofi/Sos c^ lo-oo-KeAwv /ccovcov o-uyKct/Aevo?, and the two

cones are spoken of as the cones bounding the rhombus ol kwvoi 01

7repie^ovT€9 tov pofx/3ov.

Cylinders,

A right cylinder is KvXtvBpos 6p66<;, and the following terms

apply to the cylinder as to the cone : base fSdcris, one base or the

other 7] erepa (Sdcns, of which the circle AB is a base aiid FA ojyposite

to it ov (Sdo-L<i fxlv 6 AB kvkXo<;, direvavTiov Se 6 FA ; axis a^tjv, height

vi/^os, generator irXevpd. The cylindrical surface cut off by (two

generators) AF, BA, rj dTroT^fivo^iivr] KvXivBpiKr] l-n-ifjidv^ia vivo twv AF,

BA ; the surface of the cylinder adjacent to the circumference ABF, yj

kTci^dv(.ia TOV KvXivSpov rj Kara Trfv ABF 7r€pt<^epetav denotes the

surface of the cylinder between the two generators drawn through

the extremities of the arc.

A frustum of a cylinder to/aos KvXCvhpov is a portion of a

cylinder intercepted between two parallel sections which are elliptic

and not circular, and the axis (aftov) of it is the straight line
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joining the centres of the two sections, which is in the same sti'aight

line with the axis of the cylinder.

Conic Sections.

General terms are kwviko. o-rot^aa, elements of conies, to, KoiviKo.

(the theory o/) conies. Any conic section kwvov rofjir] biroiaovv.

Chords ai'e simply €v6eiaL iv to. tov kojvov To/x.a dyfxevai. Archimedes

never uses the word axis (a^cov) with reference to a conic ; the axes

are with him diameters (Sia/Aerpot), and Sta/xerpos, when it has

reference to a complete conic, is used in this sense exclusively. A
tangent is iirnj/avovcra or icfja-n-Toixevr] (with gen.).

The separate conic sections are still denoted by the old names

;

a parabola is a section of a right-angled cone opOoyoiviov kwvov rofitj,

a hyperbola a section of an obtuse-angled cone a/A^Avywvtov kwvov

TOfiT], and an ellipse a section of an acute-angled cone 6$vywvLov kwvov

TO[XT].

The parabola.

Only the axis of a complete parabola is called a diameter, and

the other diameters are simply lines loaraUel to the diameter. Thus

parallel to the diameter or itself the diameter is Trapo. rav Sta/xerpov rj

avTOL Sta/A€Tpos ; AZ is parallel to the diameter a AZ Trapa rav

Sta/AerpoV iari. Once the term 2^'^'i''^ci2^<^^ ^^ original (diameter) is

used, dp^LKo. (sc. 8ta/i,eTpos).

A segment of a parabola is Tfju-^/xa, which is more fully described

as the segment bounded by a straight line and a section of a right-

angled cone T/xa/xa to Trepu)(Ofi€VOV viro tc eti^etas kol opdoywviov kwvov

To/xa9. The word 8tdix€Tpo<s is again used with reference to a

segment of a parabola in the sense of our word axis ; Archimedes

defines the diameter of any segment as the line bisecting all the

straight lines (chords) drawn parallel to its base tolv 8i;^a TCjxvova-av

Td<; cvOi.ici'i Tracras ras Trapa. rav /Saaiv avTov ayo/xevas.

The part of a parabola included between two parallel chords is

called a frustum to^mos (ctTro opOoywvlov kwvov TO[xd<s dtpaipoviJLevo^),

the two chords are its lesser and greater base (eXdcrarwv and [xel^wv

^a'o-is) respectively, and the line joining the middle points of the

two chords is the diameter (Sta/xerpos) of the frustum.

What we call the latus rectum of a parabola is in Archimedes

the line which is do^ible of the line drawn asfar as the axis d hnrXaa-ia

Ttts p-f-XP*- '^'^^ afovos. In this expression the axis (d^wv) is the axis
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of the right-angled cone from which the curve was originally derived

by means of a section perpendicular to a generator*. Or, again, the

equivalent of our word liarameter {irap av Suvavrai ai diro ras TOjxa?)

is used by Archimedes as by Apollonius, meaning the straight line

to which the rectangle which has its breadth equal to the abscissa

of a point and is equal to the square of the ordinate must be

applied as base. The full phi-ase states that the ordinates have

their squares equal to the rectaiigles applied to the line equal to N {or

the parameter) which have as their breadth the lines which they {the

ordinates) cut offfrom AZ {the diameter) towards the extremity A,

hwavTai to. irapa rav icrav to. N TrapaTrtTtTovTa ttXcitos e)(^ovTa, as avral

aTToXafifSavovTi airo ras AZ ttoti to A vrepas.

Ordinates are the lines drawn from the section to the diameter

{of the segment) parallel to the base {of the segment) at ciTro ras ro/xas

ETTt rav AZ dyojuevat Trapa rav AE, or simply at aTro ras TOfxas. Once

also the regular phrase dra?vn ordinate-ioise Texay/AeVtas KaTrjyfxevrj is

used to describe an ordinate, as in Apollonius.

The hyp)erhola.

What we call the asymptotes (at do-v/ATrrwrot in Apollonius) are

in Archimedes the lines {approaching) nearest to the section of the

obtuse-angled cone at eyytcrra ras rov dix/SXvywviov kwvov Top.a<;.

The centre is not described as such, but it is the point at which

the lines nearest {to the curve) meet to (Tafxe7.ov, KaO' o at eyyto-Ta

aVflTTLTTTOVTl.

This is a property of the sections of obtuse-angled cones tovto yap

eo"Ttv €V Tats Tov dfi^Xvyioviov kwvov To^aats avixirTMfxa.

The ellipse.

The major and minor axes are the greater and lesser diameters

jxei^uiv and cXdcro-wv StdfteT/aos. Let the greater diameter be A.V,

8idfJieTpo<i 8e (auTtts) d fxev ixei^wv eo-TO) i<f} ds to. A, V. The rectangle

contaiiied by the diameters {axes) to 7rept€;^d/xevov vtto tuv Siap-eTpoiv.

One axis is called conjugate (o-u^uyT/s) to the other : thus let the

straight line N be equal to half of the other diameter which is

conjugate to AB, d Se N evdela tcra ecTTCo tu T^'/xto-et'o, Tas eTcpas StayaeVpov,

a co'Tt (rv^vyri<i to. AB.

The centre is here Kivrpov.

* Cf. Apollonius of Perga, pp. xxiv, xxv.
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Conoids and Spheroids.

There is a remarkable similarity between the language in which

Archimedes describes the genesis of his solids of revolution and that

used by Euclid in defining the sphere. Thus Euclid says: ivhen, the

diameter of a semicircle remaining fixed, the semicircle revolves and

returns to the same jJositionfrom tvhich it began to move, the included

figi(,re is a sphere afjiOLpa. icrriv, brav i^jxlkvkXlov /xcvovcttj? tt^s hiaixirpov

7r€pL€V€)(0ev TO rjiJiLKVKkiov e.l<i TO avTo ndXiv a-TTOKaTaaTaOrj, o$ev rjp^aTO

^e'joecr^at, to Tr^pLkrjt^O'kv crxviJ-oi- ',
and he proceeds to state that the

axis of the sphere is the fixed starlight line about which the semicircle

turns a^(DV Se Ttj<; ct^atpas icrriv tj fjievovaa ev9ela, Trcpt -^v to rjfiiKVKXiov

(TTpe(f>€Tai. Compare with this e.g. Archimedes' definition of the

right-angled conoid (paraboloid of revolution) : if a section of a

right-angled cone, with its diameter (axis) remaining fixed, revolves

and returns to the position from which it started, the figure inchtded

by the section of the right-angled cone is called a right-angled conoid,

and its axis is defined as the diameter which has remained fixed,

€(,' Ka 6p6oy(x)VLOV kwvov TOfjid [xcvoTjaa<; Tct? Siafxirpov Trepteve^^^etcra

aTroKaracTTaOrj TraXtv, bOev wp/xacrev, to Trepi\a(ji$kv cr^rjixa vtto Tas tou

6p9oy<x)Viov KOivov TOfxd^ opuoywvLov KtovoetSes KaXeLcrdai, kol d^ova

fxev avTov rdv fxe/JtevaKOvaav Bid/xerpov KaXeLcrOai, and it will be seen

that the several phrases used are practically identical with those of

Euclid, except that wpixacrev takes the place of r'/p^aTo cfiipea-Oai ; and

even the latter phrase occurs in Archimedes' description of the

genesis of the spiral later on.

The words conoid KOJvoetSes (crxyp-o.) and spheroid o-^atpoetSes

(a-xv/Jioi) are simply adapted from kwvos and a-^alpa, meaning that

the respective figures have the appearance (etSos) of, or resemble,

cones and spheres ; and in this respect the names are perhaps more

satisfactory than paraboloid, hyjjerboloid and ellipsoid, which can

only be said to resemble the respective conies in a diflferent sense.

But when KwvoetSes is qualified by the adjective right-angled

opOoywiVLov to denote the paraboloid of revolution, and by d/x/SXy-

ywi/iov obtuse-angled to denote the hyperboloid of revolution, the

expressions are less logical, as the solids do not resemble right-

angled and obtuse-angled cones respectively ; in fact, since the

angle between the asymptotes of the generating hyperbola may be

acute, a hyperboloid of revolution would in that case more resemble

an «cw<e-angled cone. The terms right-angled and obtuse-angled
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were merely transferred to the conoids from the names for the

respective conies without any more thought of their meaning.

It is unnecessary to give separately the definition of each

conoid and spheroid ; the phraseology is in all cases the same

as that given above for the paraboloid. But it may be remarked

that Archimedes does not mention the conjugate axis of a hyperbola

or the figure obtained by causing a hyperbola to revolve about that

axis ; the conjugate axis of a hyperbola first appears in Apollonius,

who was apparently the first to conceive of the two branches of a

hyperbola as one curve. Thus there is only one obtuse-angled

conoid in Archimedes, whereas there are two kinds of spheroids

according as the I'evolution takes place about the greater diameter

(axis) or lesser diameter of the generating section of an acute-

angled cone (ellipse) ; the spheroid is in the former case oblong

(irapafiaKe^ o-^atpoetSe's) and in the latter case Jlat (cTrtTrXarv

cr<^aipoei8es).

A special feature is, however, to be observed in the description

of the obtuse-angled conoid (hyperboloid of revolution), namely that

the asymptotes of the hyperbola are supposed to revolve about the

axis at the same time as the curve, and Archimedes explains that

thcT/ will include an isosceles cone (kcovov icroo-KcXea Trepi\a\povvTaC),

which he thereupon defines as the cone envelojmig the conoid

(Trepuxwv TO KcovoeiSes). Also in a sjjheroid the term diameter

(8ta/i,€Tpos) is appropriated to the straight line drawn through

the centre at right angles to the axis (a Sta rov Kevrpov ttot 6p6a.<;

ayofxiva tw a.^ovt). The centre of a spheroid is the middle jjoint of

the axis to fxiaov toS amoves.

The following terms are used of all the conoids and spheroids.

The vertex i^Kopv^-q) is the point at which the axis meets the surface to

aafieiov, KaO^ o aTrrerat 6 a^wv ras e7ri<^av€ias, the spheroid having of

course two vertices. A segment (Tfxdfxa) is a part cut off by a plane,

and the base (^acrts) of the segment is defined as the plane (^figure)

included by the section of the conoid (or spheroid) in the cutting

plane to cttiVcSov to TrepiXacfidev vtto tcis tov KwroctSeos (or ac^atpociSeos)

TOyuas iv Tw dTTOTe/AvovTt eTTiTrcSo). The vertex of a segment is tlie point

at which the tangent plane parallel to the base of the segment meets

the surface, to crap-elov, KaO' o ciTrreTat to cTrtVeSov to iirnl/avov (tou

KU)vo€(,8eos). The axis (a^wv) of a segment is differently defined for

the three surfaces
; («) in the paraboloid it is the straight line cut off

within the segment from, the line drawn through the vertex of the
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segment parallel to the axis of the conoid a ivaTroXacfiOeiaa evOela iv tw

T/Aa/xari a.7ro ras a^^^ecVas 8ta ras Kopu^as rov TfjLa[xaTO<; napa rov

u$ova tot) KOJi/oetSeo?, (6) in the hyperboloid it is the straight line cut

off within the segment from the line drawn through the vertex of the

segment and the vertex of the cone enveloping the conoid oltto ra?

a^Oeicra^ oia ras Kopv(j>a<; rov Tfid/xaTOS kol ras KOpvcjia<; rov kwvov tov

7r€pie;j(ovTos to KtovoetSe's, (c) in the spheroid it is the part similarly

cut off from the straight line joining the vertices of the ttvo segments

into which the base divides the spheroid, ciTro ras evdeias ras ras

Kopv(f>a^ avTwv (twv T/xa/i,aTwv) iTrL^€vyvvov(ra<;.

Archimedes does not use the word centi-e with respect to the

hyperboloid of revolution, but calls the centre the vertex of the

enveloping cone. Also the axis of a hyperboloid or a segment is

only that part of it which is within the surface. The distance

between the vertex of the hyperboloid or segment and the vertex

of the enveloping cone is the line adjacent to the axis a -rroT^ova-a

TO) a^OVL.

The following are miscellaneous expressions. The part inter-

cepted within the conoid of the intersection of the planes d Iva-rro-

Xa<j)6€L(Ta €v TiG KwvociSet Tcts yevo/xeVa? TO/aas twv cTrtTreScov, {the ^:*/ane)

will have cut the S2)heroid through its axis Tcr/xaKos ecrcreiVai to

cr<^aipo€t8€s 8ta tov a^ovo?, so that the section it makes tvill be a

conic section wcttc tolv To/xav Trot/fcrct kwvov To/xdv, let two segments he

cut off in any manner aTroTeT/Aacr^w hvo Tfj.d/xaTa cos €TV)(ev or by

j)lanes drawn in any manner kirnrihoL<i ottw(tovv ay/xeVois.

Half the spheroid to afjiLaeov tov cr(^atpo€t8eos, half the line

joining the vertices of the segments {of a sjjheroid), i.e. what we should

call a semi-diameter, d iqixiaia avTd<; toTs cTrt^cuyvvovtras Tcts Kopvcfid<;

TWV TfJLajXaTOJV.

The spiral.

We have already had, in the conoids and spheroids, instances of

the evolution of figures by the motion of curves about an axis. The

same sort of motion is used for the construction of solid figures

inscribed in and circumscribed about a sphere, a circle and an

inscribed or circumscribed polygon being made to revolve about

a diameter passing through an angular point of the polygon and

dividing it and the circle symmetrically. In this case, in Archimedes'

phrase, the angular 2^oints of the polygon will move along the ci7-cum-

ferences of circles, al ywvtat KaTot kvkXwv T7epL<fiepeLwv ive)(6rj(rovTaL (or
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ola-OrjcrovTai) and the sides will move on certain cones, or on the surface

of a cone Kara Ttvwj/ kojvwv iv€)(07](TovTat or Kar CTrt^avetas kwvov ; and

sometimes the angular points or the points of contact of the sides of

a circumscribed polygon are said to describe circles ypd<f>ov(rL kvkXov<;.

The solid figure so formed is to yevrjOev o-repeov a-xfj^-a., and let the

sfhere by its revolution make a figure 7repL€V€)(6€7aa tj a-cjiatpa ttoultw

cr-)(fjp.d Tt.

For the construction of the spiral, however, we have a new
element introduced, that of time, and we have two different uniform

motions combined ; if a straight line in a plane turn imiformly

about one extreinity tvhich remains fixed, and return to the position

from which it started and if, at the same time as the line is revolving,

a point move at a uniform rate along the line starting from the fixed

extremity, the point will describe a spiral in the plane, et ko, ev6£ia...iv

€7rt7r€8<i)...)U,€vovTOS Tou irepov Treparos avras tcroTap^ecos Trcpteve^^^eicra

aTTOKaTacTTaOfj irdXtv, o6ev oip/xacrcv, a/xa Se ra ypafj^fxa. Treptayo/xeva

^eprjTaL ti (rafiuov tcroTa^ews avrb iavTw Kara ras €vOeia<; dp^a/J-evov (ztto

ToS pLevovTO^ Treparo?, to cafxelov eAi/<a ypaif/et iv tw cTrtTreSo).

The spiral {described) in the first, second, or any turn is d eXt^ d ev

Ttt TrpojTa, SevTepa, or oTroiaovv 7repi.cf>opa, yeypafi/xeva, and the turns

other than any particular ones are the other spirals at dXA.ai eXiKcs.

The distance traversed by the point along the line in any time is

d evOcla d StavvcrOeLcra, and the times in which the point moved over the

distances ol \p6voi, kv oTs to o-a/Actov Tcts ypa/Ayu.ds iTropcvQ-q ; in the time

in which tlie revolving line reaches AF from AB, ev (5 XP^^^ ^ Treptayo/xeVa

ypajx/xd dirb Tcis AB €7rt rdv AV d<j>iKV(.LTaL.

The origin of tlie spiral is dp-^ tSs e'AtKos. the initial line dp^d tois

7repi</)opds. The distance described by the point along the line in

the first complete revolution is evOela -n-pwra (first distayice), that

described during the second revolution the second distance eiOela

SevTepa, and so on, the distances being called by the number of the

revolutions op-wvy/xu)^ tqis Trepit^opats. The first area, ^wptov TrpwTov,

is the area bounded by the spiral described in the first revolution and

by the 'first distance ' to x'^piov to TreptXacjiOkv vtto re Tas eXt/<os tixs iv

TO. TrpwTtt irepLcfiopS. ypa^eiVas kol tus evOeias, d ifTTiv Trpwra; the second

area is that bounded by the spiral in the second turn and the 'second

distance,' and so on. The area added by the spiral in any turn is to

^(lipiov TO TTOTiXacjiOlv VTTO Tas eXiKos £V Tivt Trept^opa.

The fii'st circle, kukXos TrpwTos, is the circle described with the

' first distance ' as radius and the origin as centre, the second circle
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that with the origin as centre and twice the ' first distance ' as

radius, and so on.

Together ivith as many times the tvhole of the circwmference of the

circle as (is represented by) the number less by one than {that of)

the revolutions jxiff" o\a^ rd^ tov kvkXov n-epLcf)epeia<; ToaavTo.Ki's Xa/j.-

ySavo/xevas, ocros tcrrtv 6 ci^t iXaaawv apLOfxos raf Trepifjiopdv, the circle

called by the number corresponding to that of the revolutions 6 kvkXos

6 Kara, tov avrov dptOp-ov Xeyo/Afvos rats 7repL(f)opaL?.

With reference to any radius vector, the side which is in the

direction of the revolution is forward to. n-poayovp.e.va, the other

backward to. k-Kopava.

Tangents, etc.

Though the word a-!rTop.at is sometimes used in Archimedes of a

line touching a curve, its general meaning is not to touch but simply

to meet; e.g. the axis of a conoid or spheroid meets (aTTTcrat) the

surface in the vertex. (The word is also often used elsewhere than

in Archimedes of points lying on a locus ; e.g. in Pappus, p. 664, the

p>oint will lie on a straight line given in j)osition ai/^erat to arrjfxelov

OecreL 8e8o/x.evtjs e^^etas.)

To touch a cui-ve or surface is generally e^otTrrecr^ai or iirnj/aveiv

(with gen.). A tangent is l^aTrrop.ivr} or iTTuf/avovaa (sc. evOela) and

a tangent plane iirnj/avov eTrtVeSov. Let tangents be drawn to the circle

ABr, rov ABr kvkKov ec^aTrro/Aevat ri^muav; if straight lines be drawn

touching the circles idv a^OwcTLv Ttves eTrnj/avova-aL twi/ kvkXo}v. The

full phrase of touching loithout cutting is sometimes found in

Archimedes ; if a plane touch {any of) the conoidal figures

without cutting the conoid ct /ca twv kwvo eiSe'wv (r^rjp.dTO)v cTrtTreSoi/

e^aTTTT^Tttt p.r) rep-vov to KwvoetSe?. The simple word if/aveiv is

occasionally used (participially), the tangent jjla^ies rot imTreSa to,

ij/avovTa.

To touch at a point is expressed by Kara (with ace.) ; the points

at which the sides... touch (or meet) the circle a-qpLeia, KaO' d a-rrTovTai

TOV kvkXov at TrXevpal.... Let them touch the circle at the middle

points of the circumferences cut off by the sides of the inscribed

polygon eTrul/aviTwa-av tov kvkXov Kara p-ecra tcov TrcpK^epeiwv twv

dTroT€p.vop.€vwv VTTO TOV iyy€ypap.pevov TToXvywvov TrXevpwv.

The distinction between i-n-nj/avetv and d-7TTop.ai is well brought

out in the following sentence ; but that the planes touching the

spheroid meet its surface at one point only toe shall prove otl 8e
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ra eTTHpavoi/Ta i-TTLTreSa tov o-c^atpoetSeos Kad' ev [xovov airTOvraL cra/xelov

Ta? €7rt<^a)/£tas avrov Setlou/xes.

The point of contact 77 acft-i].

Tangents dravni from (a point) dy/xeVat aTrd ; we find also the

elliptical expression dirh toS H ecf>airTe(T9o) i] OHT, ^ei OHII 6e the

tanc/entfrom a, where, in the particular case, H is on the circle.

Constructions.

The richness of the Greek language in expressions for con-

structions is forcibly illustrated by the variety of words which

may be used (with different shades of meaning) for drawing a

line. Thus we have in the first place ayw and the compounds

Sta'yw (of drawing a line through a figure, with ets or iv following,

of producing a plane heyond a figure, or of drawing a line in a

plane), Karayw (used of drawing an ordinate doivn from a point on

a conic), irpoadyoi (of drawing a line to meet another). As an

alternative to Trpocrayw, Trpocr^dkku) is also used ; and Trpoa-n-LTrroi

may take the place of the passive of either verb. To produce is

€K/?aAXw, and the same word is also used of a plane drawn through a

point or through a straight line; an alternative for the passive is

supplied by cKTrtTTTw. Moreover 7rpoo-K€ijU.ai is an alternative word

for being j)roduced (literally being added).

In the vast majority of cases constructions are expressed by the

elegant use of the perfect imperative passive (with which may be

classed such forms as yeyoveVw from ytyj/o/xai, co-toj from et/xt, and

KUdOui from K€t/Aat), or occasionally the aorist imperative passive.

The great variety of the forms used will be understood from the

following specimens. Let BF be made (or su^iposed) equal to A,

K€L(T6ui T(3 A I'o-ov TO Br ; let it be drawn rjxdoi, let a straight line be

drawn in it (a chord of a circle) hirix^^ t's ^^s avrov ^vOeZa, let KM be

drawn equal to... lo-t] KaryjxOa) V KM, let it be joined lir^livxOoi, let

KA be drawn to meet 7rpo(T/3e(SXy]o-9(D 77 KA, let them be j)'>'oduced

eKfie^X'^crOuicrav, suppose them found evp-qcrOdicrav, let a circle be set out

iKKeia-Oo) kvk\o<;, let it be taken el\rjcf)6(x), let K, H be taken eo-Toxrav

elX7][xp.ivat at K, H, let a circle ^ be taken Xe\d<f)6oi KyKXa-i iv <S to ^, let

it be cut TeTfJiyjcrdw, let it be divided BiaipyjaOo) (Siyprja-dw) ; let one cone be

cut by a plane parallel to the base andproduce the section EZ, T/ATj^rfrcD 6

eVepos Kwvos eTriTreSo) TrapaXXrjXio rfj j3da-€t kol TTOietTW TOixrjv rrjv EZ, let

TZ be cut off dTroXeXd(j)6<x) d TZ ; let {such an angle) be left and let it

be NHr, XeXet'^^w koL ecrTw 77 vtto NHr, let a figure be made yeyevrja-Qu)
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cr^mfjLa, let the sector he made caTuy yeyeviy/AeVos 6 to/acvs, let cones be

described on the circles {as bases) dvayeypacjiOuiaav ctTro rtZv kvkXo)v

KCJvoL, diro Tov kvkXov k(2vo<; earw, let it be inscribed or circumscribed

iyy€ypd(]i6u> (or iyyeypafJLjxevov ccttco), Trepiyeypd(f}6(a ; let a7i area {equal

to that) of AB be applied to AH, 7rapa/3efSXy]cr$o) irapd rdv AH to )(uypLov

rov AB ; let a segment of a circle he described on 0K, €7rt t^s ©K
kvkXov Tfxrjfia e(^ec7Tacr^o>, let the circle be completed avaTreTrXrjpwaOai 6

kvkXo<s, let NE {a parallelogram) he completed o-vixTreTrXrjpwcrOw to NH,

let it be made TreTromjcrdu}, let the rest of the construction be the same as

before to. dXXa KareaKevdadti) tov avrov rpoirov tois Trporepov. Suj)p>ose

it done yeyovirw.

Another method is to use the passive imperative of voew {let it be

conceived). Let straight lines be conceived to be drawn voeiaOuxrav

evOeiai -qyixevai, let the sphere he conceived to be act voeiaOia -q o-cftoipa

T^TfirjiJievrj, let a figure {generated) from the inscribed polygon be

conceived as inscribed in the sphere dirb tov 7roA.uywvou to{) iyypacjio-

fxivov voelo'Ou) tl ets Tqv crcfiaipav eyypa^ev (T^^Ty/xa. Sometimes the

participle for drawn is left out ; thus citt' ai^ToO voda-Qin i-mcfidveLa let

a surface he conceived {generated) from it.

The active is much more rarely used; but we find (1) idv with

subjunctive, if toe cut kdv Tep-wy-ev, if tve draw tdv dydyu)p.ev, if you

produce idv cK^SaAij?; (2) the participle, it is p)0ssible to inscribe .. .and

{ultimately) to leave ^waTov Icttlv eyypa^oi/Ta . . . XetVetv, if tve con-

tinually circumscribe polygons, bisecting the remaining circumferences

and drawing tangents, we shall (ultimately) leave act 877 Treptypa^ovTcs

KoXvyiysvix St^^a T€p,vop,iv(av twi/ TrepiXetTrojaevojv 7^ep^(^epet<j3v koI dyo/xivoiv

Ic^aTTTop-ivoiv Xeti/'OyLiev, it is possible, if we take the area..., to inscribe

Xa/SovTa (or XafjifSdvovTo) to ^wpLOv . . .SvvaTOV icrTLv.-.iyypdijyaL
; (3) the

first person singular, / take two straight lines XapijSdvu) Svo ciu^etas,

/ took a straight line eXa/36v Ttva evOelav ; I draw @M.from parallel

to K7i, dyu) ttTTo Tou © Tav ©M TrapdXXrjXov to. AZ, having drawn TK
perpendicxilar, I exit off AK equal to TK ayaywv KaOcTov tolv FK Ta

FK tcrav dTreXa/Sov Tdv AK, / inscribed a solid figure...and circxim-

scribed another iveypaif/a a-\rjp.a o-Tepeov.../cat aXXo Trepieypaif/a.

The genitive of the passive participle is used absolutely,

evpedcvra St] it being supposed found, cyypac^evTos St; {the figure)

being inscribed.

To make a figure similar to one {and equal to another) op-OLwaai,

to find ex2}erimentaUy opyavtKws Xa^elv, to cut into unequal p)arts eis

avicra Te/xvetv.
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Operations (addition, subtraction, etc.).

1. Addition, and sums, of magnitudes.

To add is Trpoa-TiOrjixi, for the passive of which Trpo'o-Kct/xat is often

used ; thus one segment being added evo<; T/^a/xaTos TroTtTe^eVro?, the

added (straight line) d TroriKei/xeVa, let the common HA, ZV be added

KOival Trpoo-KeLo-Ouia-av at HA, ZT ; tlie words are generally followed

by TT/Do's (with ace. of the thing added to), but sometimes by the

dative, that to ivhich the addition was made <h TroTeTeOrj.

For being added together we have o-vvTiOecrOaL ; thus being added

to itself avvTiOificvov avro eavTw, added together es to avro irvvreOevTa,

added to itself [continually) iina-vvTtOeixevov eavrw.

Sums are commonly expressed for two magnitudes by crvvafjicf>6-

Tcpos used in the following different ways ; the sum of BA, AA

<Tvvaix.(f)6T€pos >] BAA, the sum of AF, FB avvafx-tfioTepo? 77 AF, FB, the

sum of the area and the circle to awafxcfiorepov o re kukAos /<ai to

Xinpiov. Again for suins in general we have such expressions as the

line which is equal to both the radii -q la-rj a/x(^oTCjoats Tai? Ik toi)

Kivrpov, the line equal to {the sum of) all the lines joining -7 "icr-q

TToto-ats Tais cTrt^euyvvouo-ats. Also all the circles 01 ttoivtcs kvkXol

means the sum of all the circles ; and avyK^iTai Ik is used for is

equal to the sum of (two other magnitudes).

To denote 2^1'^'^^
H-^'''"-

(with gen.) and a-vv are, used ;
together with

the bases /acto, twi/ (Sdcreoyv, together with half the base of the segment

(Tvv TTj qp.icrua. t7J<s tov Tjji-qfjia.To<i f3d(re(j)s ; t€ and Kat also expi'ess the

same thing, and the participle of Trpoa-Xa/xfidvoi gives another way of

describing having something added to it ; thus the squares on (all)

the lines equal to the greatest together with the square on the greatest...

is TO. TCTpaywva to. cxTro tSv ladv ra /xeyicrTa 7roTtXa/x/3avovTa to tc airo

Tas /xeyiVTas TeTpaywvov—
2, Subtraction and differences.

To subtract from is a^atpetv diro ; if (the rhombus) be conceived as

taken away idv vo-qOrj dcf)r]py]ixevo<;, let the segments be subtracted

dcfiaLpeOevTwv to. TjxrjixaTa. Terms common to each side in an

equation are Koivd ; the squares are common to both (sides) Koivd evri

cKttTepwv TO, TCTpaycoFa. Then let the common area be sitbtracted

is KOLvov dcjiripi^a-Ow to x^P^^^^ ^^^ ^° ^"
'

*^^® remainder is denoted

by the adjective Aoitto's, e.g. the conical surface remaining Xonrrj 77

KiaviKT] €7ri^av€ia.

The difference or excess is iwepoxVi or more fully the excess by
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which {one magnitude) exceeds (another) vTrepoxq, y virepi^u... or

i^Trepo^a, a yu.et^wi' ecTTt. ... The excess is also expressed by means of

the verb vTripi-^uv alone ; let the difference hy which the said ti'iangles

exceed the triangle AAF he 0, w ^-q uVepe^et to. elprjfxeva rptycova tov

AAr Tpiyuivov ecTTO) to 0, to exceed hy less than the excess of the co7ie

^ over the half of the spheroid vTvepixeiv iXdcrcrovL rj <S (or dXtKo))

UTrepe^ct 6 ^ kwvos tov >//Aicr€os tov cr^atpoetSeos (where (i UTrcpe^ct may
also be omitted). Again the excess may be (5 p,et^wv eo-rt. The

opposite to vTrepexei is AetVcTat (with gen.).

Equal to twice a certain excess lua hvalv vTvepoxai';, with which

equal to one excess, Icra p,ta v-n-epoxa., is contrasted.

The following sentence practically states the equivalent of an

algebraical equation ; the 7-ectangle under ZH, HA exceeds the rect-

angle under ZE, EA hy the [sum of) the rectangle contained hy HA,

EH and the rectangle under ZE, HE, U7repe;(et to vtto tSv ZH, HA toS

VTTO Tttv ZE, EA tw Te VTTO Tttv HA, EH TTcpte^^o/xevo) /cai tw utto rav ZE,

HE, Similarly twice PH together with HS is {equal to) the sum of

2P, PH, 8w pikv at PH jLieTo, TCts HS o-wa/A^oVcpos eo-rii/ d SPH.

3. Midtiplication.

To multiply is TroXXaTrXao-ia^w ; m,ultiply one another (of numbers)

TToXXaTrXao-ia^civ aXXaXovs ] to multiply 6?/ a number is expressed by

the dative ; let A he midtiplied hy !r€7roXXa7rX.a(rida6iji> o A tw 0.

Multiplied into is sometimes etti (with ace.) ; thus the rectangle

H©, 0A into 0A (i.e. a solid figure) is to vtto tmv H0, 0A eVt

t^v 0A.

4. Division.

To divide Siatpctv ; /e^ i< 6e divided into three equal parts at the

jmints K, ©, Si-r]pi]a6(o ets Tpia I'o-a /card rd K, © o-a/xeia ; ^o 6e divisible

by jxcTpeLcrdaL vtto.

Proportions.

A ratio is Xo'yo?, proportional is expressed by the phrase in

proportion dvdXoyov, and a proportio7i is dvaXoyia. We find in

Archimedes some uses of the verb Xeyw which seem to throw light

on the definition found in Euclid of the 7'elation or ratio between

two magnitudes. One passage (Ow Conoids and Spheroids, Prop. 1)

says if the tei-ms similarly i^ld'Ced have, two and two, the saine ratio

and the first magnitudes are taken in relation to some other raag-

nitudes in any ratios lohatever ei Ka kuto. Svo tov uvtov Xdyov e^*^''''"^

H. A. m
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TO, o/Aotws T€Tayjxiva, XeyyjraL §€ to. Trpwra fxeyiOea ttotl Tiva aWa
/i.ey6^ca...ev Aoyois ottoiolctovv, if A, B... be in relation to N, H... but

Z he not in relation to anything (i.e. has no term corresponding to

it) ei fca... TO. fjikv A, B, ... Xeywvrat ttotX to. N, E,... to St Z /at^Sc

TTo^' tv XiyrjTai.

A mea?i proportional between is /u,ecr77 avaXoyov twv..., is a mean
proportional between [xeaov Xo'yov £;;^€t Tr}?...Kai Trj<;..., two mean jjro-

portionals Svo /xecrat dvdXoyov with or without Kara to irvvex^^ in

continued p)^oportion.

If three straight lines be proportional iav Tpets (.vOilai dvdXoyov

too-t, a fourth proj)07'tional rerdpra dvdXoyov, if foxir straight lines be

pro2)ortional in continued projwrtioyi ei Ka recraapes ypajxixal dvdXoyov

eiovTi iv Ttt avvex^^ dvaXoyta, at the point dividing (the line) in the

said projwrtion Kara rav dvdXoyov TOjxdv to. elpyjfxiva.

The 7-atio of one straight line to another is e.g. o' t-^s PA Trpos AX
Xo'yos or o' (Xoyos), oV l^ct rj PA Trpos r-qv AX ; the ratio of the bases o

Twv pacTLMv Xo'yos j has the ratio of b to 1 Xoyov c^j^et, ov irevre Trpos

8vo.

For having the same ratio as we find the following constructions.

Have the same ratio to one another as the bases tov auTov exovrc Xoyov

TTOT aXXaXovs Tttis pda-ia-Lv, as the squares on the radii ov ai ck twv

KevTpwv Svvdixei ; TA has to FZ the (linear) ratio which the square on

TA has to the square on H, ov ex^t. Xoyov t] TA Trpos t^v H Bwd/xei,

TovTov €x^L Tov Xoyov 7] TA TTpos PZ ix7]K€L. Is dividcd in the same

ratio €ts tov avrov Xoyov TeTfiTjrai, or simply 6p,ot'ajs ; will divide the

diameter in the p)'>'oportion of the successive odd numbers, unity

corresponding to the (part) adjacent to the vertex of the segment rdv

8tap,€Tpov T€/u.oi)vTt eis Tovs Twv e^^s 7r€pi(Tcrwv apiOfiwv Xoyov;, evos

XiyOfJLtVOV TTOTt Ta KOpV<fia TOU T/Xa/XttTOS.

To have a less (or greater) ratio than is t^civ Xoyov eXao-o-ova (or

fL(.it,ova) with the genitive of the second ratio or a phrase introduced

by 97 ; to have a less ratio than the greater magnitude has to the less,

e^etv Xoyov eXao'O-ova ij to jxel^ov p.€ye^os Trpos to eXacraov.

For duplicate, trijMcate etc. ratios we have the following

expressions : Jtas the triplicate ratio of the same ratio TpiirXaa-iova

Xoyov exei toC avTov Xoyov, has the duplicate ratio of EA to AK
SiTrXao-toi'tt Xoyov e;(€t i^Trep 77 EA Trpos AK, are in the triplicate ratio

of the diameters in the bases iv TpLirXaa-Lovi Xoyw eto-t twv iv Tats

(3d(r€aL Stu/AETpcov, sesquialterate ratio ly/AidXios Xoyos. With these

expressions must be contrasted the use of <lo7d>le, quadruple etc.
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ratio in the sense of a simple multiple by 2, 4 etc., e.g. if any

number of areas he placed in order, each being four times the next ei

K<x i^wpta TeOecDVTL i^<s OTroaaovv iv t(3 TerpaTrXao'tovt A-oyw.

The ordinary expression for a proportion is as A is to B so is V

to A, (Js yj A Trpos Trjv B, ovrtos t; T Trpos ryv A. Let AE be made so

that AE is to FE as the suin of ®A, AE is to AE, TreTroir/cr^o), cos

auj/a/x^orepos v; 0A, AE Trpos t^v AE, outws ^ AE Trpos TE. T/ie

antecedents are ra T^yov/Aeva, </ie consequents to, cTro'/xtva.

For reciprocally projwrtional the parts of dvTnreTrovOa are used
;

the 6ases are reciprocally proportional to the heights avrtTreTrov^acrtv

ai /SaVeis rats vij/ecriv, to he reciprocally in the same 'prop)ortion

d.VTLTr£iTov6ijX(.v Kara tov avrov \6yov.

A ratio compounded of is Xoyos a-vvr]fifjLeuo? (or (jvy/<€tju,evos) ck re

To5.../<at ToS...; ^Ae ratio of PA ^o AX is equal to that conijyounded of

6 Tr)<; PA Trpos AX Xoyos crvvrjirTaL Ik Two other expressions for

compounded ratios are 6 tov ctTro A® Trpos to aTro B0 Koi 6 (or

7rpo(r\a(3<i)v tov) tt7s A0 Trpos 0B, the ratio of the square on A0 to

the square on B0 multiplied by the ratio of A0 to 0B.

The technical terms for transforming such a proportion as

a : h = G : d are as follows :

1. ivaWdi alternately (usually called jy^^'inutando or alternando)

means transforming the proportion into a : c — b : d.

2. ai/aTraXtv reversely (usually invertendo), b : a = d : c.

3. (Tw^co-is Xoyou is composition of a ratio by which the ratio

a : h becomes a + b : h. The corresponding Greek term to com-

ponendo is crvvOivTt, which means no doubt literally " to one who

has compounded," i.e. "if we compound," the ratios. Thus awdivTi

denotes the inference that a + b : b = c + d : d. Kara uvvO^cnv is also

used in the same sense by Archimedes.

4. Siaipeo-ts Xdyov signifies the division of a ratio in the sense of

sejjaration or subtraction by which a : b becomes a — b:b. Similarly

SceXovTi (or Kara Siaipeo-iv) denotes the inference that a — b : b —

c — d : d. The translation dividendo is therefore somewhat mis-

leading.

5. dvacrTpo(f)r] Xoyou conversion of a ratio and dvacTTpiif/avTi

correspond respectively to the ratio a : a ~ h and to the inference

that a : a — b = c : c — d.
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6. Sl 'lo-ov ex aequali (sc. distantia) is applied e.g. to the

inference from the proportions

a : b : c : d etc. = A : B : C : D etc.

that a : d = A : D.

When this dividing-out of ratios takes place between proportions

with corresponding terms placed crosswise, it is described as 8i' Icrov

iv rrj Terapay/xivrj dvaXoyca, ex aequali in disturbed proportion or

dvofjLOL(D<; Twv Xdywv reray^eVoDV the ratios being dissimilarly j)laced
;

this is the case e.g. when we have two proportions

a -.b^B : C,

b:c = A : B,

and we infer that a : c — A : C.

Arithmetical terms.

Whole midtiples of any magnitude are generally described as the

double of, the triple of etc., 6 SiTrXacrto?, 6 rpLTrXda-io^ k.t.X., following

the gender of the particular magnitude ; thus the (surface lohich is)

four times the greatest circle in the sphere t] TerpaTrAao-ta rov /xeytorov

kvkXov twv iv TTJ cr^aipa
; Jive times the sum of AB, BE together tvith

ten times the sum of FB, BA, d TrevTaTrXacrta crvvajxcfiOTepov ras AB, BE

jHCTO. ras ScKaTrXao-t'as o~vvaix(f>OTepov rots FB, BA. The same viultiple

as TOcravTairXacriutv.. .oaaTrXacTLOiv cctti, or icra/cis 7ro\Xa7r\ao"ta)v...Kat.

The general word for a multiple of is TroXXaTrXacrio? or TroXXaTrXacrtwv,

which may be qualified by any expression denoting the num,her of

tim£S multiplied ; thus m,ultiplied by the same number iroXXaTrXao-ios

T<3 avrCo dpiOfxw, viultiples .according to the successive numbers

TToXXaTrXacria Kara rov<; k^rj<; aptOp-ov'^.

Another method is to use the adverbial forms twice 8ts, thrice

Tpts, etc., which are either followed by the nominative, e.g. tivice EA

8ts Tj EA, or constructed with a participle, e.g. tivice taken 8ts Xa/x-

^avop.evo's or 8is dprjp.ivo<i ; together with twice the whole circumference

of the circle peO^ oXas ras tov kvkXov Treptc^epet'as 8ts Xa/AjSavoyu-eVas.

Similarly the same number of times (the said circumference) as is

expressed by the number one less than (that of) the revolutions

TOcravTa/cis Xa/A/5avo/jieva9, oVos ecrriv 6 ivl iXdacroJV dpi6p.bs rdv

7r€pt4>opdv. An interesting phi\T,se is the following, as many times as

the line FA is contained (literally added together') in AA, so many times

let the time ZH be contained in the time AH, oa-dKi^ o-uyKctVat d FA
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ypafifxa ev ra AA, rocrauTaKts crvyKeL(rd(o 6 )(^povo<; 6 ZH iv t<2 )(pov(a tw

AH.

Suhmultiples are denoted by the ordinal number followed by

/Ltepos ; one-seventh is €/38ojxov ixipo<; and so on, one-half being however

r]ixL(Tv<;. When the denominator is a large number, a circumlocutory

phrase is used ; thus less than -^^jth part of a right angle iXdrriav rj

Staipe^etVas ras 6p6a<; ei? p$8 tovtu)v €u [xepo<;.

When the numerator of a fraction is not unity, it is expressed

by the ordinal number, and the denominator by a compound

substantive denoting such and such a submultiple ; e.g. two-thirds

hvo TpiTafxopLa, three-fifths rpla TreixTrrafiopta.

There are two improper fractions which have special names,

thus one-and-a-half of is 7;/xtoXios, one-and-a-third of cTriVpiTos.

Where a number is partly integral and partly fractional, the integer

is first stated and the fraction follows introduced by kol hi or xai

and besides. The phrases used to express the fact that the cir-

cwmference of a circle is less than 'i\ hut greater than S^y times its

diameter deserve special notice; (1) Traj/ros kvkXov rj irepifxerpo^ Trj<;

Scap^erpov TpiTrXaatW ecrri, kol ert VTrepe^ii, iXdcrcxovL p.lv rj i/SSopua yixepei

TTJ<; Sia/xerpov, /Aci^ovt 8e rj 8eKa ij38op.7jKO(TTopovot<;, and (2) rpnrXa(TL(jiv

IcttX Ktti iXdacrovL p,ev rj e^Sd/Aw //.epet, pu^ovi, 8c rj l oa." ju,ct^«ov. We
also have the phrase for the first part eXao-o-cov rj TptTrAacn'wv /cal

£/8Sop.a) p.epeL pet^ayv.

To measure p.eTpei.v, common measure koivov perpov, commensurable,

incommensurable crvpp€Tpo<;, dcriJ/xp,eTpo9.

Mechanical terms.

Mechanics to, prjxavLKo., weight f3a.po<; ; centre of gravity KevTpov

Tov l3dpeo<; with another genitive of the body or magnitude ; in the

plural we have either to. KeVrpa avT<2v tov /Sapeos or to. KcVrpa tc3i/

fiapiwv. KEVTpov is also used alone.

A lever ^vyds or t,vyLov, the horizon 6 oplt^wv ; in a vertical line is

represented by 2)er2Jendicularl]/ Kara KaOerov, thus the point of

suspension and the centre of gravity of the body suspended are in a

vertical line Kara KaOerov Ictl to re crap-eiov tov Kpep-aorov koI to

KivTpov ToJ} /3apeo5 rou Kpep.apevov. Of suspension from or at c'/c or

Kara (with ace.) is used. Let the triangle be susj)ended from the

points B, r, Kpep.ao'Od) to Tpiyoivov ck t^v B, V crap.uwv ; if the

suspension of the triangle BAP at B, V he set free, and it he suspended

at E, the triangle remains in its position et xa tou BAF Tpiywvov d
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fxkv Kara to, B, T Kp4fX.a(TL<; \v6y, Kara Se to E KpeixaaOrj, jxivei to

Tptywvov, (OS vvv e'x^'"

To incline towards peVciv iiri (ace.) ; to be in equilibrium

la-oppoTrelv, they will be in equilibrium with A held Just KaTe^^op-evov

Tov A l(ToppoTnja-€L, they will be in equilibi'ium at A (i.e. will balance

about A) KttTo. TO A la-oppoirrjcrovvTi ; AB is too great to balance V

p.€t^6v io-Ti TO AB ^ tocTTe IcroppoTTfxv Tw r. The adjective for in

eq%iilibrium is la-oppenijs ; let it be in equilibrium with the triangle

PAH, tcroppcTres eo-Tw t(S TAH Tptycovw. To balance at certain

distances (from the point of support or the centre of gravity of a

system) is Sltto tivcov p-aKewv icroppoTriiv.

Theorems, problems, etc.

A theorem OeMpr]p.a (from Oewpilv to investigate) ; a 2^'>'oblem

7rpo'/3Ar//x,a, witli which the following expressions may be compared,

the {questions) 'propounded concerning the figures to, TrpofiepXrjp.eva

TTepi Twv (Txqixa.r(i>v, these things are propounded for investigation

Trpo^aWiTai rdSe ^cwpr/crai ; also 7rpo'/ceip,ai takes the place of the

passive, which it was proposed (or required) to find oirep irpoiKUTo

evpelv.

Another similar word is tTrtVay/xa, direction or requirement
;

thus the theorems ami directions necessary for the iwoofs of them to.

6€(j)pTi]fiaTa Koi TO. e7rtTay/x,aTa Ta ^petav €)(OVTa cis to,? aTroSet^tas avTiZv,

in order that the requirement may be fulfilled otto^s yiv-qrai to Ittl-

Ta\div (or cTrtVay/xa). To satisfy the requirement is iroulv to eTrtVay/Aa

(either e.g. of lines in a figure, or of the person solving the

problem).

After the setting out (eV^eo-ts) in any proposition there follows

the short statement of what it is required to prove or to do. In

the former case (that of a theorem) Archimedes uses one of three

expressions SeiKTt'ov it is required to prove, Xeyw or <^apX Srj I assert

or say ; and in the second case (that of a problem) Sei Srj it is

required (to do so and so).

In a problem the analysis dvaXvo-is and synthesis o-vv6ea-i<; are

distinguished, the latter being generally introduced with the words

the synthesis of the jjroblem will be as follows avvTeOyjcreTaL to

Trp6(3\r}p,a outws. The parts of the verb draA-veti' are similarly

used ; tlms the analysis and synthesis of each of these (jn'oblems) ivill

be given at the end iKaTepa 8c Ta^Ta iwi tcXci dvaXvOrjcreTaL t€ kol

(TVVT€6rj<T€Tat.
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A notable term in connexion with problems is the 8topicr/i,os

{determination), which means the determination of the limits within

which a solution is possible*. If a solution is always possible, the

problem does not involve a Stopto-yitos, ovk e^ei Stoptor/x,oV ; otherwise

it does involve it, exeL 8iopto-/AoV.

Data and hypotheses.

For given some part of the verb St8w/xt is used, generally the

participle Sonets, but sometimes 8e8oyu,eVos and once or twice SiSo/nevo?.

Let a circle be given S^SoaOoi kukXos, given two unequal magnitudes

Suo /Acye^wv avicrojv hoOivrwv, each of the two lines FA, EZ is given

ecTTiv 8o^€tcra eKarepa t<Sv FA, EZ, the same ratio as the given one

Xoyo? 6 a.vTo<i tw SoOevTi. Similar expressions are the assigned ratio

6 Ta)(6el<; Xdyos, the given area to TrporeOev (or irpoKeijxevov) ^oipiov.

Given in position deaei simply (so. SeSo/xeViy).

Of hypotheses the parts of the verb viroTiO^ixai and (for the

passive) viroKeifxai are used ; with the same suppositions twv avT^v

viroKeijxivwv, let the said suppositions be made vTroKucrOta to. dp-qpiiva,

we make these sitj)positions vTroTtOefieOa raSe.

Where in a reductio ad abstirdum the original hypothesis is

referred to, and generally where an earlier step is quoted, the past

tense of the verb is used ; but it was not (so) ovk -qv 8i,/or it was less

yv yap i\dcr(T(jiv, they were proved eqital oLTreSeLxOTja-av Icroi, for this has

been proved to he jwssible SeSei^Kxat yap tovto Svvarbv iov. Where a

hypothesis is thus quoted, the past tense of vVoKei/iai has various

constructions after it, (1) an adjective or participle, AZ, BH were

sujyposed equal t'crat vVeKcivTo at AZ, BH, it is by hypothesis a tangent

vTTCKeiTo iTTuf/avovo-a, (2) an infinitive, for by hypothesis it does not

cut viriKetTO yap p.y] refxveiv, the axis is by hypothesis not at right

angles to the j^cit'i-dlel planes v-n-eKeno 6 afcov p-rj cTynev 6p6b<: ttotl to.

irapdXXaXa tTrtVcSa, (3) the plane is supposed to have been drawn

through the centre to IttlttSov viroKeLTai 8ta tov Kevrpov o.)(6ai.

Sujjposing it fo9ind cvpiOevro? absolutely. Sujipose it done

ycyovcTO).

The usual idiomatic use of ei Se pi-q after a negative statement

may be mentioned ; it will not meet the siirface in a7iother point,

otherwise... ov yap di^erai Kar d\Xo crap.e.'iov rds €7ri<^av€tas* el 8k

p.7J....

* Of. ApoUonius of Perga, p. Ixx, uote.
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Inferences, and adaptation to different cases.

The usual equivalent for therefore is apa ; ovv and roivw are

generally used in a somewhat weaker sense to mark the stai'ting-

point of an argument, thus eVet ovv may be translated as since, then.

Since is iirei, because 8l6tl.

TToAXw fjioiXXov much more then is apparently not used in Archi-

medes, who has TToXXo) alone ; thus much less then is the ratio of the

circumscribed figure to the inscribed than that of K to U ttoAXo)

apa TO irepiypa^tv Trpos to iyypa<j}€v eXacrcrova Xdyov €X.€l tov, 6v €;(ei r]

K Trpos H.

8ta with the accusative is a common way of expressing the

reason why ; because the cone i,^ isosceles 8ta to IcrocrKeXrj elvai tov

KOivov, for the same reason 8ia. TavTo..

Slo. with the genitive expresses the means by which a proposition

is proved ; by means of the constructio7i 8ta t7J<; KaTao-/ceu^?, by the

same mea')ts 8ia twv a^Tolv, by the same method 8ta tov avroi) TpoTror.

Whenever this is the case, the surface is greater orav tovto yj,

fjuL^wv ytvcTai t] i7n(f)6.veia..., if this is the case, the angle BA@ is

equal..., d Se towo, Icra Iotiv d viro BA0 yoivia..., lohich is the same

thing as showing that... 6 Tawoi' co-ti tw Set^ai, oti

Similarly for the sector o/xotws Se kol iirl tov to/xcojs, the proof

is the same as [that used to shotv) that a avTo. ciTroSei^ts a-jrep xai on,

the proof that... is the same d avTa aTroSci^ts eiTt kol Sioti..., the same

arg7iment holds for all rectilineal figures inscribed in the segments in

the recognised, manner (see p. 204) ctti irdvTOiv tvOvypdfXjxuiv twv

iyypaffiofjiivoiv i<s to. T[xdfiaTa yvwpt/xcDS 6 auTos Xoyos ;
it will be jjossible,

having proved it for a circle, to transfer the same ai-gument in

the case of the sector eo-Tai eTrt kvkXov Set^avTa fieTayayelv tov ofioiov

Xoyoi' KoX eVt TOV To/xews ; the rest will be the same, but it will be the

lesser of the diameters which will be intercepted within the sjjheroid

(instead of the greater) to. piv aXXa to, avTO. laa-eLTat, Tav Se Sta/AcVpwv

d iXdaaoiv iaaeLTai d ivairoXatfiOeLaa iv tw o-c^atpoeiSci j it will make

no difi'erence whether... or... hioia-u Se oiihiv, ctTc.ctTe

—

Conclusions.

The proposition is therefore obvious, or is proved S^Xov ovv 1<tti

(or SfSetKTat) TO TTpoTtOiv ; similarly <{iavep6v ovv laTiv, o cSei Set^at,

and eSct Se toSto Sct^ai. Which is absurd, or impossible owep oltottov,

or aSwaTov.

A curious use of two negatives is contained in the following

:
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ovK apa ovK 1<jtl Kivrpov tot) (3a.peo<s toC AEZ Tptywvou to N a-ap-eLOV.

ecTTiv apa, therefore it is not 2)ossihle that the point N should not he the

centre of gravity of the triangle AEZ. It must therefore he so.

Thus a rho7nbus will have heen formed earaL S-q ycyovws p6p.fio<i ;

two unequal straight lines have heenfound satisfying the requirement

€vpr]p.evaL clalv apa Suo evOelaL avLcrot 7roiov(rat to liVLTaypa.

Direction, concavity, convexity.

In the same direction lirl ra avTa, in the other direction litl

TO. erepa, concave in the same direction iirl to, avra kolXt] ; in the same

direction as iirl to. avTo, with the dative or e^' a, thus i^i the sam,e

direction as the vertex of the cone Ittl to, avra to, tov kojVoi; Kopvcfia,

drawn in the same direction as {that of) the convex side of it iirl to,

auTo, ayop-ivai,
€(f>

a ivn to. Kvpra avTov. For on the same side of IttI

TO. avra is followed by the genitive, they fall on the same side of the

line CTTt Ta avTa TTLirTOvcrt ttJs ypap.p.rj<;.

On each side of icji kKarepa (with gen.) ; on each side of the plane

of the hase icfy exaTcpa tov eTriTreSou t'^s ySaVews.

Miscellaneous.

Property crv/ATTTw/xa. Proceeding thus continually, aet tovto

TTOioCvTe?, del tovtou y€vop.€vov, or tovtov e^rj<; yivop.4vov. In the

elements iv rrj orTot^^etwcret.

One special difference between our terminology and the Greek is

that whereas we speak of any circle, any straight line and the like,

the Greeks say every circle, every straight line, etc. Thus any

pyramid is one third jjart of the prism with the same hase as the

pyramid and eqiial height Trao^a 7rvpapu<; Tpirov juepos eo-T6 tov Trpiap^aro?

TOV Tar avTav jBaatv t^ovTa to. 7rvpapt8i, Ka\ vij/os lctov. I define the

diameter of any segment as 8idp.eTpov KaXeto TravTos T/xa/xaTos. To

exceed any assigned [magnitude) of those which are comparable with

one another virepi^eiv TravTos toC TrpoTC^evTos twv Trpos aX\r]Xa

X.eyop,evwv.

Another noteworthy difference is illustrated in the last sentence.

The Greeks did not speak as we do of a given area, a given ratio

etc., but of the given area, the given ratio, and the like. Thus It is

possible... to leave certain segments less than a given area SvvaTov

iaTiv...XeLTr€iv Tiva Tpr]p.aTa, aircp ecrTat iXatraova tov irpoKeifievov

)((i)pLov ; to divide a given sphere by a 2)lane so that the segments have

to one another an assigned ratio tolv SoOeicrav o-<^atpav cTrtTreSw TepLelv,

(ocTTC Ta Tp.ap.aTa at;Tas ttot aXA,aAa tov Ta^devTa Xoyov eVeti'.

H. A. n
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Magnitudes in arithmetical 2}rogression are said to exceed each

other by an equal (amount) ; if there he any number ofmagnitudes in

arithmetical progression et Ka ecovrt fxeyeOca oTrocraovv tw lctio aWdXoiV

virepixovTa. The com,mon difference is the excess vTrepo^a, and the

terms collectively are spoken of as the magnitudes exceeding by the

equal (difference) to. to) icrw vTre.pkyovra. The least term is to €Xa;!(tcrToi/,

the greatest term to jueyio-Tov. The sum of the terms is expressed by

TTtt'l'Ttt TO, TW tVo) VTT€pi.-^OVTa.

Terms of a geometrical progression are simply in (continued)

proportion dvdXoyov, the series is then i] dvaXoyta, the proportion,

and a term of the series is tis t(3v iv to. avra dvaXoyLa. Niwibers in

geometrical progression beginning from unity are aptOfxol avaXoyov

d-TTo /AovaSos. Let the term, A of the progression be taken which

is distant the same number of terms from & as A is distant from

unity XeXdcjiOcii ck tois avaXoytas 6 A dire^oiv diro tov © toctovtovs, ocrovi

6 A aVo )u,ova8os dir^x^i-
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ON THE SPHEEE AND CYLINDEE.

BOOK I.

" Archimedes to Dositheus greeting.

On a former occasion I sent you the investigations which

I had up to that time completed, including the proofs, showing

that any segment bounded by a straight line and a section of a

right-angled cone [a parabola] is four-thirds of the triangle

which has the same base with the segment and equal height.

Since then certain theorems not hitherto demonstrated {dve-

XejKTcov) have occurred to me, and I have worked out the proofs

of them. They are these : first, that the surface of any sphere

is four times its greatest circle (rov /neyiarov kvkXov) ;
next,

that the surface of any segment of a sphere is equal to a circle

whose radius (^ e/c rov Kevrpov) is equal to the straight line

drawn from the vertex {Kopvc^rj) of the segment to the circum-

ference of the circle which is the base of the segment ; and,

further, that any cylinder having its base equal to the greatest

circle of those in the sphere, and height equal to the diameter

of the sphere, is itself \i.e. in content] half as large again as the

sphere, and its surface also [including its bases] is half as large

again as the surface of the sphere. Now these properties were

all along naturally inherent in the figures referred to (avrf) rfj

(f)va€L irpovrrrip-^^ev irepl ra elprj/xeva cr')(riixara), but remained

unknown to those who were before my time engaged in the

study of geometry. Having, however, now discovered that the

properties are true of these figures, I cannot feel any hesitation

H. A. 1
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in setting them side by side both with my former investiga-

tions and with those of the theorems of Eudoxus on solids

which are held to be most irrefragably established, namely,

that any pyramid is one third part of the prism which has the

same base with the pyramid and equal height, and that any

cone is one third part of the cylinder which has the same

base with the cone and equal height. For, though these

properties also were naturally inherent in the figures all along,

yet they were in fact unknown to all the many able geometers

who lived before Eudoxus, and had not been observed by any

one. Now, however, it will be open to those who possess the

requisite ability to examine these discoveries of mine. They

ought to have been published while Conon was still alive,

for I should conceive that he would best have been able to

grasp them and to pronounce upon them the appropriate

verdict ; but, as I judge it well to communicate them to those

who are conversant with mathematics, I send them to you with

the proofs written out, which it will be open to mathematicians

to examine. Farewell.

I first set out the axioms* and the assumptions which I

have used for the proofs of my propositions.

Definitions.

1. There are in a plane certain terminated bent lines

{KUfiTrvXaL jpafM/jLal TreTrepacr/xeVat)!, which either lie wholly on

the same side of the straight lines joining their extremities, or

have no part of them on the other side.

2. I apply the term concave in the same direction

to a line such that, if any two points on it are taken, either

all the straight lines connecting the points fall on the same

side of the line, or some fall on one and the same side while

others fall on the line itself, but none on the other side.

* Though the word used is d^tw/xara, the " axioms" are more of the nature

of definitions ; and in fact Eutocius in his notes speaks of them as such {6poi).

j- Under the term bent line Archimedes includes not only curved lines of

continuous curvature, but lines made up of any number of lines which may be

either straight or curved.
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3. Similarly also there are certain terminated surfaces, not

themselves being in a plane but having their extremities in a

plane, and such that they will either be wholly on the same

side of the plane containing their extremities, or have no part

of them on the other side.

4. I apply the term concave in the same direction

to surfaces such that, if any two points on them are taken, the

straight lines connecting the points either all fall on the same

side of the surface, or some fall on one and the same side of

it while some fall upon it, but none on the other side.

0. I use the term solid sector, when a cone cuts a sphere,

and has its apex at the centre of the sphere, to denote the

figure comprehended by the surface of the cone and the surface

of the sphere included within the cone.

6. I apply the term solid rhombus, when two cones with

the same base have their apices on opposite sides of the plane

of the base in such a position that their axes lie in a straight

line, to denote the solid figure made up of both the cones.

Assumptions.

1. Of all lines ivhich have the same extremities the straight

line is the least*.

* This well-known Archimedean assumption is scarcely, as it stands, a

dejinition of a straight line, though Proclus says [p. 110 ed. Friedlein] " Archi-

medes defined (wpiVctTo) the straight line as the least of those [lines] which have

the same extremities. For because, as Euclid's definition says, i^ taov Kelrai rots

e^' iavTTJs (TTifxdois, it is in consequence the least of those which have the same

extremities." Proclus had just before [p. 109] explained Euclid's definition,

which, as will be seen, is different from the ordinary version given in our text-

books; a straight line is not "that which lies evenly between its extreme points,"

but "that which e^ 'icxov to7s €(p' eavrys arifxeiois Kerrat." The words of Proclus

are, " He [Euclid] shows by means of this that the straight line alone [of all

lines] occupies a distance {Karix^iv SidaTij/xa) equal to that between the points

on it. For, as far as one of its points is removed from another, so great is the

length {/xiyedoi) of the straight line of which the points are the extremities

;

and this is the meaning of to e| i<Tov Ketadai rots i<f> iavriji arrj/xeiois. But, if you

take two points on a circumference or any other line, the distance cut off

between them along the line is greater than the interval separating them ; and

this is the case with every line except the straight line." It appears then from

this that Euclid's definition should be understood in a sense very like that of

1—2
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2. Of other lines in a plane and having the same extremi-

ties, [any two] such are unequal whenever both are concave in

the same direction and one of them is either wholly included

between the other and the straight line which has the same

extremities with it, or is partly included by, and is partly

common with, the other; and that [line] which is included is

the lesser [of the two].

3. Similarly, of surfaces which have the same extremities,

if those extremities are in a plane, the plane is the least [in

area].

4. Of other surfaces with the same extremities, the ex-

tremities being in a plane, [any two] such are unequal when-

ever both are concave in the same direction and one surface

is either wholly included between the other and the plane which

has the same extremities with it, or is partly included by, and

partly common with, the other ; and that [surface] which is

included is the lesser [of the two in area].

5. Further, of unequal lines, unequal surfaces, and unequal

solids, the greater exceeds the less by such a magnitude as,

when added to itself, can be made to exceed any assigned

magnitude among those which are comparable with [it and

with] one another*.

These things being premised, if a polygon he inscribed in a

circle, it is plain that the per'imeter of the inscribed polygon is

less than the circumference of the circle ; for each of the sides

of the polygon is less than that part of the circumference of the

circle which is cut off by it."

Archimedes' assumption, and we might perhaps translate as follows, "A straight

line is that which extends equally (e^ i(xov kcltcli) with the points on it," or, to

foUow Proclus' interpretation more closely, "A straight line is that which

represents equal extension with [the distances separating] the points on it."

* With regard to this assumption compare the Introduction, chapter iii. § 2.
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Proposition 1 .

If a 'polygon he circumscribed about a circle, the perimeter

of the circumsci^ibed polygon is greater

than the perimeter of the circle.

Let any two adjacent sides, meet-

ing in A, touch the circle at P, Q
respectively.

Then [Assumptions, 2]

PA +AQ> (arc PQ).

A similar inequality holds for each

angle of the polygon; and, by ad-

dition, the required result follows.

Proposition 2.

Given two unequal magnitudes, it is possible to find two un-

equal straight lines such that the greater straight line has to the

less a ratio less than the greater magnitude has to the less.

Let J.5,i) represent the two unequal magnitudes, AB being

the greater.

Suppose BG measured along BA equal to D, and let GH be

any straight line.

Then, if GA be added to itself a sufficient

number of times, the sum will exceed D. Let

AF he this sum, and take E on GH produced

such that GH is the same multiple of HE that

^i^isof^a

Thus EH:HG = AG:AF.
But, since AF > D (or GB),

AG -.AFkAC :GB. jb

Therefore, componendo, o f

EG:GH<AB:D.
Hence EG, GH are two lines satisfying the given condition.
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Proposition 3.

Given two unequal magnitudes and a circle, it is possible to

inscribe a polygon in the circle and to describe another about it

so that the side of the circumscribed polygon may have to the side

of the inscribed polygon a ratio less than that of the greater

magnitude to the less.

Let A, B represent the given magnitudes, A being the

greater.

Find [Prop. 2] two straight lines F, KL, of which F is the

greater, such that

F:KL<A :B (1).

DraAV LM perpendicular to LK and of such length that

KM=F.
In the given circle let CE, DG be two diameters at right

angles. Then, bisecting the angle DOC, bisecting the half

again, and so on, we shall arrive ultimately at an angle (as

NOG) less than twice the angle LKM.

Join NG, which (by the construction) will be the side of a

regular polygon inscribed in the circle. Let OP be the radius

of the circle bisecting the angle NOG (and therefore bisecting

NC at right angles, in H, say), and let the tangent at P meet

0(7, ON produced in S, T respectively.

Now, since / GON < 2 z LKM,

zHOGkzLKM,
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and the angles at H, L are right

;

therefore MK : LK > OC : OH
> OP : OH.

Hence ST : ON<MK : LK
<F:LK;

therefore, a fortiori, by (1),

ST: GN<A : B.

Thus two polygons are found satisfying the given condition.

Proposition 4.

Again, given huo unequal magnitudes and a sector, it is

possible to describe a polygon about the sector and to inscribe

another in it so that the side of the circumscribed polygon may
have to the side of the inscribed polygon a ratio less than the

greater magnitude has to the less.

[The " inscribed polygon " found in this proposition is one

which has for two sides the two radii bounding the sector, while

the remaining sides (the number of which is, by construction,

some power of 2) subtend equal parts of the arc of the sector

;

the "circumscribed polygon" is formed by the tangents parallel

to the sides of the inscribed polygon and by the two bounding

radii produced.]

In this case we make the same construction as in the last

proposition except that we bisect the angle COD of the sector,

instead of the right angle between two diameters, then bisect

the half again, and so on. The proof is exactly similar to the

preceding one.
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Proposition 5.

Given a circle and two unequal ^magnitudes, to describe a

polygon about the circle and inscribe another in it, so that the

circumscribed i^olygon may have to the inscribed a ratio less than

the greater magnitude has to the less.

Let A be the given circle and B, C the given magnitudes, B
being the greater.

Take two unequal straight lines D, E, of which D is the

greater, such that D : E <B : G [Prop. 2], and let i'' be a mean

proportional between D, E, so that D is also greater than F.

Describe (in the manner of Prop. 3) one polygon about the

circle, and inscribe another in it, so that the side of the former

has to the side of the latter a ratio less than the ratio D : F.

Thus the duplicate ratio of the side of the former polygon

to the side of the latter is less than the ratio D^ : F^.

But the said duplicate ratio of the sides is equal to the

ratio of the areas of the polygons, since they are similar

;

therefore the area of the circumscribed polygon has to the

area of the inscribed polygon a ratio less than the ratio B^ : F^,

or D : E, and a fortiori less than the ratio B : G.
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Proposition 6.

" Similarly we can show that, given tiuo unequal magnitudes^

and a sector, it is possible to cirviimscribe a polygon about the

sector and inscribe in it another similar one so that the circum-

scribed may have to the insci^ihed a ratio less than the gi'eater

magnitude has to the less.

And it is likewise clear that, if a circle or a sector, as well

as a certain area, be given, it is possible, by inscribing regular

'polygons in the circle or sector, and by continually inscribing

such in the remaining segments, to leave segments of the circle or

sector luhich are [together] less than the given area. For this is

proved in the Elements [Eucl. xii. 2].

But it is yet to be proved that, given a circle or sector and

an area, it is piossible to describe a polygon about the circle or

sector, such that the area remaining between the circumference

and the circumscribed figure is less than the given area."

The proof for the circle (which, as Archimedes says, can be

equally applied to a sector) is as follows.

Let A be the given circle and B the given area.

Now, there being two unequal magnitudes A + B and A, let

a polygon (C) be circumscribed about the circle and a polygon

(/) inscribed in it [as in Prop. 5], so that

C: I<A+B:A (1).

The circumscribed polygon (C) shall be that required.
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For the circle (A) is greater than the inscribed polygon (/).

Therefore, from (1), a fortiori,

C : A<A+B :A,

whence G <A + B,

or C-A<B.

Proposition 7.

If in an isosceles cone [i.e. a right circular cone] a pyramid

be inscribed having an equilateral base, the surface of the

pyramid excluding the base is equal to a triangle having its

base equal to the perimeter of the base of the pyramid and its

height equal to the perpendicular dratun from the apex on one

side of the base.

Since the sides of the base of the pyramid are equal, it

follows that the perpendiculars from the apex to all the sides

of the base are equal ; and the proof of the proposition is

obvious.

Proposition 8.

If a pyramid be circumscribed about an isosceles cone, the

surface of the pyramid excluding its base is equal to a triangle

having its base equal to the pelvimeter of the base of the pyramid

and its height equal to the side [i.e. a generator] of the cone.

The base of the pyramid is a polygon circumscribed about

the circular base of the cone, and the line joining the apex of

the cone or pyramid to the point of contact of any side of the

polygon is perpendicular to that side. Also all these perpen-

diculars, being generators of the cone, are equal ; whence the

proposition follows immediately.
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Proposition 9.

If in the circular base of an isosceles cone a chord he placed,

and from its extremities straight lines he drawn to the apex of

the cone, the triangle so formed will he less than the portion of

the surface of the cone intercepted hetween the lines draiun to the

apex.

Let ABC be the circular base of the cone, and its apex.

Draw a chord AB in the circle, and join OA, OB. Bisect

the arc ACB in C, and join AC, BC, DC.

Then AOAC+A OBC > A OA B.

Let the excess of the sum of the first two triangles over the

third be equal to the area B,

Then D is either less than the sum of the segments A EC,

CFB, or not less.

L Let D be not less than the sum of the segments referred

to.

We have now two surfaces

(1) that consisting of the portion OAEC of the surface

of the cone together with the segment AEC, and

(2) the triangle 0^(7;

and, since the two surfaces have the same extremities (the

perimeter of the triangle OAC), the former surface is greater

than the latter, which is included by it {Assumptions, 3 or 4].
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Hence (surface OAEC) + (segment AEG) >AOAC.

Similarly (surface OCFB) + (segment CFB) > A OBG.

Therefore, since D is not less than the sum of the segments,

we have, by addition,

(surface OAECFB) + D>AOAC+A OBG

> A GAB + D, by hypothesis.

Taking away the common part D, we have the required

result.

II. Let D be less than the sum of the segments AEG,

GFB.

If now we bisect the arcs AG, CB, then bisect the halves,

and so on, we shall ultimately leave segments which are

togetlier less than D. [Prop, 6]

Let AGE, EHG, GKF, FLB be those segments, and join

OE, OF.

Then, as before,

(surface OAGE) + (segment AGE) >AOAE
and (surface OEHG) + (segment EHG) > A OEG.

Therefore (surface OAGHG) + (segments AGE, EHG)

>AOAE + AOEG
> A OA G, a fortiori.

Similarly for the part of the surface of the cone bounded by

OG, OB and the arc GFB.

Hence, by addition,

(surface OAGEHGKFLB)+(segments AGE, EHG, GKF, FLB)

>AOAG+ AOBG
>AOAB + D,hy hypothesis.

But the sum of the segments is less than D, and the re-

quired result follows.
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Proposition lO.

If in the plane of the circular base of an isosceles cone two

tangents he dr-awn to the circle meeting in a poitit, and the points

of contact and the point of concourse of the tangents be respectively

joined to the apex of the cone, the sum of the two triangles

formed by the joining lines and the two tangents are together

greater titan the included portion of the surface of the cone.

Let ABC be the circular base of the cone, its apex, AD,
BD the two tangents to the circle meeting in D. Join OA,
OB, OD.

Let ECF be drawn touching the circle at C, the middle

point of the arc ACB, and therefore parallel to AB. Join

OE, OF.

Then ED + DF>EF,
and, adding AE + FB to each side,

AD + DB > AE + EF + FB.

Now OA, OC, OB, being generators of the cone, are equal,

and they are respectively perpendicular to the tangents at A,

C,B.
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It follows that

A OAD + A ODB > A OAE-^ A OEF+ A OFB.

Let the area G be equal to the excess of the first sum over

the second.

G is then either less, or not less, than the sum of the spaces

EAHC, FCKB remaining between the circle and the tangents,

which sum we will call L.

I. Let G be not less than L.

We have now two surfaces

(1) that of the pyramid with apex and base AEFB,
excluding the face OAB,

(2) that consisting of the part OACB of the surface of the

cone together with the segment AGB.

These two surfaces have the same extremities, viz. the

perimeter of the triangle OAB, and, since the former includes

the latter, the former is the greater [Assimijjtions, 4].

That is, the surface of the pyramid exclusive of the face

OAB is greater than the sum of the surface OACB and the

segment ACB.

Taking away the segment from each sum, we have

A 0^^; + A OEF+A OFB + X > the surface OAHCKB.

And G is not less than L.

It follows that

A OAE+ A OEF-\- A OFB + G,

which is by hypothesis equal to A 0^i) + A Oi)5, is greater

than the same surface.

II. Let G be less than L.

If we bisect the arcs AC, CB and draw tangents at their

middle points, then bisect the halves and draw tangents, and

so on, we shall lastly arrive at a polygon such that the sum

of the parts remaining between the sides of the polygon and

the circumference of the segment is less than G.
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Let the remainders be those between the segment and the

polygon APQRSB, and let their sum be M. Join OP, OQ,

etc.

Then, as before,

A OAE + A OEF+ A OFB > A OAF + AOPQ+... + A OSB.

Also, as before,

(surface of pyramid APQRSB excluding the face OAB)
> the part OACB of the surface of the

cone together with the segment AGB.

Taking away the segment from each sum,

A OAF + A OFQ + . . . + ilf > the part OA CB of the

surface of the cone.

Hence, a fortiori,

A OAF + A OEF+ A OFB + G,

which is by hypothesis equal to

A OAF + A ODB,

is greater than the part OACB of the surface of the cone.

Proposition 11.

If a plane parallel to the axis of a right cylinder cut the

cylinder, the part of the surface of the cylinder cut off by the

plane is gr'eater than the area of the imraUelogram in luhich the

plane cuts it.

Proposition 12.

If at the extremities of two generators of any oHght cylinder

tangents he drawn to the circidar bases in the planes of those

bases resj^ectively, and if the pairs of tangents meet, the

parallelograms formed by each generator and the two corre-

sponding tangents respectively are together greater than the

included portion of the surface of the cylinder between the two

generators.

[The proofs of these two propositions follow exactly the

methods of Props. 9, 10 respectively, and it is therefore un-

necessary to reproduce them.]
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" From the properties thus proved it is clear (1) that, if a

pyramid he inscribed in an isosceles cone, the surface of the

pyramid excluding the base is less than the surface of the cone

{excluding the base], and (2) that, if a pyramid be circumscribed

ubout an isosceles cone, the surface of the pyramid excluding the

base is greater than the surface of the cone excluding the base.

" It is also clear from what has been proved both (1) that,

if a prism be inscribed in a right cylinder, the surface of the

prism made up of its i^arallelograms [i.e. excluding its bases] is

less than the surface of the cylinder excluding its bases, and

(2) that, if a prism be circumscribed about a right cylinder, the

surface of the prism made up of its parallelogi^ams is greater

than the surface of the cylinder excluding its bases."

Proposition 13.

The surface of any right cylinder excluding the bases is equal

to a circle whose radius is a mean proportional between the side

[i.e. a generator] of the cylinder and the diameter of its base.

Let the base of the cylinder be the circle A, and make CD
equal to the diameter of this circle, and EF equal to the height

of the cylinder.
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Let H he a, mean proportional between CD, EF, and B
a circle with radius equal to H.

Then the circle B shall be equal to the surface of the

cylinder (excluding the bases), which we will call S.

For, if not, B must be either greater or less than S.

I. Suppose B < S.

Then it is possible to circumscribe a regular polygon about

B, and to inscribe another in it, such that the ratio of the

former to the latter is less than the ratio 8 : B.

Suppose this done, and circumscribe about A a polygon

similar to that described about B; then erect on the polygon

about A a prism of the same height as the cylinder. The

prism will therefore be circumscribed to the cylinder.

Let KD, perpendicular to CD, and FL, perpendicular to

EF, be each equal to the perimeter of the polygon about A.

Bisect CB in M, and join MK.

Then A KDM = the polygon about A.

Also O EL = surface of prism (excluding bases).

Produce FE to N so that FE = EN, and join NL.

Now the polygons about A, B, being similar, are in the

duplicate ratio of the radii of ^, B.

Thus

AKDM : (polygon about B) = MD"" : H'

= MD'.CD.EF

=^MD:NF

= AKDM: ALFN
(since DK = FL).

Therefore (polygon about B) = A LFN
= 0J EL

= (surface of prism about A ),

from above.

But (polygon about B) : (polygon in B) < S : B.

H. A. 2
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Therefore

(surface of prism about A) : (polygon in B)< S -.B,

and, alternately,

(surface of prism about A) : S < (polygon in B) :B;

which is impossible, since the surface of the prism is greater

than S, while the polygon inscribed in B is less than B.

Therefore B i S.

II. Suppose B>S.

Let a regular polygon be circumscribed about B and another

inscribed in it so that

(polygon about B) : (polygon in B) < B : S.

Inscribe in ^ a polygon similar to that inscribed in B, and

erect a prism on the polygon inscribed in A of the same height

as the cylinder.

Again, let DK, FL, drawn as before, be each equal to the

perimeter of the polygon inscribed in A.

Then, in this case,

A KDM > (polygon inscribed in A)

(since the perpendicular from the centre on a side of the

polygon is less than the radius of A).

Also A LFN =O EL = surface of prism (excluding bases).

Now

(polygon in ^) : (polygon in B) = MB" : If,

= AKDM : ALFN, as before.

And AKDM > (polygon in A ).

Therefore

A LFN, or (surface of prism) > (polygon in B).

But this is impossible, because

(polygon about B) : (polygon in B) < B : S,

< (polygon about B) : 8, a fortioi'i,

so that (polygon in B) > S,

> (surface of prism), a fortiori.

Hence B is neither greater nor less than 8, and therefore

B=S.
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Proposition 14.

The surface of any isosceles cone excluding the base is equal

to a circle whose radius is a mean proportional between the side

of the cone \a generator'] and the radius of the circle which is the

base of the cone.

Let the circle A be the base of the cone ; draw C equal to

the radius of the circle, and D equal to the side of the cone, and

let -E" be a mean proportional between C, D.

Draw a circle B with radius equal to E.

Then shall B be equal to the surface of the cone (excluding

the base), which we will call S.

If not, B must be either greater or less than S.

I. Suppose B < S.

Let a regular polygon be described about B and a similar

one inscribed in it such that the former has to the latter a ratio

less than the ratio S : B.

Describe about A another similar polygon, and on it set up

a pyramid with apex the same as that of the cone.

Then (polygon about A) : (polygon about B)

= C^ : E^

= C:D
= (polygon about A) : (surface of pyramid excluding base).

2—2
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Therefore

(surface of pyramid) = (polygon about B).

Now (polygon about B) : (polygon in B) < S : B.

Therefore

(surface of pyramid) : (polygon in B) < S : B,

which is impossible, (because the surface of the pyramid is

greater than S, while the polygon in B is less than B).

Hence B <^ S.

II. Suppose B > S.

Take regular polygons circumscribed and inscribed to B such

that the ratio of the former to the latter is less than the ratio

B:S.

Inscribe in A a. similar polygon to that inscribed in B, and

erect a pyramid on the polygon inscribed in A with apex the

same as that of the cone.

In this case

(polygon in A) : (polygon in B) = G^ : E'^

= C:D
> (polygon in ^ ) : (surface of pyramid excluding base).

This is clear because the ratio of C to D is greater than the

ratio of the perpendicular from the centre of A on a side of the

polygon to the perpendicular from the apex of the cone on the

same side*.

Therefore

(surface of pyramid) > (polygon in B).

But (polygon about B) : (polygon in B) < B : S.

Therefore, a fortiori,

(polygon about B) : (surface of pyramid) < B : S;

which is impossible.

Since therefore B is neither greater nor less than *S^,

B = S.

* This is of course the geometrical equivalent of saying that, if a, ^ be two
angles each less than a right angle, and a>/3, then sin a>sin yS.
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Proposition 15.

The surface of any isosceles cone has the same ratio to its

base as the side of the cone has to the radius of the base.

By Prop. 14, the surface of the cone is equal to a circle

whose radius is a mean proportional between the side of the

cone and the radius of the base.

Hence, since circles are to one another as the squares of

their radii, the proposition follows.

Proposition 16.

// an isosceles cone be cut by a plane parallel to the base, the

portion of the surface of the cone between the parallel planes is

equal to a circle whose radius is a mean proportional between (1)

the po7'tion of the side of the cone interce])ted by the parallel

planes and (2) the line luhich is equal to the sum of the radii of

the circles in the parallel planes.

Let OAB be a triangle through the axis of a cone, DE its

intersection with the plane cutting off the

frustum, and OFG the axis of the cone.

Then the surface of the cone OAB is

equal to a circle whose radius is equal to

slOA.AG. [Prop. 14.]

Similarly the surface of the cone ODE
is equal to a circle whose radius is equal

to \/6lKDF.

And the surface of the frustum is

equal to the difference between the two circles.

Now

OA.AC-OD.DF = DA.AC+OD.AC-OD.DF.
But OD.AC^OA.DF,

since OA : AC = OD : DF.
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Hence OA .AC - OD . DF = DA . AC + DA .DF

= DA.(AG-\-DF).

And, since circles are to one another as the squares of their

radii, it follows that the difference between the circles whose

radii are \/0A .AC, \/OD.DF respectively is equal to a circle

whose radius is ^DA .(AC + DF).

Therefore the surface of the frustum is equal to this circle.

Lemmas.

" 1. Cones having equal height have the same ratio as their

bases; and those having equal bases have the same ratio as their

heights*.

2. If a cylinder be cut by a plane parallel to the base, then,

as the cylinder is to the cylinder, so is the axis to the axis
"f*.

3. The cones which have the same bases as the cylinders [and

equal height] are in the same ratio as the cylinders.

4. Also the bases of equal cones are reciprocally proportional

to their heights; and those cones whose bases are reciprocally

proportional to their heights are equal\.

5. Also the cones, the diameters of luhose bases have the same

ratio as their axes, are to one another in the triplicate ratio of the

diameters of the bases §.

And all these propositions have been proved by earlier

geometers."

* Euclid XII. 11. " Cones and cylinders of equal height are to one another

as their bases."

Euclid XII. 14. " Cones and cylinders on equal bases are to one another as

their heights."

t Euclid XII. 13. "If a cylinder be cut by a plane parallel to the opposite

planes [the bases], then, as the cylinder is to the cylinder, so will the axis be

to the axis."

t Euclid XII. 15. "The bases of equal cones and cylinders are reciprocally

proportional to their heights ; and those cones and cylinders whose bases are

reciprocally proportional to their heights are equal."

§ Euclid XII. 12. " Similar cones and cylinders are to one another in the

triplicate ratio of the diameters of their bases."
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Proposition 17.

If there he two isosceles cones, and the surface of one cone he

equal to the hase of the other, while the perpendicular from the

centre of the hase [of the first cone] on the side of that cone is

equal to the height [of the second], the cones will he equal.

Let OAB, DEF be triangles through the axes of two cones

respectively, C, G the centres of the respective bases, GH the

perpendicular from G on FD ; and suppose that the base of the

cone OAB is equal to the surface of the cone DEF, and

that OG = GH.

Then, since the base of OAB is equal to the surface of

DEF,

(base of cone OAB) : (base of cone DEF)

= (surface of DEF) : (base of DEF)

= DF:FG [Prop. 15]

= DG : GH, by similar triangles,

= DG: OC.

Therefore the bases of the cones are reciprocally propor-

tional to their heights ; whence the cones are equal. [Lemma

4.]
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Proposition 18.

Any solid rhombus consisting of isosceles cones is equal to

the cone which has its base equal to the surface of one of the

cones composing the rhombus and its height equal to the peiyen-

dicular drawn from the apex of the second cone to one side of
the first cone.

Let the rhombus be OABD consisting of two cones with

apices 0, D and with a common base (the circle about AB as

diameter).

Let FHK be another cone with base e(iual to the surface of

the cone OAB and height FG equal to DE, the perpendicular

from D on OB.

Then shall the cone FHK be equal to the rhombus.

Construct a third cone LMN with base (the circle about

MN) equal to the base of OAB and height LP equal to OD.

Then, since LP = OD,

LP: CD=OD:CD.
But [Lemma 1] OD:CD = (rhombus OADB) : (cone DAB),

and LP:CD = (cone LMN) : (cone DAB).

It follows that

(rhombus OADB) = (cone LMN) (1).
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Again, since AB = MN, and

(surface of OAB) = (base of FHK),

(base of FHK) : (base of LMN)
= (surface of OAB) : (base of OAB)

= OB : BG [Prop. 15]

= OD : DE, by similar triangles,

= LP : FG, by hypothesis.

Thus, in the cones FHK, LMN, the bases are reciprocally

proportional to the heights.

Therefore the cones FHK, LMN are equal,

and hence, by (1), the cone FHK is equal to the given

solid rhombus.

Proposition 19.

If an isosceles cone be cut hy a plane parallel to the base,

and on the resulting circular section a cone he described having

as its apex the centi'e of the base [of the first cone], and if the

rhombiis so formed be taken away from the whole cone, the part

remaining ivill be equal to the cone with base equal to the surface

of the portion of the first cone between the parallel planes and

with height equal to the perpendicular drawn from the centre of

the base of the first cone on one side of that cone.

Let the cone OAB be cut by a plane parallel to the base in

the circle on DE as diameter. Let G be the centre of the base

of the cone, and with G as apex and the circle about DE as base

describe a cone, making with the cone ODE the rhombus

ODGE.

Take a cone FGH with base equal to the surface of the

frustum DABE and height equal to the perpendicular (GK)

from G on AO.

Then shall the cone FGH be equal to the difference between

the cone OAB and the rhombus ODGE.

Take (1) a cone LMN with base equal to the surface of the

cone OAB, and height equal to GK,
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(2) a cone PQR with base equal to the surface of the cone

ODE and height equal to GK.

Now, since the surface of the cone OAB is equal to the

surface of the cone ODE together with that of the frustum

DABE, we have, by the construction,

(base of LAIN) = (base of FGH) + (base of PQR)
and, since the heights of the three cones are equal,

(cone LMN) = (cone FGH) + (cone PQR).

But the cone LMN is equal to the cone OAB [Prop. 17],

and the cone PQR is equal to the rhombus ODGE [Prop. 18].

Therefore (cone OAB) = (cone FGH) + (rhombus ODGE),

and the proposition is proved.

Proposition 20.

If one of tlie two isosceles cones forming a rhombus be cut

by a plane parallel to the base and on the resulting circular

section a cone be described having the same apex as the second

cone, and if the 7'esidting rhombus be taken from the whole

rhombus, the remainder will be equal to the cone with base equal

to the surface of the portion of the cone between the parallel

planes and with height equal to the perpendicular drawn from
the apex of the second * cone to the side of the first cone.

* There is a slight error in Heiberg's translation "prioris coni " and in the

corresponding note, p. 93. The perpendicular is not drawn from the apex of

the cone which is cut bj' the plane but from the apex of the other.
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Let the rhombus be OAGB, and let the cone GAB be cut

by a plane parallel to its base in the circle about DE as diameter.

With this circle as base and C as apex describe a cone, which

therefore with ODE forms the rhombus ODGE.

Take a cone FGH with base equal to the surface of the

frustum DABE and height equal to the perpendicular {GK)

from G on OA.

The cone FGH shall be equal to the difference between the

rhombiO^O^, ODGE.

For take (1) a cone LMN with base equal to the surface of

OAB and height equal to GK,

(2) a cone PQR, with base equal to the surface of ODE,
and height equal to GK.

Then, since the surface of OAB is equal to the surface of

ODE together with that of the frustum DABE, we have, by

construction,

(base of LMN) = (base of PQR) + (base of FGH),
and the three cones are of equal height

;

therefore (cone LMN) = (cone PQR) + (cone FGH).

But the cone LMN is equal to the rhombus OAGB, and the

cone PQR is equal to the rhombus ODGE [Prop. 18].

Hence the cone FGH is equal to the difference between the

two rhombi OAGB, ODGE.
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Proposition 21.

A regular poll/gon of an even number of sides being inscribed

in a circle, as ABG...A'...C'B'A, so that AA' is a diameter,

if two angular points next but one to each other, as B, B', be

joined, and the other lines parallel to BB' and joining pairs

of angular points be drawn, as CC, DD'..., then

(BB' + CC + ...) : AA' = A'B : BA.

Let BB', CC, DD',... meet AA' in F, G, H,...; and let

CB\ DC',... be joined meeting AA' in K, L,... respectively.

AB.

Then clearly GB', DC',... are parallel to one another and to

I

Hence, by similar triangles,

BF'.FA=B'F:FK

= GG : OK

=G'G : GL

= E'I:IA';
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and, summing the antecedents and consequents respectively, we

have

{BB'+CC + ...) : AA' = BF :FA

= A'B : BA.

Proposition 22.

If a polygon he insmhed in a segment of a circle LAL' so

that all its sides excluding the base are equal and their number

even, as LK...A...K'L', A being the middle point of the segment,

and if the lines BB', CG',... parallel to the base LL' and joining

pairs of angular points be drawn, then

(BB' + CC + ...+LM) :AM = A'B:BA,

where M is the middle point of LL' and AA' is the diameter

through M.

Joining GB' , DC',...LK', as in the last proposition, and

supposing that they meet AM in P, Q,...R, while BB', GG',...,

KK' meet AM in F, G,... H, we have, by similar triangles,

BF:FA= B'F : FP
= GG:PG
= G'G : GQ

= LM: RM:
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and, summing the antecedents and consequents, we obtain

{BB' + CC'+... + LM) .AM=BF:FA
= A'B:BA.

Proposition 23.

Take a great circle ABC... of a sphere, and inscribe in it

a regular polygon whose sides are a multiple of four in number.

Let AA', MM' be diameters at right angles and joining

opposite angular points of the polygon.

Then, if the polygon and great circle revolve together about

the diameter A A', the angular points of the polygon, except A,

A', will describe circles on the surface of the sphere at right

angles to the diameter A A'. Also the sides of the polygon

will describe portions of conical surfaces, e.g. BC will describe

a surface forming part of a cone whose base is a circle about

CC as diameter and whose apex is the point in which GB,

G'B' produced meet each other and the diameter A A'.

Comparing the hemisphere MAM' and that half of the

figure described by the revolution of the polygon which is

included in the hemisphere, we see that the surface of the

hemisphere and the surface of the inscribed figure have the

same boundaries in one plane (viz, the circle on MM' as
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diameter), the former surface entirely includes the latter, and

they are both concave in the same direction.

Therefore [Asstimptions, 4] the surface of the hemisphere

is greater than that of the inscribed figure ; and the same is

true of the other halves of the figures.

Hence the surface of the sphere is greater than the surface

described by the revolution of the polygon inscribed in the great

circle about the diameter of the great circle.

Proposition 24.

If a regular polygon AB...A'...B'A, the number of ivhose

sides is a midtiple of four, be inscribed in a great circle of a

sphere, and if BB' subtending two sides be joined, and all the

other lines parallel to BB' and joining pairs of angidar points

be drawn, then the surface of the figure inscribed in the sphere

by the revolution of the polygon about the diameter AA' is equal

to a circle the square of whose radius is equal to the 7'ectangle

BA (BB'+CC + ...).

The surface of the figure is made up of the surfaces of parts

of different cones.

Now the surface of the cone ABB' is equal to a circle whose

[Prop. 14]radius is \fBA . ^BB'
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The surface of the frustum BB'C'G is equal to a circle of

radius ^BC .^(BB' + CC), [Prop. 16]

and so on.

It follows, since BA = BC = ..., that the whole surface is

equal to a circle whose radius is equal to

^BA (BB' +CC'+...+ MM' -^
. . . + YY').

Proposition 25.

The sw'face of the figure inscribed in a sphere as in the last

propositions, consisting ofportions of conical surfaces, is less than

four times the greatest circle in the sphere.

Let AB...A'...B'A be a regular polygon inscribed in a

great circle, the number of its sides being a multiple of four.

As before, let BB' be drawn subtending two sides, and

CC',...YY' parallel to BB'.

Let R be a circle such that the square of its radius is equal

to

AB{BB' + CC'+ ...-\-YY'),

so that the surface of the figure inscribed in the sphere is equal

to R. [Prop. 24]
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Now

{BB' + CG'+... + YY') : AA' = A'B : AB, [Prop. 21]

whence AB (BB' + CG' + ...+ YY') = AA' . A'B.

Hence (radius oiRy = AA'.A'B

< AA'\

Therefore the surface of the inscribed figure, or the circle B,

is less than four times the circle AMA'M'.

Proposition 26.

The figure inscribed as above in a sphere is equal [in volume]

to a cone whose base is a circle equal to the surface of the figure

inscribed in the sphere and whose height is equal to the

perpendicular drawnfrom the centre of the sphere to one side of
the polygon.

Suppose, as before, that AB...A'...B'A is the regular

polygon inscribed in a great circle, and let BB', GO', ... be

joined.

With apex construct cones whose bases are the circles

on BB', GG', ... as diameters in planes perpendicular to A A'.

H. A. 3
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Then OBAB' is a solid rhombus, and its volume is equal to

a cone whose base is equal to the surface of the cone ABB' and

whose height is equal to the perpendicular from on AB
[Prop. 18]. Let the length of the perpendicular be p.

Again, if GB, G'B' produced meet in T, the portion of the

solid figure which is described by the revolution of the triangle

BOG about ^^' is equal to the difference between the rhombi

OGTG' and OBTB', i.e. to a cone whose base is equal to the

surface of the frustum BB'G'G and whose height is p [Prop. 20].

Proceeding in this manner, and adding, we prove that, since

cones of equal height are to one another as their bases, the

volume of the solid of revolution is equal to a cone with height

p and base equal to the sum of the surfaces of the cone BAB',

the frustum BB'G'G, etc., i.e. a cone with height p and base

equal to the surface of the solid.

Proposition 27.

The figure inscribed in the sphere as befor'e is less than

four times the cone whose hose is equal to a great circle of

the sphere and luhose height is equal to the radius of the

sphere.

By Prop. 26 the volume of the solid figure is equal to a cone

whose base is equal to the surface of the solid and whose height

is p, the perpendicular from on any side of the polygon. Let

R be such a cone.

Take also a cone S with base equal to the great circle, and

height equal to the radius, of the sphere.

Now, since the surface of the inscribed solid is less than four

times the great circle [Prop. 25], the base of the cone R is less

than four times the base of the cone 8.

Also the height (p) of R is less than the height of S.

Therefore the volume of R is less than four times that of S;

and the proposition is proved.
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Proposition 28.

Let a regular polygon, whose sides are a multiple of four in

number, be circumscribed about a great circle of a given

sphere, as AB...A'...B'A; and about the polygon describe

another circle, which will therefore have the same centre as the

great circle of the sphere. Let AA' bisect the polygon and

cut the sphere in a, a.

^
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(2) the surface formed by the revolution of the part

KB...A...B'K' of the polygon.

Now the second surface entirely includes the first, and they

are both concave in the same direction

;

therefore [^Assumptions, 4] the second surface is greater

than the first.

The same is true of the portion of the surface on the opposite

side of the circle on KK' as diameter.

Hence, adding, we see that the surface of the figure

circumscribed to the given sphere is greater than that of the

sphere itself

Proposition 29.

In a figure circumscribed to a sphere in the maimer shown

in the previous proposition the surface is equal to a circle the

square on whose radius is equal to AB(BB' + GO' +...).

For the figure circumscribed to the sphere is inscribed in a

larger sphere, and the proof of Prop. 24 applies.

Proposition 30.

The surface of a figure circumscribed as before about a sphere

is greater than four times the great circle of the sphere.
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Let AB...A'...B'A be the regular polygon of 4?i sides

which by its revolution about AA' describes the figure circum-

scribing the sphere of which ama'm' is a great circle. Suppose

aa', AA' to be in one straight line.

Let i^ be a circle equal to the surface of the circumscribed

solid.

Now (BB' + CC' + ...):AA' = A'B:BA, [as in Prop. 21]

so that AB (BB' + CC' +...) = AA' . A'B.

Hence (radius of R) = slAA! .A'B [Prop. 29]

>A'B.

But A'B = 20P, where P is the point in which AB touches

the circle amam'.

Therefore (radius of R) > (diameter of circle ama'm')
;

whence R, and therefore the surface of the circumscribed solid,

is greater than four times the great circle of the given sphere.

Proposition 31.

The solid of revolution circumscribed as before about a sphere

is equal to a cone whose base is equal to the surface of the solid

and whose height is equal to the radius of the sphere.

The solid is, as before, a solid inscribed in a larger sphere

;

and, since the perpendicular on any side of the revolving polygon

is equal to the radius of the inner sphere, the proposition is

identical with Prop. 26.

Cor. The solid circumscribed about the smaller sphere is

greater than four times the cone luhose base is a great circle

of the sphere and tuhose height is equal to the radius of the

sphere.

For, since the surface of the solid is greater than four times

the great circle of the inner sphere [Prop. 30], the cone whose

base is equal to the surface of the solid and whose height is the

radius of the sphere is greater than four times the cone of

the same height which has the great circle for base. [Lemma 1.]

Hence, by the proposition, the volume of the solid is greater

than four times the latter cone.
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Proposition 32.

If a regular polygon with 4w sides he inscribed in a great

circle of a sphere, as ah...a' ...h'a, and a similar polygon

AB...A'...B'A he described ahout the great circle, and if the

polygons revolve with the great circle about the diameters aa',

AA' respectively, so that they describe the surfaces of solid

figures inscribed in and circumscribed to the sphere respectively,

then

(1) the surfaces of the circumscribed and inscribed figures

are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their sides, and

(2) the figures themselves [i.e. their volumes] are in the

triplicate ratio of their sides.

(!) Let AA', aa' be in the same straight line, and let

MmOm'M' be a diameter at right angles to them.

Join BB', GC, ... and hh', cc, ... which will all be parallel

to one another and MM'.

Suppose R, S to be circles such that

R = (surface of circumscribed solid),

S = (surface of inscribed solid).
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Then (radmsofRy = AB{BB' + GC'+...) [Prop. 29]

(radius of Sf = ah (bh' + cc' +...). [Prop. 24]

And, since the polygons are similar, the rectangles in these

two equations are similar, and are therefore in the ratio of

AB' : ab\

Hence

(surface of circumscribed solid) : (surface of inscribed solid)

= AB' : ab\

(2) Take a cone V whose base is the circle R and whose

height is equal to Oa, and a cone W whose base is the circle S
and whose height is equal to the perpendicular from on ah,

which we will call p.

Then V, W are respectively equal to the volumes of the

circumscribed and inscribed figures. [Props. 31, 26]

Now, since the polygons are similar,

AB : ab = Oa : p
= (height of cone V) : (height of cone W)

;

and, as shown above, the bases of the cones (the circles R, S)

are in the ratio of J. 5'' to ab^.

Therefore V:W = AB' : ab^

Proposition 33.

The surface of any sphere is equal to four times the greatest

circle in it.

Let (7 be a circle equal to four times the great circle.

Then, if C is not equal to the surface of the sphere, it must

either be less or greater.

I. Suppose C less than the surface of the sphere.

It is then possible to find two lines /3, 7, of which /3 is the

greater, such that

/3 : 7 < (surface of sphere) : C. [Prop. 2]

Take such lines, and let S be a mean proportional between

them.
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Suppose similar regular polygons with 4<n sides circum-

scribed about and inscribed in a great circle such that the ratio

of their sides is less than the ratio /^ : B. [Prop. 3]

Let the polygons with the circle revolve together about

a diameter common to all, describing solids of revolution as

before.

Then (surface of outer solid) : (surface of inner solid)

= (side of outer)^ : (side of inner)^ [Prop. 32]

< /3' : S^ or /3 : 7

< (surface of sphere) : C, a fortiori.

But this is impossible, since the surface of the circum-

scribed solid is greater than that of the sphere [Prop. 28], while

the surface of the inscribed solid is less than C [Prop. 25].

Therefore G is not less than the surface of the sphere.

II. Suppose C greater than the surface of the sphere.

Take lines ^, y, of which /3 is the greater, such that

j3 : y<C : (surface of sphere).

Circumscribe and inscribe to the great circle similar regular

polygons, as before, such that their sides are in a ratio less than

that of y8 to B, and suppose solids of revolution generated in the

usual manner.
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Then, in this case,

(surface of circumscribed solid) : (surface of inscribed solid)

< C : (surface of sphere).

But this is impossible, because the surface of the circum-

scribed solid is greater than G [Prop. 30], while the surface of

the inscribed solid is less than that of the sphere [Prop. 23].

Thus G is not greater than the surface of the sphere.

Therefore, since it is neither greater nor less, G is equal to

the surface of the sphere.

Proposition 34.

A7iy sphere is equal to four times the cone luhich has its base

equal to the greatest circle in the sphere and its height equal

to the radius of the sphere.

Let the sphere be that of which ama'm is a great circle.

If now the sphere is not equal to four times the cone

described, it is either greater or less.

I. If possible, let the sphere be greater than four times the

cone.

Suppose F to be a cone whose base is equal to four times

the great circle and whose height is equal to the radius of the

sphere.

Then, by hypothesis, the sphere is greater than F; and two

lines )8, 7 can be found (of which /3 is the greater) such that

yS : 7 < (volume of sphere) : V.

Between /3 and 7 place two arithmetic means S, e.

As before, let similar regular polygons with sides 4?i in

number be circumscribed about and inscribed in the great

circle, such that their sides are in a ratio less than /3 : S.

Imagine the diameter aa! of the circle to be in the same
straight line with a diameter of both polygons, and imagine

the latter to revolve with the circle about ad , describing the
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surfaces of two solids of revolution. The volumes of these solids

are therefore in the triplicate ratio of their sides. [Prop. 32]

Thus (vol. of outer solid) : (vol. of inscribed solid)

< /3' : 8^ by hypothesis,

< /3 : 7, a fortiori (since yS : 7 > yQ^ : S^)*,

< (volume of sphere) : F, afo7'tiori.

But this is impossible, since the volume of the circumscribed

j8 8

* That ^:7>/33:5^ is assumed by Archimedes,

property in his commentary as follows.

Eutocius proves the

Take x such that
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solid is greater than that of the sphere [Prop. 28], while the

volume of the inscribed solid is less than V [Prop. 27].

Hence the sphere is not greater than V, or four times the

cone described in the enunciation.

II. If possible, let the sphere be less than V.

In this case we take /3, 7 (/3 being the greater) such that

/3 : 7 < F : (volume of sphere).

The rest of the construction and proof proceeding as before,

we have finally

(volume of outer solid) : (volume of inscribed solid)

< V : (volume of sphere).

But this is impossible, because the volume of the outer

solid is greater than V [Prop. 31, Cor.], and the volume of the

inscribed solid is less than the volume of the sphere.

Hence the sphere is not less than V.

Since then the sphere is neither less nor greater than V, it

is equal to V, or to four times the cone described in the enun-

ciation.

Cor. From what has been proved it follows that every

cylinder whose base is the greatest circle in a sphere and whose

height is equal to the diameter of the sphere is f of the sphere,

and its surface together with its bases is | of the surface of the

sphere.

For the cylinder is three times the cone with the same

base and height [Eucl. xii. 10], i.e. six times the cone with

the same base and with height equal to the radius of the

sphere.

But the sphere is four times the latter cone [Prop. 34].

Therefore the cylinder is f of the sphere.

Again, the surface of a cylinder (excluding the bases) is

equal to a circle whose radius is a mean proportional between

the height of the cylinder and the diameter of its base

[Prop. 13].
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In this case the height is equal to the diameter of the base

and therefore the circle is that whose radius is the diameter of

the sphere, or a cii'cle equal to four times the great circle of

the sphere.

Therefore the surface of the cylinder with the bases is equal

to six times the great circle.

And the surface of the sphere is four times the great circle

[Prop. 33] ; whence

(surface of cylinder with bases) = | . (surface of sphere).

Proposition 35.

If in a segment of a circle LAL' (tuhere A is the middle

point of the arc) a polygon LK...A...K'L' he inscribed of which

LL' is one side, while the other sides are 2n in number and all

equal, and if the polygon revolve with the segment about the

diameter AM, generating a solid figure inscribed in a segment of

a sphere, then the surface of the inscribed solid is equal to a

circle the square on whose radius is equal to the rectangle

AB BB' + CC' + ... + KK' +
LL'

^r^^
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If we take these successively, the surface of the cone BAB'

is equal to a circle whose radius is

^JABT^BB'. [Prop. 14]

The surface of the frustum of a cone BGG'B' is equal to

a circle whose radius is

/ . -rt
BB + CC rr) ^ n-\

y AB. 2 5
[Prop- 16]

and so on.

Proceeding in this way and adding, we find, since circles

are to one another as the squares of their radii, that the

surface of the inscribed figure is equal to a circle whose radius

IS

^/AB (bB' + CG'+... + KK' + ^)

Proposition 36.

The surface of the figure inscribed as before in the segment

of a sphere is less than that of the segment of the sphere.

This is clear, because the circular base of the segment is a

common boundary of each of two surfaces, of which one, the

segment, includes the other, the solid, while both are concave

in the same direction [Assumptions, 4].

Proposition 37.

The surface of the solid figure inscribed in the segment of the

sphere by the revolution of LK. ..A.. .K'L' about AM is less than

a circle with radius equal to AL.

Let the diameter AM meet the circle of which LAL' is a

segment again in A'. Join A'B.

As in Prop. 35, the surface of the inscribed solid is equal to

a circle the square on whose radius is

AB{BB' + CG'-v...+KK' + LM).
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But this rectangle

ARCHIMEDES

= A'B . AM
< A'A . AM
< AU.

[Prop. 22]
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between the rhombi OCTC and OBTB', and is therefore equal

to a cone whose base is equal to the surface of the frustum

BGC'B' and whose height is p. [Prop. 20]

Similarly for the part of the solid described by the triangle

COD as the polygon revolves ; and so on.

J
,-''' lA ~~^-.,
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and all equal, as LK, ... BA, AB', ...K'L' ; and let OA be that

radius of the great circle which bisects the segment laV.

The circle circumscribing the polygon will then have the

same centre as the given great circle.

Now suppose the polygon and the two circles to revolve

together about OA. The two circles will describe spheres, the

angular points except A will describe circles on the outer

sphere, with diameters BB' etc., the points of contact of the

sides with the inner segment will describe circles on the inner

sphere, the sides themselves will describe the surfaces of cones

or frusta of cones, and the whole figure circumscribed to the

segment of the inner sphere by the revolution of the equal

sides of the polygon will have for its base the circle on LL'

as diameter.

The surface of the solid figure so circumscribed about the

sector of the spJiere [excluding its base"] will be greater than that

of tJie segment of the sphere whose base is the circle on IV as

diameter.

For draw the tangents IT, I'T' to the inner segment at I, I'.

These with the sides of the polygon will describe by their

revolution a solid whose surface is greater than that of the

segment [Assumptions, 4].

But the surface described by the revolution of IT is less

than that described by the revolution of LT, since the angle TIL

is a right angle, and therefore LT > IT.

Hence, a fortiori, the surface described by LK...A...K'L'

is greater than that of the segment.
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Cor. The surface of the figure so described about the sector

of the sphere is equal to a circle the square on whose radius

is equal to the rectangle

ABiBB' + CC' + ... + KK' + ^LL').

For the circumscribed figure is inscribed in the outer sphere,

and the proof of Prop. 35 therefore applies.

Proposition 40.

The surface of the figure circumscribed to the sector as before

is greater than a circle whose radius is equal to al.

Let the diameter AaO meet the great circle and the circle

circumscribing the revolving polygon again in a, A'. Join

A'B, and let ON be drawn to N, the point of contact oi AB
with the inner circle.

Now, by Prop. 39, Cor., the surface of the solid figure

circumscribed to the sector OlAV is equal to a circle the square

on whose radius is equal to the rectangle

AB (bB' + GC }-...+ KK'+~) .

But this rectangle is equal to A'B .AM [as in Prop. 22].

H. A. 4
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Next, since AL' , aV are parallel, the triangles AML', ami'

are similar. And AL' > aV ; therefore AM> am.

Also A'B = 10N = aa'.

Therefore A'B . AM > am . aa'

> al'\

Hence the surface of the solid figure circumscribed to the

sector is greater than a circle whose radius is equal to aV, or al.

Cor. 1. The volume of the figure circumscribed about the

sector together with the cone whose apex is and base the circle

on LL' as diameter, is equal to the volume of a cone whose base

is equal to the surface of the circumscribed figure and whose

height is ON.

For the figure is inscribed in the outer sphere which has the

same centre as the inner. Hence the proof of Prop. 88 applies.

Cor. 2. The volume of the circumscribed figure with the cone

OLL' is greater than the cone whose base is a circle with radius

equal to al and whose height is equal to the radius (Oa) of the

inner sphere.

For the volume of the figure with the cone OLL' is equal to

a cone whose base is equal to the surface of the figure and

whose height is equal to ON.

And the surface of the figure is greater than a circle with

radius equal to al [Prop. 40], while the heights Oa, ON are

equal.

Proposition 41.

Let lal' be a segment of a great circle of a sphere which is

less than a semicircle.

Suppose a polygon inscribed in the sector Olal' such that

the sides Ik, ... ba, ab', . . . k'l' are 2?i in number and all equal.

Let a similar polygon be circumscribed about the sector so that

its sides are parallel to those of the first polygon ; and draw

the circle circumscribing the outer polygon.

Now let the polygons and circles revolve together about

OaA, the radius bisecting the segment laV.
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Then (1) the surfaces of the oxder and inner solids of revolution

so described are in the ratio of AB'^ to a¥, and (2) their volumes

together with the corresponding cones with the same base and

with apex in each case are as AB^ to a¥.

(1) For the surfaces are equal to circles the squares on

whose radii are equal respectively to

ABfBB' + CC'+...+KK' + ^~),

[Prop. 39, Cor.]

and ab (bV + cc'+...+ kk' + 1-)

.

[Prop. 35]

But these rectangles are in the ratio of AB^ to ab^. Therefore

so are the surfaces.

(2) Let OnNhe drawn perpendicular to ab and AB; and

suppose the circles which are equal to the surfaces of the outer

and inner solids of revolution to be denoted by 8, s respectively.

Now the volume of the circumscribed solid together with

the cone OLL' is equal to a cone whose base is *Si and whose

height is ON [Prop. 40, Cor. 1].

And the volume of the inscribed figure with the cone Oil' is

equal to a cone with base s and height On [Prop. 38].

But S'.s = AB'':ab\

and ON : On = AB : ab.

Therefore the volume of the circumscribed solid together with

the cone OLL' is to the volume of the inscribed solid together

with the cone Oil' as AB^ is to ab^ [Lemma 5].

4—2
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Proposition 42.

If laV he a segment of a sphere less than a hemisphere and

Oa the radius perpendicular to the base of the segment, the

surface of the segment is equal to a circle whose radius is equal

to al.

Let i2 be a circle whose radius is equal to al. Then the

surface of the segment, which we will call S, must, if it be not

equal to R, be either greater or less than R.

I. Suppose, if possible, S>R.

Let lal' be a segment of a great circle which is less than a

semicircle. Join 01, 01', and let similar polygons with 2n equal

sides be circumscribed and inscribed to the sector, as in the

previous propositions, but such that

(circumscribed polygon) : (inscribed polygon) < S : R.

[Prop. 6]

Let the polygons now revolve with the segment about OaA,

generating solids of revolution circumscribed and inscribed to

the segment of the sphere.

Then

(surface of outer solid) : (surface of inner solid)

= AB' : ab' [Prop. 41]

= (circumscribed polygon) : (inscribed polygon)

< S : R, by hypothesis.

But the surface of the outer solid is greater than S [Prop. 39].
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Therefore the surface of the inner solid is greater than R
;

which is impossible, by Prop. 37.

II. Suppose, if possible, S< R.

In this case we circumscribe and inscribe polygons such that

their ratio is less than R : S; and we arrive at the result that

(surface of outer solid) : (surface of inner solid)

<R:S.

But the surface of the outer solid is greater than R [Prop. 40].

Therefore the surface of the inner solid is greater than >S' : which

is impossible [Prop. 36].

Hence, since *S^ is neither greater nor less than R,

S=R.

Proposition 43.

Even if the segment of the sphere is greater than a hemisphere,

its surface is still equal to a circle whose radius is equal to al.

For let lal'a' be a great circle of the sphere, aa being the

diameter perpendicular to W ; and let

la'l' be a segment less than a semi-

circle.

Then, by Prop. 42, the surface of

the segment la'l' of the sphere is

equal to a circle with radius equal to

a'l.

Also the surface of the whole

sphere is equal to a circle with radius

equal to aa' [Prop. 33].

But aa'"^ — alV' = aV, and circles are to one another as the

squares on their radii.

Therefore the surface of the segment lal\ being the difference

between the surfaces of the sphere and of la!l' , is equal to a

circle with radius equal to al.
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Proposition 44.

The volume of any sector of a sphere is equal to a cone whose

base is equal to the surface of the segment of the sphere included

in the sector, and whose height is equal to the radius of the

sphere.

Let i^ be a cone whose base is equal to the surface of the

segment laV of a sphere and whose height is equal to the radius

of the sphere ; and let S be the volume of the sector OlaV.

Then, if 8 is not equal to R, it must be either greater or

less.

I. Suppose, if possible, that S> R.

Find two straight lines ^, 7, of which ^ is the greater, such

that

^:y<S:R;
and let 8, e be two arithmetic means between ^, 7.

Let lal' be a segment of a great circle of the sphere.

Join 01, 01', and let similar polygons with 2n equal sides be

circumscribed and inscribed to the sector of the circle as before,

but such that their sides are in a ratio less than /3 : B.

[Prop. 4].
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Then let the two polygons revolve with the segment about

OaA, generating two solids of revolution.

Denoting the volumes of these solids by V, v respectively,

we have

( V + cone OLL') : (v + cone Oil') = AB' : ah' [Prop. 41
]

< : y, a fortiori*,

< S : R,hy hypothesis.

Now (F+cone OZZ')>^.

Therefore also {v + cone OW) > R.

But this is impossible, by Prop, 38, Cor. combined with Props.

42, 43.

Hence 8
-^ R.

II. Suppose, if possible, that S < R.

In this case we take /S, 7 such that

^:ry<R:S,

and the rest of the construction proceeds as before.

We thus obtain the relation

(F+ cone OLL') : (v + cone OW) < R : S.

Now (v + cone Oil') < S.

Therefore ( V + cone OLL') < R
;

which is impossible, by Prop. 40, Cor. 2 combined with Props.

42, 43.

Since then S is neither greater nor less than R,

S^R.

" Cf. note on Prop. 34, p. 42..



ON THE SPHERE AND CYLINDEE.

BOOK II.

" Archimedes to Dositheus greeting.

On a former occasion you asked me to write out the proofs of

the problems the enunciations of which I had myself sent to

Conon. In point of fact they depend for the most part on the

theorems of which I have already sent you the demonstrations,

namely (1) that the surface of any sphere is four times the

greatest circle in the sphere, (2) that the surface of any

segment of a sphere is equal to a circle whose radius is equal

to the straight line drawn from the vertex of the segment to

the circumference of its base, (3) that the cylinder whose base

is the greatest circle in any sphere and whose height is equal

to the diameter of the sphere is itself in magnitude half as

large again as the sphere, while its surface [including the two

bases] is half as large again as the surface of the sphere, and

(4) that any solid sector is equal to a cone whose base is the

circle which is equal to the surface of the segment of the sphere

included in the sector, and whose height is equal to the radius

of the sphere. Such then of the theorems and problems as

depend on these theorems I have written out in the book

which I send herewith ; those which are discovered by means

of a different sort of investigation, those namely which relate

to spirals and the conoids, I will endeavour to send you soon.
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The first of the problems was as follows : Given a sphere, to

find a plane area equal to the surface of the sphere.

The solution of this is obvious from the theorems aforesaid.

For four times the greatest circle in the sphere is both a plane

area and equal to the surface of the sphere.

The second problem was the following."

Proposition 1. (Problem.)

Given a cone or a cylinder, to find a sphere equal to the cone

or to the cylinder.

If V be the given cone or cylinder, we can make a cylinder

equal to fF, Let this cylinder be the cylinder whose base

is the circle on AB as diameter and whose height is OD.

Now, if we could make another cylinder, equal to the

cylinder {OD) but such that its height is equal to the diameter

of its base, the problem would be solved, because this latter

cylinder would be equal to f F, and the sphere whose diameter

is equal to the height (or to the diameter of the base) of the

same cylinder would then be the sphere required [I. 34, Cor.].

Suppose the problem solved, and let the cylinder {GG) be

equal to the cylinder {OD), Avhile EF, the diameter of the base,

is equal to the height GG.
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Then, since in equal cylinders the heights and bases are

reciprocally proportional,

AB' : EF' = GG:OD
= EF : OB (1).

Suppose MN to be such a line that

EF' = AB.MN (2).

Hence AB : EF = EF : MN,

and, combining (1) and (2), we have

AB:MN=EF.OD,

or AB : EF = MN : OD.

Therefore AB : EF = EF : MN = MN : OD,

and EF, MN are tiuo mean proportionals between AB, OD.

The synthesis of the problem is therefore as follows. Take

two mean proportionals EF, MN between AB and OD, and

describe a cylinder whose base is a circle on EF as diameter

and whose height CG is equal to EF.

Then, since

AB : EF = EF : MN = MN : OD,

EF' = AB.MN,

and therefore AB' : EF' = AB : MN
= EF:OD
= CG: OD;

whence the bases of the two cylinders (OD), {CG) are recipro-

cally proportional to their heights.

Therefore the cylinders are equal, and it follows that

cylinder (CG=) = fF.

The sphere on EF as diameter is therefore the sphere

required, being equal to V.
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Proposition 2.

If BAB' he a segment of a sphere, BB' a diameter of the

base of the segment, and the centre of the sphere, and if AA'

be the diameter of the sphere bisecting BB' in M, then the volume

of the segment is equal to that of a cone whose base is the same

as that of the segment and whose height is h, where

h:AM=OA' + A'M:A'M.

Measure MH along MA equal to h, and MH' along MA'
equal to h', where

h' :A'M=OA+AM -.AM.

Suppose the three cones constructed which have 0, H
H' for their apices and the base {BB') of the segment for their

common base. Join AB, A'B.

Let (7 be a cone whose base is equal to the surface of the

segment BAB' of the sphere, i.e. to a circle with radius equal

to AB [I. 42], and whose height is equal to OA.

Then the cone Ois equal to the solid sector OBAB' [I. 44].

Now, since HM : MA = OA' + A'M : A'M,

dividendo, HA : AM = OA : A'M,

and, alternately, HA : AO = AM : MA',

so that

HO:OA= AA' : A'M

= AB' : BM'

= (base of cone C) : (circle on BB' as diameter).
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But OA is equal to the height of the cone C; therefore, since

cones are equal if their bases and heights are reciprocally-

proportional, it follows that the cone C (or the solid sector

OBAB') is equal to a cone whose base is the circle on BB' as

diameter and whose height is equal to OH.

And this latter cone is equal to the sum of two others

having the same base and with heights OM, MH, i.e. to the

solid rhombus OBHB'.

Hence the sector OBAB' is equal to the rhombus OBHB'.

Taking away the common part, the cone OBB',

the segment BAB' = the cone HBB'.

Similarly, by the same method, we can prove that

the segment BA'B' = the cone H'BB'.

Alternative 'proof of the latter property.

Suppose Z) to be a cone whose base is equal to the surface

of the whole sphere and whose height is equal to OA.

Thus D is equal to the volume of the sphere. [I. 33, 34]

Now, since OA' + A'M : A'M = HM : MA,

dividendo and alternando, as before,

OA : AH = A'M : MA.

Again, since H'M : MA' = OA + AM : AM,

H'A' : OA = A'M : MA
= OA : AH, from above.

Componendo, H'O : OA = OH : HA (1).

Alternately, H'O: OH = OA -.AH (2),

and, componendo, HH' : HO = OH : HA,

= H'0 : OA, horn (l),

whence HH' .OA = H'O . OH (3).

Next, since H'O :OH = OA: AH, by (2),

= A'M:3IA,

(H'O + OHf : H'O . OH = {A'M + MAf : A'M. MA,
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whence, by means of (3),

HH'^ : HH' . OA = AA" : A'M. MA,

or HH' : OA = AA" : BM\

Now the cone D, which is equal to the sphere, has for its base

a circle whose radius is equal to AA', and for its height a line

equal to OA.

Hence this cone D is equal to a cone whose base is the circle

on BB' as diameter and whose height is equal to HH'
;

therefore the cone D = the rhombus HBH'B',

or the rhombus HBH'B' = the sphere.

But the segment BAB' = the cone HBB'
;

therefore the remaining segment BA'B' = the cone H'BB'.

Cor. The segment BAB' is to a cone with the same base and

equal height in the ratio of OA' -i- A'M to A'M.

Proposition 3. (Problem.)

To cut a given sphei'e by a plane so that the su7'faces of the

segments may have to one another a given ratio.

Suppose the problem solved. Let AA' be a diameter of a

great circle of the sphere, and suppose that a plane perpendicular

to AA' cuts the plane of the great circle in the straight

line BB' , and AA' in M, and that it divides the sphere so that

the surface of the segment BAB' has to the surface of the

segment BA'B' the given ratio.
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Now these surfaces are respectively equal to circles with

radii equal to AB, A'B [I. 42, 43].

Hence the ratio AB^ : A'B^ is equal to the given ratio, i.e.

AM is to MA' in the given ratio.

Accordingly the synthesis proceeds as follows.

If ^ : ^ be the given ratio, divide J.^' in M so that

AM : MA' = H : K.

Then AM : MA' = AB' : A'B'

= (circle with radius AB) : (circle with radius A'B)

= (surface of segment BAB') : (surface of segment BA'B').

Thus the ratio of the surfaces of the segments is equal to

the ratio H : K.

Proposition 4, (Problem.)

To cut a given sphere by a plane so that the volumes of the

segments are to one another in a given ratio.

Suppose the problem solved, and let the required plane cut

the great circle ABA' at right angles in the line BB'. Let

.4^' be that diameter of the great circle which bisects BB' at

right angles (in M), and let be the centre of the sphere.

Take H on OA produced, and H' on OA' produced, such

that

and

OA' + A'M : A'M = HM : MA,

OA+AM: AM= H'M : MA'

Join BH, B'H, BH', B'H'.

in
.(2).
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Then the cones HBB', H'BB' are respectively equal to the

segments BAB', BA'B' of the sphere [Prop. 2].

Hence the ratio of the cones, and therefore of their altitudes,

is given, i.e.

HM : H'M = the given ratio (3).

We have now three equations (1), (2), (3), in which there

appear three as yet undetermined points M, H, H' ; and it is

first necessary to find, by means of them, another equation in

which only one of these points (if) appears, i.e. we have, so to

speak, to eliminate H, H'.

Now, from (3), it is clear that HH' : H'M is also a given

ratio ; and Archimedes' method of elimination is, fir^st, to find

values for each of the ratios A'H' : H'M and HH' : H'A' which

are alike independent of H, H', and then, secondly, to equate

the ratio compounded of these two ratios to the known value

of the ratio HH' : H'M.

(a) To find such a value for A'H' : H'M.

It is at once clear from equation (2) above that

A'H' : H'M = OA : OA + AM (4).

(6) To find such a value for HH' : A'H'.

From (1) we derive

A'M : MA = OA' + A'M : HM
= OA':AH (5);

and, from (2), A'M : MA = H'M : OA + AM
= A'H': OA (6).

Thus HA -.AO^-OA'-.A'H',

whence OH : OA' = OH' : A'H',

or OH: OH'=OA':A'H'.

It follows that

HH': OH' = OH' : A'H',

or HH'.H'A'=OH"\

Therefore HH' : H'A' = OH" : H'A"

= AA" : A'M\ by means of (6)
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(c) To express the ratios A'H' : H'M and HH' : H'M more

simply we make the following construction. Produce OA to D
so that OA =AD. {D will lie beyond H, for A'M>MA, and

therefore, by (5), OA >AH.)

Then A'H' : H'M=OA:OA+AM
= AD:DM (7).

Now divide ^D at ^ so that

HH' : H'M = AD : DE (8).

Thus, using equations (8), (7) and the value of HH' : H'A'

above found,, we have

AD.DE = HH' : H'M
= {HH' : H'A') . (A'H' : H'3I)

= (AA" : A'M') .(AD : DM).

But AD : DE = (DM : DE) . (AD : DM).

Therefore MD : DE = AA" : A'M' (9).

And D is given, since AD= OA. Also AD : DE (being equal

to HH' : H'M) is a given ratio. Therefore DE is given.

Hence the problem r^educes itself to the problem of dividing

A'D into two parts at M so that

MD : (a given length) = (a given area) : A'M^.

Archimedes adds :
" If the problem is propounded in this

general form, it requires a Biopia/j,6<; [i.e. it is necessary to

investigate the limits of possibility], but, if there be added the

conditions subsisting in the present case, it does not require a

BlOptCTflO^."

In the present case the problem is

:

Given a straight line A'A produced to D so that A'A = 2AD,

and given a point E on AD, to cut AA' in a point M so that

AA" : A'M' = MD : DE.

" And the analysis and synthesis of both problems will be

given at the end*."

The synthesis of the main problem will be as follows. Let

R : S he the given ratio, R being less than S. AA' being a

* See the note following this proposition.
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diameter of a great circle, and tlie centre, produce OA to D
so that OA=AD, and divide AD in E so that

AE:ED = R:S.

Then cut AA' in M so that

3ID : i)^ = ^^''
: A'M'.

Through M erect a plane perpendicular to AA' ; this plane

will then divide the sphere into segments which will be to one

another as R to S.

Take H on A'A produced, and H' on AA' produced, so that

OA' + A'M : A'M = HM : MA, (1),

OA + AM : AM=H'M : MA' (2).

We have then to show that

HM : MH' = R : S, or AE : ED.

(a) We first find the value of HH' : H'A' as follows.

As was shown in the analysis (b),

HH'.H'A'=OH'\

or HH' : H'A' = OH" : H'A"

= AA" : A'M'

= MD : DE, by construction.

(/3) Next we have

H'A' : H'M= OA:OA+ AM
= AD : DM.

Therefore HH' : H'M = {HH' : H'A') . (H'A' : H'M)
= {MD:DE).(AD:DM)
= AD : DE,

whence iTif : Jffl"' = AE : ED
= R : S. Q. E. D.

iV^o^e. The solution of the subsidiary problem to which the

original problem of Prop. 4 is reduced, and of which Archimedes

promises a discussion, is given in a highly interesting and

important note by Eutocius, who introduces the subject with

the following explanation.

H. A. 5
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"He [Archimedes] promised to give a solution of this

problem at the end, but we do not find the promise kept in any

of the copies. Hence we find that Dionysodorus too failed to

light upon the promised discussion and, being unable to grapple

with the omitted lemma, approached the original problem in a

different way, which I shall describe later. Diodes also ex-

pressed in his work Trepl irvpioiv the opinion that Archimedes

made the promise but did not perform it, and tried to supply

the omission himself His attempt I shall also give in its

order. It will however be seen to have no relation to the

omitted discussion but to give, like Dionysodorus, a construction

arrived at by a different method of proof. On the other hand,

as the result of unremitting and extensive research, I found in

a certain old book some theorems discussed which, although the

reverse of clear owing to errors and in many ways faulty as

regards the figures, nevertheless gave the substance of what I

sought, and moreover to some extent kept to the Doric dialect

affected by Archimedes, while they retained the names familiar in

old usage, the parabola being called a section of a right-angled

cone, and the hyperbola a section of an obtuse-angled cone

;

whence I was led to consider whether these theorems might

not in fact be what he promised he would give at the end. For

this reason I paid them the closer attention, and, after finding

great difficulty with the actual text owing to the multitude of

the mistakes above referred to, I made out the sense gradually

and now proceed to set it out, as well as I can, in more familiar

and clearer language. And first the theorem will be treated

generally, in order that what Archimedes sa3's about the limits

of possibility may be made clear ; after which there will follow

the special application to the conditions stated in his analysis

of the problem."

The investigation which follows may be thus reproduced.

The general problem is

:

Given two straight lines AB, AG and an area D, to divide

AB at M so that

AM : AG = D : MB\
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Analysis.

Suppose M found, and suppose AC placed at right angles to

AB. Join CM and produce it. Draw EBN through B parallel

to AG meeting CM in N, and through G draw CHE parallel to

AB meeting EBN in E. Complete the parallelogram CENF,
and through M draw PMH parallel to AC meeting FN in P.

Measure EL along EN so that

CE.EL{or AB.EL) = D.

Then, by hypothesis,

AM:AG=GE.EL:MB\
And

AM:AC=CE : EN,

by similar triangles,

= GE.EL:EL.EN.

It follows that PN^ = MB' = EL . EN.

Hence, if a parabola be described with vertex E, axis EN, and

parameter equal to EL, it will pass through P ; and it will be

given in position, since EL is given.

Therefore P lies on a given parabola.

Next, since the rectangles FIT, AE are equal,

FP.PH=AB.BE.
Hence, if a rectangular hyperbola be described with GE, GF

as asymptotes and passing through B, it will pass through P.

And the hyperbola is given in position.

Therefore P lies on a given hyperbola.

Thus P is determined as the intersection of the parabola

and hyperbola. Ajid since P is thus given, M is also given.

hLopicriJi6<;.

Now, since AM : AG = D : MB\
AM.MB^ = AG.D.

But AG .D\b given, and it will he proved later that the maicimum
value ofAM. MB'' is that which it assumes when BM= 2AM.
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Q Q'

Hence it is a necessary condition of the possibility of a

solution that AC.D must not he greater than ^AB .{^AEf, or

i,AB\

Synthesis.

If be such a point on AB that ^0 = 2^0, we have seen

that, in order that the solution may be possible,

AC.J)-^AO.OB\

Thus AC .D is either equal to, or less than, AO . OB^.

(1) liAC.D = AO. OB', then the point itself solves the

problem.

(2) Let AC. n he less than AO.OB\

Place ^C at right angles to AB. Join CO, and produce it

to R. Draw EBR through B parallel to AC meeting CO in R,

and through C draw GE parallel

to AB meeting EBR in E. Com-

plete the parallelogram CERF,
and through draw QOK parallel

to ^C meeting FR in Q and CE
inK.

Then, since

AC.D<AO.OB\
u K n

measure RQ' along RQ so that

AC.D = AO.Q'R\

or AO:AC = I):Q'R\

Measure EL along ER so that

D = CE.EL (or AB. EL).

Now, since AO : AC = D : Q'R\ by hypothesis,

= CE.EL:Q'R\

and AO : AC = CE : ER, by similar triangles,

= CE . EL : EL . ER,
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Describe a parabola with vertex E, axis ER, and parameter

equal to EL. This parabola will then pass through Q'.

Again, rect. FK = rect. AE,

or FQ.QK=AB.BE;

and, if we describe a rectangular hyperbola with asymptotes

CE, GF and passing through B, it will also pass through Q.

Let the parabola and hyperbola intersect at P, and through

P draw PMH parallel to AG meeting AB in M and CE
in H, and GPU parallel to AB meeting GF in G and ER
iuK

Then shall M be the required point of division.

Since PG.PH = AB.BE,

rect. G^if= rect. ME,

and therefore GMN is a straight line.

Thus AB.BE = PG.PH = AM.EN (1).

Again, by the property of the parabola,

PN'' = EL.EN,

or MB^ = EL.EN (2).

From (1) and (2)

AM.EL = AB.BE:MB\
or AM.AB:AB.EL = AB.AG:MB\
Alternately,

AM.AB :AB.AG=AB.EL: MB\

or AM : AG = D : MB\

Proof of 8i,opt(T/ji,6<i.

It remains to be proved that, if AB be divided at so that

BO = 2A0, then AG. OB^ is the maximum value ofAM. MB"^,

or A0.0B'>A3I.MB\

where M is any point on AB other than 0.
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Suppose that AO : AC = CE . EL' : 0B\

so that AO.OB^=CE. EL' . AC.

Join CO, and produce it to iV';

draw EBN through B parallel

to A C, and complete the paral-

lelogram CENF.

Through draw POH
parallel to ^C meeting FN
in P and CE in H.

With vertex E, axis EN,
and parameter EL', describe

a parabola. This will pass

through P, as shown in the

analysis above, and beyond P
will meet the diameter CF of

the parabola in some point.

Next draw a rectangular

hyperbola with asymptotes CE,

CF and passing through B.

This hyperbola will also pass

through P, as shown in the

analysis.

Produce NE to T so that

TE=EN. Join TP meeting

CE in Y, and produce it to

meet CF in W. Thus TP will

touch the parabola at P.

Then, since B0 = 2A0,

TP=.2PW.
And TP=2PY.
Therefore PTf=PF.

Since, then, TTF between the asymptotes is bisected at P, the

point where it meets the hyperbola,

TTF is a tangent to the hyperbola.

Hence the hyperbola and parabola, having a common tangent

at P, touch one another at P.
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Now take any point M on AB, and through M draw QMK
parallel to ^C meeting the hyperbola in Q and CE in K.

Lastly, draw GqQR through Q parallel to AB meeting OF in G,

the parabola in q, and BN in R.

Then, since, by the property of the hyperbola, the rectangles

GK, AE are equal, CMR is a straight line.

By the property of the parabola,

qR^ = EL'.ER,

so that QR' < EL . ER.

Suppose QR' = EL . ER,

and we have AM : AC = CE : ER
= CE . EL '. EL , ER
= CE.EL :QR'

= CE.EL'.MB\

or AM.MB^ = GE.EL.AC.

Therefore AM .MB^ < CE .EL' .AC

<AO.OB\

1{ AC . D < AO . OB^, there are two solutions because there

will be two points of intersection between the parabola and the

hyperbola.

For, if we draw with vertex E and axis EN a parabola

whose parameter is equal to EL, the parabola will pass through

the point Q (see the last figure) ; and, since the parabola meets

the diameter CF beyond Q, it must meet the hyperbola again

(which has CF for its asymptote).

[If we put AB = a, BM = x, AC = c, and D = h^, the pro-

portion

AM : AC = D : MB'

is seen to be equivalent to the equation

^^{a — x) — ¥c,

being a cubic equation with the term containing x omitted.

Now suppose EN, EC to be axes of coordinates, EN being

the axis of y.
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Then the parabola used in the above solution is the

parabola

X = —

and the rectangular hyperbola is

y (a — x) = ac.

Thus the solution of the cubic equation and the conditions

under which there are no positive solutions, or one, or two

positive solutions are obtained by the use of the two conies.]

|]For the sake of completeness, and for their intrinsic interest,

the solutions of the original problem in Prop. 4 given by

Dionysodorus and Diodes are here appended.

Dionysodorus' solution.

Let AA' be a diameter of the given sphere. It is required

to find a plane cutting AA' at right angles (in a point M,

suppose) so that the segments into which the sphere is divided

are in a given ratio, as CD : BE.

Produce A'A to F so that AF= OA, where is the centre

of the sphere.

Draw AH perpendicular to AA' and of such length that

FA:AH = CE: ED,
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and produce AH to K so that

AK' = FA.AH (a).

With vertex F, axis FA, and parameter equal to AH
describe a parabola. This will pass through K, by the equa-

tion (a).

Draw A'K' parallel to AK and meeting the parabola in K'
;

and with A'F, A'K' as asymptotes describe a rectangular

hyperbola passing through H. This hyperbola will meet the

parabola at some point, as P, between K and K'.

Draw PM perpendicular to AA' meeting the great circle in

B, B', and from H, P draw HL, PR both parallel to AA' and

meeting A'K' in L, R respectively.

Then, by the property of the hyperbola,

PR.PM = AH.HL,
i.e. PM.MA' = HA.AA',

or PM:AH=AA':A'M,
and PM' : AH^ = AA" : A'M'\

Also, by the property of the parabola,

PM' = FM.AH,

i.e. FM:PM^PM:AH,
or FM:AH=P3P:AH'

= AA"' : A']\P, from above.

Thus, since circles are to one another as the squares of their

radii, the cone whose base is the circle with A'M as radius and

whose height is equal to FM, and the cone whose base is the

circle with AA' as radius and whose height is equal to AH,
have their bases and heights reciprocally proportional.

Hence the cones are equal ; i.e., if we denote the first cone

by the symbol c (A'M), FM, and so on,

c (A'M), FM = c (A A'), AH
Now c{AA'),FA:c(AA'),AH=FA:AH

= CE : ED, by construction.
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Therefore

c(AA'), FA : c{A'M), FM=GE : ED (/3).

But (1) c {A A'), FA = the sphere. [I. 34]

(2) c{A'M), FM can be proved equal to the segment of

the sphere whose vertex is A' and height A'M.

For take G on AA' produced such that

GM : MA' = FM : MA
= 0A+ AM : AM.

Then the cone GBB' is equal to the segment A'BB' [Prop. 2].

And FM :MG = AM: MA', by hypothesis,

= BM^ : A'M\
Therefore

(circle with rad. BM) : (circle with rad. A'M)

= FM : MG,

so that c (A'M), FAT = c {BM), MG
= the segment A'BB'.

We have therefore, from the equation (/3) above,

(the sphere) : (segmt. A'BB') = CE : ED,

whence (segmt. ABB) : (segmt. A'BB') = CD : DE.

Diodes' solution.

Diodes starts, like Archimedes, from the property, proved in

Prop. 2, that, if the plane of section cut a diameter AA' of the

sphere at right angles in M, and if H, H' be taken on OA, OA'

produced respectively so that

OA' + A'M : A'M = HM : MA,

OA+AM: AM= H'M : MA',

then the cones HBB', H'BB' are respectively equal to the

segments ABB', A'BB'.
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Then, drawing the inference that

HA :AM=OA':A'M,
H'A' .A'M=OA -.AM,

he proceeds to state the problem in the following form, slightly

generalising it by the substitution of any given straight line for

OA or OA':

Given a straight line A A', its extr'emities A, A', a I'atio C : D,

and another straight line as AK, to divide AA' at M and to find

two points H, H' on A'A and AA' produced respectively so that

the following relations may hold simultaneously,

C:D = HM :MH'\ (a),

HA :AM=AK:A'M (/3),

H'A' :A'M=AK :AM .1 (7).

Analysis.

Suppose the problem solved and the points M, H, H' all

found.

Place AK at right angles to AA', and draw A'K' parallel

and equal to AK. Join KM, K'M, and produce them to meet

K'A', KA respectively in E, F. Join KK', draw EG through

E parallel to A'A meeting KF in G, and through M draw QMN
parallel to AK meeting EG in Q and KK' in N.

Now HA : AM = A'K' : A'M, by {^),

= FA : AM, by similar triangles,

whence HA=FA.
Similarly H'A' = A'E.

Next,

FA + AM : A'K' + A'M = AM : A'M
= AK + AM: EA' + A'M, by similar triangles.
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Therefore

(FA + AM) . (EA' + A'M) = (KA + AM) . {K'A' + A'M).

Take AR along AH and A'R' along A'H' such that

AR = A'R'=^AK.

Then, since FA + AM = HM, EA' + A'M = MH', we have

HM.MH' = RM.MR' (S).

(Thus, \i R falls between ^ and H, R' falls on the side of H'
remote from A', and vice versa.)

Now C:D = HM : il/iT', by hypothesis,

= HM.MH' -.MH"

= RiM. MR' :MH'\ hy{B).

Measure MV along MN so that MV=A'M. Join ^'F and

produce it both ways. Draw RP, R'P' perpendicular to RR'
meeting ^'F produced in P, P' respectively. Then, the angle

MA'V being half a right angle, PP' is given in position, and,

since R, R' are given, so are P, P'.

And, by parallels.

P'V.PV^R'MiMR.
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Therefore PV.P'V: PV'=RM.MR' : RM\
But PV' = 2RM\

Therefore PV.P'V= 2RM.3IR'.

And it was shown that

RM.MR' .MH" = G:D.

Hence PV.P'V: MH" = 20 : D.

But MH' = A'M + A'E = VM + MQ = QV.

Therefore QV^ : PV . P'V = D : 20, a. given ratio.

Thus, if we take a line p such that

D:2C^p:PP'*,

and if we describe an ellipse with PP' as a diameter and p as

the corresponding parameter [= DD'^PP' in the ordinary

notation of geometrical conies], and such that the ordinates to

PP' are inclined to it at an angle equal to half a right angle,

i.e. are parallel to QF or AK, then the ellipse will pass

through Q.

Hence Q lies on an ellipse given in position.

Again, since EK is a diagonal of the parallelogram GK',

GQ.QN=AA'.A'K'.

If therefore a rectangular hyperbola be described with KG,

KK' as asymptotes and passing through A', it will also pass

through Q.

Hence Q lies on a given rectangular hyperbola.

Thus Q is determined as the intersection of a given ellipse

* There is a mistake in the Greek text here which seems to have escaped the

notice of all the editors up to the present. The words are eav dpa iroirjffwtiev, wy

Tr)v A trpos ttjv dLirXaffiav ttjs V, ovtus Tqv TT vphs olWtjv tlvcL ws Trjv $, i.e. (with

the lettering above) " If we take a length p such that D : 2C = PP' : p." This

cannot be right, because we should then have

QV"-: PV.P'V=PP' ip,

whereas the two latter terms should be reversed, the correct property of the

ellipse being
QV^ : PV.P'V = p : PP'. [Apollonius I. 21]

The mistake would appear to have originated as far back as Eutocius, but I

think that Eutocius is more likely to have made the slip than Diodes himself,

because any intelligent mathematician would be more likely to make such a slip

in writing out another man's work than to overlook it if made by another.
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and a given hyperbola, and is therefore given. Thus M is

given, and H, H' can at once be found.

Synthesis.

Place AA', AK at right angles, draw A'K' parallel and

equal to AK, and join KK'.

Make AR (measured along A'A produced) and A'R'

(measured along AA' produced) each equal to AK, and

through R, R' draw perpendiculars to RR'.

Then through A' draw PP' making an angle {AA'P) with

AA' equal to half a right angle and meeting the perpendiculars

just drawn in P, P' respectively.

Take a length j) such that

D:W = p :PP'*,

and with PP' as diameter and p as the corresponding parameter

describe an ellipse such that the ordinates to PP' are inclined

to it at an angle equal to AA'P, i.e. are parallel to AK.

With asymptotes KA, KK' draw a rectangular hyperbola

passing through A'.

Let the hyperbola and ellipse meet in Q, and from Q draw

QMVN perpendicular to AA' meeting AA' in M, PP' in V
and KK' in N. Also draw GQE parallel to AA' meeting AK,
A'K' respectively in G, E.

Produce KA, K'M to meet in F.

Then, from the property of the hyperbola,

GQ.QN=AA'.A'K',

and, since these rectangles are equal, KME is a straight line.

Measure AH along AR equal to AF, and A'H' along A'R'

equal to A'E.

From the property of the ellipse,

QT':PV.P'V=p:PP'
= D : 20.

* Here too the Greek text repeats the same error as that noted on p. 77.
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And, by parallels,

PV:P'V=RM:R'M,
or PV.P'V:P'V' = RM.MR' :R'M\

while P'V''=2R'M\ since the angle RA'P is half a right

angle.

Therefore PV.P'V= 2RM.MR',

whence QV : 2RM . MR' = D:2C.

But QV=EA' + A'M^MH'.

Therefore RM.MR' : MH'' = C:D.

Again, by similar triangles,

FA +AM : K'A' + A'M =AM : A'M
=KA+AM:EA' + A'M.

Therefore

{FA+AM).{EA'-\-A'M) = {KA+AM).{K'A' + A'M)

or HM.MH' = RM.MR'.

It follows that

HM.MH':MH'^ = G:D,

or HM:MH' = C.D (a).

Also HA:AM=FA:AiM,
= A'K' : A'M, by similar

triangles . . . (/3),

and H'A' .A'M=EA' :A'M

=AK :AM (7).

Hence the points M, H, H' satisfy the three given

relations.]

Proposition 5. (Problem.)

To construct a segment of a sphere similar to one segment

and equal in volume to another.

Let ABB' be one segment whose vertex is A and whose

base is the circle on BB' as diameter; and let DEF be another

segment whose vertex is D and whose base is the circle on EF
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as diameter. Let AA\ DD' be diameters of the great circles

passing through BB', EF respectively, and let 0, C be the

respective centres of the spheres.

Suppose it required to draw a segment similar to BEF and

equal in volume to ABB'.

Analysis. Suppose the problem solved, and let def be the

required segment, d being the vertex and ef the diameter of

the base. Let dd' be the diameter of the sphere which bisects

ef at right angles, c the centre of the sphere.

Let M, G, g be the points where BB', EF, ef are bisected

at right angles by AA', DD' , dd' respectively, and produce OA,

CD, cd respectively to H, K, k, so that

OA' + A'M : A'M= HM : MA\

CD' + D'G:D'G = KO:GD -,

cd' + d'g •.d'g = kg : gd )

and suppose cones formed with vertices H, K, k and with the

same bases as the respective segments. The cones will then be

equal to the segments respectively [Prop. 2].

Therefore, by hypothesis,

the cone HBB' =the cone kef.
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Hence

(circle on diameter BB') : (circle on diameter ef) = kg : HM,

so that BB" : ef = kg : HM (1).

But, since the segments DBF, def are similar, so are the

cones KEF, kef.

Therefore KG:EF= kg : ef.

And the ratio KG : EF is given. Therefore the ratio kg : ef

is given.

Suppose a length R taken such that

kg:ef=HM:R (2).

Thus R is given.

Again, since kg : HM= BB" : ef = ef:R, by (1) and (2),

suppose a length S taken such that

ef = BB'.S,

or BB":ef' = BB':S.

Thus BB':ef=ef:S = S:R,

and ef, S are two mean proportionals in continued proportion

between BB', R.

Synthesis. Let ABB', DEF be great circles, A A', DD'
the diameters bisecting BB', EF at right angles in M, G
respectively, and 0, G the centres.

Take H, K in the same way as before, and construct the

cones HBB', KEF, which are therefore equal to the respective

segments ABB', DEF.

Let Rhe a. straight line such that

KG:EF=HM:R,

and between BB', R take two mean proportionals ef, S.

On ef as base describe a segment of a circle with vertex d

and similar to the segment of a circle DEF. Complete the

circle, and let dd' be the diameter through d, and c the centre.

Conceive a sphere constructed of which def is a great circle,

and through ef draw a plane at right angles to dd'.

H. A. 6
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Then shall def be the required segment of a sphere.

For the segments BEF, def of the spheres are similar, like

the circular segments BEF, def.

Produce cd to h so that

cd' + d'g : d'g = kg : gd.

The cones KEF, kef are then similar.

Therefore kg : ef= KG : EF=HM : R,

whence kg : HM =ef:R.

But, since BB', ef S, R are in continued proportion,

BB'' : ef = BB' : S

= ef:R
= kg : HM.

Thus the bases of the cones HBB', kef are reciprocally

proportional to their heights. The cones are therefore equal,

and def is the segment required, being equal in volume to the

cone kef [Prop. 2]

Proposition 6. (Problem.)

Given two segments of spheres, to find a tJm^d segment of a

sphere similar to one of the given segments and having its

surface equal to that of the other.

Let ABB' be the segment to whose surface the surface of

the required segment is to be equal, ABA'B' the great circle

whose plane cuts the plane of the base of the segment ABB' at

right angles in BB'. Let A A' be the diameter which bisects

BB' at right angles.

Let DEF be the segment to which the required segment

is to be similar, DED'F the great circle cutting the base of the

segment at right angles in EF. Let DD' be the diameter

bisecting EF at right angles in G.

Suppose the problem solved, def being a segment similar

to DEF and having its surface equal to that of ABB'; and
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complete the figure for def as for DEF, corresponding points

being denoted by small and capital letters respectively.

Join AB, DF, df.

Now, since the surfaces of the segments def, ABB' are equal,

so are the circles on df, AB as diameters

;

[I, 42, 43]

that is, df=AB.

From the similarity of the segments DEF, def we obtain

d'd :dg = D'D:DG,

and dg:df=DG:DF;

whence d'd : df= D'D : DF,

or d'd:AB = D'D:DF.

But AB, D'D, DF are all given

;

therefore d'd is given.

Accordingly the synthesis is as follows.

Take d'd such that

d'd : AB = D'D : DF. (1).

Describe a circle on d'd as diameter, and conceive a sphere

constructed of which this circle is a great circle.

6—2
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Divide d'd at g so that

d'g : gd = D'G : GD,

and draw through g a plane perpendicular to d'd cutting off

the segment def of the sphere and intersecting the plane of the

great circle in ef. The segments def, DEF are thus similar,

and dg : df= DG : DF.

But from above, componendo,

d'd : dg = D'D : DG.

Therefore, ex aequali, d'd : df= D'D : DF,

whence, hy {V),df=AB.

Therefore the segment def has its surface equal to the

surface of the segment ABB' [I. 42, 43], while it is also similar

to the segment DEF.

Proposition 7. (Problem.)

From a given sphere to cut off a segment by a plane so that

the segment may have a given ratio to the cone which has the same

base as the segment and equal height.

Let AA' be the diameter of a great circle of the sphere.

It is required to draw a plane at right angles to AA' cutting

off a segment, as ABB', such that the segment ABB' has to

the cone ABB' a given ratio.

Analysis.

Suppose the problem solved, and let the plane of section

cut the plane of the great circle in BB', and the diameter

AA' in M. Let be the centre of the sphere.

--F

Produce OA to H so that

0A' + A'3I:A'M HM -.MA (1).
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Thus the cone HBB' is equal to the segment ABB'. [Prop. 2]

Therefore the given ratio must be equal to the ratio of the

cone HBB' to the cone ABB', i.e. to the ratio HM : MA.

Hence the ratio OA' + A'M : A'M is given ; and therefore

A'M is given.

?)L0pL(TIJb6<i.

Now OA' : A'M > OA' : A'A,

so that OA' + A'M : A'M > OA' + A'A : A'

A

>3 : 2.

Thus, in order that a solution may he possible, it is a

necessary condition that the given ratio must he greater than

3: 2.

The synthesis proceeds thus.

Let AA' be a diameter of a great circle of the sphere, the

centre.

Take a line DE, and a point F on it, such that BE : EF is

equal to the given ratio, being greater than 3 : 2.

Now, since OA' + A'A : A'A = 3:2,

DE.EF>OA'-\-A'A : A'A,

so that DF:FE> OA' : A'A.

Hence a point M can be found on AA' such that

DF'.FE=OA' :A'M. (2).

Through M draw a plane at right angles to AA' intersecting

the plane of the great circle in BB', and cutting off from the

sphere the segment ABB'.

As before, take H on OA produced such that

OA' + A'M : A'M = HM : MA.

Therefore HM :MA=DE: EF, by means of (2).

It follows that the cone HBB', or the segment ABB', is to

the cone ABB' in the given ratio DE : EF.
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Proposition 8.

If a sphere be cut by a plane not passing through the centre

into two segments A'BB', ABB', of which A'BB' is the greater,

then the ratio

(segmt. A'BB') : (segmt. ABB')

< (surface of A'BB'

f

: (surface ofABB'

f

but > (surface of A'BB'f : (surface ofABB' f''.

Let the plane of section cut a great circle A'BAB' at right

angles in BB', and let AA' be the diameter bisecting BB' at

right angles in M.

Let be the centre of the sphere.

Join A'B, AB.

As usual, take H on OA produced, and H' on OA' produced,

so that

OA' + A'M:A'M = HM:MA (1),

OA+AM:AM=H'M'.MA' (2),

and conceive cones drawn each with the same base as the two

segments and with apices H, H' respectively. The cones are

then respectively equal to the segments [Prop. 2], and they

are in the ratio of their heights HM, H'M.

Also

(surface of A'BB') : (surface of ABB') = A'B'' : AB' [L 42, 43]

= A'M:AM.

* This is expressed in Archimedes' phrase by saying that the greater seg-

ment has to the lesser a ratio "less than the duplicate (dnrXdaiov) of that which
the surface of the greater segment has to the surface of the lesser, but greater
than the sesquialterate (tj/mioXiov) [of that ratio]."
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We have therefore to prove

(a) that H'M:MH<A'M':MA\
(b) that H'M : MH > A'Mi : MAI

(a) From (2) above,

A'M:AM=H'M: OA + AM
= H'A' : OA', since OA = OA'.

Since A'M>AM, H'A' > OA' ; therefore, if we take K on

H'A' so that OA' = A'K, K will fall between H' and A'.

And, by (1), A'M :AM=KM: MH.

Thus KM'.MH= H'A' : A'K, since A'K = OA',

> H'M : MK.

Therefore H'3I . MH < KM'\

It follows that

H'M. MH : ifiT^ < K3P : ifi^^

or H'M : ifiT < ^if^
: MH'

< A'M' : AM'\ by (1).

(6) Since OA' = OA,

A'M.MA<A'O.OA,

or ^'ilf : 0^'<0^ :^il/

< HA' : A'M, by means of (2).

Therefore A'M' < H'A' . OA'

< H'A' . A'K.

Take a point N on A'A such that

A'N' = H'A'.A'K.

Thus H'A' :A'K = A']Sf':A'K' (3).

Also H'A':A'N= A'N : A'K,

and, componendo,

H'N:A'N=NK:A'K,

whence ^'iV' : ^'iT^ = H'N' : NK\
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Therefore, by (3),

H'A':A'K = H'N^:NK\

Now H'M : MK > H'N : NK.

Therefore H'M^ : MK^ > HA' : A'K

> H'A' : OA'

> A'M: MA, by (2), as above,

>OA' + A'M:MH,hy{l),

>KM:MH.

Hence E'E"" : MH' = {H'M'^ : MK^) . {KM' : MH^)

> {KM : MH) . {KM' : MH').
It follows that

H'M:MH>KM^: MH^

>A'M^ :AM^,hj{l).

[The text of Archimedes adds an alternative proof of this

proposition, which is here omitted because it is in fact neither

clearer nor shorter than the above.]

Proposition 9.

Of all segments of spheres which have equal surfaces the

hemisphere is the greatest in volume.

Let ABA'B' be a great circle of a sphere, AA' being

a diameter, and the centre. Let the sphere be cut by

a plane, not passing through 0, perpendicular to AA' (at M),

and intersecting the plane of the great circle in BB'. The

segment ABB' may then be either less than a hemisphere as

in Fig. 1, or greater than a hemisphere as in Fig. 2.

Let DED'E' be a great circle of another sphere, DD'

being a diameter and C the centre. Let the sphere be cut by

a plane through C perpendicular to DD' and intersecting the

plane of the great circle in the diameter EE'.
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Suppose the surfaces of the segment ABB' and of the

hemisphere DEE' to be equal.

Since the surfaces are equal, AB = DE. [I. 42, 43]

Now, in Fig. 1, AB^ > 2AM' and < 2A0"',

and, in Fig. 2, AB^ < 2AM^ and > 2A0\

Hence, if R be taken on AA' such that

AR' = ^AB\

R will fall between and M.

Also, since AB^= DE\ AR = CD.

Produce OA' to K so that OA' = A'K, and produce A'A to

H so that

A'K:A'M = HA:AM,
or, componendo, A'K + A'M : A'M=HM : MA (1).

Thus the cone HBB' is equal to the segment ABB'.

[Prop. 2]

Again, produce CD to F so that CD = DF, and the cone

FEE' will be equal to the hemisphere DEE'. [Prop. 2]

Now AR.RA'>AM.MA',

and ^ii"^ = ^^5' = i^if. AA' = ^if . ^'^.
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Hence

AR . RA' + RA' > AM. MA' + AM. A'K,

or AA' .AR>AM.MK
>HM.A'M, by (1).

Therefore AA' : A'M > HM : AR,

or AB^ : BM^ > HM : AR,

i.e. AR'' : BM^ >HM : ^AR, since ^5^ = 2AR\

>HM: OF.

Thus, since AR = GD, or (7^,

(circle on diam. EE') : (circle on diam. BB') >HM : CF.

It follows that

(the cone FEE') > (the cone HBB'),

and therefore the hemisphere DEE' is greater in volume than

the segment ABB'.



MEASUEEMENT OF A CIRCLE.

Proposition 1.

The area of any circle is equal to a right-angled triangle in

which one of the sides about the right angle is equal to the radius,

and the other to the circumference, of the circle.

Let ABCD be the given circle, K the triangle described.

i^
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Thus the area of the polygon is greater than K.

Let AE be any side of it, and ON the perpendicular on AE
from the centre 0.

Then ON is less than the radius of the circle and therefore

less than one of the sides about the right angle in K. Also the

perimeter of the polygon is less than the circumference of the

circle, i.e. less than the other side about the right angle in K.

Therefore the area of the polygon is less than K ; which is

inconsistent with the hypothesis.

Thus the area of the circle is not greater than K.

II. If possible, let the circle be less than K.

Circumscribe a square, and let two adjacent sides, touching

the circle in E, H, meet in T. Bisect the arcs between adjacent

points of contact and draw the tangents at the points of

bisection. Let A be the middle point of the arc EH, and FAQ
the tangent at A.

Then the angle TAG is a right angle.

Therefore TG > GA

>GH.

It follows that the triangle FTG is greater than half the area

TEAH.

Similarly, if the arc AH be bisected and the tangent at the

point of bisection be drawn, it will cut off from the area GAH
more than one-half.

Thus, by continuing the process, we shall ultimately arrive

at a circumscribed polygon such that the spaces intercepted

between it and the circle are together less than the excess of

K over the area of the circle.

Thus the area of the polygon will be less than K.

Now, since the perpendicular from on any side of the

polygon is equal to the radius of the circle, while the perimeter

of the polygon is greater than the circumference of the circle,

it follows that the area of the polygon is greater than the

triangle K\ which is impossible.
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Therefore the area of the circle is not less than K.

Since then the area of the circle is neither greater nor less

than K, it is equal to it.

Proposition 2.

The area of a circle is to the square on its diameter as 11

to 14.

[The text of this proposition is not satisfactory, and Archi-

medes cannot have placed it before Proposition 3, as the

approximation depends upon the result of that proposition.]

Proposition 3.

The ratio of the circumference of any circle to its diameter

is less than 3f but greater than 3|f,

[In view of the interesting questions arising out of the

arithmetical content of this proposition of Archimedes, it is

necessary, in reproducing it, to distinguish carefully the actual

steps set out in the text as we have it from the intermediate

steps (mostly supplied by Eutocius) which it is convenient to

put in for the purpose of making the proof easier to follow.

Accordingly all the steps not actually appearing in the text

have been enclosed in square brackets, in order that it may be

clearly seen how far Archimedes omits actual calculations and

only gives results. It will be observed that he gives two

fractional approximations to \/3 (one being less and the other

greater than the real value) without any explanation as to how
he arrived at them ; and in like manner approximations to the

square roots of several large numbers which are not complete

squares are merely stated. These various approximations and

the machinery of Greek arithmetic in general will be found

discussed in the Introduction, Chapter IV.]

I. Let AB be the diameter of any circle, its centre, AG
the tangent at A ; and let the angle AGO be one-third of a

right angle.
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Then

and

OA :AC[=^'S : 1] > 265 : 153

0C:CA[=2: 1] = 306 : 153..

(1),

(2).

First, draw OD bisecting the angle AOC and meeting AC
in I).

Now GO:OA = CD: DA,

so that [CO +OA:OA = CA:DA, or]

CO + OA:CA = OA: AD.

Therefore [by (1) and (2)]

OA :AD>o7l : 153

Hence OD' : AD' [= (OA' + AD') : AD'

>(57r+153'0: 153^^]

> 349450 : 23409,

so that OD : DA > oQU : 153

[Eucl. VI. 3]

(3).

(4).

Secondly, let OE bisect the angle AOD, meeting AD in E.

[Then DO : OA=DE : EA,

so that DO + OA:DA = OA: AE.]

Therefore OA : AE[> (591i + 571) : 153, by (3) and (4)]

> 11621 : 153, .(5).
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[It follows that

> (135053411 + 23409) : 23409

> 1373943ff : 23409.]

Thus OE:EA> 1172^ : 153 (6).

Thirdly, let OF bisect the angle AOE and meet AE in F.

We thus obtain the result [corresponding to (3) and (5)

above] that

OA : AF[> (1162^ + 11721) : 153]

>2334i
: 153 (7).

[Therefore OF^ : FA' > [(2334^)' + 153'} :
153=*

> 5472132^^ : 23409.]

Thus Oi^ : i^^ > 2339^ : 153 (8).

Fourthly, let OG bisect the angle AOF, meeting AF in G.

We have then

OA\AG[> (2334^; + 2339J) : 153, by means of (7) and (8)]

>4673^ : 153.

Now the angle AOG, which is one-third of a right angle,

has been bisected four times, and it follows that

/.AOG = Jg (a right angle).

Make the angle AOH on the other side of OA equal to the

angle AOG, and let GA produced meet OH in H.

Then Z GOH=^^ (a right angle).

Thus GH is one side of a regular polygon of 96 sides cir-

cumscribed to the given circle.

And, since OA:AG> 4673^ : 153,

while AB = 20A, GH=2AG,
it follows that

AB : (perimeter of polygon of 96 sides) [> 4673^ : 153 x 96]

> 46731 : 14688.
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But
14688

4673^
o 6671
3 + TT^^,

<3 +

<3A.

6671

-fj

Therefore the circumference of the circle (being less than

the perimeter of the polygon) is a fortiori less than 3f times

the diameter AB.

II. Next let AB be the diameter of a circle, and let AC,

meeting the circle in G, make the angle CAB equal to one-third

of a right angle. Join BC.

Then AC : CB[=^S : 1]< 1351 : 780.

First, let AD bisect the angle BAC and meet BC in d and

the circle in D. Join BD.

Then zBAI)=ZdAC
= z dBB,

and the angles at D, C are both right angles.

It follows that the triangles ADB, [ACd], BDd are similar.

or

:rz=
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[But AC : CB< ISol : 780, from above,

while BA:BC=2:1
= 1560 : 780.]

Therefore AD:DB<2911 : 780 (1).

[Hence AB' : BD' < (291 1' + 780^) :
780'^

< 9082321 : 608400.]

Thus AB:BD<S01Si : 780 (2).

Secondly, let AE bisect the angle BAD, meeting the circle

in E; and let BE be joined.

Then we prove, in the same way as before, that

AE:EB[=BA+AD:BD
< (30131 + 2911) : 780, by (1) and (2)]

< 5924| : 780

< 5924f X j% : 780 X ^
<1823 : 240 (3).

[Hence AB' : BE' < (1823' + 240') : 24U'

< 3380929 : 57600.]

Therefore AB : BE < 18S8-S^ : 240 (4).

Thirdly, let AF bisect the angle BAE, meeting the circle

in F.

Thus AF:FB[=BA+AE:BE
< 3661^ : 240, by (3) and (4)]

< 3661^\ X li
: 240 X ii

<1007 :66 (5).

[It follows that

AB' : BF' < (1007' + 66') :
66''

< 1018405 : 4356.]

Therefore AB : BF< 1009^ : 66 (6).

Fourthly, let the angle BAF be bisected hy AG meeting the

circle in G.

Then AG : GB[= BA + AF : BF]

< 2016i
: 66, by (5) and (6).

H. A. 7
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[And AB' : BG' < {(2016if + 66'} :
66'

< 40692843^ : 4356.]

Therefore AB : BG < 2017^ : 66,

whence BG : AB > Q6 : 20171 (7).

[Now the angle BAG which is the result of the fourth bisection

of the angle BAG, or of one-third of a right angle, is equal to

one-fortyeighth of a right angle.

Thus the angle subtended by BG at the centre is

T4 (a I'ight angle).]

Therefore BG is a side of a regular inscribed polygon of 96

sides.

It follows from (7) that

(perimeter of polygon) : AB [> 96 x 66 : 2017^]

>6336 : 20171.

And ^^^ > S^.

Much more then is the circumference of the circle greater than

3|^ times the diameter.

Thus the ratio of the circumference to the diameter

< ^ but > 31^.



ON CONOIDS AND SPHEKOIDS.

Introduction*.

"Archimedes to Dositheus greeting.

In this book I have set forth and send you the proofs of the

remaining theorems not included in what I sent you before, and

also of some others discovered later which, though I had often

tried to investigate them previously, I hekd failed to arrive at

because I found their discovery attended with some difficulty.

And this is why even the propositions themselves were not

published with the rest. But afterwards, when I had studied

them with greater care, I discovered what I had failed in

before.

Now the remainder of the earlier theorems were propositions

concerning the right-angled conoid [paraboloid of revolution]

;

but the discoveries which I have now added relate to an obtuse-

angled conoid [hyperboloid of revolution] and to spheroidal

figures, some of which I call oblong {irapaixaKea) and others flat

(iTTiTrXaTea).

I. Concerning the right-angled conoid it was laid down
that, if a section of a right-angled cone [a parabola] be made to

revolve about the diameter [axis] which remains fixed and

* The whole of this introductory matter, including the definitions, is trans-

lated literally from the Greek text in order that the terminology of Archimedes

may be faithfully represented. When this has once been set out, nothing will

be lost by returning to modern phraseology and notation. These will accordingly

be employed, as usual, when we come to the actual propositions of the treatise.

7—2
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return to the position from which it started, the figure compre-

hended by the section of the right-angled cone is called a right-

angled conoid^ and the diameter which has remained fixed

is called its axis^ while its vertex is the point in which the

axis meets {airTerai) the surface of the conoid. And if a plane

touch the right-angled conoid, and another plane drawn parallel

to the tangent plane cut off a segment of the conoid, the base

of the segment cut off is defined as the portion intercepted by

the section of the conoid on the cutting plane, the vertex

[of the segment] as the point in which the first plane touches

the conoid, and the axis [of the segment] as the portion cut

off within the segment from the line drawn through the vertex

of the segment parallel to the axis of the conoid.

The questions propounded for consideration were

(1) why, if a segment of the right-angled conoid be cut off

by a plane at right angles to the axis, will the segment so cut

off be half as large again as the cone which has the same base

as the segment and the same axis, and

(2) why, if two segments be cut off from the right-angled

conoid by planes drawn in any manner, will the segments so cut

off have to one another the duplicate ratio of their axes.

II. Respecting the obtuse-angled conoid we lay down the

following premisses. If there be in a plane a section of an

obtuse-angled cone [a hyperbola], its diameter [axis], and the

nearest lines to the section of the obtuse-angled cone [i.e. the

asymptotes of the hyperbola], and if, the diameter [axis]

remaining fixed, the plane containing the aforesaid lines be

made to revolve about it and return to the position from which

it started, the nearest lines to the section of the obtuse-angled

cone [the asymptotes] will clearly comprehend an isosceles cone

whose vertex will be the point of concourse of the nearest lines

and whose axis will be the diameter [axis] which has remained

fixed. The figure comprehended by the section of the obtuse-

angled cone is called an obtuse-angled conoid [hyperboloid of

revolution], its axis is the diameter which has remained fixed,

and its vertex the point in which the axis meets the surface
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of the conoid. The cone comprehended by the nearest lines to

the section of the obtuse-angled cone is called [the cone]

enveloping the conoid ('Trepiixo^v to K(ovoeiB6<;), and the

straight line between the vertex of the conoid and the vertex

of the cone enveloping the conoid is called [the line] adjacent

to the axis (iroTeovaa to3 d^ovi). And if a plane touch the

obtuse-angled conoid, and another plane drawn parallel to the

tangent plane cut off a segment of the conoid, the base of

the segment so cut off is defined as the portion intercepted by

the section of the conoid on the cutting plane, the vertex [of

the segment] as the point of contact of the plane which touches

the conoid, the axis [of the segment] as the portion cut off

within the segment from the line drawn through the vertex of

the segment and the vertex of the cone enveloping the conoid

;

and the straight line between the said vertices is called

adjacent to the axis.

Right-angled conoids are all similar; but of obtuse-angled

conoids let those be called similar in which the cones enveloping

the conoids are similar.

The following questions are propounded for consideration,

(1) why, if a segment be cut off from the obtuse-angled

conoid by a plane at right angles to the axis, the segment so

cut off has to the cone which has the same base as the segment

and the same axis the ratio which the line equal to the sum
of the axis of the segment and three times the line adjacent

to the axis bears to the line equal to the sum of the axis of

the segment and twice the line adjacent to the axis, and

(2) why, if a segment of the obtuse-angled conoid be cut

off by a plane not at right angles to the axis, the segment so

cut off will bear to the figure which has the same base as

the segment and the same axis, being a segment of a cone*

{aTTOTfiafxa kwvov), the ratio which the line equal to the sum
of the axis of the segment and three times the line adjacent

to the axis bears to the line equal to the sum of the axis of the

segment and twice the line adjacent to the axis.

* A segment of a cone is defined later (p. 104).
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III. Concerning spheroidal figures we lay down the follow-

ing premisses. If a section of an acute-angled cone [ellipse] be

made to revolve about the greater diameter [major axis] which

remains fixed and return to the position from which it started,

the figure comprehended by the section of the acute-aogled

cone is called an oblong spheroid (Trapa/ia/ce? (T(f)atpoec8e<i).

But if the section of the acute-angled cone revolve about the

lesser diameter [minor axis] which remains fixed and return

to the position from which it started, the figure comprehended

by the section of the acute-angled cone is called a flat spheroid

(iiriTrXaTv a^aipoeiSe^). In either of the spheroids the axis

is defined as the diameter [axis] which has remained fixed, the

vertex as the point in which the axis meets the surface of the

spheroid, the centre as the middle point of the axis, and the

diameter as the line drawn through the centre at right angles

to the axis. And, if parallel planes touch, without cutting,

either of the spheroidal figures, and if another plane be dra^vn

parallel to the tangent planes and cutting the spheroid, the

base of the resulting segments is defined as the portion inter-

cepted by the section of the spheroid on the cutting plane, their

vertices as the points in which the parallel planes touch the

spheroid, and their axes as the portions cut off within the

segments from the straight line joining their vertices. And
that the planes touching the spheroid meet its surface at one

point only, and that the straight line joining the points of

contact passes through the centre of the spheroid, we shall

prove. Those spheroidal figures are called similar in which

the axes have the same ratio to the 'diameters.' And let

segments of spheroidal figures and conoids be called similar if

they are cut off from similar figures and have their bases

similar, while their axes, being either at right angles to the

planes of the bases or making equal angles with the corre-

sponding diameters [axes] of the bases, have the same ratio

to one another as the corresponding diameters [axes] of the

bases.

The following questions about spheroids are propounded for

consideration,

(1) why, if one of the spheroidal figures be cut by a plane
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through the centre at right angles to the axis, each of the

resulting segments will be double of the cone having the same

base as the segment and the same axis ; while, if the plane of

section be at right angles to the axis without passing through

the centre, (a) the greater of the resulting segments will bear

to the cone which has the same base as the segment and the

same axis the ratio which the line equal to the sum of half the

straight line which is the axis of the spheroid and the axis of

the lesser segment bears to the axis of the lesser segment, and

(6) the lesser segment bears to the cone which has the same

base as the segment and the same axis the ratio which the line

equal to the sum of half the straight line which is the axis

of the spheroid and the axis of the greater segment bears to the

axis of the greater segment

;

(2) why, if one of the spheroids be cut by a plane passing

through the centre but not at right angles to the axis, each of

the resulting segments will be double of the figure having the

same base as the segment and the same axis and consisting of a

segment of a cone*.

(3) But, if the plane cutting the spheroid be neither

through the centre nor at right angles to the axis, (a) the

greater of the resulting segments will have to the figure

which has the same base as the segment and the same axis

the ratio which the line equal to the sum of half the line

joining the vertices of the segments and the axis of the lesser

segment bears to the axis of the lesser segment, and (6) the

lesser segment will have to the figure with the same base

as the segment and the same axis the ratio which the line

equal to the sum of half the line joining the vertices of the

segments and the axis of the greater segment bears to the axis

of the greater segment. And the figure referred to is in these

cases also a segment of a cone*.

When the aforesaid theorems are proved, there are dis-

covered by means of them many theorems and problems.

Such, for example, are the theorems

(1) that similar spheroids and similar segments both of

* See the definition of a segment of a cone [aivoTixafxa kuvov) on p. 104.
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spheroidal figures and conoids have to one another the triplicate

ratio of their axes, and

(2) that in equal spheroidal figures the squares on the

' diameters ' are reciprocally proportional to the axes, and, if in

spheroidal figures the squares on the ' diameters' are reciprocally

proportional to the axes, the spheroids are equal.

Such also is the problem, From a given spheroidal figure

or conoid to cut off a segment by a plane drawn parallel to a

given plane so that the segment cut off is equal to a given cone

or cylinder or to a given sphere.

After prefixing therefore the theorems and directions (eVt-

Tdy/j,aTa) which are necessary for the proof of them, I will

then proceed to expound the propositions themselves to you.

Farewell.

Definitions.

If a cone be cut by a plane meeting all the sides [generators]

of the cone, the section will be either a circle or a section of an

acute-angled cone [an ellipse]. If then the section be a circle,

it is clear that the segment cut off from the cone towards the

same parts as the vertex of the cone will be a cone. But, if

the section be a section of an acute-angled cone [an ellipse], let

the figure cut off from the cone towards the same parts as the

vertex of the cone be called a segment of a cone. Let the

base of the segment be defined as the plane comprehended by

the section of the acute-angled cone, its vertex as the point

which is also the vertex of the cone, and its axis as the straight

line joining the vertex of the cone to the centre of the section

of the acute-angled cone.

And if a cylinder be cut by two parallel planes meeting all

the sides [generators] of the cylinder, the sections will be either

circles or sections of acute-angled cones [ellipses] equal and

similar to one another. If then the sections be circles, it is

clear that the figure cut off from the cylinder between the

parallel planes will be a cylinder. But, if the sections be

sections of acute-angled cones [ellipses], let the figure cut off

from the cylinder between the parallel planes be called a

frustum (rofMo^;) of a cylinder. And let the bases of the
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frustum be defined as the planes comprehended by the sections

of the acute-angled cones [ellipses], and the axis as the straight

line joining the centres of the sections of the acute-angled

cones, so that the axis will be in the same straight line with

the axis of the cylinder."

Lemma.

If in an ascending arithmetical progression consisting of the

magnitudes A^, A^, ... A^ the common difference he equal to the

least term A^, then

n.An< '2i^A^ + A.+ ...+An),

and > 2 (^1 + ^o + . . . + An-i).

[The proof of this is given incidentally in the treatise On

Spirals, Prop. 11. By placing lines side by side to represent

the terms of the progression and then producing each so as to

make it equal to the greatest term, Archimedes gives the

equivalent of the following proof

If 8n = A,+A2+ ...+A,,^, + An,

we have also Sn = An + An-i + An-- + . . . -f ^i.

And A^^A,^_^ = A.\An-. = ... = An.

Therefore ISn = (n -fl ) ^ „

,

whence n .An< 2Sn,

and n.An > 2>S„_i.

Thus, if the progression is a, 2a, . . . 7ia,

_ n{n + l)
*j?t — J)

a,

and n^a<2Sn,

but >2Sn-i.]

Proposition 1.

If Ai, Bj, C\, ...Ki and A.,, B„, G^, ...K^ he two series of

magnitudes such that

A,:B, = A,:B,,

B, : C, = B, : G„ and soon ^ ^°'^'
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and if As, B^, C3, .../I3 and A^, Bi, C^, ...K^ he two other series

such that

Ai : A-i = A.2 : A^,
(R),

Bi : Bs = B2 : Bi , and so on
j

then (^1 + 5i + Ci+ ... +7Q : {A, + B,-^ C,-^ ... + K,)

= {A,-\- B,+ C, + ... -^ IQ :{A,+ B,+ ... -^^ K,).

The proof is as follows.

Since ^3:^1=^4:^2,

and A,:B,=A.:B,,

while B,:B,=B, : B„

we have, ex aequali, A^-.B^ = A^: B^.
(7).

Similarly B^ : C3 =Bi:Gi, and so on

Again, it follows from equations (a) that

A^:A„_ = B^:B,= C, :G, = ....

Therefore

A,: A, = {A, + B, + C\ + ... + IQ:{A,+ B,+ ... + IQ,

or {A, + B, + C\+...+ IQ : A, = (A, + B, + a+ ... + K,) : A,;

and A^:As = A.2:Ai,

while from equations (7) it follows in like manner that

A,:(A, + Bs + G,+ ...+K,) = A,:(A, + B, + C, + ...+Ju).

By the last three equations, ex aequali,

(A, + B, + C,+ ...+K,):(A, + B, + C,+ ...+IQ

= (A, + B,+ C,+ ... + IQ:(A, + B, + C,+ ... + K,).

Cor. If any terms in the third and fourth series corre-

sponding to terms in the first and second be left out, the

result is the same. For example, if the last terms K3, Ki are

absent,

{A, + B,-\-G, + ...+K,):{A, + B,+ G,+ ...+I,)

= (A, + B, + G, + ... + if,) •.{A, + B, + G, + ...+ 1,),

where I immediately precedes K in each series.
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Lemma to Proposition 2.

[On Spirals, Prop. 10.]

If A^, A.2, As, ...An be n lines forming an ascending

arithmetical progression in which the common difference is equal

to the least term A^, then

(n + 1) An' + A,{A, + A, + As + ...+ A,,)

= S(A,'^ + A,' + A,' + ... + A,-^).

Ai Ao An-3 A,i_2 A„_i

A,I An-\ A,._a As A" Ai

Let the lines An, An-^, An-2, ...A^ be placed in a row

from left to right. Produce An-i, An-2, ...A^ until they are

each equal to An, so that the parts produced are respectively

equal to A^, A., ...An-i.

Taking each line successively, we have

^An" = 2An ,

{A, + An-^f = A,' + A\_, + 2A, . An-^,

(A, + An-,f = Ai + A\_, + 2A, . An-,,

{An-^ + A,f = A\-, + A,' + 2An-, . A,.
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And, by addition,

(n + l)^,;-* = 2 (A-' + AJ' + ...+ A,,')

+ 2A, . An-i + 2A„ . An-2 + ... + 2An-i . A,.

Therefore, in order to obtain the required result, we have to

prove that

2(A,.An-,+ A,.An-o + ...+An-i.Ay)+A,{A,+A,+A3+...+An)
= A,' + A:' + ... + A^ (a).

Now 2A« . An-o = A^. ^An-2 , because A. = 2A^

,

2A3. An_3 = A^ . 6An-3, because ^.3 = 8^1,

2An-,.A, = A,.2{n-l)A,.

It follows that

2(A,.An-i+A^.An-, + ...+An-i.A,) + A,{A,+A,+ ...+An)

= A, {An + SAn-^ + oAn-, + ... + (2?l - l)^i}.

And this last expression can be proved to be equal to

A,' + A.^+... + A^

For An' = A,{n.A„)

= A^{An + (n-l)An]

==A,{An + 2(An-i + An-2 + ... + ^i)},

because (n — l) An = An-i + A^

+ An-. + A.

+

+ Ai + An-i.

Similarly A\_, = A,{An-i + 2(An-, + Ans + ... + ^i)j,

A,' = A,(A, + 2A,),

Ai = ^1 . ^ii

;

whence, by addition,

A,' + Ai^A3'+... + An'

= A,{An + SAn-, + oAn-, + ... + {2n - I) A,],
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Thus the equation marked (a) above is true ; and it follows

that

Cor. 1. From this it is evident that

n.An'<S(A,' + A,'+...+An') (1).

Also ^,/ = Ai {An + 2 (An-i + An-2 + • • • + ^i)}, as above,

so that An > Ai{An + An-i + ...+ ^i),

and therefore

An' + A,{A, + A, + ...+An)<2An\

It followsfrom the proposition that

n.An'>S(A,' + A.^+...+A\_,) (2).

Cor. 2. All these results will hold if we substitute similar

figures for squares on all the lines ; for similar figures are in the

duplicate ratio of their sides.

[In the above proposition the symbols A^, A^, ...An have

been used instead of a, 2a, 3a, ...na in order to exhibit the

geometrical character of the proof; but, if we now substitute

the latter terms in the various results, we have (1)

{n + 1) n^a^ + a(a + 2a + ... + na)

= S{a'+ {2aY + (Say +... + {naf}.

Therefore a' + {2af + (3a/ + . . . + {naf

n{n + \){2n + l)= a
6

Also (2) n'<3(r + 2^ + 3^ + ...+n'^),

and (3) n' > 3 (I'' + 2^ + 3'^ + . . . + n-l\').]
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Proposition 2.

If Ay, Ao... An he any number of areas such that*

J-i = ax + x^,

A„ = a.2ic + {2xy,

A3 = a.Sx + {Sxf,

An = a . nx + {nx)\

then n.An:(Ai + A.,+ ...+ An) < {a + nx) : ( ^ + y j ,

and n.An:(Ai + A.+ ...+ An-i) > {a -f nx) :

(
9 + y ) •

For, by the Lemma immediately preceding Prop. 1,

n . anx < 2 {ax + a.2x+ ... +a. rue),

and > 2 (ax + a .2x+ ... + a . 71 — 1 x).

Also, by the Lemma preceding this proposition,

n . (nxf <S{x^ + {2xf + (3a;)'"' + . . . + {nx)']

and >^{x^ + {2xf -\- ... -\- {n-1 xj].

Hence

ow^ ^ n^iMc)
^ ^^^^^ _^ ^,^ + |(j , 2a; + (2xf} + ... + {a.nx +(««)'}],

and

> [(ax + x^) + [a . 2x + (2xy] + ... + {a.n-1 x-\-(n-l xf}],

an^x n (nxY , , ,

or 1" "^ 3 < -^1 + ^2 + • • • + An,

and >A^ + A^+... + An-i.

It follows that

n.An:(A, + A,+ ... + An)<n[a.nx+(nxf]:\~^ + ''^^X

or n.An : (A, + A,+ ...+An) < (a + nx) :

(| +y) ;

also n.An:(A, + A^ + ... + An-i) >(a + nx) : (| + *-^ j

.

* The phraseology of Archimedes here is that associated with the traditional

method of application of areas: ei Ka...irap eKacrrav aiiToii' TvapaTriarj tl x^pioj'

inrep^aWov d'Set rerpaydovLj}, " if to each of the lines there be applied a space

[rectangle] exceeding by a square figure. " Thus A^^ is a rectangle of height x ap-

plied to a line a but overlapping it so that the base extends a distance x beyond a.
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Proposition 3.

(1) If TP, TP' he two tangents to any conic meeting in T,

and if Qq, Q'q' be any two chords parallel respectively to TP,

TP' and meeting in 0, then

QO.Oq: Q'O.Oq'=TP^'. TP'\

" And this is proved in the elements of conies*."

(2) If QQ' he a choi'd of a parabola bisected in V by the

diameter PV, and ifPV be of constant length, then the areas of

the triangle PQQ' and of the segment PQQ' are both constant

whatever he the direction of QQ'.

Let ABB' be the particular segment of the parabola whose

vertex is A, so that BB' is bisected perpendicularly by the axis

at the point H, where AII = PV.

Draw QD perpendicular to PV.

Pa

Let Pa be the parameter of the principal ordinates, and let

p be another line of such length that

Qr':QD^ = p:pa;

it will then follow that p is equal to the parameter of the ordi-

nates to the diameter PV, i.e. those which are parallel to QV.

i.e. in the treatises on conies by Aristaeus and Euclid.
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" For this is proved in the conies*."

Thus QV^=p.PV.

And BH'=2^a-AH, while AH=PV.
Therefore QV : BH' =p:pa.

But QV':QD'=p:pa;

hence BH = QD.

Thus BH.AH=QD.PV,
and therefore AABB'= A PQQ'

;

that is, the area of the triangle PQQ' is constant so long as PV
is of constant length.

Hence also the area of the segment PQQ' is constant under

the same conditions; for the segment is equal to ^APQQ'.

[Quadratur^e of the Parabola, Prop. 17 or 24.]

* The theorem which is here assumed by Archimedes as known can be

proved in various ways.

(1) It is easily deduced from Apollonius I. 49 (cf. Apollonius of Perga,

pp. liii, 39). If in the figure the tangents at A and P be drawn, the former

meeting PV in E, and the latter meeting the axis in T, and if AE, PT meet

at C, the proposition of Apollonius is to the effect that

GP:PE=p:2PT,

where p is the parameter of the ordinates to PV.

(2) It may be proved independently as follows.

Let QQ' meet the axis in 0, and let QM, Q'M', PN be ordinates to the axis.

Then AM : A3I' = QM'^ : Q'W^ = OM"^ : OM''-,

whence AM : MM' = OM- : OM- - OM'^

= 0M^:(OM - OM
')

. MM',

so that OM^=AM . {OM - OM').

That is to say, (A3I- AO)^=AM .(AM+A3I' -2A0),

or AO^= AM.AM'.

And, since QM'^=p^.A3I, and Q'M'-- p^. AM',

it follows that QM .Q'BI'-p^.AO (a).

NOW Qr,..Qn- =QV':{'»t^)'

= QV^:(PN'^+QM.Q'M')

=p.PV:p„.{AN + AG), by (a).

But PV=TO=AN+AO.
Therefore QV^ : QD'= p : pa.
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Proposition 4.

Tlte area of any ellipse is to that of the auxiliary circle as

the minor axis to the major.

Let AA' be the major and BB' the minor axis of the

ellipse, and let BB' meet the auxiliary circle in 6, h'.

Suppose to be such a circle that

(circle AhA'h') :0 = CA:CB.

Then shall be equal to the area of the ellipse.

For, if not, must be either greater or less than the

ellipse.

1. If possible, let be greater than the ellipse.

We can then inscribe in the circle an equilateral polygon

of 4?i sides such that its area is greater than that of the ellipse,

[cf. On the Sphere and Cylinder, I. 6.]

Let this be done, and inscribe in the auxiliary circle of the

ellipse the polygon AefhghA'... similar to that inscribed in 0.

Let the perpendiculars eM, fN,... on AA' meet the ellipse in

E,F,... respectively. Join A E, EF, FB,....

Suppose that P' denotes the area of the polygon inscribed

in the auxiliary circle, and P that of the polygon inscribed in

the ellipse.

H. A.
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Then, since all the lines eM,fN,... are cut in the same

proportions at E, F,...,

1.6. eiM : E3I=fN : FN= ... = hO : BC,

the pairs of triangles, as eAM, EAM, and the pairs of trapeziums,

as eMNf, EMNF, are all in the same ratio to one another

as hC to BC, or as CA to GB.

Therefore, by addition,

P':P = CA: CB.

Now P' : (polygon inscribed in 0)

= (circle AbA'b'):

= CA : CB, by hypothesis.

Therefore P is equal to the polygon inscribed in 0.

But this is impossible, because the latter polygon is by

hypothesis greater than the ellipse, and a fortiori greater

than P.

Hence is not greater than the ellipse.

II. If possible, let be less than the ellipse.

In this case we inscribe in the ellipse a polygon P with 4?i

equal sides such that P > 0.

Let the perpendiculars from the angular points on the

axis AA' be produced to meet the auxiliary circle, and let the

corresponding polygon (P') in the circle be formed.

Inscribe in a polygon similar to P'.

Then P' : P = CA : CB

= (circle AbA'b') : 0, by hypothesis,

= P' : (polygon inscribed in 0).

Therefore the polygon inscribed in is equal to the

polygon P ; which is impossible, because P > 0.

Heoce 0, being neither greater nor less than the ellipse, is

equal to it ; and the required result follows.
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Proposition 5.

If AA', BB' he the major and minor axis of an ellipse

respectively, and if d be the diameter of any circle, then

(area of ellipse) : (area of circle) = AA' . BB' : d"^.

For

(area of ellipse) : (area of auxiliary circle) = BB' : AA' [Prop. 4]

= AA'.BB': A A".

And

(area of aux. circle) : (area of circle with diam. d) = AA''^ : rf^

Therefore the required result follows esc aequali.

Proposition 6.

The areas of ellipses are as the rectangles under their awes.

This follows at once from Props. 4,-5.

Cor. The areas of similar ellipses are as the squares of

corresponding axes.

Proposition 7.

Given an ellipse with centre C, and a line GO drawn per-

pendicular to its plane, it is possible to find a circular cone

with vertex a7id such that the given ellipse is a section of it

[or, in other words, to find the circular sections of the cone with

vertex passing through the circumference of the ellipse].

Conceive an ellipse with BB' as its minor axis and lying in

a plane perpendicular to that of the paper. Let CO be drawn

perpendicular to the plane of the ellipse, and let be the

vertex of the required cone. Produce OB, 00, OB', and in the

same plane with them draw BED meeting 00, OB' produced

in E, D respectively and in such a direction that

BE. ED :EO^=GA' : C0\

where CA is half the major axis of the ellipse.

8—2
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" And this is possible, since

BE. ED: EO' > BC . CB' : GOV
[Both the construction and this proposition are assumed a&

known.]

Now conceive a circle with BD as diameter lying in a plane

at right angles to that of the paper, and describe a cone with

this circle for its base and with vertex 0.

We have therefore to prove that the given ellipse is a

section of the cone, or, if P be any point on the ellipse, that P
lies on the surface of the cone.

Draw PiV perpendicular to BB'. Join ON and produce it

to meet BD in M, and let MQ be drawn in the plane of the

circle on BD as diameter perpendicular to BD and meeting the

circle in Q. Also let FG, HK be drawn through E, M respec-

tively parallel to BB'.

We have then

QAP : HM. MK = BM . MD : HM .MK
= BE.ED.FE.EG
= (BE. ED : EO^).{EO' : FE.EG)

= {GA^: GO').{CO^:BG.GB')

= GA' : GB'

= PN' : BN . NB'.
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Therefore QM^ : PN' = HM . MK : BN . NB'

= 0M': ON';

whence, since PN, Qilf are parallel, OPQ is a straight line.

But Q is on the circumference of the circle on BD as

diameter ; therefore OQ is a generator of the cone, and hence

P lies on the cone.

Thus the cone passes through all points on the ellipse.

Proposition 8.

Given an ellipse, a plane through one of its axes AA' and

perpendicular to the plane of the ellipse, and a line CO drawn

from C, the centre, in the given plane through AA' hut not

perpendicular to A A', it is possible to find a cone with vertex

such that the given ellipse is a section of it \_or, in other words,

to find the circular sections of the cone with vertex ivhose

surface passes through the circumference of the ellipse].

By hypothesis, OA, OA' are unequal. Produce OA' to D so

that OA = OB. Join AB, and draw FG through C parallel to it.

The given ellipse is to be supposed to lie in a plane per-

pendicular to the plane of the paper. Let BB' be the other

axis of the ellipse.

Conceive a plane through AB perpendicular to the plane

of the paper, and in it describe either (a), if GB'^ = FC . GG, a

circle with diameter AB, or (6), if not, an ellipse on AB as

axis such that, if d be the other axis,

d'':AB' = CB' :FC.GG.

Take a cone with vertex whose surface passes through

the circle or ellipse just drawn. .This is possible even when the

curve is an ellipse, because the line from to the middle point

of AB is perpendicular to the plane of the ellipse, and the

construction is effected by means of Prop. 7.

Let P be any point on the given ellipse, and we have only

to prove that P lies on the surface of the cone so described.
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Draw PN perpendicular to A A'. Join ON, and produce it

to meet AD in M. Through 31 draw HK parallel to A'A.

Lastly, draw AIQ perpendicular to the plane of the paper

(and therefore perpendicular to both HK and AD) meeting the

ellipse or circle about AD (and therefore the surface of the cone)

in Q.

Then

QM' : HM . MK = {Q3P : DM .MA). (DM . MA : HM . MK)
= {d' : AD').{FC. GO : A'C . GA)

= (CB' : FC . GG) . {FC . GG : A'G . GA)

= GB^ : GA'

= PN' -.A'A^.NA.

Therefore, alternately,

QM' : PN" = HM. MK : A'N . NA
= OM' : ON'.

Thus, since PN, QM are parallel, OPQ is a straight line

;

and, Q being on the surface of the cone, it follows that P is also

on the surface of the cone.

Similarly all points on the ellipse are also on the cone, and

the ellipse is therefore a section of the cone.
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Proposition 9.

Given an ellipse, a plane through one of its axes and perpen-

dicular to that of the ellipse, and a straight line GO drawnfrom

the centre G of the ellipse in the given plane through the axis hut

not perpendicidar to that axis, it is possible to find a cylinder

with axis OG such that the ellipse is a section of it [or, in other

words, to find the circidar sections of the cylinder with axis OG
whose surface passes through the circumference of the given

ellipse].

Let AA' be an axis of the ellipse, and suppose the plane

of the ellipse to be perpendicular to that of the paper, so that

C lies in the plane of the paper.

Draw AD, A'E parallel to GO, and let DE be the line

through pei^pendicular to both AD and A'E.

We have now three different cases according as the other

axis BE' of the ellipse is (1) equal to, (2) greater than, or

(3) less than, DE.

(1) Suppose BB' = DE.

Draw a plane through DE at right angles to OG, and in

this plane describe a circle on DE as diameter. Through this

circle describe a cylinder with axis OG.

This cylinder shall be the cylinder required, or its surface

shall pass through every point P of the ellipse.

For, if P be any point on the ellipse, draw PN perpendicular

to AA' ; through N draw NM parallel to GO meeting DE in

M, and through M, in the plane of the circle on DE as diameter,

draw MQ perpendicular to DE, meeting the circle in Q.
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Then, since DE = BB\

PN^ :AN.NA' = DO':AG. CA'.

And DM.ME:AN.NA' = DO^:AC\
since AB, NM, CO, A'E are parallel.

Therefore PN^ = DM . ME
= QM\

by the property of the circle.

Hence, since PN, QM are equal as well as parallel, PQ is

parallel to MN and therefore to CO. It follows that PQ is a

generator of the cylinder, whose surface accordingly passes

through P.

(2) If 55' > DE, we take E' on A'E such that DE' = BB'
and describe a circle on DE' as diameter in a plane perpen-

dicular to that of the paper ; and the rest of the construction

and proof is exactly similar to those given for case (1).

(3) Suppose BB' < DE.

Take a point K on CO produced such that

DO'-GB'=OK\
From K draw KR perpendicular to the plane of the paper

and equal to CB.

Thus OR'' = OK' + GB' = 0D\

In the plane containing DE, OR describe a circle on DE as

diameter. Through this circle (which must pass through R)

draw a cylinder with axis OC.
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We have then to prove that, if P be any point on the given

ellipse, P lies on the cylinder so described.

Draw PN perpendicular to AA' , and through N draw NM
parallel to CO meeting DE in M. In the plane of the circle on

DE as diameter draw MQ perpendicular to DE and meeting

the circle in Q.

Lastly, draw QH perpendicular to NM produced. QH will

then be perpendicular to the plane containing AC, DE, i.e. the

plane of the paper.

Now QH^ : Q^P =KW : 0R\ by similar triangles.

And QM' : AN. NA' = DAI. ME : AN. NA'

= OD' : CA'i

Hence, ea; aequcdi, since OR = OD,

QH' : AN.NA' = KR' : CA'

= CB' : CA''

= PN': AN.NA'.

Thus QH = PN. And QH, PN are also parallel. Accordingly

PQ is parallel to MN, and therefore to CO, so that PQ is a

generator, and the cylinder passes through P.

Proposition lO.

It was proved by the earlier geometers that ani/ two cones

have to one cmother the ratio compounded of the ratios of their

bases and of their heights*. The same method of proof will

show that any segments of cones have to one another the ratio

compoimded of the ratios of their bases and of their heights.

The proposition that any 'frustum ' of a cylinder is triple

of the conical segment which has the same base as the frustum

and equal height is also proved in the same manner as the

proposition that the cylinder is triple of the cone which has

the same base as the cylinder and equal heigldf.

* This follows from Eucl. xii. 11 and 14 taken together. Cf. On the Sphere

and Cylinder i, Lemma 1.

t This proposition was proved by Eiidoxus, as stated in the preface to On

the Sphere and Cylinder i. Cf. Eucl. xii. 10.
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Proposition 1

1

.

(1) If a 'paraboloid of revolution he cut by a plane through,

or parallel to, the axis, the section will he a parabola equal to the

original parabola which by its revolution generates the paraboloid.

And the axis of the section will he the intersection betiueen the

cutting 'plane and the plane through the axis of the paraboloid

at right angles to the cutting plane.

If the paraboloid be cut by a plane at rigid angles to its

axis, the section will be a circle whose centre is on the axis.

(2) If a hyperboloid of revolution be cut by a plane through

the axis, parallel to the axis, or through the centre, the section

will he a hyperbola, (a) if the section be through the axis, equal,

(b) if parallel to the axis, similar, (c) if through the centre,

not similar, to the original hyperbola tvhich by its revolution

generates the hyperboloid. And the axi,s of the section will be

the intersection of the cutting plane and the plane through the

axis of the hyperboloid at right angles to the cutting plane.

Any section of the hyperboloid by a plane at right angles to

the axis ivill be a circle whose centre is on the axis.

(3) If any of the spheroidalfigures be cut by a plane through

the axis or parallel to the axis, the section will be an ellipse,

(a) if the section be through the axis, equal, (b) if parallel to the

axis, similar, to the ellipse which by its revolution generates the

figure. And the axis of the section will be the inter^section of the

cutting plane and the plane througJi the axis of the spheroid

at right angles to the cutting p)lane.

If the section he by a plane at right angles to the axis of the

spheroid, it will be a circle whose centre is on the axis.

(4) If any of the said figures be cut by a plane through the

axis, and if a perpendicular be dratun to the plane of section

from any point on the surface of the figure but not on the section,

that perpendicular will fall within the section.

" And the proofs of all these propositions are evident."*

* Cf. the Introduction, chapter m. § 4.
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Proposition 12.

If a 'paraboloid of revolution he cut by a plane neither parallel

nor perpendicular to the aocis, and if the plane through the axis

perpendicular to the cutting plane intersect it in a straight line

of which, the poi'tion intercepted luithin the jmraboloid is ER,
the section of the paraboloid luill be an ellipse whose major axis

is RR' and ivhose minor axis is equal to the perpendicular

distance betiueen the lines through R, R' parallel to the axis

of the paraboloid.

Suppose the cutting plane to be perpendicular to the plane

of the paper, and let the latter be the plane through the axis

ANF of the paraboloid which intersects the cutting plane at

right angles in RR'. Let RH be parallel to the axis of the

paraboloid, and E'H perpendicular to RH.

Let Q be any point on the section made by the cutting

plane, and from Q draw QM perpendicular to RR'. QM will

therefore be perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

Through M draw DMFE perpendicular to the axis ANF
meeting the parabolic section made by the plane of the paper

in D, E. Then QM is perpendicular to DE, and, if a plane be

drawn through DE, QM, it will be perpendicular to the axis

and will cut the paraboloid in a circular section.

Since Q is on this circle,

QM^ = DM.ME.

Again, if PT be that tangent to the parabolic section in the
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plane of the paper which is parallel to RR', and if the tangent

at A meet PT in 0, then, from the property of the parabola,

DM . ME : R3I. MR' = A0': OP' [Prop. 3 (1)]

= A0': or, since AN=AT.
Therefore QM' : RM .MR' = AO' : OT'

= R'H' : RR'\

by similar triangles.

Hence Q lies on an ellipse whose major axis is RR' and

whose minor axis is equal to R'H.

Propositions 13, 14.

If a liyperholoid of revolution he cut by a plane meeting all

the generators of the enveloping cone, or if an ' oblong ' spheroid

be cut by a plane not perpendicular to the axis*, and if a plane

through the axis intersect the cutting plane at right angles in a

straigJtt line on which the hyperboloid or spheroid intercepts

a length RR', then the section by the cutting plane luill be an

ellipse whose major axis is RR'.

Suppose the cutting plane to be at right angles to the

plane of the paper, and suppose the latter plane to be that

* Archimedes begins Prop. 14 for the spheroid with the remark that, when the

cutting plane passes through or is parallel to the axis, the case is clear (5^X0^).

Cf. Prop. 11(3).
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through the axis ANF which intersects the cutting plane

at right angles in RR'. The section of the hyperboloid or

spheroid by the plane of the paper is thus a hyperbola or ellipse

having ANF for its transverse or major axis.

Take any point on the section made by the cutting plane,

as Q, and draw QM perpendicular to RR'. QM will then

be perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

Through 31 draw DFF at right angles to the axis ANF
meeting the hyperbola or ellipse in D, E; and through QM,

DE let a plane be described. This plane will accordingly be

perpendicular to the axis and will cut the hypez'boloid or

spheroid in a circular section.

Thus QM'' = DM.ME.

Let PT be that tangent to the hyperbola or ellipse which

is parallel to RR', and let the tangent at A meet PT in 0.

Then, by the property of the hyperbola or ellipse,

DM. ME : RM.MR' = OA' : 0P\

or QM' : RM . MR' = OA' : 0P\

Now (1) in the hyperbola OA < OP, because AT< AN*, and

accordingly 0T< OP, while OA < OT,

(2) in the ellipse, if KK' be the diameter parallel to RR',

and BB' the minor axis,

BC. CB' : KC. CK'=OA'' : OP'
;

and BC . CB' < KG . CK', so that OA < OP.

Hence in both cases the locus of Q is an ellipse whose major

axis is RR'.

Cor. 1. If the spheroid be a 'flat' spheroid, the section will

be an ellipse, and everything will proceed as before except that

RR' will in this case be the minor axis.

Cor. 2. In all conoids or spheroids parallel sections will be
similar, since the ratio OA'^ : OP' is the same for all the

parallel sections.

* "With reference to this assumption cf. the Introduction, chapter iir. § 3.
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Proposition 15.

(1) If from any point on the surface of a conoid a line he

dratun,in the case of the paraboloid, parallel to the axis, and, in

the case of the hyperholoid, parallel to any line passing through

the vertex of the enveloping cone, the part of the straight line

whicJi is in the same direction as the convexity of the surface will

fall without it, and the part which is in the other direction

within it.

For, if a plane be drawn, in the case of the paraboloid,

through the axis and the point, and, in the case of the hyperho-

loid, through the given point and through the given straight

line drawn through the vertex of the enveloping cone, the

section by the plane will be (a) in the paraboloid a parabola

whose axis is the axis of the paraboloid, {h) in the hyperboloid

a hyperbola in which the given line through the vertex of the

enveloping cone is a diameter*. [Prop. 11]

Hence the property follows from the plane properties of the

conies.

(2) If a plane touch a conoid without cutting it, it will

touch it at one point only, and the plane dratun through the

point of contact and the axis of the conoid will be at right

angles to the plane luhich touches it.

For, if possible, let the plane touch at two points. Draw
through each point a parallel to the axis. The plane passing

through both parallels will therefore either pass through, or be

parallel to, the axis. Hence the section of the conoid made by

this plane will be a conic [Prop. 11 (1), (2)], the two points

will lie on this conic, and the line joining them will lie within

the conic and therefore within the conoid. But this line

will be in the tangent plane, since the two points are in it.

Therefore some portion of the tangent plane will be within

the conoid ; which is impossible, since the plane does not

cut it.

* There spems to be some error in the text here, which says that " the

diameter" (i.e. axis) of the hyperbola is " the straight line drawn in the conoid

from the vertex of the cone." But this straight line is not, in general, the

axis of the section.
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Therefore the tangent plaiie touches in one point only.

That the plane through the point of contact and the axis is

perpendicular to the tangent plane is evident in the particular

case where the point of contact is the vertex of the conoid.

For, if two planes through the axis cut it in two conies, the

tangents at the vertex in both conies will be perpendicular

to the axis of the conoid. And all such tangents will be in the

tangent plane, which must therefore be perpendicular to the

axis and to any plane through the axis.

If the point of contact P is not the vertex, draw the plane

passing through the axis AN and the point P.

It will cut the conoid in a conic whose axis is

AN and the tangent plane in a line DPE
touching the conic at P. Draw PNP' perpen-

dicular to the axis, and draw a plane through it

also perpendicular to the axis. This plane will

make a circular section and meet the tangent

plane in a tangent to the circle, which will

therefore be at right angles to PN. Hence the

tangent to the circle will be at right angles to the plane

containing PN, AN; and it follows that this last plane is

perpendicular to the tangent plane.

Proposition 16.

(1) If a plane touch any of the spheroidal figures without

cutting it, it tuill touch at one point only, and the plane through

the point of contact and the axis will he at I'ight angles to the

tangent plane.

This is proved by the same method as the last proposition.

(2) If any conoid or spheroid he cut by a 'plane tJirough tJie

axis, and if through any tangent to the resulting conic a plane he

erected at right angles to the plane of section, the plane so erected,

luill touch the conoid or splteroid in the same point as that in

luhich the line touches the conic.

For it cannot meet the surface at any other point. If it

did, the perpendicular from the second point on the cutting
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plane would be perpendicular also to the tangent to the conic

and would therefore fall outside the surface. But it must fall

within it. [Prop. 11 (4)]

(3) If tiuo parallel planes touch any of the spheroidal

figures, the line joining the points of contact will pass through

the centre of the spheroid.

If the planes are at right angles to the axis, the proposition

is obvious. If not, the plane through the axis and one point of

contact is at right angles to the tangent plane at that point.

It is therefore at right angles to the parallel tangent plane, and

therefore passes through the second point of contact. Hence

both points of contact lie on one plane through the axis, and

the proposition is reduced to a plane one.

Proposition 17.

If two parallel planes touch any of the spheroidal figures,

and another plane he drawn parallel to the tangent planes and

passing thi'ough the centre, the line drawn through any point of

the circumference of the resulting section parallel to the chord

of contact of the tangent planes will fall outside the spheroid.

This is proved at once by reduction to a plane proposition.

Archimedes adds that it is evident that, if the plane

parallel to the tangent planes does not pass through the

centre, a straight line drawn in the manner described will

fall without the spheroid in the direction of the smaller

segment but within it in the other direction.

Proposition 18.

Any spheroidal figure which is cut by a plane through the

centre is divided, both as regards its surface and its volume, into

two equal parts by that jylane.

To prove this, Archimedes takes another equal and similar

spheroid, divides it similarly by a plane through the centre, and

then uses the method of application.
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Propositions 19, 20.

Given a segment cut off hy a plane from a paraboloid or

hyperholoid of revolution, or a segment of a spheroid less than

half the spheroid also cut off hy a plane, it is possible to inscribe

in the segment one solid figure and to circumscribe about it

another solid figure, each made up of cylinders or 'frusta' of

cylinders of equal height, and such that the circumscribed figure

exceeds the inscribed figure by a volume less than that of any

given solid.

Let the plane base of the segment be perpendicular to the

plane of the paper, and let the plane of the paper be the plane

through the axis of the conoid or spheroid which cuts the base

of the segment at right angles in BG. The section in the plane

of the paper is then a conic BAG. [Prop. 11]

Let EAF be that tangent to the conic which is parallel to

BG, and let A be the point of contact. Through EAF draw

a plane parallel to the plane through BG bounding the

segment. The plane so drawn will then touch the conoid

or spheroid at A. [Prop. 16]

(1) If the base of the segment is at right angles to the

axis of the conoid or spheroid, A will be the vertex of the

conoid or spheroid, and its axis AD will bisect BG at right

angles.

(2) If the base of the segment is not at right angles to the

axis of the conoid or spheroid, we draw AD
(a) in the paraboloid, parallel to the axis,

(6) in the hyperboloid, through the centre (or the vertex of

the enveloping cone),

(c) in the spheroid, through the centre,

and in all the cases it will follow that AD bisects BG in D.

Then A will be the vertex of the segment, and AD will be

its axis.

Further, the base of the segment will be a circle or an

ellipse with BG as diameter or as an axis respectively, and

with centre D. We can therefore describe through this circle

H. A. 9
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or ellipse a cylinder or a ' frustum ' of a cylinder whose axis is

AD. [Prop. 9]

E AG

Dividing this cylinder or frustum continually into equal

parts by planes parallel to the base, we shall at length arrive

at a cylinder or frustum less in volume than any given solid.

Let this cylinder or frustum be that whose axis is OD, and

let AD be divided into parts equal to OD, at L, 31,.... Through

L, M,... draw lines parallel to BG meeting the conic in F, Q,...,

and through these lines draw planes parallel to the base of the

segment. These will cut the conoid or spheroid in circles or

similar ellipses. On each of these circles or ellipses describe

two cylinders or frusta of cylinders each with axis equal to OD,

one of them lying in the direction of A and the other in the

direction of D, as shown in the figure.

Then the cylinders or frusta of cylinders drawn in the

direction of A make up a circumscribed figure, and those in

the direction of D an inscribed figure, in relation to the

segment.

Also the cylinder or frustum PG in the circumscribed figure

is equal to the cylinder or frustum PH in the inscribed figure,

QI in the circumscribed figure is equal to QK in the inscribed

figure, and so on.

Therefore, by addition,

(circumscribed fig.) = (inscr. fig.)

+ (cylinder or frustum whose axis is OD).

But the cylinder or frustum whose axis is OD is less than

the given solid figure ; whence the proposition follows.

" Having set out these preliminary propositions, let us

proceed to demonstrate the theorems propounded with reference

to the figures."
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Propositions 21, 22.

Any segment of a paraboloid of reooltition is half as large

again as the cone or segment of a cone which has the same base

and the same axis.

Let the base of the segment be perpendicular to the plane of

the paper, and let the plane of the paper be the plane through

the axis of the paraboloid which cuts the base of the segment

at right angles in BG and makes the parabolic section BAG.

Let EF be that tangent to the parabola which is parallel to

BG, and let A be the point of contact.

Then (1), if the plane of the base of the segment is

perpendicular to the axis of the paraboloid, that axis is the

line AD bisecting BG at right angles in D.

(2) If the plane of the base is not perpendicular to the

axis of the paraboloid, draw AD parallel to the axis of the

paraboloid. AD will then bisect BG, but not at right angles.

Draw through EF a plane parallel to the base of the seg-

ment. This will touch the paraboloid at A, and A will be

the vertex of the segment, AD its axis.

The base of the segment will be a circle with diameter BG
or an ellipse with BG as major axis.

Accordingly a cylinder or a frustum of a cylinder can be

found passing through the circle or ellipse and having AD for

its axis [Prop. 9J; and likewise a cone or a segment of a cone

can be drawn passing through the circle or ellipse and having

A for vertex and AD for axis. [Prop. 8]

Suppose X to be a cone equal to | (cone or segment of

cone ABG). The cone X is therefore equal to half the cylinder

or frustum of a cylinder EG. [Cf. Prop. 10]

We shall prove that the volume of the segment of the

paraboloid is equal to X.

If not, the segment must be either greater or less than X.

I. If possible, let the segment be greater than X.

We can then inscribe and circumscribe, as in the last

9—2
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proposition, figures made up of cylinders or frusta of cylinders

with equal height and such that

(circumscribed fig.) — (inscribed fig.) < (segment) — X.

Let the greatest of the cylinders or frusta forming the

circumscribed figure be that whose base is the circle or ellipse

about BG and whose axis is OD, and let the smallest of them be

that whose base is the circle or ellipse about PP' and whose

axis is AL,

Let the greatest of the cylinders forming the inscribed

figure be that whose base is the circle or ellipse about RR' and

whose axis is OD, and let the smallest be that whose base is

the circle or ellipse about PP' and whose axis is LM.

Produce all the plane bases of the cylinders or frusta to

meet the surface of the complete cylinder or frustum EC.

Now, since

(circumscribed fig.) — (inscr. fig.) < (segment) — X,

it follows that (inscribed figure) > X (a).

Next, comparing successively the cylinders or frusta with

heights equal to OD and respectively forming parts of the

complete cylinder or frustum EG and of the inscribed figure,

we have

(first cylinder or frustum in EG) : (first in inscr. fig.)

= BD' : RO'

=AD:AO
= BD : TO, where AB meets OR in T.

And (second cylinder or frustum in EG) : (second in inscr. fig.)

= HO : SN, in like manner,

and so on.
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Hence [Prop. 1] (cylinder or frustum EG) : (inscribed figure)

= (BD + HO +...): (TO + 8N- +,..),

where BD, HO,... are all equal, and BD, TO, 8N,... diminish in

arithmetical progression.

But [Lemma preceding Prop. 1]

BD + HO + ...>2(T0 + SN +...).

Therefore (cylinder or frustum EG) > 2 (inscribed fig.),

or X > (inscribed fig.)

;

which is impossible, by (a) above.

II. If possible, let the segment be less than X.

In this case we inscribe and circumscribe figures as before,

but such that

(circumscr. fig.) — (inscr. fig.) < X — (segment),

whence it follows that

(circumscribed figure) < X (/3).

And, comparing the cylinders or frusta making up the

complete cylinder or frustum GE and the circumscribed figure

respectively, we have

(first cylinder or frustum in CE) : (fii'st in circumscr. fig.)

= BD^ : BD^
= BD : BD.

(second in GE) : (second in circumscr. fig.)

= HO':EO'
=AD:AO
- HO : TO,

and so on.

Hence [Prop. 1]

(cylinder or frustum GE) : (circumscribed fig.)

= (BD + HO + ...): (BD + TO + ...),

< 2 : 1, [Lemma preceding Prop. 1]

and it follows that

X < (circumscribed fig.)
;

which is impossible, by (/S)-

Thus the segment, being neither greater nor less than X, is

equal to it, and therefore to f (cone or segment of cone ABG).
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Proposition 23.

If from a paraboloid of revolution two segments he cut off,

one hy a plane perpendicular to the axis, the other by a plane not

perpendicidar to the axis, and if the axes of the segments are

equal, the segments ivill he equal in volume.

Let the two planes be supposed perpendicular to the plane

of the paper, and let the latter plane be the plane through the

axis of the paraboloid cutting the other two planes at right

angles in BB', QQ' respectively and the paraboloid itself in the

parabola QPQ'B'.

Let AN, PFbe the equal axes of the segments, and A, P
their respective vertices.

Draw QL parallel to AN or FV and Q'L perpendicular

to QL.

Now, since the segments of the parabolic section cut off by

BB', QQ' have equal axes, the triangles ABB', PQQ' are equal

[Prop. 3]. Also, if QD be perpendicular to PV, QB = BN(as
in the same Prop. 3).

Conceive two cones drawn with the same bases as the

segments and with ^, P as vertices respectively. The height

of the cone PQQ' is then PK, where PK is perpendicular to

QQ'-
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Now the cones are in the ratio compounded of the ratios of

their bases and of their heights, i.e. the ratio compounded of

(1) the ratio of the circle about BB' to the ellipse about QQ',

and (2) the ratio of ^iV to FK.

That is to say, we have, by means of Props. 5, 12,

(cone ABB') : (cone PQQ') = (BB" : QQ' . Q'L) . {AN : PK).

And BB' = 2BN=2QD = Q'L, while QQ' = 2QV.

Therefore

(cone ABB') : (cone PQQ') = (QD:QV). (AN : PK)
= (PK :PV).(AN:PK)
= AN:PV.

Since AN = PV, the ratio of the cones is a ratio of equality :

and it follows that the segments, being each half as large again

as the respective cones [Prop. 22], are equal.

Proposition 24.

Iffi'om a paraboloid of !•evolution tiuo segments he cut off by

planes dratvn in any manner, the segments will be to one another

as the squares on their axes.

For let the paraboloid be cut by a plane through the axis

in the parabolic section P'PApp, and let the axis of the

parabola and paraboloid be ANN.
Measure along ANN' the lengths AN, AN' equal to the

respective axes of the given segments,

and through N, N' draw planes perpen-

dicular to the axis, making circular

sections on Pp, P'p as diameters re-

spectively. With these circles as bases

and with the common vertex A let two

cones be described.

Now the segments of the paraboloid

whose bases are the circles about Pp,

P'p' are equal to the given segments

respectively, since their respective axes

are equal [Prop. 23] ; and, since the

segments APp, AP'p' are half as large
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again as the cones APp, AP'p' respectively, we have only

to show that the cones are in the ratio oi AN'^ to AN''\

But

(cone APp) : (cone AP'p') = {PN' : P'N") . (AN : AN')

= (AN:AN').(AN:AN')

= AN': AN";

thus the proposition is proved.

Propositions 25, 26.

In any hyperholoid of revolution, if A he the vertex and AD
the axis of any segment cut off by a p)lane, and if GA he the

semidiameter of the hypei^holoid through A {GA being of course

in the same straight line luith AD), then

(segment) : (cone with same base and axis)

= (AD + SGA) : {AD + 2GA ).

Let the plane cutting off the segment be perpendicular to

the plane of the paper, and let the latter plane be the plane

through the axis of the hyperboloid which intersects the cutting

plane at right angles in BB', and makes the hyperbolic

segment BAB'. Let G be the centre of the hyperboloid (or

the vertex of the enveloping cone).

Let EF be that tangent to the hyperbolic section which is

parallel to BB'. Let EF touch at A, and join GA. Then GA
produced will bisect BB' at D, GA will be a semi-diameter of

the hyperboloid, A will be the vertex of the segment, and AD
its axis. Produce AG to A' and H, so that AG = GA ' = A'H.

Through EF draw a plane parallel to the base of the seg-

ment. This plane will touch the hyperboloid at A.

Then (1), if the base of the segment is at right angles to the

axis of the hyperboloid, A will be the vertex, and AD the axis,

of the hyperboloid as well as of the segment, and the base of the

segment will be a circle on BB' as diameter.
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(2) If the base of the segment is not perpendicular to the

axis of the hyperboloid, the base will be an ellipse on BB' as

major axis. [Prop. 13]

/ /--n:/-
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Let y be a cone such that

V : (cone or segment of cone ABB') = HD : A'D, (a)

and we have to prove that V is equal to the segment.

Now

(cylinder or frustum EB') : (cone or segmt. of cone ABB') = 3:1.

Therefore, by means of (a),

(cylinder or frustum EB') : V = A'B : ^ (/3).
o

If the segment is not equal to V, it must either be greater

or less.

I. If possible, let the segment be greater than V.

Inscribe and circumscribe to the segment figures made up

of cylinders or frusta of cylinders, with axes along AD and all

equal to one another, such that

(circumscribed fig.) — (inscr. fig.) < (segrat.) — V,

whence (inscribed figure) > V (7).

Produce all the planes forming the bases of the cylinders or

frusta of cylinders to meet the surface of the complete cylinder

or frustum EB'.

Then, if ND be the axis of the greatest cylinder or frustum

in the circumscribed figure, the complete cylinder will be

divided into cylinders or frusta each equal to this greatest

cylinder or frustum.

Let there be a number of straight lines a equal to AA' and

as many in number as the parts into which AD is divided by

the bases of the cylinders or frusta. To each line a apply a

rectangle which shall overlap it by a square, and let the greatest

of the rectangles be equal to the rectangle AD . A'D and the

least equal to the rectangle AL . A'L; also let the sides of the

overlapping squares h, ^j, q,...l be in descending arithmetical

progression. Thus h, p, q,...l will be respectively equal to AD,
AN, AM,...AL, and the rectangles (a6 + 6'^), {ap + p'),. . .{at ->r I')

will be respectively equal to AD . A'D, AN .A'N,...AL . A'L.
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Suppose, further, that we have a series of spaces ;S' each

equal to the largest rectangle AD. A'D and as many in number

as the diminishing rectangles.

Comparing now the successive cylinders or frusta (1) in the

complete cylinder or frustum EB' and (2) in the inscribed

figure, beginning from the base of the segment, we have

(first cylinder or frustum in EB') : (first in inscr. figure)

= BD' : PJSf'

= AD . A'D : AN . A'N, from the hyperbola,

= 8 : {ap+ p-).

Again

(second cylinder or frustum in EB') : (second in inscr. fig.)

= BD^ : QM'

= AD. A'D: AM.A'M
= S : (aq + q'),

and so on.

The last cylinder or frustum in the complete cylinder or

frustum EB' has no cylinder or frustum corresponding to it in

the inscribed figure.

Combining the proportions, we have [Prop. 1]

(cylinder or frustum EB') : (inscribed figure)

= (sum of all the spaces aS') : (aj) + j/) + (aq + q^) + ...

>(« + 6) :(! + !)
[Prop. 2]

J-fD
>A'D:~^ , since a = ^^', b = AD,

o

> (EB') : V, by (13) above.

Hence (inscribed figure) < V.

But this is impossible, because, by (7) above, the inscribed

figure is greater than V.
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II. Next suppose, if possible, that the segment is less

than V.

In this case we circumscribe and inscribe figures such that

(circumscribed fig.) — (inscribed fig.) < V— (segment),

whence we derive

V > (circumscribed figure) (S).

We now compare successive cylinders or frusta in the

complete cylinder or frustum and in the circumscribed figure
;

and we have

(first cylinder or frustum in EB') : (first in circumscribed fig.)

= S:S

= S : (ah + h%

(second in EB') : (second in circumscribed fig.)

< =S: (ap +/),
and so on.

Hence [Prop. 1]

(cylinder or frustum EB') : (circumscribed fig.)

= (sum of all spaces 8) : (ah + ¥) + (ap + ?/) + ...

<(« + 6) :(! + !)
[Prop. 2]

< (EB') : V, by (^) above.

Hence the circumscribed figure is greater than F; which is

impossible, by (8) above.

Thus the segment is neither greater nor less than V, and is

therefore equal to it.

Therefore, by (a),

(segment ABB') : (cone or segment of cone ABB')

= (AD + ^CA) : (AD + 20A).
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Propositions 27, 28, 29, 30.

(1) In any spheroid whose centre is C, if a 'plane meeting

the axis cut off a segment not greater than half the spheroid and

having A for its vertex and AD for its axis, and if A'D he the

axis of tlie remaining segment of the spheroid, then

(first segmt.) : (cone or segmt. of cone tuith same base and axis)

= CA + A'D : A'D

[=SCA-AD: 2CA-AD].

(2) As a particular case, if the plane passes through the

centi'e, so that the segment is half the spheroid, half the spheroid

is double of the cone or segment of a cone luhich has the same
vertex and axis.

Let the plane cutting off the segment be at right angles to

the plane of the paper, and let the latter plane be the plane

through the axis of the spheroid which intersects the cutting

plane in BB' and makes the elliptic section ABA'B'.

Let EF, E'F' be the two tangents to the ellipse which are

parallel to BB', let them touch it in A, A', and through the

tangents draw planes parallel to the base of the segment.

These planes will touch the spheroid at A, A', which will

be the vertices of the two segments into which it is divided.

Also A A' will pass through the centre G and bisect BB'
inD.

Then (1) if the base of the segments be perpendicular to

the axis of the spheroid, A, A' will be the vertices of the

spheroid as well as of the segments, AA' will be the axis

of the spheroid, and the base of the segments will be a circle on

BB' as diameter;

(2) if the base of the segments be not perpendicular to the

axis of the spheroid, the base of the segments will be an

ellipse of which BB' is one axis, and AD, A'D will be the

axes of the segments respectively.
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We can now draw a cylinder or a frustum of a cylinder

EBB'F through the circle or ellipse about BB' and having AD
for its axis ; and we can also draw a cone or a segment of

a cone passing through the circle or ellipse about BB' and

having A for its vertex.
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But, since

(cylinder or frustum EB') : (cone or segment of cone ABB')
= 3:1,

we have, by the aid of (a),

TTT)
(cylinder or frustum EB') :V = A'D: ^^ (/3).

o

Now, if the segment ABB' is not equal to V, it must

be either greater or less.

I. Suppose, if possible, that the segment is greater

than V.

Let figures be inscribed and circumscribed to the segmeot

consisting of cylinders or frusta of cylinders, with axes along

AD and all equal to one another, such that

(circumscribed fig.) —(inscribed fig.) < (segment) — V,

whence it follows that

(inscribed fig.) > V (7).

Produce all the planes forming the bases of the cylinders or

frusta to meet the surface of the complete cylinder or frustum

EB'. Thus, if ND be the axis of the greatest cylinder or

frustum of a cylinder in the circumscribed figure, the complete

cylinder or frustum EB' will be divided into cylinders or frusta

of cylinders each equal to the greatest of those in the circum-

scribed figure.

Take straight lines da' each equal to A'D and as many in

number as the parts into which AD is divided by the bases of

the cylinders or frusta, and measure da along da' equal to AD.
It follows that aa' = 2CD.

Apply to each of the lines a'd rectangles with height equal

to ad, and draw the squares on each of the lines ad as in

the figure. Let S denote the area of each complete rectangle.

From the first rectangle take away a gnomon with breadth

equal to AN (i.e. with each end of a length equal to AN)
;

take away from the second rectangle a gnomon with breadth

equal to AAI, and so on, the last rectangle having no gnomon
taken from it.
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Then

the first gnomon = A'D . AD - ND . (A'D - AN)
= A'D.AN + ND.AN
= AN.A'N.

Similarly,

the second gnomon = AM . A'M,

and so on.

And the last gnomon (that in the last rectangle but one) is

equal to AL . A'L.

Also, after the gnomons are taken away from the successive

rectangles, the remainders (which we will call i^j, R^,... Rn,

where n is the number of rectangles and accordingly Rn = S)

are rectangles applied to straight lines each of length aa' and
" exceeding by squares " whose sides are respectively equal

to DN, mi,... DA.

For brevity, let DN be denoted by x, and aa or 2CD by c,

so that R^ = ca; + x^, jR^ = c • 2a; + (2xf, . .

.

Then, comparing successively the cylinders or frusta of

cylinders (1) in the complete cylinder or frustum EB' and

(2) in the inscribed figure, we have

(first cylinder or frustum in EB') : (first in inscribed fig.)

= BD' : PN'

= AD.A'D:AN'.A'N

= 8 : (first gnomon)
;

(second cylinder or frustum in EB') : (second in inscribed fig.)

= S : (second gnomon),

and so on.

The last of the cylinders or frusta in the cylinder or

frustum EB' has none corresponding to it in the inscribed

figure, and there is no corresponding gnomon.

Combining the proportions, we have [by Prop. 1]

(cylinder or frustum EB') : (inscribed fig.)

= (sum of all spaces >S^) : (sum of gnomons).
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Now the differences between S and the successive gnomons

are R^, R^, ... Rn, while

R=c.2w + {2xy,

Rn = cb + b'' = S,

where h = nx = AD.

Hence [Prop. 2]

/ c h
(sum of all spaces S) : {R^ + R,^+ ... + Rn) <{c+h): ( ^ + q

It follows that

'c 26
(sum of all spaces S) : (sum of gnomons) > (c + 6) : I ^ +

O

Thus (cylinder or frustum EB') : (inscribed fig.)

> (cylinder or frustum EB') : V,

from (/S) above.

Therefore (inscribed fig.) < V
;

which is impossible, by (7) above.

Hence the segment ABB' is not greater than V.

II. If possible, let the segment ABB' be less than V.

We then inscribe and circumscribe figures such that

(circumscribed fig.) — (inscribed fig.) < V— (segment),

whence V > (circumscribed fig.) (8).

In this case we compare the cylinders or frusta in (EB')

with those in the circimiscribed figure.

Thus

(first cylinder or frustum in EB') : (first in circumscribed fig.)

= S:S;
(second in EB') : (second in circumscribed fig.)

= ;S' : (first gnomon),
and so on.

H. A. 10
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Lastly (last in EB') : (last in circumscribed fig.)

= 8 : (last gnomon).

Now

[S + (all the gnomons)} = nS - {R,-i- R,+ ... + Rn-i)-

And nS:R, + R, + ...+Rn-i>{c + b):(^^ + ^, [Prop. 2]

so that
/c 2b\

nS : {>S' + (all the gnomons)} <(c + b):
( 9 + ^ )

•

It follows that, if we combine the above proportions as in

Prop. 1, we obtain

(cylinder or frustum EB') : (circumscribed fig.)

<(0 + i) :(! + !)

< {EB') : V, by {/3) above.

Hence the circumscribed figure is greater than V; which is

impossible, by (B) above.

Thus, since the segment ABB' is neither greater nor less

than V, it is equal to it ; and the proposition is proved.

(2) The particular case [Props. 27, 28] where the segment

is half the spheroid differs from the above in that the distance

CD or c/2 vanishes, and the rectangles cb + b^ are simply squares

(b^), so that the gnomons are simply the differences between 6"^

and x^, ¥ and {2xy, and so on.

Instead therefore of Prop. 2 we use the Lemma to Prop. 2,

Cor. 1, given above [On Spirals, Prop. 10], and instead of the

ratio (c + 6) :

[
^ + -^ ) we obtain the ratio 3 : 2, whence

(segment ABB') : (cone or segment of cone ABB') = 2:1.

[This result can also be obtained by simply substituting

CA for AD in the ratio (SCA - AD) : (2CA -AD).]
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Propositions 31^ 32.

If a 'plane divide a spheroid into two unequal segments, and

if AN, A'N he the axes of the lesser and greater segments

respectively, luhile G is the centre of the spheroid, then

{greater segmt.) : {cone or segmt. of cone with same base and axis)

= CA + AN:AN'.

Let the plane dividing the spheroid be that through PP'
perpendicular to the plane of the paper, and let the latter plane

be that through the axis of the spheroid which intersects the

cutting plane in PP' and makes the elliptic section PAP'A'.

Draw the tangents to the ellipse which are parallel to PP'

;

let them touch the ellipse at A, A' , and through the tangents

draw planes parallel to the base of the segments. These planes

will touch the spheroid at A, A', the line AA' will pass

through the centre C and bisect PP' in N, while AN, A'N will

be the axes of the segments.

Then (1) if the cutting plane be perpendicular to the axis

of the spheroid, AA' will be that axis, and A, A' will be the

vertices of the spheroid as well as of the segments. Also the

sections of the spheroid by the cutting plane and all planes

parallel to it will be circles.

(2) If the cutting plane be not perpendicular to the axis,

10—2
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the base of the segments will be an ellipse of which PP' is an

axis, and the sections of the spheroid by all planes parallel

to the cutting plane will be similar ellipses.

Draw a plane through G parallel to the base of the segments

and meeting the plane of the paper in BB'.

Construct three cones or segments of cones, two having A
for their common vertex and the plane sections through PP',

BB' for their respective bases, and a third having the plane

section through PP' for its base and A' for its vertex.

Produce GA to H and GA' to H' so that

AH = A'H' = GA.

We have then to prove that

(segment A'PP') : (cone or segment of cone A'PP')

= GA+AN:AN
= NH : AN.

Now half the spheroid is double of the cone or segment of a

cone ABB' [Props. 27, 28]. Therefore

(the spheroid) = 4 (cone or segment of cone ABB').

But

(cone or segmt. of cone ABB') : (cone or segmt. of cone APP')

= {GA :AN).{BG':PN')

= {GA : AN) .(GA .GA' : AN . A'N')...{<x).

If we measure AK along AA' so that

AK:AG=AG:AN,
we have AK . A'N : AG .A'N= GA : AN,

and the compound ratio in (a) becomes

{AK.A'N: GA.A'N).(GA.GA' -.AN.A'N),

i.e. AK.GA' -.AN.AN.
Thus

(cone or segmt. of cone ABB') : (cone or segmt. of cone APP')

= AK.GA': AN.A'N
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But {cone or segment of cone APP') : (segment APP')

= A'N : NH' [Props. 29, 30]

= AN.A'N -.AN.NH'.
Therefore, ex aequali,

(cone or segment of cone ABB') : (segment APP')

= AK.GA' :AN.NH',

so that (spheroid) : (segment APP')

= HH'.AK:AN.NH',
since HH'^4CA'.

Hence (segment A'PP') : (segment APP')

= {HH' .AK-AN.NH'):AN .NH'

^{AK.NH + NH'.NK):AN.NH'.
Further,

(segment APP') : (cone or segment of cone APP')

= NH' -.A'N

= AN.NH' -.AN.A'N,
and

(cone or segmt. of cone APP') : (cone or segmt. of cone A'PP')

= AN : A'N
= AN. A'N: A'N\

From the last three proportions we obtain, ex aequali,

(segment A'PP') : (cone or segment of cone A'PP')

= {AK. NH + NH' . NK) : A'N'

= (AK.NH + NH' . NK) : (CA' + NH' . CN)

= (AK . NH + NH' . NK) : (AK . AN + NH' . CN)...{^).

But

AK.NH.AK. AN = NH : AN
= CA+AN -.AN

= AK + CA:CA
(&mcQ AK : AG = AC : AN)

= HK:CA
= HK-NH: CA-AN
= NK:GN
= NH'.NK -.NH'.CN
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Hence the ratio in (yS) is equal to the ratio

AK.FH : AK.AN, or NH : AN.

Therefore

(segment A'PP') : (cone or segment of cone A'PP')

=NH:AN
= GA+AN : AN.

[If {x, y) be the coordinates of P referred to the conjugate

diameters A A', BB' as axes of x, y, and if 2a, 26 be the lengths

of the diameters respectively, we have, since

(spheroid) — (lesser segment) = (greater segment),

^.aly .y-(a — x)= .y{a + x);
a + x ^ ^ ' a — x "^ ^ ^

and the above proposition is the geometrical proof of the truth

of this equation where x, y are connected by the equation

2 2X y , ,



ON SPIRALS.

"Archimedes to Dositheus greeting.

Of most of the theorems which I sent to Conon, and of

which you ask me from time to time to send you the proofs, the

demonstrations are already before you in the books brought to

you by Heracleides ; and some more are also contained in that

which I now send you. Do not be surprised at my taking a

considerable time before publishing these proofs. This has

been owing to my desire to communicate them first to persons

engaged in mathematical studies and anxious to investigate

them. In fact, how many theorems in geometry which have

seemed at first impracticable are in time successfully worked out!

Now Conon died before he had sufficient time to investigate

the theorems referred to ; otherwise he would have discovered

and made manifest all these things, and would have enriched

geometry by many other discoveries besides. For I know well

that it was no common ability that he brought to bear on

mathematics, and that his industry was extraordinary. But,

though many years have elapsed since Conon's death, I do not

find that any one of the problems has been stirred by a single

person. I wish now to put them in review one by one,

particularly as it happens that there are two included among

them which are impossible of realisation* [and which may

serve as a warning] how those who claim to discover every-

thing but produce no proofs of the same may be confuted as

having actually pretended to discover the impossible.

* Heiberg reads tAos 5i vodeadfxeva, but F has riXovs, so that the true reading

is perhaps t^Xovs 5^ TrorLdeo/uLeva. The meaning appears to be simply ' wrong.'
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What are the problems I mean, and what are those of which

you have already received the proofs, and those of which the

proofs are contained in this book respectively, I think it proper

to specify. The first of the problems was, Given a sphere, to find

a plane area equal to the surface of the sphere ; and this was

first made manifest on the publication of the book concerning the

sphere, for, when it is once proved that the surface of any sphere

is four times the greatest circle in the sphere, it is clear that it

is possible to find a plane area equal to the surface of the sphere.

The second was. Given a cone or a cylinder, to find a sphere

equal to the cone or cylinder ; the third. To cut a given sphere

by a plane so that the segments of it have to one another an

assigned ratio ; the fourth. To cut a given sphere by a plane so

that the segments of the surface have to one another an assigned

ratio ; the fifth. To make a given segment of a sphere similar to

a given segment of a sphere *
; the sixth, Given two segments of

either the same or different spheres, to find a segment of a sphere

which shall be similar to one of the segments and have its

surface equal to the surface of the other segment. The seventh

was, From a given sphere to cut off a segment by a plane so

that the segment bears to the cone which has the same base as

the segment and equal height an assigned ratio greater than

that of three to two. Of all the propositions just enumerated

Heracleides brought you the proofs. The proposition stated

next after these was wrong, viz. that, if a sphere be cut by a

plane into unequal parts, the greater segment will have to the

less the duplicate ratio of that which the greater surface has to

the less. That this is wrong is obvious by what I sent you

before ; for it included this proposition : If a sphere be cut into

unequal parts by a plane at right angles to any diameter in the

sphere, the greater segment of the surface will have to the less

the same ratio as the greater segment of the diameter has

to the less, while the greater segment of the sphere has to the

less a ratio less than the duplicate ratio of that which the

* rh dodh Tuafxa ffcpaipas ry Sodivri rud/xari (r<f>alpas ofj-oiwcrai, i.e. to make a

gegment of a sphere similar to one given segment and equal in content to

another given segment. [Cf. On the Sphere and Cylinder, II. 5.]
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greater surface has to the less, but greater than the sesqui-

alterate * of that ratio. The last of the problems was also wrong,

viz. that, if the diameter of any sphere be cut so that the square

on the greater segment is triple of the square on the lesser

segment, and if through the point thus arrived at a plane be

drawn at right angles to the diameter and cutting the sphere,

the figure in such a form as is the greater segment of the sphere

is the greatest of all the segments which have an equal surface.

That this is wrong is also clear from the theorems which I

before sent you. For it was there proved that the hemisphere

is the greatest of all the segments of a sphere bounded by an

equal surface.

After these theorems the following were propounded con-

cerning the cone"f*. If a section of a right-angled cone [a

parabola], in which the diameter [axis] remains fixed, be made to

revolve so that the diameter [axis] is the axis [of revolution],

let the figure described by the section of the right-angled cone

be called a conoid. And if a plane touch the conoidal figure

and another plane drawn parallel to the tangent plane cut off

a segment of the conoid, let the base of the segment cut off be

defined as the cutting plane, and the vertex as the point in which

the other plane touches the conoid. Now, if the said figure be

cut by a plane at right angles to the axis, it is clear that the

section will be a circle ; but it needs to be proved that the

segment cut off will be half as large again as the cone which has

the same base as the segment and equal height. And if two

segments be cut off from the conoid by planes drawn in any

manner, it is clear that the sections will be sections of acute-

angled cones [ellipses] if the cutting planes be not at right

angles to the axis ; but it needs to be proved that the

segments will bear to one another the ratio of the squares on

the lines drawn from their vertices parallel to the axis to meet

the cutting planes. The proofs of these propositions are not

yet sent to you.

After these came the following propositions about the spiral,

* (Xoyov) fiei^ova rj i]/xL6\iov rod, 6v ^x«' k.t.X., i.e. a ratio greater than (the

ratio of the surfaces) ir. See On the Sphere and Cylinder, II. 8.

+ This should be presumably ' the conoid,'' not 'the cone.'
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which are as it were another sort of problem having nothing

in common with the foregoing; and I have written out the

proofs of them for you in this book. They are as follows. If a

straight line of which one extremity remains fixed be made to

revolve at a uniform rate in a plane until it returns to the

position from which it started, and if, at the same time as the

straight line revolves, a point move at a uniform rate along the

straight line, starting from the fixed extremity, the point will

describe a spiral in the plane. I say then that the area

bounded by the spiral and the straight line which has returned

to the position from which it started is a third part of the circle

described with the fixed point as centre and with radius the

length traversed by the point along the straight line during the

one revolution. And, if a straight line touch the spiral at the

extreme end of the spiral, and another straight line be drawn at

right angles to the line which has revolved and resumed its

position from the fixed extremity of it, so as to meet the

tangent, I say that the straight line so drawn to meet it is

equal to the circumference of the circle. Again, if the revolving

line and the point moving along it make several revolutions

and return to the position from which the straight line started,

I say that the area added by the spiral in the third revolution

will be double of that added in the second, that in the fourth

three times, that in the fifth four times, and generally the areas

added in the later revolutions will be multiples of that added in

the second revolution according to the successive numbers,

while the area bounded by the spiral in the first revolution is a

sixth part of that added in the second revolution. Also, if on

the spiral described in one revolution two points be taken and

straight lines be drawn joining them to the fixed extremity of

the revolving line, and if two circles be drawn with the fixed

point as centre and radii the lines drawn to the fixed extremity

of the straight line, and the shorter of the two lines be produced,

I say that (1) the area bounded by the circumference of the

greater circle in the direction of (the part of) the spiral included

between the straight lines, the spiral (itself) and the produced

straight line will bear to (2) the area bounded by the circum-

ference of the lesser circle, the same (part of the) spiral and the
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straight line joining their extremities the ratio which (3) the

radius of the lesser circle together with two thirds of the excess

of the radius of the greater circle over the radius of the lesser

bears to (4) the radius of the lesser circle together with one

third of the said excess.

The proofs then of these theorems and others relating to the

spiral are given in the present book. Prefixed to them, after the

manner usual in other geometrical works, are the propositions

necessary to the proofs of them. And here too, as in the books

previously published, I assume the following lemma, that, if

there be (two) unequal lines or (two) unequal areas, the excess

by which the greater exceeds the less can, by being [continually]

added to itself, be made to exceed any given magnitude among

those which are comparable with [it and with] one another."

Proposition 1 .

If a point move at a uniform rate along any line, and two

lengths he taken on it, they will he proportional to the times of

descrihing them.

Two unequal lengths are taken on a straight line, and two

lengths on another straight line representing the times ; and

they are proved to be proportional by taking equimultiples of

each length and the corresponding time after the manner of

Eucl. V. Def. 5.

Proposition 2.

If each of two points on different lines respectively move along

them each at a uniform rate, and if lengths he taken, one on each

line, forming pairs, such that each pair are descnhed in equal

times, the lengths will he proportionals.

This is proved at once by equating the ratio of the lengths

taken on one line to that of the times of description, which

must also be equal to the ratio of the lengths taken on the other

line.
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Proposition 3.

Given any number of circles, it is possible to find a straight

line greater than the sum of all their circumferences.

For we have only to describe polygons about each and then

take a straight line equal to the sum of the perimeters of the

polygons.

Proposition 4.

Given tiuo unequal lines, viz. a straight line and the circum-

ference of a circle, it is possible to find a straight line less than

the greater of the two lines and gi^eater than the less.

For, by the Lemma, the excess can, by being added a sufficient

number of times to itself, be made to exceed the lesser line.

Thus e.g., a ol (where c is the circumference of the circle

and I the length of the straight line), we can find a number n

such that

n (c — l)> I.

Therefore c — I > ~

,

n

and c> I + - > I.

n

Hence we have only to divide I into n equal parts and add

one of them to I. The resulting line will satisfy the condition.

Proposition 5.

Given a circle with centime 0, and the tangent to it at a point

A, it is possible to drawfrom a straight line OPF, meeting the

circle in P and the tangent in F, such that, if c be tJie circum-

ference of any given circle ivhatever,

FP -.OPk (arc AP) : c.

Take a straight line, as D, greater than the circumference c.

[Prop. 3]
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Through draw OH parallel to the given tangent, and

draw through A a line APH, meeting the circle in P and OH

in H, such that the portion PH intercepted between the circle

and the line OH may be equal to i)*. Join OP and produce

it to meet the tangent in F.

Then FP : OP = AP : PH, by parallels,

= AP.D
< (arc AP) : c.

Proposition 6.

Given a circle with centre 0, a chord AB less than the

diameter, and OM the perpendicular on AB from 0, it is possible

to draw a straight line OFP, meeting the chord AB in F and the

circle in P, such that

FP:PB = D:E,

where D : E is any given ratio less than BM : MO.

Draw OH parallel to AB, and BT perpendicular to BO
meeting OH in T.

Then the triangles BMO, OBT are similar, and therefore

BM : MO = OB : BT,

whence D : E < OB : BT.

* This construction, which is assumed without any explanation as to how it

is to be effected, is described in the original Greek thus: "let PH be placed

(KdaOu) equal to D, verging [veijovaa) towards A." This is the usual phraseology

used in the type of problem known by the name of vevan.
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Suppose that a line PH (greater than BT) is taken such

that

D:E=OB:PH,

and let PH be so placed that it passes through B and P lies on

the circumference of the circle, while H is on the line OH*.

{PH will fall outside BT, because PH > BT.) Join OP meeting

AB in F.

We now have

FP :PB=OP: PH
= 0B .PH

Proposition 7.

Given a circle with centre 0, a chord AB less than the

diameter, and OM the -perpendicular on it from 0, it is possible

to drawfrom a straight line OPF, meeting the circle in P and

AB produced in F, such that

FP:PB = D: E,

where D : E is any given ratio greater than BM : MO.

Draw OT parallel to AB, and BT perpendicular to BO
meeting OT in T.

* The Greek phrase is "let PH be placed between the circumference and the

straight line {OH) through B. " The construction is assumed, like the similar

one in the last proposition.
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In this case, D: E>BM:MO
> OB : BT, by similar triangles.

Take a line PH (less than BT) such that

D:E=OB:PH,
and place PH so that P, H are on the circle and on OT respec-

tively, while HP produced passes through B*.

Then FP:PB=OP:PH
= B:E.

Proposition 8.

Given a circle with centre 0, a chord AB less than the

diameter, the tangent at B, and the perpendicular OM from
on AB, it is possible to draiu from a straight line OFP,
meeting the chord AB in F, the circle in P and the tangent in G,

such that

FP : BG = D : E,

where D : E is any given ratio less than BM : MO.

If or be drawn parallel to AB meeting the tangent at B in T,

BM : MO = OB : BT,

so that D:E<OB:BT.
Take a point G on TB produced such that

D:E=OB .BG,

whence BG > BT.

* PH is described in the Greek as vevovaav iirl (verging to) the point B. As
before the construction is assumed.
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Through the points 0, T, C describe a circle, and let OB be
produced to meet this circle in K.

Then, since BG > BT, and OB is perpendicular to CT, it is

possible to draw from a straight line OGQ, meeting CT in G
and the circle about OTG in Q, such that GQ = BK*.

Let OGQ meet AB in F and the original circle in P.
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Proposition 9.

Given a circle with centre 0, a chord AB less than the

diameter, the tangent at B, and the 'perpendicular OM from
on AB, it is possible to draw from a straight line OPGF,
meeting the circle in P, the tangent in G, and AB produced in F,

such that

FP:BG = D:E,

where D : E is any given ratio gi'eater than BM : MO.

Let OT be drawn parallel to AB meeting the tangent at B
in T.

Then D : E > BM : MO
> OB '. BT, by similar triangles.

Produce TB to G so that

D:E=OB :BC,

whence BC < BT.

Describe a circle through the points 0, T, G, and produce OB
to meet this circle in K.

Then, since TB > BG, and OB is perpendicular to GT, it is

possible to draw from a line OGQ, meeting GT in G, and the

H. A. 11
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circle about OTC in Q, such that GQ = BK*. Let OQ meet

the original circle in P and AB produced in F.

We now prove, exactly as in the last proposition, that

CO: OF=BK:BT
= BC : OP.

Thus, as before.
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Proposition 1

1

.

If Ai, A^,...An he n lines forming an ascending arith-

metical progression \in which the common difference is equal to

the least term A^*, then

{n-\)A,r-{An'^An-,'+...+A.^)

<An':[A,,.A,+l{A,,-A,Y]-
hut

{n - 1) An' : {An-;' + An-^ + . . . + ^f

)

[Archimedes sets out the terms side by side in the manner

shown in the figure, where BC — An, DE = An-i , • ..RS = A^, and

produces DE, FG, . . .RS until they are

respectively equal to BC or An, so that c h i t u

EH, GI,...SU in the figure are re-

spectively equal to Ai, Az.-.An-i. He
further measures lengths BK, DL,

FM,

.

. .PF along BC, DE, FG, . . .PQ re-

spectively each equal to RS.

The figure makes the relations

between the terms easier to see with

the eye, but the use of so large a

number of letters makes the proof

somewhat difficult to follow, and it

may be more clearly represented as follows.]

It is evident that (An — A^) = An-i.

The following proportion is therefore obviously true, viz.

(n-l)An':(n-l)(An.A, + iAn-^')

= An':{An.A, + U^n-A,y].

C H

E -

K- L-

B D F

Q

V4 S--

P R

* The proposition is true even when the common difference is not equal to

Aj, and is assumed in the more general form in Props. 25 and 26. But, as

Archimedes' proof assumes the equality of A^ and the common difference, the

words are here inserted to prevent misapprehension.

11—2
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In order therefore to prove the desired result, we have only

to show that

{n-l)An.A, + i(n-l) A^-^' < (A,,' + A^-^' +...+ Ai)

but > {An-i" + An-2^ +... + a;').

I. To prove the first inequality, we have

= (n-l)A^ + (ri -1) A. A,_i + 10^-1) A-i' •••(!)•

And

An' + An-,'+...+A,^

= (An-^ + ^0' + (^n-2 + A,Y+...+{A, + A,f

= {A,,_^ + A,,_^ + ... + A,')

+ (71-1) A,'

+ 2A,{A,,_, + An-,+ ...+A,)

= {An-^' + An-,'+...+A,')

+ (n-l)A,'

+ Ai [An—i -\- An-2 + An-3 + . . . + Ai

+ A, +A. +...+An-2 + An-i}

= {An-;' + An-:'+... + A,')

+ (n-l)A,'

+ nA,.An-i (2).

Comparing the right-hand sides of (1) and (2), we see that

{n — l)Ai^ is common to both sides, and

(n -1)^1. ^„_i <nA,. An-i,

while, by Prop. 10, Cor. 1,

^(n-l)A,^,'<An-^' + An-.'+...+A,\

It follows therefore that

{n-l)Ar,.A, + iin-l) A,,_,' < (A,;' + A,,-,' +... + A.^)
;

and hence the first part of the proposition is proved.

II. We have now, in order to prove the second result, to

show that

{n-l)An.A, + iin-l) A,,_,' > {A,,_,' + A,,_.^ +... +A,').
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The right-hand side is equal to

— An-2 + An-3 +...+^1

+ {n-l)A,'

+ 2A, (An-2 + An-s + ...+A,)

+ AA A,,_o+An-s+...+A, ]

\ + A, +A, +... + ^„_o]

= {An-2 + An-3 +...+-0.1)

+ {n-l)A,'

+ {n-2)A,.An-, (3).

Comparing this expression with the right-hand side of (1) above,

we see that {n — l)A^'' is common to both sides, and

(n -1)A,. An-j >(n-2)A,. A,,_„

while, by Prop. 10, Cor. 1,

i(n-l) A,,_,' > (^„_/ + ^„_/ + . . . + A,').

Hence

{n-l)An:A, + ^{n-l)An-^'>{An-^' + An-,'+...+A,'y,

and the second required result follows.

Cor. The results in the above proposition are equally true if

similar figures be substituted for squares on the several lines.

Definitions.

1. If a straight line drawn in a plane revolve at a uniform

rate about one extremity which remains fixed and return to

the position from which it started, and if, at the same time as

the line revolves, a point move at a uniform rate along the

straight line beginning from the extremity which remains fixed,

the point will describe a spiral (e\c^) in the plane.

2. Let the extremity of the straight line which remains
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fixed while tlie straight line revolves be called the origin*

{dp-)^d) of the spiral.

3. And let the position of the line from which the straight

line began to revolve be called the initial line* in the

revolution (a/3%a ra? 7r€pi(f>opd<;).

4. Let the length which the point that moves along the

straight line describes in one revolution be called the first

distance, that which the same point describes in the second

revolution the second distance, and similarly let the distances

described in further revolutions be called after the number of

the particular revolution.

5. Let the area bounded by the spiral described in the

first revolution and the first distance be called the first area,

that bounded by the spiral described in the second revolution

and the second distance the second area, and similarly for the

rest in order.

6. If from the origin of the spiral any straight line be

drawn, let that side of it which is in the same direction as that

of the revolution be called forward (irpoayovfjieva), and that

which is in the other direction backward {eTrofxeva).

7. Let the circle drawn with the origin as centre and the

first distance as radius be called the first circle, that drawn

with the same centre and twice the radius the second circle,

and similarly for the succeeding circles.

Proposition 12.

If any number of straight lines draiun from the origin to

meet the spiral make equal angles with one another, the lines will

he in arithmetical progression.

[The proof is obvious.]

* The literal translation would of course be the " beginning of the spiral

"

and "the beginning of the revolution" respectively. But the modern names

will be more suitable for use later on, and are therefore employed here.
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Proposition 13.

If a straight line touch the spiral, it will touch it in one point

only.

Let be the origin of the spiral, and BG a tangent to it.

If possible, let BC touch the spiral in two points P, Q.

Join OP, OQ, and bisect the angle POQ by the straight line OR
meeting the spiral in R.

Then [Prop. 12] OR is an arithmetic mean between OP and

OQ, or

OP+OQ = 20R.

But in any triangle POQ, if the bisector of the angle POQ
meets PQ in K,

0P+0Q>20K*.
Therefore OK < OR, and it follows that some point on BC

between P and Q lies within the spiral. Hence BC cuts the

spiral ; which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Proposition 14.

If be the origin, and P, Q two points on the first turn of

the spiral, and if OP, OQ p7-oduced meet the 'first circle

'

AKP'Q' in P', Q' respectively, OA being the initial line, then

OP:OQ^ (arc AKP') : (arc AKQ').

For, while the revolving line OA moves about 0, the point

A on it moves uniformly along the circumference of the circle

* This is assumed as a known proposition ; but it is easily proved.
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AKP'Q', and at the same time the point describing the spiral

moves uniformly along OA.

Thus, while A describes the arc AKP' , the moving point on

OA describes the length OP, and, while A describes the arc

AKQ', the moving point on OA describes the distance OQ.

Hence OP:OQ = (arc AKP') : (arc AKQ'). [Prop. 2]

Proposition 15.

If P, Q be points on the second turn of the spiral, and OP,

OQ meet the 'first circle' AKP'Q' in P', Q', as in the last

proposition, and if c he the circumference of the first circle, then

OP:OQ = c-\- (arc AKP') : c + (arc AKQ').

For, while the moving point on OA describes the distance

OP, the point A describes the whole of the circumference of

the ' first circle ' together with the arc AKP' ; and, while the

moving point on OA describes the distance OQ, the point A
describes the whole circumference of the ' first circle ' together

with the arc AKQ'.

Cor. Similarly, if P, Q are on the nth. turn of the spiral,

OP:OQ = (n - 1) c + (arc AKP') : {n - 1) c + (arc AKQ').
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Propositions 16, 17.

IfBG be the tangent at P, any point on the spiral, PC being

the 'forward ' part of BG, and if OP be joined, the angle OPG
is obtuse while the angle OPB is acute.

I. Suppose P to be on the first turn of the spiral.

Let OA be the initial line, AKP' the 'first circle.' Draw

the circle DLP with centre and radius OP, meeting OA in

D. This circle must then, in the ' forward ' direction from P,

fall within the spiral, and in the ' backward ' direction outside

it, since the radii vectores of the spiral are on the ' forward ' side

greater, and on the ' backward ' side less, than OP. Hence the

angle OPG cannot be acute, since it cannot be less than the

angle between OP and the tangent to the circle at P, which is

a right angle.

It only remains therefore to prove that OPG is not a right

angle.

If possible, let it be a right angle. BG will then touch

the circle at P.

Therefore [Prop. 5] it is possible to draw a line OQG
meeting the circle through P in Q and BG in G, such that

GQ : 0Q< (arc PQ) : (arc DLP) (1).
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Suppose that OG meets the spiral in R and the ' first circle
'

m R' \ and produce OP to meet the 'first circle' in P'.

From (1) it follows, componendo, that

GO :0Q< (arc DLQ) : (arc DLP)

< (arc AKR') : (arc AKP')

< OR : OP. [Prop. 14]

But this is impossible, because OQ = OP, and OR < OG.

Hence the angle OPG is not a right angle. It was also

proved not to be acute.

Therefore the angle OPG is obtuse, and the angle OPB
consequently acute.

II. If P is on the second, or the nth. turn, the proof is the

same, except that in the proportion (1) above we have to

substitute for the arc DLP an arc equal to {p + arc DLP) or

(n^\
.
p + arc DLP), where p is the perimeter of the circle

DLP through P. Similarly, in the later steps, j9 or {n — \)p
will be added to each of the arcs DLQ and DLP, and c or

(w — l)c to each of the arcs AKR', AKP', where c is the

circumference of the 'first circle' AKP'.
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Propositions 18, 19.

I. If OA be the initial line, A the end of the fii^st turn of

the spiral, and if the tangent to the spiral at A he draiun, the

straight line OB drawn from perpendicular to OA luill meet

the said tangent in some point B, and OB will he equal to tJie

circumference of the 'first circle!

II. If A' he the end of the second turn, the perpendicular

OB will meet the tangent at A' in some point B', and OB' will

he equal to 2 {circumference of ' second circle ').

III. Generally, if A^ be the end of the nth turn, and OB
meet the tangent at An in Bn, then

OBn = ncn,

where Cn is the circumference of tJie ' nth circle.'

I. Let AKG be the 'first circle.' Then, since the 'back-

ward ' angle between OA and the tangent at A is acute [Prop.

16], the tangent will meet the ' first circle ' in a second point C.

And the angles CAO, BOA are together less than two right

angles; therefore OB will meet AC produced in some point B.

Then, if c be the circumference of the first circle, we have

to prove that

OB = c.

If not, OB must be either greater or less than c.
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(1) If possible, suppose OB > c.

Measure along OB a length OD less than OB but greater

than c.

We have then a circle AKG, a chord AC in it less than

the diameter, and a ratio AO : OD which is greater than the

ratio A : OB or (what is, by similar triangles, equal to it) the

ratio of ^AC to the perpendicular from on AC. Therefore

[Prop. 7] we can draw a straight line OFF, meeting the circle

in F and CA produced in F, such that

FF :FA=AO : OD.

Thus, alternately, since A0 = FO,

FF'.FO = FA: OD
< (arc FA) : c,

since (arc FA) > FA, and OD > c.

Componendo,

FO : FO<{c + arc FA) : c

< OQ : OA,

where OF meets the spiral in Q. [Prop. 15]

Therefore, since OA = OF, F0< OQ; which is impossible.

Hence OB -^ c.

(2) If possible, suppose OB < c.

Measure OE along OB so that OE is greater than OB but

less than c.

In this case, since the ratio AO : OE is less than the ratio

AO : OB (or the ratio of ^AC to the perpendicular from

on AC), we can [Prop. 8] draw a line OF'F'G, meeting AC \n

F', the circle in F', and the tangent at A to the circle in G,

such that

F'F' .AG = AO : OE.

Let OF'G cut the spiral in Q'.

Then we have, alternately,

F'F' :F'0 = AG: OE
> (arc AF') : c,

because AG > (arc AF'), and OE < c.
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Therefore
F'O : FO < (arc AKF) : c

< OQ : OA. [Prop. 14]

But this is impossible, since OA = OP', and OQ' < OF'.

Hence OB ^ c.

Since therefore OB is neither greater nor less than c,

OB^c.

II. Let A'K'C be the 'second circle,' A'C being the

tangent to the spiral at A' (which will cut the second circle,

since the 'backw^ard' angle OA'C is acute). Thus, as before,

the perpendicular OB' to OA' will meet A'C produced in some

point B'.

If then c' is the cu'cumference of the 'second cu'cle,' we

have to prove that OB' = 2c'.

F

For, if not, OB' must be either greater or less than 2c'.

(1) If possible, suppose OB' > 2c'.

Measure OD' along OB' so that OD' is less than OB' but

greater than 2c'.

Then, as in the case of the ' first circle ' above, we can draw

a straight line OFF meeting the 'second circle' in P and C'A'

produced in F, such that

FP -.PA'^A'O :0D'.
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Let OF meet the spiral in Q.

We now have, since A'O = PO,

FP :F0 = PA' : OU
< (arc A'P) : 2c',

because (arc A'P) > A'P and OD' > 2c'.

Therefore FO : PO < (2c' + arc A'P) : 2c'

< OQ : OA'. [Prop. 15, Cor.]

Hence FO < OQ; which is impossible.

Thus OB' :^ 2c'.

Similarly, as in the case of the ' first circle ', we can prove that

OB' <\: 2c'.

Therefore OB' = 2c'.

III. Proceeding, in like manner, to the ' third ' and suc-

ceeding circles, we shall prove that

OBn = '>^Cn^

Proposition 20.

I. If P he any point on the first turn of the spiral and OT
he drawn peiyendicular to OP, OT will meet the tangent at P to

the spiral in some point T ; and, if the circle drawn with centre

and radius OP meet the initial line in K, then OT is equal to

the arc of this circle hetiueen K and P measured in the forward'

direction of the spiral.

II. Generally, if P he a point on the nth turn, and the

notation he as hefore, while p represents the circumference of the

circle with radius OP,

OT = (n — 1)p + a7x KP {measured 'forward '),

I. Let P be a point on the first turn of the spiral, OA the

initial line, PP the tangent at P taken in the ' backward

'

direction.

Then [Prop. 16] the angle OPR is acute. Therefore PR
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meets the circle through P in some point R ; and also OT will

meet PR produced in some point T.

If now OT is not equal to the arc KRP, it must be either

greater or less.

(1) If possible, let OT be greater than the arc KRP.

Measure OU along OT less than OT but greater than the

arc KRP.

Then, since the ratio PO : OU is greater than the ratio

PO : OT, or (what is, by similar triangles, equal to it) the

ratio of ^PR to the perpendicular from on PR, we can draw

a line OQF, meeting the circle in Q and RP produced in F,

such that

FQ:PQ = PO:OU. [Prop. 7]

Let OF meet the spiral in Q'.

We have then

FQ:QO = PQ:OU
< (arc PQ) : (arc KRP), by hypothesis.

Gomponendo,

FO :Q0< (arc KRQ) : (arc KRP)

< OQ' : OP. [Prop. 14]

But QO = OP.
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Therefore FO < OQ

'

; which is impossible.

Hence OT :^ (arc KRP).

(2) The proof that OT ^ (arc KRP) follows the method of

Prop. 18, I. (2), exactly as the above follows that of Prop. 18,

L (1).

Since then OT is neither greater nor less than the arc KRP,
it is equal to it.

II. If P be on the second turn, the same method shows

that

0T = 2J + (&vcKRP);

and, similarly, we have, for a point P on the wth turn,

OT = {7i-l)p + (arc KRP).

Propositions 21, 22, 23.

Given an area hounded by any arc of a spiral and the lines

joining the extremities of the arc to the origin, it is possible to

circumscribe about the area one figure, and to inscribe in it

another figure, each consisting of similar sectors of circles, and

such that the circumscribed figure exceeds the inscribed by less

than any assigned area.

For let BG be any arc of the spiral, the origin. Draw

the circle with centre and radius OG, where G is the 'forward'

end of the arc.

Then, by bisecting the angle BOG, bisecting the resulting

angles, and so on continually, we shall ultimately arrive at

an angle GOr cutting otf a sector of the circle less than any

assigned area. Let GOr be this sector.

Let the other lines dividing the angle BOG into equal parts

meet the spiral in P, Q, and let Or meet it in R. With as

centre and radii OB, OP, OQ, OR respectively describe arcs of

circles Bp\ bBq, pQr, qRc', each meeting the adjacent radii as

shown in the figure. In each case the arc in the ' forward

'

direction from each point will fall within, and the arc in the

'backward' direction outside, the spiral.
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We have now a circumscribed figure and an inscribed figure

each consisting of similar sectors of circles. To compare their

areas, we take the successive sectors of each, beginning from OC,

and compare them.

The sector OCr in the circumscribed figure stands alone.

And (sector ORq) = (sector ORc'),

(sector OQp) = (sector OQr),

(sector OPh) = (sector OPq'),

while the sector OBp in the inscribed figure stands alone.

Hence, if the equal sectors be taken away, the difference be-

tween the circumscribed and inscribed figures is equal to the

difference between the sectors OCr and OBp'; and this difference

is less than the sector OCr, which is itself less than any

assigned area.

The proof is exactly the same whatever be the number of

angles into which the angle BOC is

divided, the only difference being

that, when the arc begins from the

origin, the smallest sectors OPb, OPq'

in each figure are equal, and there is

therefore no inscribed sector standing

by itself, so that the difference

between the circumscribed and in-

scribed figures is equal to the sector

OCr itself

H. A. 12
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Thus the proposition is universally true.

Cor. Since the area bounded by the spiral is intermediate

in magnitude between the circumscribed and inscribed figures,

it follows that

(1) a figure can he circumscribed to the area such that it

exceeds the area by less than any assigned space,

(2) a figure can be inscribed such that the area exceeds it by

less than any assigned space.

Proposition 24.

The area bounded by the first tu7'n of the spiral and the

initial line is equal to one-third of the 'first circle' [=^7r(27ra)^

where the spiral is r = ad].

[The same proof shows equally that, if OP be any radius

vector in the first turn of the spiral, the area of the portion of

the spiral bounded thereby is equal to one-third of that sector of

the circle drawn with radius OP which is bounded by the initial

line and OP, measured in the 'forward' direction from the

initial line.]

Let be the origin, OA the initial line, A the extremity of

the first turn.

Draw the ' first circle,' i.e. the circle with as centre and

OA as radius.

Then, if Cj be the area of the first circle, Ri that of the first

turn of the spiral bounded by OA, we have to prove that

For, if not, Rj must be either greater or less than Cj.

I. If possible, suppose R^ < iCj.

We can then circumscribe a figure about Ri made up of

similar sectors of circles such that, if F be the area of this

figure,

F-R,<i^C,-R„
whence F<lCi.
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Let OP, OQ, . . . be the radii of the circular sectors, beginning

from the smallest. The radius of the largest is of course OA.

The radii then form an ascending arithmetical progression

in which the common difference is equal to the least term OP.

If n be the number of the sectors, we have [by Prop. 10, Cor. 1]

and, since the similar sectors are proportional to the squares on

their radii, it follows that

C, < SF,

or F>^C,.

But this is impossible, since F was less than iCj.

Therefore R, ^ ^G,.

II. If possible, suppose R^ > ^C\.

We can then inscribe a figure made up of similar sectors of

circles such that, if/ be its area,

R,-f<R,-iC,,
whence /> iCj.

If there are (n - 1) sectors, their radii, as OP, OQ,..., form
an ascending arithmetical progression in which the least term
is equal to the common difference, and the greatest term, as

OY, is equal to (n - 1) OP.

12—2
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Thus [Prop. 10, Cor. 1]

n .OA'>S {OP' +0Q' + ... + Y'),

whence C^ > Sf,

or / < iCi ;

which is impossible, since /> ^Cj.

Therefore Bi-^h^^i-

Since then Ri is neither greater nor less than iCi,

[Archimedes does not actually find the area of the spiral

cut off by the radius vector OP, where P is any point on the

first turn ; but, in order to do this, we have only to substitute

in the above proof the area of the sector KLP of the circle

drawn with as centre and OP as radius for the area 0^ of

the ' first circle ', while the two figures made up of similar sectors

have to be circumscribed about and inscribed in the portion

OEP of the spiral. The same method of proof then applies

exactly, and the area of OEP is seen to be ^ (sector KLP).

We can prove also, by the same method, that, if P be a

point on the second, or any later turn, as the nth, the complete

area described by the radius vector from the beginning up to

the time when it reaches the position OP is, if G denote the

area of the complete circle with as centre and OP as radius,

I {G + sector KLP) or i (71 — 1 . C + sector KLP) respectively.

The area so described by the radius vector is of course not

the same thing as the area bounded by the last complete turn
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of the spiral ending at P and the intercepted portion of the

radius vector OP. Thus, suppose Ri to be the area bounded

by the first turn of the spiral and OAi (the first turn ending at

Ai on the initial line), R2 the area added to this by the second

complete turn ending at A^ on the initial line, and so on. R^ has

then been described twice by the radius vector when it arrives

at the position OA^; when the radius vector arrives at the

position OAs, it has described R^ three times, the ring R2 twice,

and the ring R3 once ; and so on.

Thus, generally, if Cn denote the area of the ' nth circle,' we
shall have

^nCn = Rn + ^Rn-i + ^Rn-2 + . + uR,,

while the actual area bounded by the outside, or the complete

nth, turn and the intercepted portion of OAn will be equal to

-Rji + Rn-i + Rn-2 + ..• +Ri.

It can now be seen that the results of the later Props. 25

and 26 may be obtained from the extension of Prop. 24 just

given.

To obtain the general result of Prop. 26, suppose BG to be

an arc on any turn whatever of the spiral, being itself less than

a complete turn, and suppose B to be beyond An the extremity

of the nth. complete turn, while C is ' forward ' from B.

Let - be the fraction of a turn between the end of the nth

turn and the point B.

Then the area described by the radius vector up to the

position OB (starting from the beginning of the spiral) is

equal to

iin + -] (circle with rad. OB).

Also the area described by the radius vector from the beginning

up to the position OC is

1 \(^n+^\ (circle with rad. OC) + (sector B'MC)
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The area bounded by OB, 00 and the portion BEG of the

spiral is equal to the difference between these two expressions

;

and, since the circles are to one another as OB"^ to 00'^, the

difference may be expressed as

^IV ?Jv 00'

But, by Prop. 15, Cor.

(circle with rad. 00) + (sector B'MG)

^1+^) (circle 5'ilfCO n+^ (circle B'MO) + (sector B'MG)

= OB : OG,

so that

n +^\ (circle B'MG) : (sector B'MG) = OB : {OG - OB).

area BEG _ ^ f
/ OB \f OB'

sector B'MG ~^\\OG-Ob)[ 0G\
+ 1

^^ OB {00 + OB) + 00'

_ OG.OB + i{OG-OBy
00'

The result of Prop. 25 is a particular case of this, and the

result of Prop. 27 follows immediately, as shown under that

proposition.]
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Propositions 25, 26, 27.

[Prop. 25.] if A^ he the end of the second turn of the spiral,

the area hounded hy the second turn and OA^ is to the area

of the 'second circle' in the ratio of 7 to 12, heing the ratio of

[r^ri + 1(^2 — r^^] to r^, where r^, r^ are the radii of the 'first
'

and ' second ' circles respectively.

[Prop. 26.] If BC he any arc measured in the 'forward'

direction on any turn of a spiral, not heing greater than the

complete turn, and if a circle he drawn with as centre and OC
as radius meeting OB in B', then

{area of spiral between OB, OC) : (sector OB'G)

= [OG.OB + i(OC-OBy} : 0C\

[Prop. 27.] If Ri he the area of the first turn of the spiral

hounded hy the initial line, J?2 the area of the ring added hy the

second complete turn, R^ that of the ring added hy the third turn,

and so on, then

R, = 2R,,R, = 2,R._,R, = ^R,,..., R„ = (n-l) R,.

Also R, = 6R,.

[Archimedes' proof of Prop. 25 is, mutatis mutandis, the

same as his proof of the more general Prop. 26. The latter

will accordingly be given here, and applied to Prop. 25 as a

particular case.]

Let BG be an arc measured in the ' forward ' direction on

any turn of the spiral, GKB' the circle drawn with as centre

and OC as radius.

Take a circle such that the square of its radius is equal

to 0G.0B + ^{0G- OBJ, and let o- be a sector in it whose

central angle is equal to the angle BOG.

Thus o- : (sector OB'G) = {OG .OB + ^{00 - OBf] : 0G\

and we have therefore to prove that

(area of spiral OBG) = a:

For, if not, the area of the spiral OBG (which we will call S)

must be either greater or less than a.
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I. Suppose, if possible, S < a:

Circumscribe to the area S a figure made up of similar

sectors of circles, such that, if i^ be the area of the figure,

F-S<o--8,
whence F< a.

Let the radii of the successive sectors, starting from OB,

be OP, OQ,...OC. Produce OF, OQ,... to meet the circle

CKB',...

If then the lines OB, OP, OQ, . . . OG be n in number, the

number of sectors in the circumscribed figure will be {n — 1),

and the sector OB'G will also be divided into (n — 1) equal

sectors. Also OB, OP, OQ,...OC will form an ascending

arithmetical progression of n terms.

Therefore [see Prop. 11 and Cor.]

(n - 1) OC : (OP' +0Q' + ...-[- OC)

<0C': [OG.OB + l{OG-OBy]

< (sector OB'G) : a, by hypothesis.

Hence, since similar sectors are as the squares of their radii,

(sector OB'G) : F< (sector OB'G") : a,

so that F > or.

But this is impossible, because F < a.

Therefore S ^i; a:
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II. Suppose, if possible, S > a.

Inscribe in the area S a figure made up of similar sectors of

circles such that, if/ be its area,

S —f< S — cr,

whence / > o"-

Suppose OB, OP, ... OY to be the radii of the successive

sectors making up the figure/, being (n — 1) in number.

We shall have in this case [see Prop. 11 and Cor.]

(n - 1) 00' : {0£' + 0P' + ... + OY')

>OC':{OG.OB^i{OG- OBY],

whence (sector OB'C) :/> (sector OB'C) : a,

so that / < o"-

But this is impossible, because/> <t.

Therefore >Sf ^ cr.

Since then S is neither greater nor less than a, it follows that

S = a.

In the particular case where B coincides with Ai, the end

of the first turn of the spiral, and G with A.,, the end of the

second turn, the sector OB'G becomes the complete 'second

circle,' that, namely, with OA2 (or r^) as radius.

Thus

(area of spiral bounded by OA.2) : C second circle ')

= {^2^1 + i{r2- r^y] r'

= (2 + i)
: 4 (since r.^ = 2ri)

= 7 : 12.

Again, the area of the spiral bounded by OA2 is equal to

Ri + Ro, (i.e. the area bounded by the first turn and OA^,

together with the ring added by the second turn). Also the

' second circle ' is four times the ' first circle,' and therefore

equal to 12i2i.

Hence {R^ + R^) : UR, = 7:12,

or R, + R,= 1R,.

Thus R, = 6R, (1).
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Next, for the third turn, we have

(R, + R, + R,)'.{' third circle ') = [r,r, + K^3 - nf] : r,'

= (3 . 2 + i) : S'-*

= 19 :27,

and (' third circle ') = 9 (' first circle ')

= 27R,;

therefore R, + R., + Rs = 19R^,

and, by (1) above, it follows that

Rs = 12R,

= 2R, (2),

and so on.

Generally, we have

(El + i?,+ ... + Rn) : (^ith circle) = {r,„r„_i + i (r„ - r„_i)'} : r^',

(R^ + R., + ... + Rn-i) : (n - 1th circle)

~ l^^i—1 ^'n—2 "1"
3 vn—i ~ ''^i—2)") • ^'»i—1 >

and (??-th circle) : {n — 1th circle) = Vn : Tn-i.

Therefore

{R, + R, + ... + i2«) : (El + i?, 4- ... + E„_i)

= {7i(n-l) + i}:((7i-l)(n-2) + i}

= {3n (n - 1) + 1} : {3 (71 - l){n - 2) + 1}.

Z)tWme72c?c»,

E,i : (i?i + E, + . . . + -Rrt_i

)

= 6{n-l): {3(w-l)(n-2) + l} (a).

Similarly

R,,_, :(R, + R, + ... + Rn-2) = Q(n-2): {3 (71 - 2) (n - 3) + 1},

from which we derive

Rn-^:(R, + R.+ ... + Rn-d

= Q(n-2): [6 (n - 2) + 3 (?i - 2) (71 - 3) + 1}

= 6(71-2) : {3(7i-l)(>i-2) + l} (/3).
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Combining (a) and (/3), we obtain

Rn:Rn-i = {n-l):{7i-2).
Thus

R2, R3, Ri, ... Rn are in the ratio of the successive numbers

1, 2,3...(*i-l).

Proposition 28.

If be the origin and BC any a7X measured in the 'forward

'

direction on any turn of the spiral, let two circles he drawn

(1) with centre 0, and radius OB, meeting 00 in C, and

(2) with centre and radius OC, meeting OB produced in B'

.

Then, if E denote the area hounded hy the larger circidar arc

B'C, the line B'B, and the spiral BC, luhile F denotes the area

hounded hy the smaller arc BC, the line GO' and the spiral BO,

E:F=[OB + l{OG-OB)] : [OB + :^{0G - OB)].

Let a denote the area of the lesser sector OBG' ; then the

larger sector OB'G is equal to o- + i'' + ^.

Thus [Prop. 26]

{(T + F) :i(T + F+E)={OG.OB + i(OG-OBf} : 0C^..(1),

whence

E:{a + F) = [OG{OG-OB) -^(00- OBf]
: {OG.OB + ^{OG- OBf]

= {OB (OG -OB) + l (OG - OBf]
'.[OG.OB + l{OG-OBf] (2).
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Again
{a-\-F+E) :a = OC/: 0B\

Therefore, by the first proportion above, ex aequali,

{a + F): a = {OC.OB + ^(OG-OBy} : 0B\
whence

{cT + F):F={OG.OB + ^{OC-OBy]

: [OB {00 -0B) + ^ {00 - OBy]

Combining this with (2) above, we obtain

E:F=[OB {00 - OB) + t {00 - OBf]

: {OB {00 - OB) + 1 {00 -OBY
= {OB + l{OC--OB)] : {OB + i{OG-OB)].



ON THE EQUILIBRIUM OF PLANES

OR

THE CENTRES OF GRAVITY OF PLANES.

BOOK I.

"I POSTULATE the following:

1. Equal weights at equal distances are in equilibrium,

and equal weights at unequal distances are not in equilibrium

but incline towards the weight which is at the greater distance.

2. If, when weights at certain distances are in equilibrium,

something be added to one of the weights, they are not in

equilibrium but incline towards that weight to which the

addition was made.

3. Similarly, if anything be taken away from one of the

weights, they are not in equilibrium but incline towards the

weight from which nothing was taken.

4. When equal and similar plane figures coincide if applied

to one another, their centres of gravity similarly coincide.

5. In figures which are unequal but similar the centres of

gravity will be similarly situated. By points similarly situated

in relation to similar figures I mean points such that, if straight

lines be drawn from them to the equal angles, they make equal

angles with the corresponding sides.
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6. If magnitudes at certain distances be in equilibrium,

(other) magnitudes equal to them will also be in equilibrium at

the same distances.

7. In any figure whose perimeter is concave in (one and)

the same direction the centre of gravity must be within the

figure."

Proposition 1.

Weights widch balance at equal distances are equal.

For, if they are unequal, take away from the greater the

difference between the two. The remainders will then not

balance [Post. 3] ; which is absurd.

Therefore the weights cannot be unequal.

Proposition 2.

Unequal weights at equal distances will not balance but will

incline towards the greater weight.

For take away from the greater the difference between the

two. The equal remainders will therefore balance [Post. 1].

Hence, if we add the difference again, the weights will not

balance but incline towards the greater [Post. 2].

Proposition 3.

Unequal weights will balance at unequal distances, the greater

iveight being at the lesser distance.

Let A, B he two unequal weights (of which A is the

greater) balancing about G at distances AC, BC respectively.
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towards B [Post. 3]. But this is impossible, for (1) if J. (7= CB,

the equal remainders will balance, or (2) \i AG> CB, they will

incline towards A at the greater distance [Post. 1].

Hence AG<CB.

Conversely, if the weights balance, and AC < CB, then

A>B.

Proposition 4.

If two equal weights have not the same centre of gravity, the

centre of gravity of both taken together is at the middle point of

the line joining their centres of gravity.

[Proved from Prop. 3 by reductio ad ahsurdum. Archimedes

assumes that the centre of gravity of both together is on the

straight line joining the centres of gravity of each, saying that

this had been proved before (irpoSeSecKTaL). The allusion is no

doubt to the lost treatise On levers (-n-ept ^vycov).]

Proposition 5.

If three equal magnitudes have their centres of gravity on a

straight line at equal distances, the centre of gravity of the

system will coincide with that of the middle magnitude.

[This follows immediately from Prop. 4.]

Cor 1. The same is true of any odd number of magnitudes

if those which are at equal distances from the middle one are

equal, while the distances between their centres of gravity are

equal.

Cor. 2. If there be an even number of magnitudes tuith

their centres of gravity situated at equal distances on one straight

line, and if the two middle ones be equal, while those which are

equidistant from- them {on each side) are equal respectively, the

centre of gravity of the system is the middle point of the line

joining the centres of gravity of the two middle ones.
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Propositions 6, 7.

Two magnitudes, whether commensurable [Prop. 6] or in-

commensurable [Prop. 7], balance at distances reciprocally

proportional to the magnitudes.

I. Suppose the magnitudes A, B to be commensurable,

and the points J., 5 to be their centres of gravity. Let DE be

a straight line so divided at G that

A :B = DC: CE.

We have then to prove that, if A be placed at E and B at

B, C is the centre of gravity of th« two taken together.

Since A, B are commensurable, so are DC, CE. Let iV be

a common measure of BC, CE. Make BH, BK each equal to

CE, and EL (on CE produced) equal to CB. Then EH= CB,

since BH^GE. Therefore LH is bisected at E, as HK is

bisected at B.

Thus LH, HK must each contain N an even number of

times.

Take a magnitude such that is contained as many
times in ^ as iV^ is contained in LH, whence

A : =LH -.K

But B:A = GE : BC
= HK: LH.

Hence, ex aequali, B : =HK : N, or is contained in B as

many times as N is contained in HK.

Thus is a common measure of A, B.
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Divide LH, HK into parts each equal to N, and A, B into

parts each equal to 0. The parts of A will therefore be equal

in number to those of LH, and the parts of B equal in number

to those of HK. Place one of the parts of A at the middle

point of each of the parts N of LH, and one of the parts of B
at the middle point of each of the parts N of HK.

Then the centre of gravity of the parts of A placed at equal

distances on LH will be at E, the middle point of LH [Prop. 5,

Cor. 2], and the centre of gravity of the parts of B placed at

equal distances along HK will be at D, the middle point of HK.
Thus we may suppose A itself applied at E, and B itself

applied at D.

But the system formed by the parts of J. and B together

is a system of equal magnitudes even in number and placed at

equal distances along LK. And, since LE = CD, and EG = DK,
LG= CK, so that C is the middle point of LK. Therefore G is

the centre of gravity of the system ranged along LK.

Therefore A acting at E and B acting at D balance about

the point C.

II. Suppose the magnitudes to be incommensurable, and

let them be {A + a) and B respectively. Let DE be a line

divided at G so that

{A+a) .B = DG:GE.

Then, if {A + a) placed at E and B placed at D do not

balance about G, (A + a) is either too great to balance B, or not

great enough.

Suppose, if possible, that (A + a) is too great to balance B.

Take from (A+a) a magnitude a smaller than the deduction

which would make the remainder balance B, but such that the

remainder A and the magnitude B are commensurable.

13H. A.
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Then, since A, B are commensurable, and

A .B<DC: GE,

A and B will not balance [Prop. 6], but D will be depressed.

But this is impossible, since the deduction a was an

insufficient deduction from {A + a) to produce equilibrium, so

that E was still depressed.

Therefore {A + a) is not too great to balance B ; and

similarly it may be proved that B is not too great to balance

{A + a).

Hence {A + a), B taken together have their centre of

gravity at G.

Proposition 8.

IfAB he a magnitude whose centre of gravity is G, and AD
a part of it whose centre of gravity is F, then the centre of

gravity of the remaining part will he a point G on FG produced

such that

GG : GF={AD):{DE).
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Then it is possible, by bisecting ED, then bisecting the

halves, and so on continually, to arrive at a length EL less

than KH. Divide both AE and ED into parts each equal

to EL, and through the points of division draw parallels to AB
or CD.

We have then a number of equal and similar parallelograms,

and, if any one be applied to any other, their centres of gravity

coincide \^Post. 4]. Thus we have an even number of equal

magnitudes whose centres of gravity lie at equal distances along

a straight line. Hence the centre of gravity of the whole

parallelogram will lie on the line joining the centres of gravity

of the two middle parallelograms [Prop. 5, Cor. 2].

But this is impossible, for H is outside the middle

parallelograms.

Therefore the centre of gravity cannot but lie on EF.

Proposition lO.

The centre of gravity of a parallelogram is the point of
intersection of its diagonals.

For, by the last proposition, the centre of gravity lies on

each of the lines which bisect opposite sides. Therefore it

is at the point of their intersection ; and this is also the

point of intersection of the diagonals.

Alternative proof

Let ABCD be the given parallelogram, and BD a diagonal.

Then the triangles ABD, CDB are equal and similar, so that

[Post. 4], if one be applied to the other, their centres of gravity

will fall one upon the other.

13—2
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Suppose F to be the centre of gravity of the triangle ABD.
Let G be the middle point of BD.

Join FO and produce it to H, so

that FG = GH.
If we then apply the triangle

ABD to the triangle CDB so that

AD falls on CB and AB on CD, the

point F will fall on H.

But [by Post. 4] F will fall on the centre of gravity of

CDB. Therefore H is the centre of gravity of CDB.

Hence, since F, H are the centres of gravity of the two

equal triangles, the centre of gravity of the whole parallelogram

is at the middle point of FH, i.e. at the middle point of BD,

which is the intersection of the two diagonals.

Proposition 1

1

.

If abc, ABC he two similar triangles, and g, G two points in

them similarly situated with respect to them respectively, then, if

g he the centre of gravity of the triangle abc, G must be the centre

of gravity of the triangle ABC.

Suppose ah : be : ca = AB : BC : CA.

The proposition is proved by an obvious reductio ad

absurdum. For, if G be not the centre of gravity of the

triangle ABC, suppose H to be its centre of gravity.

Post. 5 requires that g, If shall be similarly situated with

respect to the triangles respectively; and this leads at once

to the absurdity that the angles HAB, GAB are equal.
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Proposition 12.

Given two similar triangles abc, ABC, and d, D the middle

points of be, BG respectively, then, if the centre of gravity of abc

lie on ad, that of ABC will lie on AD.

Let g be the point on ad which is the centre of gravity

of abc.

b d c

Take G on AD such that

ad : ag = AD : AG,

and join gb, gc, GB, GO.

Then, since the triangles are similar, and bd, BD are the

halves of be, BG respectively,

ab :bd = AB:BD,
and the angles abd, ABD are equal.

Therefore the triangles abd, ABD are similar, and

Zbad = Z BAD.

Also ba : ad = BA : AD,

while, from above, ad : ag = AD : AG.

Therefore ba '. ag = BA : A G, while the angles bag, BAG
are equal.

Hence the triangles bag, BAG are similar, and

Zabg = Z ABG.

And, since the angles abd, ABD are equal, it follows that

Zgbd = zGBD.
In exactly the same manner we prove that

Zgac = Z GAG,

Zacg = zAGG,

Zgcd = zGGD.
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Therefore g, G are similarly situated with respect to the

triangles respectively; whence [Prop. 11] G is the centre of

gravity of ABC.

Proposition 13.

In any triangle the centre of gravity lies on the straight line

joining any angle to the oniddle point of the opposite side.

Let ABC be a triangle and D the middle point of BG.

Join AD. Then shall the centre of gravity lie on AD.

For, if possible, let this not be the case, and let H be the

centre of gravity. Draw HI parallel to GB meeting AD 'vo. I.

Then, if we bisect DG, then bisect the halves, and so on,

we shall at length arrive at a length, as DE, less than HI.

Divide both BD and DG into lengths each equal to DE, and

through the points of division draw lines each parallel to DA
meeting BA and ^0 in points as K, L, M and iV, P, Q
respectively.

Join MN, LP, KQ, which lines will then be each parallel

to BG.

We have now a series of parallelograms as FQ, TP, SN,

and AD bisects opposite sides in each. Thus the centre

of gravity of each parallelogram lies on AD [Prop. 9], and

therefore the centre of gravity of the figure made up of them

all lies on AD.
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Let the centre of gravity of all the parallelograms taken

together be 0. Join OH and produce it ; also draw CV
parallel to DA meeting OH produced in V.

Now, if 11 be the number of parts into which AC is divided,

AADC : (sum of triangles on AN, NP, ...)

= AC':{AN' + NP'+...)

= 71^ : n

= n : 1

= AG:AN.
Similarly

AABD : (sum of triangles on AM, ML, ...) = AB : AM.

And AG : AN = AB : AM.

It follows that

A ABC : (sum of all the small As) = CA : AN
> VO : OH, by parallels.

Suppose V produced to X so that

A ABC: (sum of small As) = XO : OH,

whence, dividendo,

(sum of parallelograms) : (sum of small As) =XH : HO.

Since then the centre of gravity of the triangle ABC is at H,

and the centre of gravity of the part of it made up of the

parallelograms is at 0, it follows from Prop. 8 that the centre

of gravity of the remaining portion consisting of all the small

triangles taken together is at X.

But this is impossible, since all the triangles are on one side

of the line through X parallel to AD.

Therefore the centre of gravity of the triangle cannot but

lie on AD.

Alternative proof.

Suppose, if possible, that H, not lying on AD, is the centre

of gravity of the triangle ABC. Join AH, BH, CH. Let

E, F be the middle points of CA, AB respectively, and join

DE, EF, FD. Let EF meet ^D in if.
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Draw FK, EL parallel to AH meeting BH, CH in K, L

respectively. Join KD, HD, LD, KL. Let KL meet DH in

N, and join MN.

B

Since DE is parallel to AB, the triangles ABC, EDC are

similar.

And, since CE = EA, and EL is parallel to AH, it follows

that CL = LH And GD = DB. Therefore BH is parallel

to DL.

Thus in the similar and similarly situated triangles ABC,

EDC the straight lines AH, BH are respectively parallel to

EL, DL ; and it follows that H, L are similarly situated with

respect to the triangles respectively.

But H is, by hypothesis, the centre of gravity of ABC
Therefore L is the centre of gravity of EDC. [Prop. 11]

Similarly the point K is the centre of gravity of the

triangle FBD.

And the triangles FBD, EDC are equal, so that the centre

of gravity of both together is at the middle point of KL, i.e. at

the point N.

The remainder of the triangle ABC, after the triangles FBD,

EDC are deducted, is the parallelogram AFDE, and the centre

of gravity of this parallelogram is at M, the intersection of its

diagonals.

It follows that the centre of gravity of the whole triangle

ABC must lie on MN; that is, MN must pass through H, which

is impossible (since MN is parallel to AH).

Therefore the centre of gravity of the triangle ABC cannot

but lie on AD.
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Proposition 14.

It follows at once from the last proposition that the centime

of gravity of any U^iangle is at the intersection of the lines drawn

from any tiuo angles to the middle points of the opposite sides

respectively.

Proposition 15.

If AD, BC he the two parallel sides of a trapezium ABCD,
AD being the smaller, and if AD, BG be bisected at E, F
respectively, then the centre of gravity of the trapezium is at a

point G on EF such that

GE: GF= (2BC + AD) :(2AD + BG).

Produce BA, CD to meet at 0. Then FE produced will

also pass through 0, since AE = ED, and BF = FC.

Now the centre of gravity of the triangle OAD will lie on

OE, and that of the triangle OBC will lie on OF. [Prop. 13]

It follows that the centre of gravity of the remainder, the

trapezium ABCD, will also lie on OF. [Prop. 8]

Join BD, and divide it at L, M into three equal parts.

Through L, M draw PQ, RS parallel to BC meeting BA in

P, R, FE in W, V, and CD in Q, S respectively.

Join DF, BE meeting PQ in H and RS in K respectively.

Now, since SL = ^ BD,

FH=^FD.
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Therefore H is the centre of gravity of the triangle DBC*.

Similarly, since EK = J BE, it follows that K is the centre

of gravity of the triangle ABB.

Therefore the centre of gravity of the triangles DBC, ADB
together, i.e. of the trapezium, lies on the line HK.

But it also lies on OF.

Therefore, if OF, HK meet in G, G is the centre of gravity

of the trapezium.

Hence [Props. 6, 7]

ADBC:AABB = KG: GH
= VG: GW.

But ABBC:AABD = BC: AD.

Therefore BC : AD=VG : GW.

It follows that

i2BC+AD) : {2AD + BC) = (2VG+ GW) : {2GW + VG}

= EG : GF.
Q. E. D.

* This easy deduction from Prop. 14 is assumed by Archimedes without

proof.
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BOOK 11.

Proposition 1

.

If P, P' he tiuo 'parabolic segments and D, E their centres

of gravity respectively, the centre of gravity of the two segments

taken together will he at a point G on DE determined hy the

relation

P:P' = GE: CD*.

In the same straight line with DE measure EH, EL each

equal to DC, and DK equal to DH; whence it follows at once

that DK=CE, and also that KC^ GL.

* This proposition is really a particular case of Props. 6, 7 of Book I. aud

is therefore hardly necessary. As, however, Book II. relates exclusively to

paraboHc segments, Archimedes' object was perhaps to emphasize the fact

that the magnitudes in I. 6, 7 might be parabolic segments as well as

rectilinear figures. His procedure is to substitute for the segments rect-

angles of equal area, a substitution which is rendered possible by the results

obtained in his separate treatise on the Quadrature of the Parabola.
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Apply a rectangle MN equal in area to the parabolic

segment P to a base equal to KH, and place the rectangle so

that KH bisects it, and is parallel to its base.

Then D is the centre of gravity of MN, since KD = DH.

Produce the sides of the rectangle which are parallel to KH,
and complete the rectangle NO whose base is equal to HL.
Then E is the centre of gravity of the rectangle NO.

Now (MN) : {NO) =KH : HL
=DH :EH
= GE:CD
= P:P'.

But (MN) = P.

Therefore (NO) = P'.

Also, since C is the middle point of KL, C is the centre

of gravity of the whole parallelogram made up of the two

parallelograms (MN), (NO), which are equal to, and have the

same centres of gravity as, P, P' respectively.

Hence G is the centre of gravity of P, P' take^i together.

Definition and lemmas preliminary to Proposition 2.

" If in a segment bounded by a straight line and a section

of a right-angled cone [a parabola] a triangle be inscribed

having the same base as the segment and equal height, if again

triangles be inscribed in the remaining segments having the

same bases as the segments and equal height, and if in the

remaining segments triangles be inscribed in the same manner,

let the resulting figure be said to be inscribed in the

recognised manner {'yvoDpi^oi^ iyypdcfyea-dai) in the segment.

And it is plain

(1) that the lines joining the two angles of the figure so inscribed

which are nearest to the vertex of the segment, and the next
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pairs of angles in order, tuill be parallel to the base of the

segment,

(2) that the said lines will be bisected by the diameter of the

segment, and

(3) that they luill cut the diameter in the propoi^tions of the

successive odd numbers, the number one having reference to [the

length adjacent ^o] the vertex of the segment.

And these properties will have to be proved in their proper

places (eV raiq rd^eatv)."

[The last words indicate an intention to give these pro-

positions in their proper connexion with systematic proofs ; but

the intention does not appear to have been carried out, or at

least we know of no lost work of Archimedes in which they

could have appeared. The results can however be easily

derived from propositions given in the Quadrature of the

Parabola as follows.

(1) Let BRQPApqrb be a figure inscribed ' in the recog-

nised manner' in the parabolic segment BAb of which Bb is

the base, A the vertex and AO the diameter.

Bisect each of the lines BQ, BA, QA, Aq, Ab, qb, and

through the middle points draw lines parallel to ^0 meeting

Bb in G, F, E, e,f g respectively.
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These lines will then pass through the vertices R, Q, P,

p, q, r of the respective parabolic segments [Quadrature of the

Parabola, Prop. 18], i.e. through the angular points of the

inscribed figure (since the triangles and segments are of equal

height).

Also BG = GF=FE=EO, and Oe = ef=fg = gh. But

BO = Ob, and therefore all the parts into which Bb is divided

are equal.

If now AB, RG meet in L, and Ab, r^ in I, we have

BG:GL = BO: OA, by parallels,

^bO:OA

= i>9 gi,

whence GL = gl.

Again [ibid., Prop. 4]

GL.LR = BO : OG

= bO: Og

= gl:lr;

and, since GL=gl, LR = lr.

Therefore GR, gr are equal as well as parallel.

Hence GRrg is a parallelogram, and Rr is parallel to Bb.

Similarly it may be shown that Pp, Qq are each parallel

to Bb.

(2) Since RGgr is a parallelogram, and RG, rg are

parallel to AO, while GO=Og, it follows that Ri^ is bisected

by^O.

And similarly for Pp, Qq.

(3) Lastly, if V, W, X be the points of bisection of Pp,

Qq, Rr,

AV:AW:AX : AO =PV : QW : RX' : BO'

= 1:4:9:16,

whence AV : VW : WX :X0 = 1 : 3 : 5 : 7.]
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Proposition 2.

If a figure be 'inscribed in the recognised manner' in a

parabolic segment, the centre of gravity of the figure so inscribed

will lie on the diameter of the segment.

For, in the figure of the foregoing lemmas, the centre of

gravity of the trapezium BRi-b must lie on XO, that of the

trapezium RQqr on WX, and so on, while the centre of gravity

of the triangle PAp lies on A V.

Hence the centre of gravity of the whole figure lies on A 0.

Proposition 3.

If BAB', bah' be two similar pai^abolic segments ivJiose

diameters are AO, ao respectively, and if a figure be inscribed

in each segment ' in the recognised maimer,' the number of sides

in each figure being equal, the centres of gravity of the inscribed

figures will divide AO, ao in the same ratio.

[Archimedes enunciates this proposition as true of similar

segments, but it is equally true of segments which are not

similar, as the course of the proof will show.]

Suppose BRQPAP'Q'R'B', brqpap'q'r'b' to be the two

figures inscribed ' in the recognised manner.' Join PP', QQ',

RR' meeting AO in L, M, N, and pp', qq', rr' meeting ao

in I, m, n.

Then [Lemma (3)]

AL :LM:MN:NO
=1:3:5:7
= al : Im : mn : no,

so that A 0, ao are divided in the same proportion.

Also, by reversing the proof of Lemma (3), we see that

PP' :pp' = QQ' : qq' = RR' : rr' = BB' : bb'.

Since then RR' : BB' = rr' : bb' , and these ratios respec-

tively determine the proportion in which NO, no are divided
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by the centres of gravity of the trapezia BRR'B' , hrr'h' [i. 15],

it follows that the centres of gravity of the trapezia divide NO,

no in the same ratio.

Similarly the centres of gravity of the trapezia RQQ'R',

rqq'r divide MN, mn in the same ratio respectively, and so on.

Lastly, the centres of gravity of the triangles PAP', -pap'

divide AL, al respectively in the same ratio.

Moreover the corresponding trapezia and triangles are, each

to each, in the same proportion (since their sides and heights

are respectively proportional), while AO, ao are divided in

the same proportion.

Therefore the centres of gravity of the complete inscribed

figures divide AO, ao in the same proportion.

Proposition 4.

The centre of gravity of any parabolic segment cut off by a

straight line lies on the diameter of the segment.

Let BAB' be a parabolic segment, A its vertex and AO its

diameter.

Then, if the centre of gravity of the segment does not lie on

AO, suppose it to be, if possible, the point F. Draw FE
parallel io AO meeting BB' in E.
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Inscribe in the segment the triangle ABB' having the same

vertex and height as the segment, and take an area 8 such

that

AABB' :8 = BE:E0.

We can then inscribe in the segment 'in the recognised

manner' a figure such that the segments of the parabola left

over are together less than S. [For Prop. 20 of the Quadrature

of the Parabola proves that, if in any segment the triangle with

the same base and height be inscribed, the triangle is greater

than half the segment ; whence it appears that, each time that

we increase the number of the sides of the figure inscribed ' in

the recognised manner,' we take away more than half of the

remaining segments.]

Let the inscribed figure be drawn accordingly ; its centre

of gravity then lies on ^ [Prop. 2]. Let it be the point H.

Join HF and produce it to meet in K the line through B
parallel to ^0.

Then we have

(inscribed figure) : (remainder of segmt.)> A^55' : 8

>BE:EO
> KF : FH.

Suppose L taken on HK produced so that the former ratio is

equal to the ratio LF : FH.

H. A. 14
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Then, since H is the centre of gravity of the inscribed

figure, and F that of the segment, L must be the centre

of gravity of all the segments taken together which form the

remainder of the original segment, [I. 8]

But this is impossible, since all these segments lie on one

side of the line drawn through L parallel to ^0 [Cf Post. 7].

Hence the centre of gravity of the segment cannot but lie

on AO.

Proposition 5.

If in a 'parabolic segment a figure he inscribed 'in the

recognised manner,' the centre of gravity of the segment is nearer

to the vertex of the segment than the centre of gravity of the

inscribed figure is.

Let BAB' be the given segment, and AO its diameter.

First, let ABB' be the triangle in-

scribed ' in the recognised manner.'

Divide ^0 in i^ so that AF= 2F0
;

F is then the centre of gravity of the

triangle ABB'.

Bisect AB, AB' in D, D' respec-

tively, and join DD' meeting AO in E.

Draw DQ, D'Q' parallel to OA to meet

the curve. QD, Q'D' will then be the

diameters of the segments whose bases

are AB, AB', and the centres of gravity

of those segments will lie respectively

on QD, Q'D' [Prop. 4]. Let them be H, H', and join HH'
meeting A in K.

Now QD, Q'D' are equal*, and therefore the segments of

which they are the diameters are equal [On Conoids and

Spheroids, Prop. 3].

* This may either be inferred from Lemma (1) above (since QQ', DD' are

both parallel to BB'), or from Prop. 19 of the Quadrature of the Parabola, which

applies equally to Q or Q '.
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Also, since QD, Q'D' are parallel*, and DE = ED', K is the

middle point oi HH'.

Hence the centre of gravity of the equal segments AQB,
AQ'B' taken together is K, where K lies between E and A.

And the centre of gravity of the triangle ABB' is F.

It follows that the centre of gravity of the whole segment

BAB' lies between K and F, and is therefore nearer to the

vertex A than F is.

Secondly, take the five-sided figure BQAQ'B' inscribed 'in

the recognised manner,' QD, Q'D' being, as before, the diameters

of the segments AQB, AQ'B'.

Then, by the first part of this proposition, the centre of

gravity of the segment AQB (lying of course on QD) is nearer

to Q than the centre of gravity of the triangle AQB is. Let

the centre of gravity of the segment be H, and that of the

triangle I.

Similarly let H' be the centre of gravity of the segment

AQ'B', and /' that of the triangle AQ'B'.

It follows that the centre of gravity

of the two segments AQB, AQ'B' taken

together is K, the middle point of HH',
and that of the two triangles AQB, AQ'B'
is L, the middle point of //'.

If now the centre of gravity of the

triangle ABB' be F, the centre of gravity

of the whole segment BAB' (i.e. that of

the triangle ABB' and the two segments

AQB, AQ'B' taken together) is a point

G on KF determined by the proportion

(sum of segments AQB, AQ'B') : A ABB' = FG : GK. [I. 6, 7]

* There is clearly some interpolation in the text here, which has the words
Kill iwei irapaWriXdypafji./j.ov iari rh OZHI. It is not yet proved that H'D'DH is

& imraUelogram ; this can only be inferred from the fact that H, H' divide QD,
Q'D' respectively in the same ratio. But this latter property does not appear
till Prop. 7, and is then only enunciated of similar segments. The interpolation

must have been made before Eutocius' time, because he has a note on the

phrase, and explains it by gravely assuming that H, H' divide QD, Q'D' respec-

tively in the same ratio.

14—2
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And the centre of gravity of the inscribed figure BQAQ'B'

is a point F' on LF determined by the proportion

{AAQB + AAQ'B') : AABB'=FF' : F'L. [I. 6, 7]

[Hence FG : GK > FF' : FL,

or GK:FG<F'L.FF',

and, componendo, FK : FG<FL : FF', while FK>FL.]

Therefore FG > FF', or G lies nearer than F' to the vertex A.

Using this last result, and proceeding in the same way,

we can prove the proposition for any figure inscribed ' in the

recognised manner.'

Proposition 6.

Given a segment of a parabola cut off by a straight line, it is

possible to inscribe in it ' in the recognised manner' a figure such

that the distance between the centres of gravity of the segment and

of the inscribed figure is less than any assigned length.

Let BAB' be the segment, AO its diameter, G its centre

of gravity, and ABB' the triangle inscribed ' in the recognised

manner.'

Let D be the assigned length and 8 an area such that

AG:D = AABB':S.

In the segment inscribe ' in the recognised manner ' a figure

such that the sum of the segments left over is less than S.

Let F be the centre of gravity of the inscribed figure.

We shall prove that FG < D.

For, if not, FG must be either equal to, or greater than, D.

And clearly

(inscribed fig.) : (sum of remaining segmts.)

>AABB' -.8

>AG:D
>AG: FG, by hypothesis (since FG^D).
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Let the first ratio be equal to the ratio KO : FG (where K
lies on GA produced); and it follows that K is the centre of

gravity of the small segments taken together. [I. 8]

But this is impossible, since the segments are all on the

same side of a line drawn through K parallel to BB'.

Hence FG cannot but be less than D.

Proposition 7.

If there he two similar parabolic segments, their centres of

gravity divide their diameters in the same ratio.

[This proposition, though enunciated of similar segments

only, like Prop. 3 on which it depends, is equally true of

any segments. This fact did not escape Archimedes, who

uses the proposition in its more general form for the proof of

Prop. 8 immediately following.]

Let BAB', hah' be the two similar segments, AO, ao their

diameters, and G, g their centres of gravity respectively.

Then, if G, g do not divide AO, ao respectively in the same

ratio, suppose H to be such a point on A that

AH : HO = ag : go;
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and inscribe in the segment BAB' 'in the recognised manner'

a figure such that, if F be its centre of gravity,

OF<QH. [Prop. 6]

Inscribe in the segment hah' 'in the recognised manner' a

similar figure ; then, if/ be the centre of gravity of this figure,

'^9 < f'/ [Prop. 5]

And, by Prop. 3, af:fo = AF: FO.

Biit AF:FO<AH:HO
< ag : go, by hypothesis.

Therefore af : fo < ag : go ; which is impossible.

It follows that G, g cannot but divide A 0, ao in the same

ratio.

Proposition 8.

If AO he the diameter of a paraholic segment, and G its

centre of gravity, then

AG = IGO.

Let the segment be BAB'. Inscribe the triangle ABB' 'in

the recognised manner,' and let F be its centre of gi-avity.

Bisect AB, AB' in D, D', and draw DQ, D'Q' parallel to OA
to meet the curve, so that QD, Q'D' are the diameters of the

segments AQB, AQ'B' respectively.

Let H, H' be the centres of gravity of the segments AQB,

AQ'B' respectively. Join QQ', HH' meeting AO in V, K
respectively.
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K is then the centre of gravity of the two segments AQB,
AQ'B' taken together.

Now AG:GO = QH:HD,
[Prop. 7]

whence AO : OG = QD : HR
But A0 = 4!QD [as is easily proved

by means of Lemma (3), p. 206].

Therefore OG = ^HD
;

and, by subtraction, AG = ^QH.

Also, by Lemma (2), QQ' is paral-

lel to BB' and therefore to DD'. It

follows from Prop. 7 that HH' is also parallel to QQ' or DD\

and hence QH= VK.

Therefore AG = 4^VK,

and AV+KG = SVK.

Measuring VL along VK so that VL = ^AV, we have

KG = SLK (1).

A0 = 4>AV [Lemma (3)]

= SAL, since AV=SVL,

AL = :lAO = OF (2).

Again

whence

Now, by I. 6, 7,

AABB' : (sum of segmts. AQB, AQ'B') = KG : GF,

and AABB' = 3 (sum of segments AQB, AQ'B')

[since the segment ABB' is equal to jAABB' (Quadrature of
the Parabola, Props. 17, 24)].

Hence KG = ZGF.

But KG = SLK, from (1) above.

Therefore LF=LK + KG+ GF

= oGF.
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And, from (2),

LF={AO-AL-OF) = ^AO=OF.
Therefore 0F=5GF,

and 0G = 6GF.

But A0 = S0F=15GF.
Therefore, by subtraction,

AG = 9GF

Proposition 9 (Lemma).

If a, b, c, d be four lines in continued proportion and in

descending order of magnitude, and if

d : {a — d) = x : f (a — c),

and (2a + 46 + 6c + 'M) : (5a + 106 + 10c + od) = y :{a-c),

it is required to prove that

x + y = la.

[The following is the proof given by Archimedes, with

the only difference that it is set out in

algebraical instead of geometrical notation.

This is done in the particular case simply in

order to make the proof easier to follow.

Archimedes exhibits his lines in the figure

reproduced in the margin, but, now that it is

possible to use algebraical notation, there is

no advantage in using the figure and the more

cumbrous notation which only obscures the course

of the proof The relation between Archimedes'

figure and the letters used below is as follows

;

AB = a, TB = b, AB = c, EB = d, ZH = a;, H0 = y, AO = z]

a b c

T

A

We have

whence

and therefore

b c d

a — b b — c c — d

in

b c

-b b-c
d

Now

b — c c — d b c d

2(a + b)_a + b_a + b b _a — c b — c _a — c

2c c b ' c b — c' c — d c — d'

(2).
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And, in like manner,

b + c _b + c c _a — c

d c ' d c — d'

It follows from the last two relations that

a — c _2a + 3b + c ,„,

c^^ ~
2c + d ^

^'

Suppose 2 to be so taken that

2a + 46 + 4c + 2cZ _ a-c
2c + d ~ z

^^^'

so that z<{c — d).

rr,, n a — c + z 2a+46 + 6c + 3c^
1 hereiore = ^r-. ^r —y-,

; .

a-c 2{a + d) + 4<{b + c)

And, by hypothesis,

a- c _o(a + d) ^-l6(b + c)

y ~ 2a + 46 + 6c + 8c^ '

^, ^ a-c^-z 5 (a + c?) •+ 10 (6 4- c) 5 ,.,
so that =-?r7 k—tti r=s (o)-

2/ 2(a + c?) + 4(6 + c) 2 ^ ^

Again, dividing (3) by (4) crosswise, we obtain

z __ 2a + 36 + c

c^ ~ 2 (a + c?) -h 4 (6 + c)

'

, c-d — z 6 + 3c + 2c^ ,„,
whence t~ = -et? r^

—7-77 x (6).c-d 2 (a + c^) + 4 (6 + c) ^ '

But, by (2),

c-d ^ a-b _ 3 (6 - c) _ 2 (c - d)

d ~ b ~ 3c ~ 2d
'

so that
c^^ia-b) + S(b-cH2ic-d)
d b + '3c+2d

Combining (6) and (7), we have

c - cZ - ^ ^ (a - 6) + 3 (6 - c) + 2 (c - (^)

d ~ 2(a+d) + 4>(b + c)

, c-z 3a + 66 + 8c ,ovwhence -^j- = k7 k 7-n ^ (8).
d 2 (a + rf) + 4 (6 + c)

And, since [by (1)]

c — c?_6 — c a — 6

c + cZ~~6 + c~a + 6'
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1
c—d c+d

we have = , r
,

a — c o + c + a + o

whence
^-d _a + ^h-¥^c + d _2{a + d) + 4^{h + c)

a-c a + 2h + c 2(a + c) + 46 ^
^'

l(a-c) |{2(a + c) + 46} '

and therefore, by hypothesis,

d_ 2{a + d) + 4>(b + c)

x~ |{2(a+c)+46}

-D , r /Qx c-z 3a + 66 + 8c
But, by (8), —7- = ^—, ^^

—

—p. .
;

•^
^ d 2(a + c?) + 4(6 + c)'

and it follows, ex aequali, that

c-z _ 3(a + c) + 66 _ 5 3 _ 5

~^ ~
f {2 (a + c) + 46}

~ 3 • 2 ~ 2

And, by (o), ~ =
2-

Therefore - =
,

2 x + y
or X + y = |a.

Proposition lO.

If PP'B'B be the portion of a parabola intercepted between

two parallel chords PP\ BB' bisected respectively in N, by

the diameter AND (N being nearer than to A, the vertex

of the segments), and if NO be divided into five equal parts of

which LM is the middle one (L being Clearer than M to N), then,

if G be a point on LM such that

LG : GM=B0\{2PN+B0) : PN\(2B0 + PN),

G luill be the centre of gravity of the area PP'B'B.

Take a line ao equal to AO, and an on it equal to AN. Let

p, q be points on the line ao such that

ao : aq = aq : an (1),

ao : an = aq : ap (2),

[whence ao : aq = aq : an = an : ap, or ao, aq, an, ap are lines in

continued proportion and in descending order of magnitude].

Measure along GA a length GF such that

op:ap = OL: GF (3).
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Then, since PN, BO are ordinates to ANO,

BO' .PN' = AO :AN
= ao : an

= ao^ : aq^, by (1),

so that BO : PN=ao : aq (4),

and BO':PN' = ao':aq'

= (ao : aq) . {aq : an) . {an : ap)

= ao : ap (5).

a p n q

Thus (segment BAB') : (segment PAP')

= ABAB' : APAP'
= BO':PN'
= ao : ap,

whence

(area PP'B'B) : (segment PAP') = op : ap

= OL : GF, by (3),

= iON:GF (6).

Now BO\{2PN+BO):BO' = {2PN'+BO):BO
= {2aq + ao) : ao, by (4),

BO':PN' = ao : ap, by (5),

and PN':PN\ {2B0 + PN) =PN : {2B0 + PN)
= aq : {2ao + aq), by (4),

= ap : {2a7i + ap), by (2).
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Hence, ex aequali,

BO' . {2PN +BO):PN\ {2B0 + FN) = {2aq + ao) : (2an + ap),

so that, by hypothesis,

LG : GM= (2aq + ao) : {2an + ap).

Componendo, and multiplying the antecedents by 5,

ON : GM= [5 (ao + ap) + 10 (aq + an)] : (2an + ap).

But ON : 0M= 5 : 2

= {5 (ao + ap) + 10 (aq + aii)] : {2 (ao + ap) + 4 (aq + an)].

It follows that

ON : OG = [5 (ao -f ap) + 10 (aq + a?z)} : (2ao + ^aq + Qa,n + 3ap).

Therefore

(2ao + 4ag + 6a?i + Bop) : [5 (ao + o^j) +10 (aq + a?i)} = OG : ON
= OG : o?i.

And ap : (ao — ap) = ap : op

= GF : OL, by hypothesis,

= GF : f on,

while ao, aq, an, ap are in continued proportion.

Therefore, by Prop. 9,

GF+OG=OF=lao = lOA.

Thus F is the centre of gravity of the segment BAB'. [Prop. 8]

Let H be the centre of gravity of the segment PAP', so

that4if = f^iV.

And, since AF=lAO,
yjQ have, by subtraction, HF = ^ON.

But, by (6) above,

(area PP'B'B) : (segment PAP') = ^ON:GF
= HF : FG.

Thus, since F, H are the centres of gravity of the segments

BAB', PAP' respectively, it follows [by I. 6, 7] that G is the

centre of gravity of the area PP'B'B.



THE SAND-RECKONER.

" There are some, king Gelon, who think that the number

of the sand is infinite in multitude ; and I mean by the sand

not only that which exists about Syracuse and the rest of Sicily

but also that which is found in every region whether inhabited

or uninhabited. Again there are some who, without regarding

it as infinite, yet think that no number has been named which

is great enough to exceed its multitude. And it is clear that

they who hold this view, if they imagined a mass made up of

sand in other respects as large as the mass of the earth, in-

cluding in it all the seas and the hollows of the earth filled up

to a height equal to that of the highest of the mountains,

would be many times further still from recognising that any

number could be expressed which exceeded the multitude of

the sand so taken. But I will try to show you by means of

geometrical proofs, which you will be able to follow, that, of the

numbers named by me and given in the work which I sent to

Zeuxippus, some exceed not only the number of the mass of

sand equal in magnitude to the earth filled up in the way

described, but also that of a mass equal in magnitude to the

universe. Now you are aware that ' universe ' is the name
given by most astronomers to the sphere whose centre is the

centre of the earth and whose radius is equal to the straight

line between the centre of the sun and the centre of the earth.

This is the common account (to, ypa(f)6fx,eva), as you have heard

from astronomers. But Aristarchus of Samos brought out a
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book consisting of some hypotheses, in which the premisses lead

to the result that the universe is many times greater than that

now so called. His hypotheses are that the fixed stars and the

sun remain unmoved, that the earth revolves about the sun in

the circumference of a circle, the sun lying in the middle of the

orbit, and that the sphere of the fixed stars, situated about the

same centre as the sun, is so great that the circle in which he

supposes the earth to revolve bears such a proportion to the

distance of the fixed stars as the centre of the sphere bears to

its surface. Now it is easy to see that this is impossible ; for,

since the centre of the sphere has no magnitude, we cannot

conceive it to bear any ratio whatever to the surface of the

sphere. We must however take Aristarchus to mean this:

since we conceive the earth to be, as it were, the centre of

the universe, the ratio which the earth bears to what we

describe as the ' universe ' is the same as the ratio which the

sphere containing the circle in which he supposes the earth to

revolve bears to the sphere of the fixed stars. For he adapts

the proofs of his results to a hypothesis of this kind, and in

particular he appears to suppose the magnitude of the sphere

in which he represents the earth as moving to be equal to what

we call the ' universe.'

I say then that, even if a sphere were made up of the sand,

as great as Aristarchus supposes the sphere of the fixed stars

to be, I shall still prove that, of the numbers named in the

Principles*, some exceed in multitude the number of the

sand which is equal in magnitude to the sphere referred to,

provided that the following assumptions be made.

1. The perimeter of the earth is about 3,000,000 stadia and

not greater.

It is true that some have tried, as you are of course aware,

to prove that the said perimeter is about 300,000 stadia. But

I go further and, putting the magnitude of the earth at ten

times the size that my predecessors thought it, I suppose its

perimeter to be about 3,000,000 stadia and not greater.

* 'Apxat was apparently the title of the work sent to Zeuxippus. Cf. the

note attached to the enumeration of lost works of Archimedes in the Introduction,

Chapter II., ad Jin.
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2. The diameter of the earth is greater than the diameter of

the moon, and the diameter of the sun is greater than the diameter

of the earth.

In this assumption I follow most of the earlier astronomers.

3. The diameter of the sun is about 30 times the diameter of

the moon and not greater.

It is true that, of the earlier astronomers, Eudoxus declared

it to be about nine times as great, and Pheidias my father*

twelve times, while Aristarchus tried to prove that the diameter

of the sun is greater than 18 times but less than 20 times the

diameter of the moon. But I go even further than Aristarchus,

in order that the truth of my proposition may be established

beyond dispute, and I suppose the diameter of the sun to be

about 30 times that of the moon and not greater.

4. The diameter of the sun is greater than the side of the

chiliagon inscribed in the greatest circle in the (sphere of the)

universe.

I make this assumption -j- because Aristarchus discovered

that the sun appeared to be about j-lo^^ P^^^ of the circle of

the zodiac, and I myself tried, by a method which I will now

describe, to find experimentally (op7ayt/c(»<?) the angle sub-

tended by the sun and having its vertex at the eye (rdv •ywviav,

eh av aXio'i ivap/xo^et rav Kopv^av e')^ovcrav irorl ra o-^et).''

[Up to this point the treatise has been literally translated

because of the historical interest attaching to the ipsissima

verba of Archimedes on such a subject. The rest of the work

can now be more freely reproduced, and, before proceeding to

the mathematical contents of it, it is only necessary to remark

that Archimedes next describes how he arrived at a higher and

a lower limit for the angle subtended by the sun. This he did

* Tov d/ioO irarphs is the correction of Blass for tov 'AKoinraTpos {Jahrb. f.

Philol. cxxvii. 1883).

t This is not, strictly speaking, an assumption ; it is a proposition proved

later (pp. 224—6) by means of the result of an experiment about to be

described.
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by taking a long rod or ruler {Kavoav), fastening on the end of it

a small cylinder or disc, pointing the rod in the direction of the

sun just after its rising (so that it was possible to look directly

at it), then putting the cylinder at such a distance that it just

concealed, and just failed to conceal, the sun, and lastly measur-

ing the angles subtended by the cylinder. He explains also the

correction which he thought it necessary to make because " the

eye does not see from one point but from a certain area " (eVet

ai 6y\ne<i ovk a^' kvo^ aafxeiov ^Xeirovri, dXka diro tlvo<;

The result of the experiment was to show that the angle

subtended by the diameter of the sun was less than y^th part,

and greater than -g^oth part, of a right angle.

To prove that (on this assumption) the diameter of the sun

is greater than the side of a chiliagon, or figure with 1000 equal

sides, inscribed in a great circle of the ' universe.'

Suppose the plane of the paper to be the plane passing

through the centre of the sun, the centre of the earth and the

eye, at the time when the sun has just risen above the horizon.

Let the plane cut the earth in the circle EHL and the sun

in the circle FKG, the centres of the earth and sun being G,

respectively, and E being the position of the eye.

Further, let the plane cut the sphere of the ' universe ' (i.e.

the sphere whose centre is C and radius CO) in the great

circle AOB.

Draw from E two tangents to the circle FKG touching it

at P, Q, and from C draw two other tangents to the same circle

touching it in F, G respectively.

Let CO meet the sections of the earth and sun in H, K
respectively ; and let CF, CG produced meet the great circle

AOB in A, B.

Join FO, OF, 00, OP, OQ, AB, and let AB meet CO in M.

Now CO > EO, since the sun is just above the horizon.

Therefore z PEQ > z FCG.
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^0^ I where R represents a right anffle.
)Ut <TF4-^J

& s

Thus Z FCG < jijR, a fortiori,

and the chord AB subtends an arc of the great circle which is

less than g^gth of the circumference of that circle, i.e.

AB < (side of 656-sided polygon inscribed in the circle).

Now the perimeter of any polygon inscribed in the great

circle is less than ^i^CO. [Cf Measurement of a circle, Prop. 3.]

Therefore AB:C0<\1: 1148,

and, a fortiori, AB < j^CO (a).

Again, since CA = CO, and AM is perpendicular to GO,

while OF is perpendicular to CA,

AM=OF.

Therefore AB = 2AM= (diameter of sun).

Thus (diameter of sun) < yuqCO, by (a),

and, a fortiori,

(diameter of earth) < j^CO. [Assumption 2]

H. A. 15
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Hence CH+OK<j^CO,
so that HK > ^00,
or CO :HK < 100 -.99.

And CO > CF,

while HK<EQ.
Therefore Ci^ : jE'Q< 100 : 99 (/8).

Now in the right-angled triangles CFO, EQO, of the sides

about the right angles,

0F= OQ, but EQ < CF (since EO < CO).

Therefore Z OEQ : Z OCF > CO : EO,

but < CF : EQ*,

Doubling the angles,

ZPEQ: ZACB<CF:EQ
< 100 : 99, by (y9) above.

But Z PEQ > Yuo^' by hypothesis.

Therefore z ACB > ^^^

R

It follows that the arc AB is greater than -g^^th. of the circum-

ference of the great circle A OB.

Hence, a fortiori,

AB> (side of chiliagon inscribed in great circle),

and AB is equal to the diameter of the sun, as proved above.

The following results can now he proved

:

(diameter of ' universe') < 10,000 (diameter of earth),

and {diameter of universe') < 10,000,000,000 stadia.

* The proposition here assumed is of course equivalent to the trigonometrical

formula which states that, if a, /3 are the circular measures of two angles, each

less than a right angle, of which a is the greater, then

tan a a sin a

tan /3 ^ sin ^
'
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(1) Suppose, for brevity, that du represents the diameter

of the * universe,' dg that of the sun, dg that of the earth, and dm

that of the moon.

By hypothesis, dsif-SOd^, [Assumptions]

and de > d^
;

[Assumption 2]

therefore dg < SOdg.

Now, by the last proposition,

dg > (side of chiliagon inscribed in great circle),

so that (perimeter of chiliagon) < 1000^^

< S0,000de.

But the perimeter of any regular polygon with more sides

than 6 inscribed in a circle is greater than that of the inscribed

regular hexagon, and therefore greater than three times the

diameter. Hence

(perimeter of chiliagon) > 'Mu-

It follows that c?„ < 10,000c^e.

(2) (Perimeter of earth) :|> 3,000,000 stadia.

[Assumption 1]

and (perimeter of earth) > Sde.

Therefore 4 < 1,000,000 stadia,

whence du < 10,000,000,000 stadia.

Assumptioii 5.

Suppose a quantity of sand taken not greater than a poppy-

seed, and suppose that it contains not more than 10,000 grains.

Next suppose the diameter of the poppy-seed to be not less

than ^\^th of a finger-breadth.

Orders and periods of numbers.

I. We have traditional names for numbers up to a

myriad (10,000); we can therefore express numbers up to a

myriad myriads (100,000,000). Let these numbers be called

numbers of the first order.

Suppose the 100,000,000 to be the unit of the second order,

and let the second order consist of the numbers from that unit

up to (100,000,000)1

15—2
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Let this again be the unit of the third order of numbers

ending with (100,000,000)^ ; and so on, until we reach the

100,000,000^A order of numbers ending with (100,000,000)"'''»«''''"'«,

which we will call P.

II. Suppose the numbers from 1 to P just described to

form the first period.

Let P be the unit of the first order of the second period, and

let this consist of the numbers from P up to 100,000,000 P.

Let the last number be the unit of the second order of the

second period, and let this end with (100,000,000)' P.

We can go on in this way till we reach the 100,000,000^/i order

of the second period ending with (100,000,000)^''"'"°«'0'"'P, or PI

III. Taking P' as the unit of the first order of the third

period, we proceed in the same way till we reach the

100,000,000^/i order of the third period ending with P^

IV. Taking P^ as the unit of the^irs^ order of the fourth

period, we continue the same process until we arrive at the

100,000,OOOiA order of the 100,000,000^/i _?5erto(^ ending with
pioo,ooo,ooo_ rpj^jg

jg^g^ number is expressed by Archimedes as " a

myriad-myriad units of the myriad-myriad-th order of the

myriad-myriad-th period {al /jLvpiaKiafMvpioard<? irepioBov /xvpia-

KiafivpioaTwv dptd/jcov ixvpiat fivptd8e<;)'' which is easily seen

to be 100,000,000 times the product of (100,000,000)«'''899>999 and
7399,999,999 j g p 100,000,000

[The scheme of numbers thus described can be exhibited

more clearly by means of indices as follows.

FIRST PERIOD.

First order. Numbers from 1 to 101

Second order. „ „ 10^ to 10^".

Third order. „ „ 10^« to 10^.

{10')th order. „ „
10«-<^°'-i) to 10«-^«'(P,say).
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SECOND PERIOD.

First order. Numbers from P.l to P . 10^

Second order. ,, „ P .10' to P . lO^^.

{W)th order. „ „ P. lO^-do^-i) to

P.lO'-'o' (or P').

(108)th period.

First order. „ „ P'''-' . 1 to P'''-' . 10^.

Second order. „ „ P'''-' . lO^ to P'''-' . 10^

{10')th order. „ „
pio«-i

.
los-ao^-D to

pioB-i_io«-i«' (i.e. P^«').

The prodigious extent of this scheme will be appreciated

when it is considered that the last number in the first period

would be represented now by 1 followed by 800,000,000 ciphers,

while the last number of the {\0^)th period would require

100,000,000 times as many ciphers, i.e. 80,000 million millions

of ciphers.]

Octads.

Consider the series of terms in continued proportion of

which the first is 1 and the second 10 [i.e. the geometrical

progression 1, 10\ 10^ 10^ ...]. The first octad of these terms

[i.e. 1, 10\ 10^ ... 10''] fall accordingly under the first order

of the first period above described, the second octad [i.e.

10^ 10*, ... 10'^] under the second order of the first period, the

first term of the octad being the unit of the corresponding

order in each case. Similarly for the third octad, and so on.

We can, in the same way, place any number of octads.

Theorem.

If there he any number of terms of a series in continued

proportion, say A^, A^, A^,... A,n,... A,,, . . . ^m+u-i, •• of which

J.1 = 1, ^2 = 10 [so that the series forms the geometrical pro-

gression 1, 101, 10^...10»^-^...10"-^...10'"+'^-^...], and if any

tivo terms as J.,„, An be taken and midtiplied, the product
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Am . An will he a term in the same series and will be as many
terms distant from An as A^ is distant from Ai; also it will he

distant from A-^hy a numher of terms less by one than the sum

of the numbers of terms by which A^ and An respectively are

distant from A-^.

Take the term which is distant from An by the same

number of terms as Am is distant from A^. This number of

terms is m (the first and last being both counted). Thus the

term to be taken is m terms distant from An, and is therefore

the term Am^^n-i-

We have therefore to prove that

-"Hi • -"-n ^ -^m+ji—!•

Now terms equally distant from other terms in the con-

tinued proportion are proportional.

ir An '

But J.,„ = J.„i,J.i, since J-i = 1.

Therefore Am+n-i = Am.An (1).

The second result is now obvious, since Am is in terms

distant from A-^^, An is n terms distant from A^, and A^^n-i is

{m-\- n — \) terms distant from A^.

Application to the number of the sand.

By Assumption 5 [p. 227],

(diam. of poppy-seed) -^ J^ (finger-breadth)

;

and, since spheres are to one another in the triplicate ratio

of their diameters, it follows that

(sphere of diam. 1 finger-breadth) if 64,000 poppy-seeds

:t> 64,000 X 10,000 ^

:}> 640,000,000

if 6 units of second grains

order + 40,000,000 V of

units o^ first order

(a fortiori) < 10 units of second

order of numbers. -'

sand.
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We now gradually increase the diameter of the supposed

sphere, multiplying it by 100 each time. Thus, remembering

that the sphere is thereby multiplied by 100^ or 1,000,000, the

number of grains of sand which would be contained in a sphere

with each successive diameter may be arrived at as follows.

Diameter of sphere.

( 1 ) 100 finger-breadths

(2) 10,000 finger-breadths

(3) 1 stadium

(< 10,000 finger-breadths)

(4) 100 stadia

(5) 10,000 stadia

(6) 1,000,000 stadia

(7) 100,000,000 stadia

(8) 10,000,000,000 stadia

Corresponding number of grains of sand.

< 1,000,000 X 10 units of second order

<(7th term of series) x (10th term of

series)

< 16th term of series [i.e. 10^°]

<[10'' or] 10,000,000 units of the second

order.

< 1,000,000 X (last number)

< (7th term of series) x (16th term)

< 22nd term of series [i.e. lO^^]

< [105 or] 100,000 units of third order.

< 100,000 units of third order.

< 1,000,000 X (last number)

< (7th term of series) x (22nd term)

< 28th term of series [10^^]

<[103 or] 1,000 units oifourth order.

< 1,000,000 X (last number)

< (7th term of series) x (28th term)

< 34th term of series [10^3]

< 10 units oififth order.

< (7th term of series) x (34th term)

< 40th term [lO^^]

< [10^ or] 10,000,000 units offifth order.

< (7th term of series) x (40th term)

< 46th term [10«]

<[105 or] 100,000 units oi sixth order.

< (7th term of series) x (46th term)

< 52nd term of series [10'^^]

<[103 or] 1,000 units oi seventh order.

But, by the proposition above [p. 227],

(diameter of ' universe ') < 10,000,000,000 stadia.

Hence the number of grains of sand which could he contained

in a sphere of the size of our 'universe' is less than 1,000 units

of the seventh order of numbers [or 10^^].
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From this we can prove further that a sphere of the size

attributed by Aristarchus to the sphere of the fixed stars ivould

contain a number of grains of sand less than 10,000,000 U7iits

of the eighth order of numbers [or 10'^+^ = 10^^].

For, by hypothesis,

(earth) : (' universe ') = (' universe ') : (sphere of fixed stars).

And [p. 227]

(diameter of ' universe ') < 10,000 (diam. of earth)

;

whence

(diam. of sphere of fixed stars) < 10,000 (diam, of ' universe ').

Therefore

(sphere of fixed stars) < (10,000)^ . (' universe ').

It follows that the number of grains of sand which would be

contained in a sphere equal to the sphere of the fixed stars

< (10,000)' X 1,000 units oi seventh order

< (13th term of series) x (52nd term of series)

< 64th term of series [i.e. 10®^]

< [10' or] 10,000,000 units of eighth order of numbers.

Conclusion.

" I conceive that these things, king Gelon, will appear

incredible to the great majority of people who have not studied

mathematics, but that to those who are conversant therewith

and have given thought to the question of the distances and

sizes of the earth the sun and moon and the whole universe the

proof will carry conviction. And it was for this reason that

I thought the subject would be not inappropriate for your

consideration."



QUADEATUKE OF THE PARABOLA.

"Archimedes to Dositheus greeting.

" When I heard that Conon, who was my friend in his life-

time, was dead, but that you were acquainted with Conon and

withal versed in geometry, while I grieved for the loss not only

of a friend but of an admirable mathematician, I set myself the

task of communicating to you, as I had intended to send to

Conon, a certain geometrical theorem which had not been

investigated before but has now been investigated by me, and

which I first discovered by means of mechanics and then

exhibited by means of geometry. Now some of the earlier

geometers tried to prove it possible to find a rectilineal area

equal to a given circle and a given segment of a circle; and

after that they endeavoured to square the area bounded by the

section of the whole cone * and a straight line, assuming lemmas

not easily conceded, so that it was recognised by most people

that the problem was not solved. But I am not aware that

any one of my predecessors has attempted to square the

segment bounded by a straight line and a section of a right-

angled cone [a parabola], of which problem I have now dis-

covered the solution. For it is here shown that every segment

bounded by a straight line and a section of a right-angled cone

[a parabola] is four-thirds of the triangle which has the same base

and equal height with the segment, and for the demonstration

* There appears to be some corruption here : the expression in the text is

Ttts 6\ov rov Kwvov Tofxas, and it is not easy to give a natural and inteUigible

meaning to it. The section of ' the whole cone ' might perhaps mean a section

cutting right through it, i.e. an ellipse, and the ' straight line ' might be an axis

or a diameter. But Heiberg objects to the suggestion to read ras o^vyuviov

Kilivov To/xas, in view of the addition of Kal euddas, on the ground that the former

expression always signifies the whole of an ellipse, never a segment of it

(Quaestiones Archimedeae, p. 149).
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of this property the following lemma is assumed: that the

excess by which the greater of (two) unequal areas exceeds

the less can, by being added to itself, be made to exceed any

given finite area. The earlier geometers have also used this

lemma ; for it is by the use of this same lemma that they have

shown that circles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of

their diameters, and that spheres are to one another in the

triplicate ratio of their diameters, and further that every

pyramid is one third part of the prism which has the same base

with the pyramid and equal height ; also, that every cone is

one third part of the cylinder having the same base as the cone

and equal height they proved by assuming a certain lemma

similar to that aforesaid. And, in the result, each of the afore-

said theorems has been accepted* no less than those proved

without the lemma. As therefore my work now published has

satisfied the same test as the propositions referred to, I have

written out the proof and send it to you, first as investigated

by means of mechanics, and afterwards too as demonstrated by

geometry. Prefixed are, also, the elementary propositions in

conies which are of service in the proof {aTOL')(ela kcovikcl -^peiav

e')(ovra e? rav aTToSei^iv). Farewell."

Proposition 1.

Iffrom a point on a para-

bola a straight line be drawn

which is either itself the axis or

parallel to the axis, as PV, and

if QQ' be a chord parallel to

the tangent to the parabola at P
and meeting PV in V, then

QV=VQ'.

Conversely, if QV=VQ', the

chord QQ' will be parallel to the

tangent at P.

* The Greek of this passage is : crv/x^aivei 5i tQv wpoeipTj/j-evuv deuprjfjLarwv

^KaffTov /xTjSh Tjcraou tQiv &vev tovtov tov X-q/xfiaros dirodeSeiy/jLivuv TreiricrTevK^vai.

Here it would seem that ireiriaTevKivai must be wrong and that the passive

should have been used.
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Proposition 2.

If in a parabola QQ' be a chord parallel to the tangent at P,

and if a straight line be drawn through P which is either itself

the axis or parallel to the axis, and which meets QQ' in V and

the tangent at Q to the parabola in T, then

PV=PT.

Proposition 3.

If from a point on a parabola a straight line be drawn

which is either itself the axis or parallel to the axis, as PV,
and if from tiuo other points Q, Q' on the parabola straight

lines be drawn par^allel to the tangent at P and meeting PV in

V, V respectively, then

PV : PT = QV' : Q'V'\

" And these propositions are proved in the elements of conies.*"

Proposition 4.

If Qq be the base of any segment of a parabola, and P the

vertex of the segment, and if the diameter through any other point

R meet Qq in and QP {produced if necessary) in F, then

QV:VO = OF: FR.

Draw the ordinate RW to PV, meeting QP in K.

* i.e. in the treatises on conies by Euclid and Aristaeus.
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Then PV:PW = QV''.RW';

whence, by parallels,

PQ : PK = PQ' : PF\

In other words, PQ, PF, PK are in continued proportion;

therefore

PQ :PF= PF : PK
= PQ±PF: PF±PK
= QF : KF.

Hence, by parallels,

QV:VO = OF : FR.

[It is easily seen that this equation is equivalent to a change of

axes of coordinates from the tangent and diameter to new axes

consisting of the chord Qq (as axis of x, say) and the diameter

through Q (as axis of y).

For, if QV = a, PF=— , where p is the parameter of the

ordinates to PV.

Thus, if QO = X, and RO = y, the above result gives

a ^ OF
x-a OF-y'

whence

or

a

2a —

X

a

OF ^-p

y y

py = X {la — x)^
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Proposition 5.

If Qq be the base of any segment of a parabola, P the vertex

of the segment, and PV its diameter, and if the diameter of the

parabola through any other point R meet Qq in and the

tangent at Q in E, then

QO.Oq = ER: RO.

Let the diameter through R meet QP in F.

Then, by Prop. 4,

QV: VO=OF:FR.

Since QV= Vq, it follows that

QV :qO = OF: OR (1).

Also, if VP meet the tangent in T,

PT^PV, and therefore EF=OF.

Accordingly, doubling the antecedents in (1), we have

Qq:qO = OE: OR,

whence QO:Oq = ER: RO.
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Propositions 6, 7*.

Suppose a lever AOB placed horizontally and supported at

its middle point 0. Let a triangle BCD in which the angle C is

right or obtuse be suspended from B and 0, so that C is attached

to and CD is in the same vertical line with 0. Then, if P be

such an area as, when suspended from A, ivill keep the system in

equilibrium,

P=\l^BGD.

Take a point E on OB such that BE=20E, and draw EFH
parallel to OCD meeting BC, BD in F, H respectively. Let G
be the middle point oi FH.

A
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Propositions 8, 9.

Suppose a lever AOB placed horizontally and supported at

its middle point 0. Let a triangle BCD, right-angled or obtuse-

angled at C, he suspended from the points B, E on OB, the

angidar point C being so attached to E that the side CD is in the

same vertical line luith E. Let Q be an area such that

AO : OE = ABCD: Q.

Then, if an area P suspended from A keep the system in

equilibrium,

P<ABGDbut >Q.

Take G the centre of gravity of the triangle BCD, and draw

OH parallel to DC, i.e. vertically, meeting BO in H.

We may now suppose the triangle BCD suspended from H,
and, since there is equilibrium,

ABCD :P = AO: Off (1),

whence P<ABCD.
Also ABCD :Q = AO:OE.

Therefore, by ( 1 ), ABCD :Q>ABCD : P,

and P>Q.

Propositions 1 0, 11.

Suppose a lever AOB placed horizontally and supported at 0,

its middle point. Let CDEF be a trapezium which can he so

placed that its parallel sides CD, FE are vertical, while C is

vertically below 0, and the other sides CF, DE meet in B. Let
EF meet BO in ff, and let the trapezium be suspended by attaching

F to H and C to 0. Further, suppose Q to he an area such that

AO : Off = (trapezium CDEF) : Q.
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Then, if P be the area which, when suspended from A, keeps the

system in equilibrium,

P<Q.
The same is true in the particular case ^uhere the angles at

C, F are right, and consequently C, F coincide with 0, H
respectively.

Divide OH m K so that

(2Ci) + FE) : {2FE + CD) = HK : KO.

Draw KG parallel to OD, and let G be the middle point of

the portion of KG intercepted within the trapezium. Then G
is the centre of gravity of the trapezium \0n the equilibrium of

planes, I. 15].

Thus we may suppose the trapezium suspended from if, and

the equilibrium will remain undisturbed.

Therefore

AO : Oil = (trapezium GDEF) : P,

and, by hypothesis,

AO : OiT = (trapezium GDEF) : Q.

Since 0K< OH, it follows that

P<Q.

Propositions 12^ 13.

If the trapezium GDEF be placed as in the last j)ropositions,

except that GD is vertically below a point L on OB instead of

being below 0, and the trapezium is suspended from L, H,

suppose that Q, R are areas such that

AO : OH = (trapezium GDEF) : Q,

and AO : 0L = (trapezium GDEF) : R.
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If then an area P suspended from A keep the system in

equilibrium,

P>R hut < Q.

Take the centre of gravity G of the trapezium, as in the

last propositions, and let the line through G parallel to DC
meet OB in K.

O L K

Then we may suppose the trapezium suspended from K,

and there will still be equilibrium.

Therefore (trapezium GDEF) : P = AO : OK.

Hence

(trapezium GDEF) : P > (trapezium GDEF) : Q,

but < (trapezium GDEF) : R
It follows that P < Q but > R.

Propositions 14, 15.

Let Qq be the base of any segment of a parabola. Then, if

two lines be drawn from Q, q, each parallel to the axis of the

parabola and on the same side of Qq as the segment is, either

(1) the angles so formed at Q, q are both right angles, or

( 2) one is acute and the other obtuse. In the latter case let

the angle at q be the obtuse angle.

Divide Qq into any number of equal parts at the points

Oi, Go, ... On. Draw through q, 0^, 0.^, ... 0^ diameters of the

parabola meeting the tangent Sit Q in E, E^, E.,, ... E^ and the

parabola itself in q, R^, R„, ... R^^. Join QRi, QR^, ••• QRn
meeting qE, 0,E„ 0,E„ ... On-^E,,-, in F, F„ F,, ... Fn-,.

H. A. 16
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Let the diameters Eq, E^O^, ... E^On meet a straight line

QOA drawn through Q perpendicular to the diameters in the

points 0, Hj, H.,, ... Hn respectively. (In the particular case

where Qq is itself perpendicular to the diameters q will coincide

with 0, Oi with Ifi, and so on.)

It is required to po^ove that

(1) A EqQ<S{smn oftrapezia FOi, F-^0^,...Fn-iOnO'ndAEnOnQ),

(2) AEqQ > 3{sum oftrapeziaR1O2, B^Os, . . . Rn-iOn <^ndA RnOnQ)-

Hi H2 Hn— 1 Hn
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from A, and so on, the triangle EnOnQ being in like manner

balanced by Pn+\-

Then Pj + Po + . . . + P^+i will balance the whole triangle

EqQ as drawn, and therefore

Pi + P, + . . . + P«+, = 1A EqQ. [Props. 6, 7]

Again AO : OH, = QO: OH,

= Qq qOi

= E-^O-L : OjPi [by means of Prop. 5]

= (trapezium EOi) : (trapezium FO,)
;

whence [Props. 10, 11]

{FO,)>P,.

Next AO:OH, = E,0, : 0,R,

= {EM:(R,0,) (a),

while AO:OH, = EM, : OJi,

= (^,0,):(PA) (/3);

and, since (a) and (yS) are simultaneously true, we have, by
Props. 12, 13,

(PA)>P.>(Pi0.3).

Similarly it may be proved that

{F,0,) >P,> {KO,),

and so on.

Lastly [Props. 8, 9]

AEnOnQ> Pn+x> ^RnOnQ.

By addition, we obtain

(1) (PO0+(PA)+...+(P„_iO,)+A^„O,,Q>P,+P, + ...+P„^,

>l^EqQ,

or /\EqQ < 3 (POi + P,0, + ... + Fn-,On + ^E^OM
{2){R,0.:)+{R-fi.)+--MRn-^0n)+^Rn0nQ<P.+P,+ ...+Pn+,

< Pi + P2 + . . • H- Pn+i , a fortiori,

<iAEqQ,
or AEqQ>^ {R,0, + R,0, + ...+ R^-At + A RnOnQ).

16—2
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Proposition 16.

Suppose Qq to be the base of a parabolic segment, q being

not more distant than Qfrom the vertex of the pai^abola. Draw
through q the straight line qE parallel to the axis of the parabola

to meet the tangent at Q in E. It is required to prove that

{area of segment) = ^ AEqQ.

For, if not, the area of the segment must be either greater

or less than i AEqQ.

I. Suppose the area of the

segment greater than i A EqQ.

Then the excess can, if con-

tinually added to itself, be

made to exceed AEqQ. And
it is possible to find a submul-

tiple of the triangle EqQ less

than the said excess of the

segment over i AEqQ.

Let the triangle i^'^^'Q be such

a submultiple of the triangle

EqQ. Divide Eq into equal

parts each equal to qF, and let

all the points of division in-

cluding F be joined to Q meet-

ing the parabola in B^, R„, ...

Rn respectively. Through R^, R.,,

parabola meeting qQ in Oj, Oo, .

Let OiRi meet QR^ in F^.

Let O^R^ meet Q/?i in D^ and QR^ in F„.

Let O^R^ meet QR^ in D., and QRi in F^, and so on.

We have, by hypothesis,

AFqQ < (area of segment) — ^A EqQ,

or (area of segment) — A FqQ > ^ A EqQ (a).

Rn draw diameters of the

On respectively.
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Now, since all the parts of qE, as qF and the rest, are equal,

Oji^i = R^F^, 0.D, = D,E. = RoF., and so on ; therefore

AFqQ^iFO, + R,0, + D,0,+...)

= (FO, + F,D, + F,D, +. . . +Fn-,Dn-, +A EnRnQ).-^-
But

(area of segment) < (FOj, + F^O., + ... +Fn-iOn +AEnOnQ).

Subtracting, we have

(area of segment) -AFqQ < (RiO^ + R.2O3 + ...

+ Rn-iOn+ARnOnQ),
whence, afortioi^i, by (a),

iAEqQ< {R,0, + R,0, + ... + R,^_,0, + A RnOnQ).

But this is impossible, since [Props. 14, 15]

iAEqQ> (R,0, + R,0, + . . . + Rn_,On + A RnO^Q).

Therefore

(area of segment) "^^AEqQ.

II. If possible, suppose the area of the segment less than

^AEqQ.

Take a submultiple of the triangle EqQ, as the triangle

FqQ, less than the excess of ^AEqQ over the area of the

segment, and make the same construction as before.

Since A FqQ < lAEqQ — (area of segment),

it follows that

A ^(^-Q + (area of segment) < 4 A ^f/Q

< (FO, + F,0, + ...+ Fn-^On + AEnOnQ).
[Props. 14, 15]

Subtracting from each side the area of the segment, we have

Ai^5Q<(sum of spaces qFR^, R^F^R^, ... EnRnQ)

< (FO, + F,D, + ...+ F,,_,Dn-, + A EnRnQ), afortion;

which is impossible, because, by (/3) above,

AFqQ = FO,+F,D, + ...+ F,_,Dn-^ + A EnRnQ.

Hence (area of segment) <!: ^A EqQ.

Since then the area of the segment is neither less nor

greater than ^AEqQ, it is equal to it.
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Proposition 17.

It is now manifest that the area of any segment of a

•parabola is four-thirds of the triangle which has the same base

as the segment and equal height.

Let Qq be the base of the segment, P its vertex. Then

PQq is the inscribed triangle with the

same base as the segment and equal

height.

Since P is the vertex* of the seg-

ment, the diameter through P bisects

Qq. Let V be the point of bisection.

Let VP, and qE drawn parallel to

it, meet the tangent at Q in T, E re-

spectively.

Then, by parallels,

qE = 2VT,

and PV=PT, [Prop. 2]

so that VT=WV.

Hence AEqQ = 4>APQq.

But, by Prop. 16, the area of the segment is equal to ^AEqQ.

Therefore (area of segment) = 4A PQq.

Def. "In segments bounded by a straight line and any

curve I call the straight line the base, and the height the

greatest perpendicular drawn from the curve to the base of the

segment, and the vertex the point from which the greatest

perpendicular is drawn."

* It is curious that Archimedes uses the terms base and vertex of a segment

here, but gives the definition of them later (at the end of the proposition)^

Moreover he assumes the converse of the property proved in Prop. 18.
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Proposition 18.

If Qq he the base of a segment of a parabola, and V the

middle point of Qq, and if the diameter tJirough V meet the

curve in P, then P is the vertex of the segment.

For Qq is parallel to the tangent at P [Prop. 1]. Therefore,

of all the perpendiculars which can be drawn from points on the

segment to the base Qq, that from P is the greatest. Hence,

by the definition, P is the vertex of the segment.

Proposition 19.

If Qq he a chord of a parabola bisected in V by the diameter

PV, and if RM he a diameter bisecting QV in M, and RW
be the ordinate from R to PV, then

PV=^RAL

For, by the property of the parabola,

PV : PW = QV : RW
= 4>RW^:RW\

so that PV=4>PW,
whence PV=^RM.
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Proposition 20.

If Qq he the base, and P the vertex, of a parabolic segment,

then the triangle PQq is greater than half the segment PQq.

For the chord Qq is parallel to the tangent at P, and the

triangle PQq is half the parallelogi'am

formed by Qq, the tangent at P, and the

diameters through Q, q.

Therefore the triangle PQq is greater

than half the segment.

Cor. It follows that it is possible

to inscribe in the segment a polygon such

that the segments left over are together

less than any assigned area.

Proposition 21.

If Qq be the base, and P the vertex, of any parabolic

segment, and if R be the vertex of the segment cut off by PQ,

then

APQq = 8APRQ.

The diameter through R will bisect the chord PQ, and

therefore also QV, where PF is the

diameter bisecting Qq. Let the dia-

meter through R bisect PQ in Y and

QVinM. Join P3I.

By Prop. 19,
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Also, if RW, the ordinate from R to PV, be produced to

meet the curve again in r,

RW = rW,

and the same proof shows that

Proposition 22.

If there he a series of areas A, B, G, D, ... each of which is

four times the next in order, and if the largest, A, he equal to the

triangle PQq inscrihed in a paraholic segment PQq and having

the same base with it and equal height, then

{A + B+C + D + ...)< (area of segment PQq).

For, since APQq = SAPRQ = SAPqr, where R, r are the

vertices of the segments cut off by PQ,

Pq, as in the last proposition,

APQq = 4 (APQE + APqr).

Therefore, since APQq — A,

APQR+ APqr=B.

In like manner we prove that the

triangles similarly inscribed in the re-

maining segments are together equal to

the area C, and so on.

Therefore A + B + C+ D + ... is equal to the area of a

certain inscribed polygon, and is therefore less than the area of

the segment.

Proposition 23.

Given a series of areas A, B, G, D, ... Z, of which A is the

greatest, and each is equal to four times the next in order, then

A + B + G+...+Z+iZ=^,A.
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Take areas b, c, d,
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such that

b = iB,

Then, since

and

d = ^D, and so on.

6 = 15,

B = iA,

B + b = ^A.

C+c = 15.Similarly

Therefore

B + C+D+... + Z + b + c + d+...+z = ^{A+B + C+ ...+ Y).

But 6 + c + rf+...+2/ = i(5 + C + i)+... + F).

A
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The algebraical equivalent of this result is of course

_ i-(ir
"

Proposition 24.

Every segment bounded by a parabola and a chord Qq is

equal to four-thirds of the triangle which has the same base as

the segment and equal height.

Suppose K=^A PQq,

where P is the vertex of the segment ; and we have then to

prove that the area of the segment is

equal to K.

For, if the segment be not equal to

K, it must either be greater or less.

I. Suppose the area of the segment

greater than K.

If then we inscribe in the segments

cut off by PQ, Pq triangles which have

the same base and equal height, i.e.

triangles with the same vertices R, r as

those of the segments, and if in the

remaining segments we inscribe triangles in the same manner,

and so on, we shall finally have segments remaining whose sum

is less than the area by which the segment PQq exceeds K.

Therefore the polygon so formed must be greater than the

area K ; which is impossible, since [Prop. 23]

A+B-vC+...+Z<^A,

where J. = A PQq.

Thus the area of the segment cannot be greater than K.

II. Suppose, if possible, that the area of the segment is

less than K.
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If then APQq = A, B=IA, C=IB, and so on, until we
arrive at an area X such that X is less than the difference

between K and the segment, we have

A+B+G+...+X+i^X = §A [Prop. 23]

= K.

Now, since K exceeds A + B+G+. .. + Xhy an area less

than X, and the area of the segment by an area greater than X,

it follows that

A+B+C+...+X> (the segment)

;

which is impossible, by Prop. 22 above.

Hence the segment is not less than K.

Thus, since the segment is neither greater nor less than K,

(area of segment PQq) =K = §APQq.
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BOOK I.

Postulate 1.

" Let it be supposed that a fluid is of such a character that,

its parts Ijang evenly and being continuous, that part which is

thrust the less is driven along by that which is thrust the

more ; and that each of its parts is thrust by the fluid which is

above it in a perpendicular direction if the fluid be sunk in

anything and compressed by anything else."

Proposition 1

.

If a surface he cut hy a plane aliuays passing throiigh a

certain point, and if the section he always a circumference \of a

circle^ ivhose centre is the aforesaid point, the surface is that of
a sphere.

For, if not, there will be some two lines drawn from the

point to the surface which are not equal.

Suppose to be the fixed point, and J., 5 to be two points

on the surface such that OA, OB are unequal. Let the surface

be cut by a plane passing through OA, OB. Then the section

is, by hypothesis, a circle whose centre is 0.

Thus OA = OB ; which is contrary to the assumption.

Therefore the surface cannot but be a sphere.
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Proposition 2.

The surface of any fluid at rest is the surface of a sphere

whose centre is the same as that of the earth.

Suppose the surface of the fluid cut by a plane through 0,

the centre of the earth, in the curve ABCD.

ABGD shall be the circumference of a circle.

For, if not, some of the lines drawn from to the curve

will be unequal. Take one of them, OB, such that OB is

greater than some of the lines from to the curve and less

than others. Draw a circle with OB as radius. Let it be EBF,

which will therefore fall partly within and partly without the

surface of the fluid.

EA

Draw OGH making with OB an angle equal to the angle

EOB, and meeting the surface in H and the circle in G. Draw

also in the plane an arc of a circle PQR with centre and

within the fluid.

Then the parts of the fluid along PQR are uniform and

continuous, and the part PQ is compressed by the part between

it and AB, while the part QR is compressed by the part

between QR and BH. Therefore the parts along PQ, QR will

be unequally compressed, and the part which is compressed the

less will be set in motion by that which is compressed the

more.

Therefore there will not be rest ; which is contrary to the

hypothesis.

Hence the section of the surface will be the circumference

of a circle whose centre is ; and so will all other sections by

planes through 0.

Therefore the surface is that of a sphere with centre 0.
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Proposition 3.

Of solids those which, size for size, are of equal weight with

a fluid will, if let down into the fluid, be immei'sed so that they

do not project above the surface but do not sink lower.

If possible, let a certain solid EFHQ of equal weight,

volume for volume, with the fluid remain immersed in it so

that part of it, EBCF, projects above the surface.

Draw through 0, the centre of the earth, and through the

solid a plane cutting the surface of the fluid in the circle

ABCD.

Conceive a pyramid with vertex and base a parallelogram

at the surface of the fluid, such that it includes the immersed

portion of the solid. Let this pyramid be cut by the plane of

ABCD in OL, OM. Also let a sphere within the fluid and

below GH be described with centre 0, and let the plane of

ABCD cut this sphere in PQR.

Conceive also another pyramid in the fluid with vertex 0,

continuous with the former pyramid and equal and similar to

it. Let the pyramid so described be cut in OM, OJSf by the

plane of ABCD.

Lastly, let STUV be a part of the fluid within the second

pyramid equal and similar to the part BGHC of the solid, and
let >S'F be at the surface of the fluid.

Then the pressures on PQ, QR are unequal, that on PQ
being the greater. Hence the part at QR will be set in motion
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by that at PQ, and the fluid will not be at rest; which is

contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore the solid will not stand out above the surface.

Nor will it sink further, because all the parts of the fluid

will be under the same pressure.

Proposition 4.

A solid lighter than a fluid will, if immersed in it, not he

completely submerged, but -part of it will project above the

surface.

In this case, after the manner of the previous proposition,

we assume the solid, if possible, to be completely submerged and

the fluid to be at rest in that position, and we conceive (1) a

pyramid with its vertex at 0, the centre of the earth, including

the solid, (2) another pyramid continuous with the former and

equal and similar to it, with the same vertex 0, (3) a portion of

the fluid within this latter pyramid equal to the immersed solid

in the other pyramid, (4) a sphere with centre whose surface

is below the immersed solid and the part of the fluid in the

second pyramid corresponding thereto. We suppose a plane to

be drawn through the centre cutting the surface of the

fluid in the circle ABC, the solid in S, the first pyramid in OA,

OB, the second pyramid in OB, OC, the portion of the fluid in

the second pyramid in K, and the inner sphere in PQR.

Then the pressures on the parts of the fluid at PQ, QR are

unequal, since S is lighter than K. Hence there will not be

rest ; which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore the solid S cannot, in a condition of rest, he

completely submerged.
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Proposition 5.

Any solid ligliter than a fluid will, if placed in the fluid,

he so fa?' immersed that the weight of the solid tvill be equal to

the weight of the fluid displaced.

For let the solid be EGHF, and let BGHC be the portion

of it immersed when the fluid is at rest. As in Prop. 3,

conceive a pyramid with vertex including the solid, and

another pyramid with the same vertex continuous with the

former and equal and similar to it. Suppose a portion of the

fluid 8TUV qX the base of the second pyramid to be equal and

similar to the immersed portion of the solid ; and let the con-

struction be the same as in Prop. 3.

Then, since the pressure on the parts of the fluid at PQ, QR
must be equal in order that the fluid may be at rest, it follows

that the weight of the portion 8TUV of the fluid must be

equal to the weight of the solid EGHF. And the former is

equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the immersed

portion of the solid BGHC.

Proposition 6.

If a solid lighter than a fluid be forcibly immersed in it, the

solid will be driven upwards by a force equal to the difference

between its lueight and the weight of the fluid displaced.

For let A be completely immersed in the fluid, and let G
represent the weight of A, and {G + H) the weight of an equal

volume of the fluid. Take a solid D, whose weight is H
H. A. 17
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and add it to A. Then the weight of (A + D) is less than

that of an equal volume of the fluid ; and, if {A + D) is

immersed in the fluid, it will project so that its weight will

be equal to the weight of the fluid displaced. But its weight

is (G + H).

Therefore the weight of the fluid displaced is (G + H), and

hence the volume of the fluid displaced is the volume of the

solid A. There will accordingly be rest with A immersed

and D projecting.

Thus the weight of D balances the upward force exerted by

the fluid on A, and therefore the latter force is equal to H,

which is the difference between the weight of A and the weight

of the fluid which A displaces.

Proposition 7.

A solid heavier' than a fluid will, if placed in it, descend

to the bottom of the fluid, and the solid will, when weighed

in the fluid, he lighter than its true weight hy the weight of the

fluid displaced.

(1) The first part of the proposition is obvious, since the

part of the fluid under the solid will be under greater pressure,

and therefore the other parts will give way until the solid

reaches the bottom.

(2) Let J. be a solid heavier than the same volume of the

fluid, and let {G + H) represent its weight, while G represents

the weight of the same volume of the fluid.
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Take a solid B lighter than the same volume of the fluid,

and such that the weight of B is 0, while the weight of the

same volume of the fluid is ((r + H).
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(2) Take a weight W of pure silver and perform the same

operation. If F^ be the loss of weight when the silver is

weighed in the fluid, we find in like manner that the weight

of fluid displaced by Wo is ~ . Fo.

(3) Lastly, weigh the crown itself in the fluid, and let F be

the loss of weight. Therefore the weight of fluid displaced by

the crown is F.

It follows that Zr.F,+ ^^, .F.. = F,WW'
or Wii^i + tu.F. = (wj + Wo) F,

,
w, F,-F

whence — = -j^—j^ .

Wo F -F^

This procedure corresponds pretty closely to that described

in the poem de ponderibus et mensuris (written probably about

500 A.D.)* purporting to explain Archimedes' method. Ac-

cording to the author of this poem, we first take two equal

weights of pure gold and pure silver respectively and weigh

them against each other when both immersed in water; this

gives the relation between their weights in water and therefore

between their loss of weight in water. Next we take the

mixture of gold and silver and an equal weight of pure silver

and weigh them against each other in water in the same

manner.

The other version of the method used by Archimedes is

that given by Vitruvius-f*, according to which he measured

successively the volumes of fluid displaced by three equal

weights, (1) the crown, (2) the same weight of gold, (3) the

same weight of silver, respectively. Thus, if as before the

weight of the crown is W, and it contains weights Wi and w^ of

gold and silver respectively,

(1) the crown displaces a certain quantity of fluid, V say.

(2) the weight W of gold displaces a certain volume of

* Torelli's Archimedes, p. 364; Hultsch, Metrol. Script, ii. 95 sq., and

Prolegomena § 118.

t De architect, ix. 3.
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fluid, F| say ; therefore a weight Wj of gold displaces a volume

^^..Fi of fluid.W
(3) the weight W of silver displaces a certain volume of

fluid, say V., ; therefore a weight w.2 of silver displaces a volume

^,Fo of fluid.W
It follows that V= '-^^.V, + '%.¥.-,,

w w

whence, since W=Wi + w.,,

vj, _ V,-V

and this ratio is obviously equal to that before obtained, viz.

F,-F
F-F,-^

Postulate 2.

" Let it be granted that bodies which are forced upwards in

a fluid are forced upwards along the perpendicular [to the

surface] which passes through their centre of gravity."

Proposition 8.

If a solid in the form of a segment of a sphere, and of a

substance lighter than a fluid, he immersed in it so that its base

does not touch the surface, the solid will rest in such a position

that its axis is perpendicular to the surface ; and, if the solid be

forced into such a p)osition that its base touches the fluid on one

side and be then set free, it luill not remain in that position but

luill return to the symmeti^ical position.

[The proof of this proposition is wanting in the Latin

version of Tartaglia. Commandinus supplied a proof of his

own in his edition.]

Proposition 9.

If a solid in the form of a segment of a sphere, and of a

substance lighter than a fluid, be immersed in it so that its base

is completely beloiu the surface, the solid will rest in such a

position that its axis is perpendicidar to the surface.
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[The proof of this proposition has only survived in a

mutilated form. It deals moreover with only one case out of

three which are distinguished at the beginning, viz. that in

which the segment is greater than a hemisphere, while figures

only are given for the cases where the segment is equal to, or

less than, a hemisphere.]

Suppose, first, that the segment is greater than a hemisphere.

Let it be cut by a plane through its axis and the centre of the

earth ; and, if possible, let it be at rest in the position shown

in the figure, where AB is the intersection of the plane with

the base of the segment, DE its axis, C the centre of the

sphere of which the segment is a part, the centre of the

earth.

The centre of gravity of the portion of the segment outside

the fluid, as F, lies on OC produced, its axis passing through C.

Let G be the centre of gravity of the segment. Join FG,

and produce it to H so that

FG : GH = (volume of immersed portion) : (rest of solid).

Join OH.

Then the weight of the portion of the solid outside the fluid

acts along FO, and the pressure of the fluid on the immersed

portion along OH, while the weight of the immersed portion

acts along HO and is by hypothesis less than the pressure of

the fluid acting along OH.

Hence there will not be equilibrium, but the part of the

segment towards A will ascend and the part towards B descend,

until DE assumes a position perpendicular to the surface of

the fluid.
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BOOK II.

Proposition 1.

If a solid lighter than a fluid he at rest in it, the weight of

the solid will he to that of the same volume of the fluid as the

immersed 'portion of the solid is to the whole.

Let {A + B) be the solid, B the portion immersed in the

fluid.

Let (C + D) be an equal volume of the fluid, C being equal

in volume to A and B to D.

Further suppose the line E to represent the weight of the

solid {A-\-B), (F+G) to represent the weight of {C + D), and

G that of D.
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And the weight of (A + B) is equal to the weight of a

volume B of the fluid [I. 5], i.e. to the weight of D.

That is to say, E=G.

Hence, by (1),

weight of {A+B): weight oi {C + D)= G : F+G

=D: C+D
= B'.A+B.

Proposition 2.

If a right segment of a paraboloid of revolution luhose axis is

not greater than ^p (where p is the principal parameter of the

generatiyig parabola), and whose specific gravity is less than that

of a fluid, be placed in the fluid with its axis inclined to the

vertical at any angle, but so that the base of the segment does not

touch the surface of the fluid, the segment of the paraboloid will

not remain in that position but ivill return to the p)osition in

which its axis is vertical.

Let the axis of the segment of the paraboloid be AN, and

through AN draw a plane perpendicular to the surface of the

fluid. Let the plane intersect the paraboloid in the parabola

BAB', the base of the segment of the paraboloid in BB', and

the plane of the surface of the fluid in the chord QQ' of the

parabola.

Then, since the axis AN is placed in a position not perpen-

dicular to QQ', BB' will not be parallel to QQ'.

Draw the tangent PT to the parabola which is parallel to

QQ', and let P be the point of contact*.

[From P draw PV parallel to AN meeting QQ' in V.

Then PV will be a diameter of the parabola, and also the

axis of the portion of the paraboloid immersed in the fluid.

* The rest of the proof is wanting in the version of Tartaglia, but is given

in brackets as supplied by Commandinus.
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Let C be the centre of gravity of the paraboloid BAB', and

F that of the portion immersed in the fluid. Join FC and

produce it to H so that ff is the centre of gravity of the

remaining portion of the paraboloid above the surface.

LPKM

Then, since

and

it follows that

AN:!^^p,

Therefore, if CP be joined, the angle CPT is acute f.

Hence, if CK be drawn perpendicular to PT, K will fall between

P and T. And, if FL, HM be drawn parallel to GK to meet

PT, they will each be perpendicular to the surface of the fluid.

Now the force acting on the immersed portion of the

segment of the paraboloid will act upwards along LF, while

the weight of the portion outside the fluid will act downwards

along HM.

Therefore there will not be equilibrium, but the segment

* As the determination of the centre of gravity of a segment of a paraboloid

which is here assumed does not appear in any extant work of Archimedes, or

in any known work by any other Greek mathematician, it appears probable that

it was investigated by Archimedes himself in some treatise now lost.

t The truth of this statement is easily proved from the property of the sub-

normal. For, if the normal at P meet the axis in G, ^G is greater than -

except in the case where the normal is the normal at the vertex A itself. But

the latter case is excluded here because, by hypothesis, AN is not placed vertically.

Hence, P being a different point from A, ^G is always greater than AC; and,

since the angle TPG is right, the angle TPC must be acute.
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will turn so that B will rise and B' will fall, until AN takes

the vertical position.]

[For purposes of comparison the trigonometrical equivalent

of this and other propositions will be appended.

Suppose that the angle JSfTP, at which in the above figure

the axis AN is inclined to the surface of the fluid, is denoted

by^.

Then the coordinates of P referred to AN and the tangent

at A as axes are

I cot^ e, I cot e,

where p is the principal parameter.

Suppose that AN =h, PV= I:

If now x' be the distance from T oi the orthogonal projection

of F on TP, and cc the corresponding distance for the point C,

we have
13 1) 2

oc' =^ cot- 6 . cos ^ + i: cot ^ . sin ^ + - ^- cos 6,
2 2 8

p 2
x = '- cot^ 6 . cos 6 + -h cos 6,

4 o

whence x' — x = cos 6 -r- (cot- 6 -\- 2) — -{h — kyr

.

In order that the segment of the paraboloid may turn in

the direction of increasing the angle PTN, x must be greater

than X, or the expression just found must be positive.

This will always be the case, whatever be the value of 6, if

p 2h

2^ 3
'

or h
:t> fi?.]

Proposition 3.

If a right segment of a paraboloid of revolution whose axis

is not greater than fp {whei-e p is the -parameter), and whose

specific gravity is less than that of a fluid, he placed in the fluid

with its axis inclined at any angle to the vertical, hut so that its
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base is entirely/ submerged, the solid will not remain in that posi-

tion but will return to the position in which the axis is vertical.

Let the axis of the paraboloid be liJSf, and through AN
draw a plane perpendicular to the surface of the fluid inter-

secting the paraboloid in the parabola BAB', the base of the

segment in BNB', and the plane of the surface of the fluid in

the chord QQ' of the parabola.

T NIKPL

Then, since AN, as placed, is not perpendicular to the

surface of the fluid, QQ' and BB' will not be parallel.

Draw PT parallel to QQ' and touching the parabola at P.

Let PT meet NA produced in T. Draw the diameter PV
bisecting QQ' in V. PF is then the axis of the portion of the

paraboloid above the surface of the fluid.

Let G be the centre of gravity of the whole segment of the

paraboloid, F that of the portion above the surface. Join FC
and produce it to H so that H is the centre of gravity of

the immersed portion.

Then, since AG i^^, the angle GPT is an acute angle, as in

the last proposition.

Hence, if GK be drawn perpendicular to PT, K will fall

between P and T. Also, if HM, FL be drawn parallel to GK,
they will be perpendicular to the surface of the fluid.

And the force acting on the submerged portion will act

upwards along HM, while the weight of the rest will act

downwards along LF produced.

Thus the paraboloid will turn until it takes the position

in which J.iV is vertical.
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Proposition 4.

Given a right segment of a paraboloid of revolution whose

axis AN is greater than ^p {where p is the parameter), and

whose specific gravity is less than that of a fluid but bears

to it a ratio not less than (AN — ^pf : AN^, if the segment

of the paraboloid be placed in the fluid luith its axis at any

inclination to the vertical, but so that its base does not touch

the surface of the fluid, it luill not remain in that position but

will return to the position in tuhich its axis is vertical.

Let the axis of the segment of the paraboloid be AN, and

let a plane be drawn through AN perpendicular to the surface

of the fluid and intersecting the segment in the parabola BAB',

the base of the segment in BB', and the surface of the fluid in

the chord QQ' of the parabola.

p T

Then AN, as placed, will not be perpendicular to QQ'.

Draw PT parallel to QQ' and touching the parabola at P.

Draw the diameter PF bisecting QQ' in V. Thus PF will be

the axis of the submerged portion of the solid.

Let C be the centre of gravity of the whole solid, F that of

the immersed portion. Join FC and produce it to H so that B
is the centre of gravity of the remaining portion.

Now, since AN = ^A G,

and AN>^p,

it follows that ^C>|.
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Measure GO along GA equal to -| , and OR along OG equal to

UO.
Then, since AN = %AC,

and AR = ^AO,

we have, by subtraction,

NR = foa

That is, AN-AR = ^OG

= iP>

or AR = (AN - |p).

Thus (AN - IpY : AN' = AR' : ^iV^

and therefore the ratio of the specific gravity of the solid to

that of the fluid is, by the enunciation, not less than the ratio

AR' : AN\
But, by Prop. 1, the former ratio is equal to the ratio

of the immersed portion to the whole solid, i.e. to the ratio

PV- : AN^ [On Conoids and Spheroids, Prop. 24].

Hence PV : AN^^ <^ AR' : AN%
or PV^i; AR.

It follows that

PF (= ^PV) <);: ^AR
^AO.

If, therefore, OK be drawn from perpendicular to OA , it will

meet PF between P and F.

Also, if CK be joined, the triangle KCO is equal and similar

to the triangle formed by the normal, the subnormal and the

ordinate at P (since GO = ^p or the subnormal, and KO is

equal to the ordinate).

Therefore OK is parallel to the normal at P, and therefore

perpendicular to the tangent at P and to the surface of the

fluid.

Hence, if parallels to GK be drawn through F, H, they will

be perpendicular to the surface of the fluid, and the force

acting on the submerged portion of the solid will act upwards

along the former, while the weight of the other portion will

act downwards along the latter.
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Therefore the solid will not remain in its position but will

turn until AN assumes a vertical position.

[Using the same notation as before (note following Prop. 2),

we have

a;' - a; = cos 6'

j|
(cof^ ^ + 2) -| (/i - k)\ ,

and the minimum value of the expression within the bracket,

for different values of 6, is

TT

corresponding to the position in which AM is vertical, or ^ = ^

.

Therefore there will be stable equilibrium in that position only,

provided that

or, if s be the ratio of the specific gravity of the solid to that of

the fluid (= k^lh^ in this case),

Proposition 5.

Given a right segment of a paraboloid of revolution such that

its axis AN is greater than \p {where p is the parameter), and

its specific gravity is less than that of a fluid hut in a ratio to

it not greater than the ratio [AN^ - {AN - ^pf] : AN^, if the

segment he placed in the fluid tuith its axis inclined at any angle

to the vertical, hut so that its base is completely submerged, it will

not remain in that position but luill return to the position in

which AN is vertical.

Let a plane be drawn through AN, as placed, perpendicular

to the surface of the fluid and cutting the segment of the

paraboloid in the parabola BAB', the base of the segment in

BB', and the plane of the surface of the fluid in the chord

QQ' of the parabola.

Draw the tangent PT parallel to QQ', and the diameter

PV, bisecting QQ', will accordingly be the axis of the i^ortion

of the paraboloid above the surface of the fluid.
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Let F be the centre of gravity of the portion above the

surface, G that of the whole solid, and produce FG to H, the

centre of gravity of the immersed portion.

As in the last proposition, AG >^, and we measure GO along

GA equal to -^ , and OR along OG equal to ^AO.

Then AN = ^A C, and AR = iAO;

and we derive, as before,

AR = (AN-^p).

Now, by hypothesis,

(spec, gravity of solid) : (spec, gravity of fluid)

i^ {AN' - (AN - ^pf] :AN'

i^{AN'-AR'):AN\

T P
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Therefore, if a perpendicular to AC he drawn from 0, it will

meet PF in some point K between P and F.

And, since CO = ^p, CK will be perpendicular to PT, as in

the last proposition.

Now the force acting on the submerged portion of the solid

will act upwards through H, and the weight of the other

portion downwards through F, in directions parallel in both

cases to CK\ whence the proposition follows.

Proposition 6.

If a 7'ight segment of a paraboloid lighter than a fluid he

such that its axis AM is greater than ^p, hut AM : |^ < 15 : 4,

and if the segment he placed in the fluid with its axis so inclined

to the vertical that its hase touches the fluid, it will never remain

in such a position that the base touches the surface in one point

only.

Suppose the segment of the paraboloid to be placed in the

position described, and let the plane through the axis AM
perpendicular to the surface of the fluid intersect the segment

of the paraboloid in the parabolic segment BAB' and the plane

of the surface of the fluid in BQ.

Take C on AM such that AC = 2GM (or so that C is the

centre of gravity of the segment of the paraboloid), and measure

CK along CA such that

AM: CK=irj : 4.

Thus AM : CK >AM : ^p, by hypothesis; therefore CK < ^p.
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Measure CO along CA equal to ^p. Also draw KR per-

pendicular to AC meeting the parabola in R.

Draw the tangent FT parallel to BQ, and through P draw

the diameter PV bisecting BQ in V and meeting KR in /.

Then PV:PI ^=^ KM : AK,

"for this is p7'oved."*

And CK=j\AM=iAC;
whence AK = AC - CK = ^AG = ^A3I.

Thus KM = ^A3L

Therefore KM = ^AK.

It follows that

PVS^iPI,or>

so that P/^;=^27F.

Let F be the centre of gravity of the immersed portion of

the paraboloid, so that FF = 2FV. Produce FC to H, the

centre of gravity of the portion above the surface.

Draw OL perpendicular to FV.

* We have no hint as to the work in which the proof of this proposition was

contained. The following proof is shorter than Kobertson's (in the Appendix

to Torelli's edition).

Let BQ meet AM in U, and let PN be the ordinate from P to AM.

We have to prove that PV.AKoT^ PI • K^i, or in other words that

{PV . AK-PI . KM) is positive or zero.

Now PV.AK-PI.KM=AK.PV-(AK-AN){AM-AK)
^AK"-AK{AM+AN~PV) +AM.AN
=AK^ - AK.UM+AM . AN,

(since AN-
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Then, since CO = ^p, GL must be perpendicular to PT and

therefore to the surface of the fluid.

And the forces acting on the immersed portion of the

paraboloid and the portion above the surface act respectively

upwards and downwards along lines through F and H parallel

to GL.

Hence the paraboloid cannot remain in the position in which

B just touches the surface, but must turn in the direction of

increasing the angle PTM.

The proof is the same in the case where the point / is not

on VP but on VP produced, as in the second figure*.

/ V
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We have, from the first equation,

k = h- 'Jph cot ^ + 1 cot' e,

or h — k = 'Jph cot ^ - -^ cot' 6.

Therefore

^' - ^ = cos 6*

ll
(cot' ^ + 2) - 1 Wph cot 6' - 1 cot' ^)l

= cos e
ll (f cot' 6' + 2) - f \Vicot el

.

If then the solid can never rest in the position described,

but must turn in the direction of increasing the angle PTM,
the expression within the bracket must be positive whatever

be the value of 6.

Therefore (|)'M<tp',

or h < ^i-p.'\

Proposition 7.

Given a right segment of a paraboloid of revolution lighter

than a fluid and such that its axis AM is greater than \p, hut

AM : ^p< 15 : 4, if the segment he placed in the -fluid so that

its base is entirely submerged, it luill never rest in such a position

that the base touches the surface of the fluid at one point only.

Suppose the solid so placed that one point of the base

only {B) touches the surface of the fluid. Let the plane

through B and the axis AM cut the solid in the parabolic

segment BAB' and the plane of the surface of the fluid in the

chord BQ of the parabola.

Let C be the centre of gravity of the segment, so that

AG = 2CM; and measure GK along GA such that

AM: GK=lb : 4.

It follows that GK<lp.

Measure GO along GA equal to ^p. Draw KR perpen-

dicular to AM meeting the parabola in R.

18—2
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Let PT, touching at P, be the tangent to the parabola

which is parallel to BQ, and PV the diameter bisecting BQ, i.e.

the axis of the portion of the paraboloid above the surface.

T_E

Then, as in the last proposition, we prove that

and

Let F be the centre of gravity of the portion of the solid

above the surface
;
join FC and produce it to H, the centre of

gravity of the portion submerged.

Draw OL perpendicular to PV\ and, as before, since

(70 = |p, CL is perpendicular to the tangent PT. And the

lines through H, F parallel to CL are perpendicular to the

surface of the fluid ; thus the proposition is established as

before.

The proof is the same if the point / is not on VP but on

VP produced.

Proposition 8.

Oiven a solid in theform of a 7'ight segment of a paraboloid

of revolution whose axis AM is greater than ^p, but such that

AM :
ip< 15 : 4, and whose specific gravity bears to that of a

fi,tiid a ratio less than (AM—^pf : AM'', then, if the solid be

placed in the fluid so that its base does not touch the fluid and

its axis is inclined at an angle to the vertical, the solid will not

return to the position in which its axis is vertical and luill not
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remain in any position except that in luJiich its axis makes with

the surface of the fluid a certain angle to he described.

Let am be taken equal to the axis AM, and let c be a point

on am such that ac = 2cm. Measure co along ca equal to ^p,

and or along oc equal to ^ ao.

P T

am' .(a),

Let X + Y he a straight line such that

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) = {X + Y)''

and suppose X = 2Y.

Now ar = f ao = f (| am — ^p)

= a7n — ^p
= AM-^p.

Therefore, by hypothesis,

(Z + Yy : am^ < ar^ : m/i^

whence (X +Y)< ar, and therefore X < ao.

Measure ob along oa equal to X, and draw bd perpendicular

to ab and of such length that

bd'^ = ^co .ab. (/3).

Join ad.

Now let the solid be placed in the fluid with its axis AM
inclined at an angle to the vertical. Through AM draw a

plane perpendicular to the surface of the fluid, and let this
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plane cut the paraboloid in the parabola BAB' and the plane

of the surface of the fluid in the chord QQ' of the parabola.

Draw the tangent PT parallel to QQ', touching at P, and

let PF be the diameter bisecting QQ' in F(or the axis of the

immersed portion of the solid), and PN the ordinate from P.

Measure AO along A 31 equal to ao, and OC along OM
equal to oc, and draw OL perpendicular to PV.

I. Suppose the angle OTP greater than the angle dab.

Thus PN' : Nr >db' : ha\

But PN':Nr=p:4'AN
= co -.NT,

and dV •.ba^ = ^co : ab, by (/3).

Therefore NT<2ab,

or AN<ab,

whence NO > bo (since ao = AO)

>X.

Now (X+ Yy : am^ = (spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid)

= (portion immersed) : (rest of solid)

= PV' : AM\
so that X+Y=PV.

But PL {= NO) > X
>|(Z+F), since Z = 2F,

>iPV,

or PV<^PL,

and therefore PL > 2L V.

Take a point P on PF so that PF= 2FV, i.e. so that P is

the centre of gravity of the immersed portion of the solid.

Also AG= ac = ^am = ^AM, and therefore C is the centre

of gravity of the whole solid.

Join FG and produce it to H, the centre of gravity of the

portion of the solid above the surface.
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Now, since GO = ^p, GL is perpendicular to the surface of

the fluid : therefore so are the parallels to GL through F and

H. But the force on the immersed portion acts upwards

through F and that on the rest of the solid downwards

through H.

Therefore the solid will not rest but turn in the direction of

diminishing the angle MTP.

II. Suppose the angle OTP less than the angle dab. In

this case, we shall have, instead of the above results, the

following,

AN>ah,

NO < X.

Also PF>fPZ,

and therefore PL < 1L V.

Make PF equal to ^FV, so that F is the centre of gravity

of the immersed portion.

And, proceeding as before, we prove in this case that the

solid will turn in the direction of increasing the angle MTP.

III. When the angle MTP is equal to the angle dab,

equalities replace inequalities in the results obtained, and L is

itself the centre of gravity of the immersed portion. Thus all

the forces act in one straight line, the perpendicular GL
;

therefore there is equilibrium, and the solid will rest in the

position described.
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[With the notation before used

a;'-a; = cos0\^{cot"-e + 2)-l{h-k)\,

and a position of equilibrium is obtained by equating to zero the

expression within the bracket. We have then

lcot^e = l(h-k)-^.

It is easy to verify that the angle satisfying this equation

is the identical angle determined by Archimedes. For, in the

above proposition,

whence a6 = g/?- -|-^^^ = g(/^ -^)-|.

Also hd'^=-^. ah.
4

It follows that

cot^ dab = ah'lhd'' = -
||

{h - k) - 1| .]

Proposition 9.

Given a solid in the form of a right segment of a paraboloid

of revolution whose aods AM is greater than f j), but such that

AM : ^p<\5 : 'it, and luhose specific gravity bears to that of a

fluid a ratio greater than [AM^ -{AM -IpY] : AM\ then, if

the solid be placed in the fluid luith its axis inclined at an angle

to the vertical but so that its base is entirely below the surface,

the solid luill not retm^n to the position in which its axis is

vertical and will not remain in any position except that in which

its axis makes with the surface of the fluid an angle equal to that

described in the last proposition.

Take am equal to AM, and take c on am such that ac = 2cm.

Measure co along ca equal to |jj, and ar along ac such that

ar = %ao.
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Let X +Yhe such a line that

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) = {am^ — {X + Yy] : am''

and suppose X = 1Y.

d

A
a I)

T P

Now ar = fao

= 1 (fam-i^)

=^AM-lp.
Therefore, by hypothesis,

am^ — ar^ : am^ < [am^ — (X + F)^} : am^,

whence X + Y < ar,

and therefore X < ao.

Make oh (measured along oa) equal to X, and draw bd

perpendicular to ba and of such length that

bd^ = ^co . ab.

Join ad.

Now suppose the solid placed as in the figure with its axis

AM inclined to the vertical. Let the plane through AM
perpendicular to the surface of the fluid cut the solid in the

parabola BAB' and the surface of the fluid in QQ'.

Let PT be the tangent parallel to QQ', PV the diameter

bisecting QQ' (or the axis of the portion of the paraboloid above

the surface), PN the ordinate from P.
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I. Suppose the angle MTP greater than the angle dab.

Let AM be cut as before in C and so that AC=2GM,
OC = ^p, and accordingly AM, am are equally divided. Draw

OL perpendicular to PV.

Then, we have, as in the last proposition,

PN"-:Nr>db':ba\

whence co : NT>^co : ab,

and therefore AN< ab.

It follows that NO > bo

>X.

Again, since the specific gravity of the solid is to that of

the fluid as the immersed portion of the solid to the whole,

AM' - (X + Yy : AM' = AM'-PV: AM\
or (X 4- Yy : AM' = PV' : AM'.

That is, X+Y=PV.
And PL {or NO) >X

>iPV,

so that PL>2LV.

Take F on PV so that PF= 2FV. Then F is the centre

of gravity of the portion of the solid above the surface.

Also C is the centre of gravity of the whole solid. Join FG
and produce it to H, the centre of gravity of the immersed

portion.

Then, since GO = ^p, GL is perpendicular to PT and to the

surface of the fluid ; and the force acting on the immersed

portion of the solid acts upwards along the parallel to GL
through H, while the weight of the rest of the solid acts down-

wards along the parallel to GL through F.

Hence the solid will not rest but turn in the direction of

diminishing the angle MTP.

II. Exactly as in the last proposition, we prove that, if the

angle MTP be less than the angle dab, the solid will not remain
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in its position but will turn in the direction of increasing the

angle MTP.

T P

III. If the angle MTP is equal to the angle dab, the solid

will rest in that position, because L and F will coincide, and all

the forces will act along the one line GL.

Proposition lO.

Given a solid in the form of a right segment of a paraboloid

of revolution in which the axis AM is of a length such that

AM •.^jp>lb:^, and supposing the solid placed in a fluid

of greater specific gravity so that its base is entirely above the

surface of the fluid, to investigate the positions of rest.

(Preliminary.)

Suppose the segment of the paraboloid to be cut by a plane

through its axis AM m. the parabolic segment BAB^ of which

BB^ is the base.

Divide AM at G so that AG=2GM, and measure CK along

GA so that

AM: GK=15 :4 (a),

whence, by the hypothesis, GK > \p.

Suppose GO measured along GA equal to |-j9, and take a

point R on AM such that MR = f(70.

Thus AR = AM-MR
= %{AG-GO)
= U0.
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Join BA, draw KAn perpendicular to AM meeting BA in A^

bisect BA in A3, and draw A^JI^, J-3M3 parallel to AM meeting

BM in Mo_, M3 respectively.

On AnMo, AsMs as axes describe parabolic segments similar

to the segment BAB^. (It follows, by similar triangles, that

BM will be the base of the segment whose axis is A^M^ and

BBo the base of that whose axis is A.M.,, where BBo = 2BM2.)

The parabola BA^B., will then pass through C.

[For BM, : M,M = BM, : A,K
= KM : AK
= CM+CK:AG-CK
= {i + ^^,)AM:{l-^^-,)AM

= !):6 (/3)

= MA -.AC.
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Thus C is seen to be on the parabola BA.,Bo. by the converse

of Prop. 4 of the Quadrature of the Parabola^

Also, if a perpendicular to AM be drawn from 0, it will

meet the parabola BA0B.2 in two points, as Q.2, P-2- Let Q1Q2Q3D

be drawn through Q2 parallel to AM meeting the parabolas

BAB^, BAsM respectively in Qj, Qg and BM in D ; and let

P^P^Pz be the corresponding parallel to AM through P^. Let

the tangents to the outer parabola at Pj, Q^ meet MA produced

in T^, U respectively.

Then, since the three parabolic segments are similar and

similarly situated, with their bases in the same straight line

and having one common extremity, and since QiQoQsD is a

diameter common to all three segments, it follows that

QiQ. : Q.Qa = (B-^B, : B,B) . (BM : MB.^)''.

Now B,B, : B,B = MM, : BM (dividing by 2)

= 2:5, by means of (/S) above.

And BM : MB, = BM : ( 25if, - BM)
= 5 : (6 — 5), by means of (/3),

= 5:1.

* This result is assumed without proof, no doubt as being an easy deduction

from Prop. 5 of the Quadrature of the Parabola. It may be established

as follows.

First, since AA^A^B is a straight line, and AN-AT with the ordinary

notation (where PT is the tangent at P and PN the ordinate), it follows, by
similar triangles, that the tangent at B to the outer parabola is a tangent to

each of the other two parabolas at the same point B.

Now, by the proposition quoted, if BQ^Q,Q^ produced meet the tangent BT
in E,
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It follows that

Q,Q.r.Q.Qs = ^-i,

or Q1Q2 = 2Q2Q3.

Similarly P,P, = 2P,P,.

Also, since MR = ^CO = fp,

AE=AM-MR
= AM-^p.

(Enunciation.)

If the segment of the paraboloid be placed in the fluid tuith

its base entirely above the surface, then

a-) if

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. offluid) <|: ABJ^ : AJ\P

[<^(AM-lpf:AM'l

the solid will rest in the position in which its axisAM is vertical;

(11.) if

{spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. offluid,) <AR^: AM^

but > Q,Q,' :AM\

the solid will not rest luith its base touching the surface of the

fluid in one ptoint only, but in such a p)Osition that its base does

not touch the surface at any point and its axis makes luith the

surface an angle greater than U

;

(III. a) if

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. offluid) = Q^QJ^ : AM^,

the solid will rest and remain in tJie position in which the base

touches the surface of the fluid at one point only and the axis

makes with the surface an angle equal to U

;

(III. b) if

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. offluid) = PiPJ^ : AM^,

the solid ivill rest luith its base touching the surface of the fluid

at one point only and with its axis inclined to the surface at an

angle equal to T^

;

(IV.) if

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. offluid) > P^P{ : AM'^

but < Q,Q,' : AM\
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the solid will rest and remain in a position with its base more

submerged ;

(V.) if

{spec. gr. of solid) : {spec. gr. offluid) < PiPf : AM^,

the solid will rest in a position in luhich its axis is inclined to the

surface of the fluid at an angle less than T^, but so that the base

does not even touch the surface at one point.

(Proof.)

(I.) Since AM > |p, and

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) -i; {AM — ^pf : AM^,

it follows, by Prop. 4, that the solid will be in stable equilibrium

with its axis vertical.

(II.) In this case

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) < AR^ : AM^

but > Q,Q.^ : AM\

B
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to I and parallel to AM*; and let P'V meet the intermediate

parabola in F'.

Then, by the same proof as before, we obtain

P'F' = 2F'V'.

Let P'T', the tangent at P' to the outer parabola, meet

MA in T', and let P'N' be the ordinate at P'.

Join BV and produce it to meet the outer parabola in Q'.

Let OQ,P, meet P'F' in /.

Now, since, in two similar and similarly situated parabolic

* Archimedes does not give the solution of this problem, but it can be

supplied as follows.

liet BR^Qi, BRQ^he two similar and similarly situated parabolic segments

with their bases in the same straight line, and let BJS be the common tangent

at B.

Suppose the problem solved, and let ERR^O, paralleLto the axes, meet the

parabolas in R, R^ and BQ„ in 0, making the intercept RR^^ equal to I.

Then, we have, as usual,

ER^ : EO==BO: BQ^

= BO.BQ.,:BQ,.BQ^,

and ER: EO-BO: BQ^

=BO.BQ^ : BQ-^.BQ^.
By subtraction,

RR^ : EO = BO. Q^Q^ : BQ^.BQ,,

or BO.OE = l.^J. -^^"- , which is known.
Q1Q2

And the ratio BO : OE is known. Therefore BO^, or OE", can be found, and

therefore 0.
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segments with bases BM, BB^ in the same straight line, 5 F', BQ'

are drawn making the same angle with the bases,

BV : BQ' = BM : BB,*

= 1:2,

so that BV'=V'Q'.

Suppose the segment of the paraboloid placed in the fluid,

as described, with its axis inclined at an angle to the vertical,

and with its base touching the surface at one point B only.

Let the solid be cut by a plane through the axis and per-

pendicular to the surface of the fluid, and let the plane intersect

the solid in the parabolic segment BAB' and the plane of the

surface of the fluid in BQ.

Take the points C, on AM as before described. Draw

* To prove this, suppose that, iu the figure on the opposite page, BR-^ is

produced to meet the outer parabola in JJj.

We have, as before,

£i?i : EO=BO : BQ-^,

ER :EO =BO : BQ„,

whence ER-^: ER = BQ.^: BQ^.

And, since iJj is a point within the outer parabola,

ER : ER^^BR^ : BR.,, in like manner.

Hence BQ^ : BQ^= BR^ : BR„^.

H. A. 19
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the tangent parallel to BQ touching the parabola in P and

meeting AM in T; and let PFbe the diameter bisecting BQ
(i.e. the axis of the immersed portion of the solid).

Then

V : AM'^ = (spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid)

= (portion immersed) : (whole solid)

= PV' : A3P,

whence P'V' = l = PV.

Thus the segments in the two figures, namely BP'Q',

BPQ, are equal and similar.

Therefore z PTN = Z P'T'N'.

Also AT = Ar,AN = AN',PN = P'M'.

Now, in the first figure, P'l < 21V.

Therefore, if OL be perpendicular to PF in the second

figure,

PL<2LV.

Take P on XF so that PF = 2FV, i.e. so that F is the centre

of gravity of the immersed portion of the solid. And C is the

centre of gravity of the whole solid. Join FC and produce it to

H, the centre of gravity of the portion above the surface.

Now, since GO = ^p, CL is perpendicular to the tangent at

P and to the surface of the fluid. Thus, as before, we prove

that the solid will not rest with B touching the surface, but will

turn in the direction of increasing the angle PTN.

Hence, in the position of rest, the axis All must make with

the surface of the fluid an angle greater than the angle U which

the tangent at Qi makes with AM.

(III. a) In this case

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) = Q^QJ^ : AM^.

Let the segment of the paraboloid be placed in the fluid so

that its base nowhere touches the surface of the fluid, and its

axis is inclined at an angle to the vertical.
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Let the plane through AM perpendicular to the surface of

the fluid cut the paraboloid in the parabola BAB' and the

plane of the surface of the fluid in QQ'. Let PT be the tangent

parallel to QQ', PF the diameter bisecting QQ', PN the ordinate

at P.

Divide A31 as before at G, 0.

19—2
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In the other figure let Q^N' be the ordinate at Q^. Join

BQs and produce it to meet the outer parabola in q. Then

BQs = Qsq, and the tangent Q^ U is parallel to Bq. Now

QiQs^ : AM^ = (spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid)

= (portion immersed) : (whole solid)

= PV': AM'.

Therefore Q,Qs = PV; and the segments QPQ', BQ,q of the

paraboloid are equal in volume. And the base of one passes

through B, while the base of the other passes through Q, a point

nearer to A than B is.

It follows that the angle between QQ' and BB' is less than

the angle B^Bq.

Therefore zU<Z PTN,

whence AN' > AN,

and therefore N'O (or Q^Q.) < PL,

where OL is perpendicular to PV.

It follows, since Q1Q2. = 2Q2Q3, that

PL>2LV.

Therefore F, the centre of gravity of the immersed portion

of the solid, is between P and L, while, as before, CL is perpen-

dicular to the surface of the fluid.

Producing FG to H, the centre of gravity of the portion of

the solid above the surface, we see that the solid must turn in

the direction of diminishing the angle PTN until one point B
of the base just touches the surface of the fluid.

When this is the case, we shall have a segment BPQ equal

and similar to the segment BQ^q, the angle PTN will be equal

to the angle U, and AN will be equal to AN'.

Hence in this case PL = 2L V, and F, L coincide, so that F,

C, H are all in one vertical straight line.

Thus the paraboloid will remain in the position in which

one point B of the base touches the surface of the fluid, and the

axis makes with the surface an angle equal to U.
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(III. h) In the case where

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) = PiPs^ : AM'\

we can prove in the same way that, if the solid be placed in the

fluid so that its axis is inclined to the vertical and its base does

not anywhere touch the surface of the fluid, the solid will take

up and rest in the position in which one point only of the base

touches the surface, and the axis is inclined to it at an angle

equal to Ti (in the figure on p. 284).

(IV.) In this case

(spec. gr. of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) > PiPs^ : AM^

but < Q,Q;' : AM\

Suppose the ratio to be equal to l^ : AM'^, so that I is greater

than P1P3 but less than Q1Q3.

Place P'V between the parabolas BP^Qi, BP^Qi so that

P'V is equal to I and parallel to AM, and let P'V meet the

intermediate parabola in F' and OQoP.. in /.

Join BV and produce it to meet the outer parabola in q.

Then, as before, BV = Vq, and accordingly the tangent

P'T' at P' is parallel to Bq. Let P'N' be the ordinate of P'.
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1. Now let the segment be placed in the fluid, first, with

its axis so inclined to the vertical that its base does not

anywhere touch the surface of the fluid.

Let the plane through AM perpendicular to the surface of

the fluid cut the paraboloid in the parabola BAB' and the

plane of the surface of the fluid in QQ'. Let PT be the

tangent parallel to QQ', PV the diameter bisecting QQ'.

Divide AM at C, as before, and draw OL perpendicular to PV.

Then, as before, we have PV =1 — P'V.

Thus the segments BP'q, QPQ' of the paraboloid are equal

in volume ; and it follows that the angle between QQ' and BB'

is less than the angle B^Bq.

Therefore Z P'T'N' < Z PTN,

and hence AN' > AN,

so that NO > N'O,

i.e. PL > P'l

> P'F', a fortiori.

Thus PL > 2L V, so that F, the centre of gravity of the

immersed portion of the solid, is between L and P, while CL

is perpendicular to the surface of the fluid.
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If then we produce FG to H, the centre of gravity of the

portion of the solid above the surface, we prove that the solid

will not rest but turn in the direction of diminishing the

angle PTN.

2. Next let the paraboloid be so placed in the fluid that

its base touches the surface of the fluid at one point B only,

and let the construction proceed as before.

Then PV=P'V', and the segments BPQ, BP'q are equal

and similar, so that

ZPTN = ZP'T'N'.

It follows that AN = AN', NO = N'O,

and therefore P'/ = PL,

whence PL>2LV.

Thus F again lies between P and L, and, as before, the

paraboloid will turn in the direction of diminishing the angle

PTN, i.e. so that the base will be more submerged.

(V.) In this case

(spec. gi\ of solid) : (spec. gr. of fluid) < PiPJ' : A]\P.

If then the ratio is equal to I' : AM\ I < P,P,. Place P'V
between the parabolas BP^Qi and BPsQs equal in length to I
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and parallel to A3I. Let P'V meet the intermediate parabola

in F' and OP, in /.

Join BV and produce it to meet the outer parabola in q.

Then, as before, BV = V'q, and the tangent P'T' is parallel

to Bq.

1. Let the paraboloid be so placed in the fluid that its

base touches the surface at one point only.
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Let the plane through AM perpendicular to the surface

of the fluid cut the paraboloid in the parabolic section BAB'
and the plane of the surface of the fluid in BQ.

Making the usual construction, we find

PV=l = P'V',

and the segments BPQ, BP^q are equal and similar.

Therefore Z PTN = Z P'T'N',

and AN = AN',NV = NO.

Therefore PL = P'l,

whence it follows that PL < 2L V.

Thus F, the centre of gravity of the immersed portion of the

solid, lies between L and V, while CL is perpendicular to the

surface of the fluid.

Producing FC to H, the centre of gravity of the portion

above the surface, we prove, as usual, that there will not be

rest, but the solid will turn in the direction of increasing the

angle PTN, so that the base will not anywhere touch the

surface.

2. The solid will however rest in a position where its axis

makes with the surface of the fluid an angle less than Tj.
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For let it be placed so that the angle PTN is not less

than Tj.

Then, with the same construction as before, PV =1 = P'V.

And, since ^T^aT,,

and therefore NO <]: N-^0, where PiN-^ is the ordinate of Pj.

Hence PL ^ P,P,.

But P,P^ > P'F'.

Therefore PL > fPF,

so that F, the centre of gravity of the immersed portion of

the solid, lies between P and L.

Thus the solid will turn in the direction of diminishing

the angle PTN until that angle becomes less than Tj.

[As before, if x, x' be the distances from T of the orthogonal

projections of C, F respectively on TP, we have

a;' - ^ = cos 6'

ll
(cot' ^ + 2) -

I
(A - A;)| (1),

vf\iereh = AM,k = PV.

Also, if the base BB' touch the surface of the fluid at one

point B, we have further, as in the note following Prop. 6,

V^=\/p+|cot6' (2),

and /^-A; = ^/^^cot^-|cot'^ (3).

Therefore, to find the relation between li and the angle 6 at

which the axis of the paraboloid is inclined to the surface of the

fluid in a position of equilibrium with B just touching the

surface, we eliminate k and equate the expression in (1) to

zero ; thus

I
(cot* ^ + 2) -

I
i^ph cot 6" - 1 cof" e\ = 0,

or o2JCot'^-8\/^cot6' + 6;9 = (4).
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The two values of 6 are given by the equations

5\/^cot^ = 4\//i± \'\Qh-mp (5).

The lower sign corresponds to the angle U, and the upper

sign to the angle T^, in the proposition of Archimedes, as can

be verified thus.

In the first figure of Archimedes (p. 284 above) we have

_ Sp /4A p\
~ y vi5

~
27

If PiP,Ps meet BM in D', it follows that

,[ = M,D±M,M,

-^/m-l)^-h.'^'

and ^^^j^A = MM, + M,D

-I'^^-wm-t)-
Now, from the property of the parabola,

cot U= 2MD/p,

cotT, = 2MD'/2h

or 5 'Jp cot
I I

= 4 VA + \/l6h-'S02),

which agrees with the result (5) above.

To find the corresponding ratio of the specific gravities, or

F/A'^ we have to use equations (2) and (5) and to express k in

terms of h and p.
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Equation (2) gives, on the substitution in it of the value of

cot d contained in (5),

^/^' = V/i - ^ (4 \/A + Vie /i - SOp)

= |V/i + Jo^l6/i-30p,

whence we obtain, by squaring.

k = ^h-^p + ^%^/h(l6h-S0p) (6).

The lower sign corresponds to the angle U and the upper to

the angle T^, and, in order to verify the results of Archimedes,

we have simply to show that the two values of k are equal to

Q1Q3, P1P3 respectively.

Now it is easily seen that

Q1Q3 = hl2 - MD'Ip + 2M,D'lp,

P,P, = h/2 - MD"Ip + 2M,D"/p.

Therefore, using the values of MD, MD', M^D, M^D' above

found, we have

QM_h 3/M_|9\_7[i 6 /3A/4A_p
P1P3J 2'^5V15 2) 5O-5V 5 V15 2

= if ^ - 1%-P ± 2% V'^ (16 A - 30^),

which are the values of k given in (6) above.]
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Proposition 1 .

If two circles touch at A, and ifBD, EF he parallel diameters

in them, ADF is a straight line.

[The proof in the text only applies to the particular case

where the diameters are perpendicular to the radius to the

point of contact, but it is easily adapted to the more general

case by one small change only.]

Let 0, C be the centres of the circles, and let OC be joined

and produced to A. Draw DH parallel to AO meeting OF
inH.

Then, since OH = CD = CA,

and OF=OA,
we have, by subtraction,

HF=CO=DH.
Therefore Z HDF = Z HFR
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Thus both the triangles CAD, HDF are isosceles, and the

third angles ACD, DHF in each are equal. Therefore the

equal angles in each are equal to one another, and

Z ADC = Z DFH.

Add to each the angle CDF, and it follows that

/.ADC + zCDF = zCDF + zDFH
= (two right angles).

Hence ADF is a straight line.

The same proof applies if the circles touch externally*.

Proposition 2.

Let AB be the diameter of a semicircle, and let the tangents

to it at B and at any other point D on it meet in T. If now DE
he drawn perpendicular to AB, and if AT, DE meet in F,

DF = FE.

Produce AD to meet BT produced in H. Then the angle

ADB in the semicircle is right ; therefore the angle BDH is

also right. And TB, TD are equal.

Therefore T is the centre of the semicircle on BU as

diameter, which passes through D.

Hence HT=TB.

And, since DE, HB are parallel, it follows that DF=FE.

* Pappus assumes the result of this proposition in connexion with the

ap/37jXos (p. 214, ed. Hultsch), and he proves it for the case where the circles

touch externally (p. 840).
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Proposition 3.

Let P he any point on a segment of a circle whose base is

AB, and let PN be perpendicular to AB. Take D on AB so

that AN = ND. If noiu PQ be an arc equal to the arc PA, and

BQ be joined,

BQ, BD shall be equal*.

And
Join PA, PQ, PD, DQ.

* The segment in the figure of the ms. appears to have been a semicircle,

though the proposition is equally true of any segment. But the case where the

segment is a semicircle brings the proposition into close connexion with a

proposition in Ptolemy's fieydX-r] ff^vra^is, I. 9 (p. 31, ed. Halma ; of. the repro-

duction in Cantor's Gesch. d. Mathematilc , I. (1894), p. 389). Ptolemy's object is

to connect by an equation the lengths of the chord of an arc and the chord of half

the arc. Substantially his procedure is as follows. Suppose AP, PQ to be

equal arcs, AB the diameter through A ; and let AP, PQ, AQ, PB, QB be joined.

Measure BD along BA equal to BQ. The perpendicular PN is now drawn, and

it is proved that PA=PD, and AN= ND.

Then AN:^^(BA - BD) = \ (BA - BQ) = ^{BA- -JbA^-AQ^)-

And, by similar triangles, AN : AP= AP : AB.

Therefore AF-=AB.AN
= h{AB- sIaB^-AQ^) . AB.

This gives AP in terms of AQ and the known diameter AB. If we divide by

AB'^ throughout, it is seen at once that the proposition gives a geometrical

proof of the formula

sin^- = \ (1 -cos a).

The case where the segment is a semicircle recalls also the method used by

Archimedes at the beginning of the second part of Prop. 3 of the Measurement

of a circle. It is there proved that, in the figure above,

AB + BQ .AQ =BP -.PA,

or, if we divide the first two terms of the proposition by AB,

(1 + cos a) /sin a = cot - .
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Then, since the arcs PA, PQ are equal,

PA = PQ.

But, since AN = NP, and the angles at N are right,

PA = PP.

Therefore PQ = PL,

and ZPQD = /.PDQ.

Now, since A, P, Q, B are concyclic,

^PAD + ^^ PQB = (two right angles),

whence Z PDA + Z PQB = (two right angles)

= Z PDA + Z PDB.

Therefore Z PQB = Z PDB
;

and, since the parts, the angles PQD, PDQ, are equal,

ZBQD = ZBDQ,

and BQ = BD.

Proposition 4.

IfAB he the diameter ofa semicircle and N any point on AB,

and if semicircles be described within the first semicircle and

having AN, BN as diameters respectively, the figure included

betiueen the circumferences of the th'ee semicircles is "what

Arcliimedes called an dp^rfkoq*" ; and its area is equal to the

circle on PN as diameter, where PN is perpendicular to AB
and meets the original semicircle in P.

For AB^ = AN' + NB' + 2AN .NB

= AN' + NB' + 2PN\

But circles (or semicircles) are to one another as the squares of

their radii (or diameters).

* dp^TjXos is literally ' a shoemaker's knife.' Cf. note attached to the remarks

on the Liber Assuviptorum in the Introduction, Chapter II.
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Hence

(semicircle on ^5) = (sum of semicircles on AN, NB)

+ 2 (semicircle on PN).

That is, the circle on PN as diameter is equal to the

difference between the semicircle on AB and the sum of the

semicircles on AN, NB, i.e. is equal to the area of the dp^tfKo'i.

Proposition 5.

Let AB he the diameter of a semicircle, C any point on AB,

and CD perpendicular to it, and let semicircles he described

within the first semicircle and having AG, GB as diameters.

Then, if two circles he drawn touching GD on different sides

and each touching two of the semicircles, the circles so drawn

will he equal.

Let one of the circles touch GD at E, the semicircle on AB
in F, and the semicircle on AG in G.

Draw the diameter EH of the circle, which will accordingly

be perpendicular to GD and therefore parallel to AB.

Join FH, HA, and FE, EB. Then, by Prop. 1, FHA, FEB
are both straight lines, since EH, AB are parallel.

For the same reason AGE, GGH are straight lines.

Let AF produced meet GD in D, and let AE produced

meet the outer semicircle in /. Join BI, ID.

H. A. 20
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Then, since the angles AFB, AGD are right, the straight

lines AD, AB are such that the perpendiculars on each from the

extremity of the other meet in the point E. Therefore, by the

properties of triangles, AE is perpendicular to the line joining

B to D.

But AE \b perpendicular to BI.

Therefore BID is a straight line.

Now, since the angles at G, I are right, CH is parallel

to BD.

Therefore AB : BC = AD : DH
= AC:HE,

so that AG .CB = AB .HE.

In like manner, if d is the diameter of the other circle, we can

prove that AG . GB = AB . d.

Therefore d = HE, and the circles are equal*.

* The property upon which this result depends, viz. that

AB : BC = AC : HE,

appears as an intermediate step in a proposition of Pappus (p. 230, ed. Hultsch)

which proves that, in the figure above,

AB : BC^CE^ : HE^.

The truth of the latter proposition is easily seen. For, since the angle CEH
is a right angle, and EG is perpendicular to CH,

CE^ : EH'^=CG : GH
=AC:HE.
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[As pointed out by an Arabian Scholiast Alkauhi, this

proposition may be stated more generally. If, instead of one

point C on AB, we have two points C, D, and semicircles be

described on AG, BD as diameters, and if, instead of the

perpendicular to AB through G, we take the radical axis of the

two semicircles, then the circles described on different sides of

the radical axis and each touching it as well as two of the

semicircles are equal. The proof is similar and presents no

difficulty.]

Proposition 6.

Let AB, the diameter of a semicircle, he divided at G so that

AG=^GB [or in any ratio]. Describe semicircles within the

first semicircle and on AG, GB as diameters, and suppose a

circle drawn touching all three semicircles. If QH he the

diameter of this circle, to find the relation hetween GH and AB.

Let GH be that diameter of the circle which is parallel to

AB, and let the circle touch the semicircles on AB, AG, GB
in D, E, F respectively.

Join AG, GB and BH, HD. Then, by Prop. \, AGD, BHD
are straight lines.

For a like reason AEH, BFG are straight lines, as also

are GEG, GFH.

Let AD meet the semicircle on AG in I, and let BD meet

the semicircle on GB in K. Join GI, GK meeting AE, BF
20—2
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respectively in L, M, and let GL, HM produced meet AB in

N, P respectively.

Now, in the triangle AOC, the perpendiculars from A, C on

the opposite sides meet in L. Therefore, by the properties of

triangles, GLN is perpendicular to AC.

Similarly HMP is perpendicular to GB.

Again, since the angles at /, K, D are right, CK is parallel

to AD, and GI to BD.

Therefore AG : GB = AL : LH
^AN:NP,

and BG : GA = BM : MG
= BP : PN.

Hence AN .NP = NP: PB,

or AN, NP, PB are in continued proportion*.

Now, in the case where AG = ^ GB,

AN=^NP = IPB,

whence BP : PN : NA : AB = 4> : Q :'d -.Id.

Therefore GH = NP = j% AB.

And similarly GH can be found when AG : GB is equal to

any other given ratio "[.

* This same property appears incidentally in Pappus (p. 226) as an inter-

mediate step in the proof of the " ancient proposition " alluded to below.

t In general, if ^C : CjB= \ : 1, we have

BP:PN:NA: AB = 1 : X : X'^ : (l + X+X^),

and GH : AB^X: (l + \+ \"-).

It may be interesting to add the enunciation of the "ancient proposition"

stated by Pappus (p. 208) and proved by him after several auxiliary lemmas.
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Proposition 7.

If circles be circumscribed about and inscribed in a square,

the circumscribed circle is double of the inscribed circle.

For the ratio of the circumscribed to the inscribed circle is

equal to that of the square on the diagonal to the square itself,

i.e. to the ratio 2:1.

Proposition 8.

IfAB be any chord of a circle whose centre is 0, and ifAB
be produced to C so that BG is equal to the radius; iffurther CO
7neet the circle in D and be produced to meet the circle a second

time in E, the arc AE will be equal to three times the arc BD.

Draw the chord EF parallel to AB, and join OB, OF.

Let an ap/SryXos be formed by three semicircles on AB, AC, CB as diameters, and

let a series of circles be described, the first of which touches all three semicircles,

while the second touches the first and two of the semicircles forming one end

of the dp^TjXos, the third touches the second and the same two semicircles, and

so on. Let the diameters of the successive circles be dj, dj, d.^,... their centres

Oj, Og, O3,... and O-^N-^, O^N^, O^N^,... the perpendiculars from the centres on
AB. Then it is to be proved that

02^^2= 2^2,

03^^3= 3^3,

0„N„ = nd„.
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Then, since the angles OEF, OFE are equal,

Z GOF = 2 z OEF
= 2 Z BCO, by parallels,

= 2 Z BOD, since EC = BO.
Therefore

ZB0F=S^B0D,

so that the arc BF is equal to three times the arc BD.

Hence the arc AE, which is equal to the arc BF, is equal to

three times the arc BD*.

Proposition 9.

If in a circle two chords AB, CD which do not pass through

the centre intei'sect at right angles, then

{arc AD) + {arc GB) = {arc AG) + {arc DB).

Let the chords intersect at 0, and draw the diameter EF
parallel to AB intersecting GD in

H. EF will thus bisect CD at

right angles in H, and

{dxcED) = {BXGEC).

Also EDF, ECF are semi-

circles, while

(arc ED) = (arc EA) + (arc AD).

Therefore

(sum of arcs CF, EA, AD) = (arc

of a semicircle).

And the arcs AE, BF are equal.

Therefore

(arc GB) + (arc AD) = (arc of a semicircle).

* This proposition gives a method of reducing the trisection of any angle,

i.e. of any circular arc, to a problem of the kind known as vevaeLs. Suppose that

^E is the arc to be trisected, and that ED is the diameter through E of the circle

of which AE is an arc. In order then to find an arc equal to one-third of AE,

we have only to draio through A a line ABC, meeting the circle again in B and

ED produced in C, such that BC is equal to the radius of the circle. For a

discussion of this and other vei/trets see the Introduction, Chapter V,
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Hence the remainder of the circumference, the sum of the

arcs AC, DB, is also equal to a semicircle; and the proposition

is proved.

Proposition lO.

Suppose that TA, TB are two tangents to a circle, while TC
cuts it. Let BD he the chord through B parallel to TC, and let

AD meet TC in E. Then, ifEH he drawn perpendicular to BD,
it will bisect it in H.

Let AB meet TC in F, and join BE.

Now the angle TAB is equal to the angle in the alternate

segment, i.e.

z TAB = z ADB
= Z AET, by parallels.

Hence the triangles EAT, AFT have one angle equal and

another (at T) common. They are therefore similar, and

FT : AT = AT : ET
Therefore

ET . TF = TA'

= TB\

It follows that the triangles EBT, BFT are similar.

Therefore Z TEB = Z TBF
= ZTAB.

But the angle TEB is equal to the angle EBD, and the

angle TAB was proved equal to the angle EDB.
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Therefore zUDB = zEBD.

And the angles at H are right angles.

It follows that BH = HD*.

Proposition 1

1

.

If two chords AB, CD in a circle intersect at right angles in

a point 0, not being the centre, then

^ 0' + BO' + CO^ + DO'' = (diameterf.

Draw the diameter CE, and join AG, CB, AD, BE.

Then the angle GAO is equal

to the angle GEB in the same seg-

ment, and the angles AOG, EBG
are right; therefore the triangles

AOG, EBG are similar, and

ZAC0=ZEGB.
It follows that the subtended

arcs, and therefore the chords AD,
BE, are equal.

* The figure of this proposition curiously recalls the figure of a problem

given by Pappus (pp. 836-8) among his lemmas to the first Book of the treatise

of ApoUonius On Contacts (irepl eTra<f>Qiv). The problem is, Given a circle and

two points E, F (neither of which is necessarily, as in this case, the middle

point of the chord of the circle drawn through E, F), to draw through E, F
respectively two chords AD, AB having a common extremity A and such that DB
is parallel to EF. The analysis is as follows. Suppose the problem solved, BD
being parallel to FE. Let BT, the tangent at B, meet EF produced in T. {T

is not in general the pole of AB, so that TA is not generally the tangent at A.)

Then z TBF= i BDA, in the alternate segment,

= / AET, by parallels.

Therefore A, E, B, T are concyclic, and

EF.FT=AF.FB.
But, the circle ADB and the point F being given, the rectangle AF .FB is given.

Also EF is given.

Hence FT is known.

Thus, to make the construction, we have only to find the length of FT from

the data, produce EF to T so that FT has the ascertained length, draw the

tangent TB, and then draw BD parallel to EF. DE, BE will then meet in A on

the circle and will be the chords required.
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Thus

^BE' +BC
= CE\

Proposition 12.

If AB he the diameter of a semicircle, and TP, TQ the

tangents to it from any point T, and if AQ, BP he joined

meeting in R, then TR is perpendicidar to AB.

Let TR produced meet AB in M, and join PA, QB.

Since the angle APR is right,

Z PAB + Z PRA = (a right angle)

= ZAQR.

.---/o

T ,-

Add to each side the angle RRQ, and

Z PAR + Z QRA = (exterior) Z PRQ.

But Z TPR = ZPAR, and Z TQR = z QRA

,

in the alternate segments
;

therefore z TPR + z TQR = z PRQ.

It follows from this that TP=TQ = TR.

[For, if PT be produced to so that TO = TQ, we have

z TOQ = z rgo.

And, by hypothesis, z PEQ = Z TPii + TQR.

By addition, z POQ + z PPQ = z TPP + OQP.
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It follows that, in the quadrilateral OPRQ, the opposite

angles are together equal to two right angles. Therefore a

circle will go round OPQR, and T is its centre, because

TP = TO = TQ. Therefore TR = TP.]

Thus z TRP = z TPR ^zPA M.

Adding to each the angle PRM,

Z PAM+ z PRM=z TRP + z PRM

= (two right angles).

Therefore Z APR + z AMR = (two right angles),

whence Z AMR = (a right angle)*.

Proposition 13.

If a diameter AB of a circle meet any chord CD, not a

diameter, in E, and if AM, EN he drawn perpendicidar to CD,

then

CN = D3If.

Let be the centre of the

circle, and OH perpendicular to

CD. Join BM, and produce HO to

meet BM in K.

Then CH=HD.
And, by parallels,

since BO = OA,

BK = KM.

Therefore NH=HM.

Accordingly CN = DM.

* TM is of course the polar of the intersection of PQ, AB, as it is the line

joining the poles of PQ, AB respectively.

t This proposition is of course true whether M, N lie on CD or on CD
produced each way. Pappus proves it for the latter case in his first lemma

(p. 788) to the second Book of ApoUonius' j/ei^trets.
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Proposition 14.

Let ACB he a semicircle on AB as diameter, and let AD,
BE he equal lengths measured along ABfrom A, B respectively.

On AD, BE as diameters descrihe semicircles on the side towards

G, and on DE as diameter a semicircle on the opposite side. Let

the perpendicidar to AB through 0, the centre of the first semi-

circle, meet the opposite semicircles in G, F respectively.

Then shall the area of the figure hounded hy the circumferences

of all the semicircles {" which Archimedes calls ' Salinon'"*) be

equal to the area of the circle on GF as diameter f.

By Eucl. II. 10, since ED is bisected at and produced

to A,
EA'' + AD' = 2 (EG' + OA'),

and GF=OA + OE = EA.

* For the explanation of this name see note attached to the remarks on the

Liber Assumptorum in the Introduction, Chapter II. On the grounds there

given at length I believe (toKlvov to be simply a Graecised form of the Latin

word salinum, 'salt-cellar.'

+ Cantor (Gesch. d. Mathematik, i. p. 285) compares this proposition

with Hippocrates' attempt to square the circle by means of lunes, but

points out that the object of Archimedes may have been the converse of that

of Hippocrates. For, whereas Hippocrates wished to find the area of a circle

from that of other figures of the same sort, Archimedes' intention was possibly

to equate the area of figures bounded by different curves to that of a circle

regarded as already known.
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Therefore

AB' + DE' = 4 {EO' + OA') = 2 {CF' + AD'').

But circles (and therefore semicircles) are to one another as

the squares on their radii (or diameters).

Therefore

(sum of semicircles on AB, DE)

= (circle on CF) + (sum of semicircles on AD, BE).

Therefore

(area of ' salinon ') = (area of circle on CF as diam.).

Proposition 15.

Let AB he the diameter of a circle, AG a side of an in-

scribed regidar pentagon, D the middle point of the arc AG.

Join GD and produce it to meet BA produced in E ; join AG,

DB meeting in F, and draiu FM perpendicular to AB. Then

EM = (radius of circle) *.

Let be the centre of the circle, and join DA, DM, DO,

CB.

Now ZABG = 1 (right angle),

and ZABD=Z DBG = i (right angle),

whence zAOD = ^ (right angle).

* Pappus gives (p. 418) a proposition almost identical with this among the

lemmas required for the comparison of the five regular polyhedra. His enunci-

ation is substantially as follows. If DH be half the side of a pentagon inscribed

in a circle, while DH is perpendicular to the radius OHA, and if HM be made

equal to AH, then OA is divided at M in extreme and mean ratio, OM being the

greater segment.

In the course of the proof it is first shown that AD, DM, MO are all equal,

as in the proposition above.

Then, the triangles ODA, D^i¥ being similar,

OA: AD = AD : AM,

or (since AD = OM) OA : 031= OM : 31A.
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Further, the triangles FCB, FMB are equal in all respects.

Therefore, in the triangles DOB, DMB, the sides GB, MB
being equal and BD common, while the angles GBD, MBD are

equal,

Z BCD = /.BMD = f (right angle).

But Z BCD + Z BAD = (two right angles)

= ZBAD + ZDAE

= zBMD + zDMA,

so that A DAE = Z BCD,

and Z BAD = z AMD.

Therefore AD = MD.

Now, in the triangle DM0,

Z MOD = f (right angle),

Z DM0 = I (right angle).

Therefore Z ODif= | (right angle) = AOD;

whence OM=MD.

Again Z £'i)^ = (supplement of ^DC)

= ZC5^

= I (right angle)

= zOi)il/.
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Therefore, in the triangles EDA, ODM,

Z EDA - Z ODM,

ZEAD = Z0MD,

and the sides AD, MD are equal.

Hence the triangles are equal in all respects, and

EA = MO.

Therefore EM = AO.

Moreover DE = DO; and it follows that, since DE is equal

to the side of an inscribed hexagon, and DC is the side of an

inscribed decagon, EC is divided at D in extreme aud mean

ratio [i.e. EG : ED = ED : DC] ; "and this is proved in the

book of the Elements." [Eucl. xiii. 9, "If the side of the

hexagon and the side of the decagon inscribed in the same

circle be put together, the whole straight line is divided in

extreme and mean ratio, and the greater segment is the

side of the hexagon."]



THE CATTLE-PKOBLEM.

It is required to find the number of bulls and cows of each

of four colours, or to find 8 unknown quantities. The first

part of the problem connects the unknowns by seven simple

equations ; and the second part adds two more conditions to

which the unknowns must be subject.

Let W, w be the numbers of white bulls and cows respectively,

A. , X „ „ DiacK „ „ ,,

Y, y „ „ yellow

Z, z „ „ dappled

First part.

(I) Tf=(i+i)X+r (a),

X = (i + i)Z+Y (0),

Z = (i + })W+Y (7),

(II) • w = a + i){X-^x) (8),

x = (i + i)(Z+z) (e),

^ = {^ + ^)iY + y) (D,

y = a + })(W + w) (v).

Second part.

W+ X = 3i square {6),

Y-\- Z = a, triangular number (t).
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[There is an ambiguity in the language which expresses the

condition (6). Literally the lines mean " When the white bulls

joined in number with the black, they stood firm {efMirehov)

with depth and breadth of equal measurement (laofxerpoi et<?

^a0o<i ek evp6<i re) ; and the plains of Thrinakia, far-stretching

all ways, were filled with their multitude" (reading, with

Krumbiegel, ttXtjOov^; instead of ttXivOov). Considering that, if

the bulls were packed together so as to form a square figure,

the number of them need not be a square number, since a bull

is longer than it is broad, it is clear that one possible interpre-

tation would be to take the 'square' to be a square figure, and

to understand condition {6) to be simply

TT + X = a rectangle (i.e. a product of two factors).

The problem may therefore be stated in two forms

:

(1) the simpler one in which, for the condition {&), there is

substituted the mere requirement that

Tr+ X = a product of two whole numbers
;

(2) the complete problem in which all the conditions have to

be satisfied including the requirement {6) that

W + X = 0. square number.

The simpler problem was solved by Jul. Fr. Wurm and may

be called

Wurm's Problem.

The solution of this is given (together with a discussion of

the complete problem) by Amthor in the Zeitschrift fur Math,

u. Physik (Hist. litt. Ahtheilung), xxv. (1880), p. 156 sqq.

Multiply (a) by 336, (yS) by 280, (7) by 126, and add; thus

297F=7427, or 8MlF=2.7.53r (a')-

Then from (7) and (/3) we obtain

891Z=lo80F, or 8M1^=2^5.79F (/3').

and 99Z= 178F, or 3M1Z = 2.89F (7').

Again, if we multiply (S) by 4800, (e) by 2800, (^) by 1260,

{t)) by 462, and add, we obtain

46o7w = 2800Z -I- 1260^ + 462F+ 143F
;
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and, by means of the values in (a'), (/3'), (7'), we derive

297. 4657w = 24021207,

or 3M1 . 4>657w = 2^ 5 . 7 . 23 . 373F (S').

Hence, by means of (rj), (^), (e), we have

3M1.4657y=13.4G489F (e'),

3^4657^ = 2^5.7.761F (Q
and 3M1. 4657a; = 2. 17. 15991 F (V).

And, since all the unknowns must be whole numbers, we see

from the equations (a), (/8'), ••• (v) that Y must be divisible by

3*
. 11 . 4657, i.e. we may put

F= 3M1 . 4657w = 4149387?i.

Therefore the equations (a'), {^'),...{r)') give the following values

for all the unknowns in terms of n, viz.

Tf = 2 . 8 . 7 . 53 . 46577? = 10366482M
X = 2.3'.89.4657w = 7460514/z

F=3M1.4657w = 4149387??

^=2^5.79.4657?^ = 7358060n

w = 2^3.5.7.23.373?^= 7206360?i

a;=2.3M7.15991?? = 4893246??

2/
= 3M 3. 46489?? = 5439213??

^ = 2'. 3. 5. 7. 11. 761?? = 3515820??/

If now ??- = 1, the numbers are the smallest which will satisfy

the seven equations (a), (/3),...(?7); and we have next to find

such an integral value for ?? that the equation (t) will be

satisfied also. [The modified equation {6) requiring that W + X
must be a product of two factors is then simultaneously

satisfied.]

Equation (t) requires that

F+^=^^^^\

where q is some positive integer.

H. A. 21

y (A).
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Putting for Y, Z their values as above ascertained, we have

^t^^ = (3M1 + 2\ 5 . 79) . 4657w

= 2471 . 4657?i

= 7 . 353 . 4657w.

Now q is either even or odd, so that either q = 2s, or

q = 2s — l, and the equation becomes

s(2s±l) = 7.353.4657w.

As n need not be a prime number, we suppose n = u.v, where

u is the factor in n which divides s without a remainder and v

the factor which divides 25 + 1 without a remainder ; we then

have the following sixteen alternative pairs of simultaneous

equations

:

(1)
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whence it follows that

s = 7/6 = 821961,

and q = 2s-l^ 1648921.

Thus F+^=2471.4657n

= 2471.4657.117423

= 1351238949081

_ 1643921 1643922~
2

'

which is a triangular number, as required.

The number in equation (0) which has to be the product of

two integers is now

F 4- Z = 2 . 3 . (7 . 53 + 3 . 89) . 46577i

= 2^3.11.29.4657w

= 2\ 3. 11. 29. 4657. 117423

= 2^3M 1.29. 4657. 4349

= (2^ 3*. 4349). (11. 29. 4657)

= 1409076 . 1485583,

which is a rectangular number with nearly equal factors.

The solution is then as follows (substituting for n its value

117423):

If =121726341,5886

X= 876035935422

F= 487233469701

Z= 864005479380

w= 846192410280

x= 574579625058

y= 638688708099

^= 412838131860

and the sum = 5916837175686
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The complete problem.

In this case the seven original equations (a), {^),...(rj) have

to be satisfied, and the following further conditions must hold,

W + X = a square number = p^ say,

Y + Z = a triangular number — -^ , say.

Using the values found above (A), we have in the first place

p' - 2 . 3 . (7 . 53 + 3 . 89) . 4657'/i

= 2^ 3 . 11 . 29 . 4657ii,

and this equation will be satisfied if

?i = 3 . 11 . 29 . 4657f - 44567491^

where | is any integer.

Thus the first 8 equations (a), (yS),...(//), (6) are satisfied by

the following values

:

IF = 2 . 3^ 7 . 11 . 29 . 53 .
4657'-^

. f^ = 46200808287018 .

^''

X = 2 . 3M1 . 29 . 89 . 4657' . f"'
= 33249638308986 . f'

F = 3M1' . 29 . 4657' . f = 18492776362863 . f
Z= 2'. 3 . 5 . 11 . 29 . 79 . 4657'. f = 32793026546940 . f
^y = 2'

.
3' . 5 .7 . 11. 23 . 29 . 373 . 4657 . f = 32116937723640 . |'

a; = 2 . 3M1 . 17 . 29 . 15991 . 4657 . f = 21807969217254 . p
2/
= 3M 1 . 13 . 29 . 46489 . 4657 . f

'

= 24241207098537 . ^
2 = 2' .

3'
. 5 . 7 . ir . 29 . 761 . 4657 . ^ = 15669127269180 . f

It remains to determine | so that equation (t) may be

satisfied, i.e. so that

7 + ^ = 9^2+1).

Substituting the ascertained values of Y, Z, we have

^^^^t^^ = 51285802909803 . P
2

^

= 3. 7. 11. 29. 353. 4657'. f'.
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Multiply by S, and put

2q + l = t, 2 . 4657 . | - t6,

and we have the "Pellian" equation

f -1 = 2. 3. 7. 11. 29.353. w^

that is, ^^ - 4729494 ^•' = 1.

Of the solutions of this equation the smallest has to be

chosen for which a is divisible by 2 . 4657.

When this is done,

I = o~Tftp;'7
'^^^ ^^ ^ whole number;

whence, by substitution of the value of ^ so found in the last

system of equations, we should arrive at the solution of the

complete problem.

It would require too much space to enter on the solution of

the " Pellian " equation

i'^- 4729494 «'=1,

and the curious reader is referred to Amthor's paper itself

Suffice it to say that he develops ^4729494 in the form of a

continued fraction as far as the period which occurs after 91

convergents, and, after an arduous piece of work, arrives at the

conclusion that

F = 1598 <206541>
,

where <^06541^ rejjresents the fact that there are 206541 more

digits to follow, and that, with the same notation,

the whole number of cattle =7766 < 20654]) .

One may well be excused for doubting whether Archimedes

solved the complete problem, having regard to the enormous
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size of the numbers and the great difficulties inherent in the

work. By way of giving an idea of the space which would be

required for merely writing down the results when obtained,

Amthor remarks that the large seven-figured logarithmic tables

contain on one page 50 lines with 50 figures or so in each, say

altogether 2500 figures ; therefore one of the eight unknown
quantities would, when found, occupy 82^ such pages, and to

write down all the eight numbers would require a volume of

660 pages
!]
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